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ABSTRACT 

As leaders in Aboriginal education strive to produce curriculum materials which are 

suitable for delivery in Aboriginal schools, lessons can be learned about the knowledge and 

skills needed by writers. This study centred on a set of English materials entitled Getting 
Going with Genres which had been specifically developed for teachers in Aboriginal 

schools in the Northern Territory of Australia between 1990 and 1993. The resource was 

innovative in many ways, the most significant being the involvement of seventy-six 

Aboriginal teachers in developing the resource, the conduct of writing workshops in schools 

in remote Aboriginal communities and the application of a genre approach to teaching 

English as a second language. 

Three conceptual frameworks informed the research design. The organisation, 

development and application phases of Print's (1993) model of the curriculum process 

unified the elements being investigated. The Concerns-Based Adoption Model provided 

the concepts of Stages of Concern, Levels of Use, Innovation Configurations and 

Interventions which were so important for evaluating the resource in use'. The grounded 

theory approach to the analysis of qualitative data enabled a theory to emerge from the 

data. Subjects were the intended audience for the resource; that is, teachers in Northern 

Territory Aboriginal schools. Data-gathering instruments included a questionnaire by 

which teachers evaluated the resource by inspection, an interview to determine teachers' 

levels of use of the resource and a checklist to assess how the components of the resource 

were being operationalised. 

The results showed that the resource had been widely adopted and had had a profound 

effect on the way English was taught in Northern Territory Aboriginal schools. With the 

exception of the methodology which was intended to lead to students writing 

independently in English, all the critical components of the resource had been successfully 

implemented. Important qualities of the resource were its reader-friendliness, user-

friendimess, models of work and use of topics of relevance to Aboriginal sociocultural 

contexts. The study identified issues and exemplary practices during the three phases of 

the curriculum process. Derived from the findings a grounded theory is presented for 

developing appropriate curriculum materials for Aboriginal schools. Recommendations 

include the need for improved training of change facilitators to support the 

implementation process and further research into effective teaching-learning models. 

(xiii) 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Li The problem 

The problem investigated by this study was the design and development of 

appropriate English curriculum materials for Aboriginal schools in the 

Northern Territory of Australia. 'Design' is concerned with the arrangement 

of all the elements of a publication and 'development' is concerned with the 

processes of planning and construction. Although curriculum materials come 

in many forms and may be produced from a variety of sources, it was an 

English as a Second Language (ESL) set of curriculum materials in print 

form—Getting Going with Genres (Northern Territory Department of 

Education 1993)—on which this investigation was based. Figure 1.1 

represents the magazine-style box in which the materials were packaged. 

FIGURE 1.1 A RESOURCE FOR ABORIGINAL SCHOOLS 

Given that printed forms of curriculum materials surround and support the 

work of all teachers, one might have assumed that writers would find 

guidance for decision making from findings of research studies in this field. 

Dubin (1995, p.  15) states that this is not the case: 'What they lack is access to 

a well developed body of knowledge about materials writing. What is 
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missing is an accumulation of the experiences, advice, practices, and ways of 

dealing with issues, or the craft knowledge, necessary for materials writing.' 

This research project was intended to address this problem by setting out to 

investigate the craft knowledge writers need to produce appropriate 

curriculum materials for Aboriginal schools. 

In this study the 'appropriateness' of materials for Aboriginal schools was 

understood to be a problematic and changing concept. What has been 

perceived to be requisites for appropriateness have differed over time in 

relation to the wider social and political context. A task force of the 

Ministerial Council on Education, Employment, Training and Youth Affairs 

(1995, p.  57), chaired by Dr Paul Hughes, claimed that many educators 

'argued the need for culturally appropriate education but few were explicit 

about what this means or what might actually be made different'. 

Contributing to the problem has been the lack of input from articulate 

Aboriginal educators in the past. This study sought to make explicit teachers' 

views about Getting Going with Genres which did, or did not, make it an 

appropriate resource for Aboriginal schools. 

1.2 Context of the problem 

The context of the problem was Aboriginal schools in the Northern Territory 

of Australia. 'Aboriginal schools' are schools located in predominantly 

Aboriginal communities. It was widely reported in the literature that 

Aboriginal students consistently achieve at lower levels than other 

Australian students and, by virtually every indicator, were the most 

disadvantaged group in Australian education. The provision of 

'inappropriate' curriculum materials was perceived to be one of numerous 

factors which contributed to this disadvantaged situation. Although it might 

seem like a drop in an ocean, the development of Getting Going with Genres 

was an attempt by the Northern Territory Department of Education to 

improve the situation. 
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Gathering data required extensive travel, funds and time. The Northern 

Territory is the least populated and most barren area of Australia. It has 1.35 

million square kilometres of vast open spaces. It extends about 1610km from 

north to south and 934km from east to west. The northern quarter is 

colloquially known as the 'Top End'. Much of the southern three-quarters 

consists of deserts. The Northern Territory represents about a sixth of the 

Australian continent but has just less than one per cent of the Australian 

population. The 1996 census reported 195,101 residents in the Northern 

Territory with 46,277 (23.7 per cent) identifying themselves as Aboriginal 

Australians. The location of the Northern Territory in Australia is indicated 

in figure 1.2. 

FIGURE 1.2 LOCATION OF THE NORTHERN TERRITORY 
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During the years 1993-1996 there were 84 Aboriginal schools in the Northern 

Territory with approximately 410 teachers and 9000 students. Most teachers 

in these schools were from non-Aboriginal cultural backgrounds. Nearly all 

these teachers worked with an Aboriginal teacher assistant. Many of the 

teacher assistants participated in the Remote Aboriginal Teacher Education 

(RATE) program offered through Batchelor College. No statistics were 

available for the number of trained Aboriginal teachers in schools. Twenty of 

the Aboriginal schools ran bilingual programs where the Aboriginal 
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language curriculum was implemented by an Aboriginal teacher or teacher 

assistant. Team-teaching was an established practice in these schools. Figure 

1.3 provides images of some of the teachers and students. 

FIGURE 1.3 ABORIGINAL TEACHERS AND STUDENTS 

rim 

Aboriginal teachers A session with Aboriginal RATE students 

Writers of Getting Going with Genres needed as much understanding as 

possible about the language context for which they were designing the 

materials. Conditions in Aboriginal communities were vastly different from 

those in urban centres. Both in and out of formal lessons, Aboriginal teachers 

and students were more comfortable using the Aboriginal language of the 

area than English. Homes frequently did not have any form of reading 

materials and family members rarely needed to read or write English. Figure 

1.4 provides images of some of these contexts. 
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FIGURE 1.4 ABORIGINAL COMMUNITY CONTEXTS 

A remote Aboriginal community An Aboriginal community school 

 

An Aboriginal teacher's home 

F 

Irregular attendance was a widespread problem as Aboriginal students were 

often permitted to decide for themselves whether they attended school or 

not. One reason given for irregular attendance was the lack of appropriate 

curriculum materials for Aboriginal students who observed and participated 

in the cultural life of the community—'What relevance has a book if you 

cannot see your culture reflected in it?'. It was argued that the lack of 

culturally relevant words and images in books contributed to the alienation 

students felt in a school context. To make schooling more meaningful for 

Aboriginal students, it was perceived to be important for curriculum 

materials to reflect an observable link between English learning activities and 

the maintenance and development of cultural identity. This kind of content 

was not to be found in most commercially available educational materials. 

Getting Going with Genres needed to have ideas which were sufficiently 

flexible so that learning of English could occur in both indoor and outdoor 

Aboriginal settings (figure 1.5). 
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FIGURE 1.5 LEARNING CONTEXTS 

Bush tucker locations: honey ants, goannas and witchetty grubs 

Swimming locations 

Classroom locations for literacy activities 

Aboriginal students enjoyed outdoor activities: excursions, looking for bush 

tucker, sport, swimming, ceremonies, tracking animals and visiting 

significant land sites, to name a few. The freedom associated with common 

outdoor activities was in stark contrast with the confinements of classrooms. 
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In the late 1980s, despite substantial development work, there was a general 

lack of curriculum materials specifically written for use in Aboriginal 

schools. Consequently, when the opportunity presented itself to have 

initiatives funded under the National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 

Policy (NATSIEP), the Northern Territory Department of Education 

nominated an Aboriginal Schools Curriculum Materials Project (ASCMP). As 

literacy in English was a requisite for learning across subject areas, one of the 

projects the ASCMP undertook was the development of materials to support 

the teaching and learning of English. This led to the development of Getting 

Going with Genres. 

1.3 Outline of the research 

This system-wide publication—Getting Going with Genres—became the focus 

of my research activities to investigate the problem. Print (1993) identifies 

three phases of the curriculum process: organisation, development and 

application. At the time this research project was undertaken the first two 

phases were completed and Getting Going with Genres was in its application 

phase. The purposes of this research project were for it to be descriptive and 

interpretative. The project was descriptive in that it painted a broad picture 

of what had happened, or was happening, in regard to the resource. It was 

also interpretative in that it identified critical issues, exemplary practices and 

future directions. A grounded theory approach to data analysis was used in 

which a theory of effective practices emerged from, and was grounded in, 

the data. 

The design of the research project included having the resource evaluated 'by 

inspection' and 'in use'. Teachers in Aboriginal schools were the arbiters who 

judged the qualities and usefulness of the resource and identified 

interventions which facilitated successful implementation. The target 

audience for the research was writers of system-wide curriculum materials 

for Aboriginal schools, although it was impossible to overlook the 

implications of the findings for other audiences. 
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The main data gathering instruments were a questionnaire, a focused 

interview and a checklist. Two particular issues emerged from the data 

which were investigated as case studies. Questions for the research included 

the following: 

What were teachers' concerns in relation to the resource? 

• What were teachers' opinions on the resource? 

• How were teachers using the resource? 

• How had teachers adapted the resource and why? 

• What were the interventions by which change agents facilitated 

successful implementation of the resource? 

What was the impact of the resource on teachers' practices? 

A time-line and broad outline for the study were: 

1992 to develop the proposal and gain approval for the research 

study 

1993 to review relevant literature and to develop, trial and refine 

the data gathering instruments 

1994-1995 to gain ethics clearance, to contact subjects and to gather the 

data 

1996 to analyse the data, present findings and draw conclusions 

1997 to write this report. 

As the researcher, I need to make my own position clear. I was the Senior 

Education Officer responsible for the production of Getting Going with Genres. 

However, it would be wrong to assume that I had dominated decision-

making processes. One hundred and three teachers were involved as writers, 

seventy-six of whom were Aboriginal people. My Aboriginal colleagues 

would become very irate if anyone referred to Getting Going with Genres as 

'Pam's project' because of my position. They felt it belonged more to the 

Aboriginal contributors than it did to me and that it undervalued their input 

for them not to be acknowledged. 
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The question was, 'How objective could I be in conducting an evaluation of / 
materials that I had helped to develop?'. On the one hand, I was an ideal 

person to conduct the evaluation as I had expert knowledge of the purpose 

and content of the materials and how they were intended to be used. I had a 

personal interest in finding out whether the materials had achieved what 

they were intended to achieve and if not, 'why?'. On the other hand, a degree 

of subjectivity was unavoidable and I needed to continually ask myself 

whether an external evaluator would have obtained comparable results. In 

the design of the study I was very aware of the need to minimise the effects 

of my own bias.  

1.4 Recurring terms and acronyms 

The following definitions are provided to understand how these recurring 

terms and acronyms are used in this thesis: 

Curriculum—all the planned learning experiences provided by the school 

English Board Approved Course of Study—the Northern Territory Board of 

Studies' official curriculum document for the teaching of English from 

Transition to Year 10; often referred to as the English BACOS 

Curriculum materials —printed materials to support the implementation of 

Board approved courses of study 

Getting Going with Genres—a set of ESL curriculum materials designed to 

support the English Board Approved Course of Study 

Aboriginal schools—schools with a majority of Aboriginal students usually 

located in predominantly Aboriginal communities 

Aboriginal person—a person of Aboriginal descent, who identifies as an 

Aboriginal person and is accepted as such by the community with which that 

person associates 

Genre—a staged, purposeful, cultural activity in which language is used and 

this includes non-verbal communication, for example, signing and body 

language, as well as oral and written forms. 
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ESL English as a Second Language (though it may be a third, fourth 

or fifth language for the user) 

ASCMP Aboriginal Schools Curriculum Materials Project 

BACOS Board Approved Course of Study 

CBAM Concerns-Based Adoption Model 

LoU 'Levels of Use' of an innovation—a diagnostic dimension of the 

CBAM 

NATSIEP National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Education Policy 

PEO Principal Education Officer 

RATE Remote Aboriginal Teacher Education 

TESL Teaching English as a Second Language 

Throughout this thesis all references to Aboriginal people, Aboriginal 

schools and the English BACOS should be understood to be in the context of 

the Northern Territory. 

1.5 Outline of the thesis 

This thesis comprises six chapters; namely, the introduction, Getting Going 

with Genres, the review of the relevant literature, design of the study, the 

findings, and a final chapter which discusses the research and sets out some 

conclusions and recommendations. In this introductory chapter I have 

sought to set the scene. I have introduced the problem, the context of the 

problem, the research approach and some of the recurring terms and 

acronyms. 

In Chapter two I explain how, when, where, why and by whom Getting Going 

with Genres was developed. I describe significant actions during the 

organisation and development phases and provide examples from the 

resource to give the reader a sense of its distinctive nature. It is at the point 

where introductory inservice activities end that my research begins. 
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In Chapter three I present a critical review of the relevant literature. I review 

the fundamentals of curriculum development, current theories for teaching 

English as a second language, a range of curriculum development models 

and different approaches to the evaluation of curriculum materials. Two 

conceptual frameworks are analysed in greater depth: Print's (1993) model of 

the curriculum process and the Concerns-Based Adoption Model developed 

by Hall and Hord (1987) amongst others at the University of Texas at Austin. 

In Chapter four I provide details of the design of the research project. This 

includes a description of the data gathering methods, subjects involved and 

data analysis procedures. A brief description is given of the application of 

grounded theory and Non-numerical Unstructured Data Indexing Searching 

and Theorising (NUD • 1ST) computer software to the analysis of qualitative 

data. Some of the problems associated with the design of the study are also 

indicated. 

In Chapter five I present the findings of the questionnaire, interview and 

checklist instruments and the two case studies. The first case study 

investigated the quality of reader-friendliness in Getting Going with Genres 

compared with the reader-unfriendliness of the English Board Approved Course 

of Study (Northern Territory Board of Studies 1992). The second case study 

investigated teachers' concerns about the interpretation of explanation genre 

in Getting Going with Genres. 

Chapter six concludes the study in four ways. First I discuss the findings. 

Next I present the conclusions and a proposed theory for developing 

curriculum materials for Aboriginal schools which can be derived from the 

findings. Then I make recommendations which address issues that emerged 

during the study. Some personal reflections end the thesis. 
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CHAPTER 2 

GETTING GOING WITH GENRES 

At the heart of this study was Getting Going with Genres (Northern 

Territory Department of Education 1993), a set of curriculum materials 

specifically designed to help teachers in Northern Territory Aboriginal 

schools implement the English Board Approved Course of Study 

(Northern Territory Board of Studies 1992). This chapter aims to provide 

the reader with a sense of what the resource was like and how, when, 

where, why and by whom the materials were produced. If any of the 

activities were to be represented as exemplary practices, they needed to be 

made explicit and corroborated by the findings of the data gathering 

instruments. The presentation of information in this chapter is structured 

around the three phases of the curriculum process—organisation, 

development and application—as described by Print (1993). 

2.1 Organisation 

To appreciate how Getting Going with Genres was developed, it was 

essential to understand events which occurred prior to the 

commencement of any development activities. Three important events 

during this organisation phrase were: 

the launch of the National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 

Education Policy (NATSIEP) by the Commonwealth Government in 

1989 

the endorsement of the NATSIEP by the Northern Territory 

Government 

the establishment of the Aboriginal Schools Curriculum Materials 

Project (ASCMP) as a NATSIEP Northern Territory Department of 

Education initiative in 1990. 
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The National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Education Policy 

(Department of Employment, Education & Training 1989a), was the result 

of much research and consultation by an Aboriginal Education Policy 

Task Force, chaired by Dr Paul Hughes. Endorsed by Commonwealth and 

all State and Territory governments, it set out to achieve broad equity 

between Aboriginal people and other Australians in terms of access, 

participation and outcomes in all forms of education. The four key goals 

of the policy were: 

• to ensure Aboriginal involvement in educational decision making 

• to provide equality of access for Aboriginal people to education services 

• to raise the rates of Aboriginal participation in education to those for all 

Australians 

• to achieve equitable and appropriate educational outcomes for Aboriginal 

people. 

(Department of Employment, Education & Training 1989a, p.  1) 

The organisation of the Aboriginal Schools Curriculum Materials Project 

was driven by these goals. The involvement of Aboriginal people was 

seen as a vital factor in achieving the quality of 'appropriateness' in 

curriculum materials. This was the first major difference in the 

organisational influences on Getting Going with Genres compared with 

previous practices for developing system-wide curriculum materials. 

It doesnt matter how many dollars are spent in Aboriginal education, if Aboriginal 

parents don't have any say, once again, it will be a waste. For too long we have had 

non-Aboriginals telling us what they think is right for our children and this has 

failed, so now at least give us a chance to do it ourselves and if we fail, it will be our 

mistake. 

(Rosas 1990, p.1) 

The Task Force stated that a new approach to Aboriginal education can only succeed 

if the Aboriginal community is fully involved in determining the policies and 

programs that are intended to provide appropriate education for their community. 

(Department of Employment, Education & Training 1989b, p.  7) 
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The Hughes Report highlighted the importance of sensitising teachers and 

educational decision makers to the need to adapt curriculum and teaching methods to 

the varying circumstances of Aboriginal students, and, in particular involve 

Aboriginal people in decisions regarding policies and programs for Aboriginal 

education. 

(Department of Employment, Education & Training 1989b, p.  8) 

The second major event in the organisation phase was the endorsement 

of the policy by the Northern Territory Department of Education. As a 

result, the Department, in consultation with relevant stakeholders, 

developed the NATSIEP Northern Territory Strategic Plan 1990-1992 

Triennium (Northern Territory Department of Education 1991a) and the 

NATSIEP Northern Territory Operational Plan 1990-1992 Triennium 

(Northern Territory Department of Education 1991b). The Strategic Plan 

set a comprehensive framework for coordinated action to achieve the 

goals of the policy. The Operational Plan provided details of how the 

strategic plan would be operationalised by the Department. 

FIGURE 2.1 PLANNING POLICY IMPLEMENTATION 

I National Aboriginal and Trres Strait Islander Education Policy I 

guides thel development of the 

State/Territory Aboriginal Education Strategic Plan 

sets the priorities and linkages for 

Operational Plans of Education Providers 

to deliver the Equired education services 

(After Department of Employment, Education & Training 1989a, p.  4) 

Another major difference from past practices, which was influenced by 

the NATSIEP, was that the goal of initiatives was to be equitable outcomes 

for Aboriginal students. Prior to 1993 teachers in Northern Territory 
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Aboriginal schools used core curriculum documents which were different 

from those used in urban or 'mainstream' schools. Two of the problems 

which were perceived to affect Aboriginal education in the Northern 

Territory were: 

• a satisfactory solution has not been found to the delivery of national standard 

education programs to Aboriginal students who observe and participate in the 

cultural life of the community which can be incompatible with widely 

accepted education delivery methods 

• lack of ... curriculum materials specifically written for Aboriginal schools 

(despite substantial development work). 

(Northern Territory Department of Education 1991a, p.  8) 

Although equitable student outcomes was to be the intent of the 

NATSIEP initiatives, this was not to imply that the teaching methods 

used or subject matter studied should be the same for Aboriginal schools 

as they were for mainstream schools. 

The Aboriginal Education policy and its NT version ... envisage Aboriginal people 

overcoming their disadvantage through gaining the tools of power in Australian 

/) f 
society, that is, equitable outcomes. ... This does not mean we have to teach the same 

way in all schools. ... The sameness lies in the outcomes—in levels of achievement. 

There can be some variety in the means where there is clear evidence of better 

fbi/v outcomes. 

(Payne 1990, p.  3) 

To address the situation, both the Strategic Plan and the Operational Plan 

incorporated the following two strategies: 

• to examine, during 1990 and 1991, the primary ... curricula of Northern 

Territory schools and develop teaching materials and curricula packages that 

are appropriate for delivery to Aboriginal people throughout the Northern 

Territory 

• to enhance the social and cultural relevance of the education program where 

possible through the direct involvement of Aboriginal teachers in curriculum 

design. 

(Northern Territory Department of Education 1991a, p.  29 & 1991b, pp.  8-9) 
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The third event of significance in the organisation phase was the 

establishment of the Aboriginal Schools Curriculum Materials Project 

(ASCMP). The recruitment of Aboriginal trainee curriculum writers to a 

project which was to develop curriculum materials for system-wide use 

was a major change from past practices and fulfilled the following 

strategies: 

to identify positions for which Aboriginal people would be specifically 

encouraged to apply ... The duty statements for these positions will include 

reference to in-depth knowledge of Aboriginal culture and the ability to 

understand and communicate effectively with Aboriginal people 

to expand the mentor schemes and other training packages to encompass 

positions in all fields 

to provide a training package and program to enable Aboriginal people to fill 

positions in educational policy, management and service areas. 

(Northern Territory Department of Education 1991a, p.  21) 

Determining what might be different and appropriate ways for Aboriginal 

students to achieve the intended learning outcomes of the English 

BACOS was the challenge faced by staff recruited to the ASCMP. They 

were to develop materials which were socially and culturally appropriate 

to Aboriginal learners yet, at the same time, achieve mainstream 

curriculum learning outcomes. It had never been done before so there 

were no models to follow. The concept of developing bicultural 

curriculum materials opens up multiple issues for discussion which will 

become evident in the findings of this study. 

The ASCMP was established in the latter half of 1990 and became fully 

operational at the beginning of 1991. During this time positions were 

advertised, staff recruited, equipment purchased, a work place established 

and a curriculum reference meeting held. The ASCMP was located within 

the Equal Opportunities Section of the Curriculum and Assessment 

Division of the Northern Territory Department of Education (figure 2.2). 
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FIGURE 2.2 ASCMP LOCATION IN THE 

NORTHERN TERRITORY DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 
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The ASCMP received over three million dollars for the 1990-1992 

triennium. Table 2.1 shows how the ASCMP resources were allocated. Six 

of the 15 positions (40 per cent) were identified for Aboriginal people who 

would be trained as curriculum writers. Also, although the ASCMP was 

based in Darwin, considerable funds were allocated to facilitate travel to 

remote communities. An implicit understanding was that there would be 

extensive travel to maximise the involvement of Aboriginal people in 

remote communities. 

Meanings of acronyms in the table are: PEO (Principal Education Officer), 

SF0 (Senior Education Officer), AO Administrative Officer and CEC 

(Community Education Centre) 
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Table 2.1 Resources for the ASCMP 

Item 1990 1991 1992 

1 PEO 24560 49 120 49 120 

5SEOs(6iri1991/92) 110825 265980 265980 

5 EQ Trainee Curriculum writers (6 in 1991/92) 98 090 235 410 235 410 

1 A03 Secretarial Assistant 13 610 27 220 27220 

1 SEQ CEC Curriculum Writer 22 165 44 330 44 330 

Travel 23600 24700 24700 

Qn-Costs 161 550 373 240 373 240 

10 Mac SE 20 Computers 47000 0 0 

Printing 100000 100000 100000 

Resource Production 100 000 180 000 150 000 

TOTAL 701 4QQ*  1 300 000 1 300 000 
* Includes only half salary and on-costs for 1990 

(Northern Territory Department of Education 1991b, p.  34) 

An important event during the initial operations of the ASCMP was a 

curriculum reference meeting in November 1990 in Darwin for the 

purpose of consultation with clients and stakeholders. Snowdon (1992, p. 

6) believes that the notion of consulting with Aboriginal people has been 

'grossly abused in the past'. 

It is not, as some practices might have led us to believe, about 'telling' people what 

is going on. It is about entering into a dialogue that allows effective input from all 

concerned. ... And if we are about being effective in the provision of services based on 

genuine consultation and negotiation with the client groups, we must achieve a basic 

understanding, acceptance and respect for the notion of 'difference'. If we do not 

achieve [this] ... we fail to recognise real needs and we fail to meet real needs. 

The ASCMP curriculum reference meeting was attended by 109 people 

from all regions of the Northern Territory of whom 37 (34 per cent) were 

Aboriginal people. At this stage no design work had begun and no 

projects had been identified for the ASCMP to undertake. It was accepted 

that Aboriginal people needed to be involved before any decisions were 

made about what materials would be produced or how the materials 

would be developed. 
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It is now recognised that Aboriginal people have to be central participants in 

policies and programs which affect them because without Aboriginal community 

involvement, there will be a lack of commitment and participation from 

Aboriginal people. If programs affecting Aboriginal people are to operate 

successfully, consultation and involvement should occur from the commencement of 

the program design. 

(Jones 1992, p.  129) 

The concept of consulting with Aboriginal people at the commencement 

of program design was strongly supported by Harris (1992). He provides 

the following quote of an Aboriginal committee member's less that 

enthusiastic response to a course outline he had drafted. 

Look, you wrote the draft, then you asked us to react to it. We want to be consulted 

before any draft is written. We know that whoever designs the first draft controls 

the basic outline of the end product. You say you had to work under time constraints. 

That's always the white person's excuse and we don't accept it any more. 

(Harris 1992, p.  8) 

At the ASCMP curriculum reference meeting the Assistant Secretary of 

the Curriculum and Assessment Division argued a case for the ASCMP 

materials to be 'for a worst-case scenario—something the worst trained or 

most poorly motivated or most ill-prepared teacher in a poor situation 

can pick up and follow a clear path through' (Payne 1990, p.  5). The 

rationale was: 

Physical conditions can be below par. Teachers are often inexperienced. The extent 

and appropriateness of the teachers' preservice preparation often leaves 

something to be desired. Student absenteeism and mobility pose extra problems. In 

some cases the teachers are not fully qualified. Teacher mobility means new 

teachers have to pick up the reins as horses are changed mid stream. And so on. All 

this, of course, argues for a well-structured and detailed curriculum—the full 

supply of all the support possible for getting from A to B. In other words we should 

supply a model how-to-do-it kit. 

(Payne 1990, p. 5) 
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'And no more Humpty Dumpty!', shouted one Aboriginal woman at the 

meeting. Her outburst could be interpreted in several ways, for example, 

(a) to orient materials away from western culture, (b) to have high 

expectations of students' abilities, (c) to be serious about the task of 

producing high quality curriculum materials, or (d) to concentrate on 

factual and expository texts rather than on fictional texts. 

Guidance for the ASCMP activities from participants at the meeting 

included the following: 

• the materials should be user friendly and culturally relevant 

• the level of English should be accessible to Aboriginal teachers 

• the priorities should be to produce literacy and numeracy materials 

for teachers of upper primary students 

• the materials should be developed in Aboriginal communities 

• teachers should be kept informed of progress. 

After the curriculum reference meeting the ASCMP divided into smaller 

teams to work on specific projects, two of which resulted in primary 

English publications—Learning English in Aboriginal Schools (LEAS) and 
Getting Going with Genres. Figure 2.3 shows the distribution of officers to 

particular projects. The genre project team differed from the rest in that it 

had more Aboriginal members than non-Aboriginal members. 

FIGURE 2.3 THE ASCMP TEAM 
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The three officers in the genre project team were: 

an urban Aboriginal teacher from Western Australia who had 

previously worked with Feppi—the Northern Territory Aboriginal 

Education Consultative Group 

an experienced Aboriginal teacher from a remote community in the 

Northern Territory 

myself, a non-Aboriginal teacher with cross-cultural curriculum 

writing experience in Papua New Guinea, the Solomon Islands, 

Western Samoa and the Northern Territory. 

Undoubtedly the prior knowledge and experiences of each member of the 

ASCMP genre team shaped their thinking about what needed to be done 

and how it should be achieved. It was my perception that my two 

Aboriginal colleagues conceptualised our project as an opportunity for 

social reform in how materials for Aboriginal schools should be 

developed. I had a more cognitive conceptualisation; that is, to provide 

teachers with an understanding of the processes needed to teach English 

effectively in Aboriginal schools. 

Building relationships and learning to work as a team were very 

important as we had never worked together before. In line with the 'form, 

storm, norm, perform' activities of new project teams, time was needed to 

'form' the team, then to 'storm about' establishing roles and relationships. 

The operational 'norms' filtered out and became evident in 'performance' 

during the development phase. 

My two Aboriginal colleagues were adamant that they should take the 

lead wherever and whenever possible and that it was my role to facilitate 

this. They were insistent that the materials should be developed in 

school-based writing workshops as the preferred option for involving 

large numbers of Aboriginal people. Face-to-face communication was 

important and they argued for earlier visits to schools to establish 

'relationships' with teachers. While I was keen to make materials writing 
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an element of all our visits to schools, given the time and cost factors 

involved, this was not acceptable to my Aboriginal colleagues. 

Consequently, earlier visits were used to establish relationships and the 

actual writing occurred in later visits. 

2.2 Development 

The goals of the development phase were to involve as many Aboriginal 

people as practicable in writing materials and to produce a resource which 

would help teachers implement the English BACOS in Aboriginal 

schools. This phase involved a situational analysis, having a clear 

understanding of goals, decisions about the types of materials to be 

produced, writing the content for the curriculum materials and formative 

evaluation of working drafts. 

The situational analysis revealed that a new English BACOS was to be 

introduced to mainstream schools in 1992 and to Aboriginal schools in 

1993. It was available in draft form during the 1990-1993 operations of the 

ASCMP. Two innovative aspects of this curriculum were its genre 

approach to teaching English and its Geraldton teaching-learning model. 

There was a need for support materials because teachers were not familiar 

with either genre theory or the teaching-learning model and there were 

no materials available which illustrated how these concepts could be 

translated into classroom practice. 

The ASCMP genre project was driven by the goals of the National 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Education Policy. This meant that 

the planning and implementation of appropriate processes to involve 

Aboriginal people were of critical importance. As a result, the decision 

was taken to contact large Aboriginal schools in all regions to see whether 

they would be willing to be sites for writing workshops and to make the 

necessary arrangements for teachers to be released from normal teaching 

duties to write materials. 
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Five Aboriginal schools enthusiastically agreed to be sites for writing 

workshops. Being located in Top-End and Central Australian Aboriginal 

communities, the workshops were able to draw on a wealth of knowledge 

and experience from teachers and other community members about 

effective and ineffective practices. Through the workshops 103 teachers 

were involved as writers. Of this group 76 (73.7 per cent) were Aboriginal 

people. This was an unprecedented achievement! Table 2.2 shows the 

time, place and number of participants in writing workshops. 

Table 2.2 Writing workshop outcomes 

Time Place Participants Teachers' Books 

May 1991 21 Aboriginal Day to Day English 

September 1991 Yuendumu 1 5 Non-Aboriginal Factual Description 

November 1991 Total 26 teachers and Report Genres 

Discussion Genre 

August 1991 27 Aboriginal Procedure Genre 

October 1991 Alekarenge 7 Non-Aboriginal Argument Genre 

Total 34 teachers 

April 1992 2 Aboriginal 

Gunbalanya 7 Non-Aboriginal Narrative Genre 

Total 9 teachers 

March 1992 Bathurst Island schools: 22 Aboriginal Explanation Genre 

May 1992 Xavier Boys 7 Non-Aboriginal Recount Genre 

Murrupurtiyanuwu Total 29 teachers 

June 1991 4 Aboriginal 

August 1993 ASCMP 1 Non-Aboriginal Goanna Tales 

Total 5 ASCMP Teachers' Notes 

officers 

76 Aboriginal 

TOTAL 5 locations 27 Non-Aboriginal 10 teacher books plus 

Total 103 teachers posters and readers 

Ten writing workshops were held with each workshop focussing on a 

particular genre. Schools perceived their participation as being a form of 

professional development—not only for learning how to develop system- 
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wide curriculum materials, but also for learning about the new English 

BACOS, its work requirements and how to translate genre theory into 

practice in their particular situations. 

The content of the resource was determined by collaboration between the 

ASCMP genre team and participants in school-based writing workshops. 

Some decisions were that: 

the language would be accessible to Aboriginal teachers 

• a teacher's book, student reader and poster would be produced for 

each of the written genres that students were required to compose 

each teacher's book would provide examples of units of work 

structured on the Geraldton teaching-learning model 

ESL methodology would be integrated into the Geraldton teaching-

learning model 

model texts and clear explanations of genres would be provided 

subject matter would build on the prior knowledge and experiences 

of Aboriginal students. 

Intended outcomes of the English curriculum were for students to 

comprehend and compose recounts, narratives, procedures, factual 

descriptions, reports, arguments, discussions and explanations. Because of 

the similarity between factual descriptions and reports, materials about 

these genres were developed in the same workshop, but separate writing 

workshops were conducted for each of the other genres. 

Materials for recounts were developed on Bathurst Island, 85km north of 

Darwin. The structure of a recount was described as an orientation 

followed by a series of events organised on a temporal basis. Units of work 

covered news items, personal letters, recounts of excursions and everyday 

activities, journal entries, autobiographies, biographies and historical 

events. One historical event retold by Aboriginal teachers was about the 

first Japanese prisoner-of-war taken on Australian soil. Approval was 

gained for publishing the story and the use of names. 
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Text 1: A Recount 

Tiwi Man Captures Japanese War Pilot 

In 1942 the Japanese bombed Darwin. One Japanese Zero plane was shot down. The 

pilot parachuted out and landed at Tuyu on Melville island. The women and 

children who were there, ran away frightened. In their hurry baby Clarence was 

left behind. The Japanese pilot picked him up. Clarence cried. The Japanese pilot 

rocked Clarence in his arms and talked to him in Japanese. A Tiwi man, Matthias 

Ulungurru, saw this. He walked towards the Japanese pilot and communicated with 

him using sign language. As a result, the pilot gave the baby to Matthias to give to 

the baby's mother. Then the pilot went with Matthias who paddled him across to 

Nguiu where the Australian Army was. This war pilot was the first Japanese to be 

captured on Australian soil. 

(Recount Genre, Northern Territory Department of Education 1993, p.  24) 

Materials for narratives were developed at Gunbalanya, 300km east of 

Darwin. The structure of a narrative was described as an orientation, a 

complication, a crisis and a resolution. Units of work covered prose, 

poetry and drama forms of narratives as well as lyric poetry. The range of 

subgenres for prose narratives included: Aboriginal creation stories, 

traditional western stories, myths, legends, adventures, science fiction and 

mystery. Both modern and traditional stories were included. For example, 

modern adventure stories were written for a fictional Aboriginal 

astronaut called Captain Kunwinjku. Permission was given to publish 

traditional Aboriginal creation stories and the name of the person who 

told the stories. Following is one of the stories which explains the creation 

of some rock forms in the area. 

Text 2: A Narrative 

The Orphan Child as retold by Esther Djayhgurrnga in 1992 

Long ago, at a place called Kabbari, a group of people had gathered. An orphan 

child said he was hungry. His older brother said, 'I will go and hunt goanna for you 

to eat', and off he went. One of the group gave the orphan some cooked roots of a 

water lily to eat. He had never eaten this type of water lily root before. He ate 

them. He cried for more. There were no more. His cries became louder and louder. 
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Far out to sea, a serpent heard the child crying. She swam towards the sound, 

stopping every now and then to listen to make sure she was headed the right way. 

Nothing the people could do made the orphan stop crying. On and on he cried. When 

the serpent reached the land, she swam under the land towards the sound. The 

people tried everything to get the orphan to stop crying. Still the orphan cried. The 

ground became damp as the serpent drew closer. Slowly the fire went out. The people 

who were sleeping felt cold as the wetness touched their skins. The ground became 

wetter and colder. The people became afraid. 

Suddenly the serpent burst through the ground and swallowed the people, every one. 

She made sure she swallowed the crying orphan first. At this moment, the orphan's 

brother returned with a goanna on his back. The serpent swallowed him too. Later 

the serpent spat everyone out and they turned into the rock forms you see at Kabban 

today. 

(Narrative Genre, Northern Territory Department of Education 1993, p. 16) 

Materials for procedures were developed at Alekarenge, 200km south-east 

of Tennant Creek. The structure of a procedure was described as a goal, a 

list of materials (if needed) and the instructions to be followed in the 

order needed to achieve the goal. Units of work included giving 

directions to get from one place to another, and giving instructions for 

operating equipment, making artefacts, playing games, doing science 

experiments and cooking bush tucker. Procedures for using bush tucker 

were popular as Aboriginal people stated that they frequently used 

English to explain these procedures to non-Aboriginal people. 

Text 3: A Procedure 

How to Cook a Kangaroo 

Kill a kangaroo. Make a large wood fire. Cut kangaroo's stomach open. Remove its 

insides. Stitch kangaroo's stomach together. Break its legs. Throw kangaroo into 

flames to burn off fur. Remove from fire and scrape skin with a knife. Cut tail off. 

Wait for fire to burn down to a large pile of hot coals. Dig a hole. Use a shovel to lay 

a bed of hot coals in hole. Place kangaroo on the coals with legs sticking up. Put in 

tail. Cover with lots of hot coals. Wait for 2 to 4 hours depending on the size of the 

kangaroo. Pull kangaroo out of the fire by its legs. It is now ready for eating. 

(Procedure Genre, Northern Territory Department of Education 1993, p. 17) 
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Materials for factual description and report genres were developed at 

Yuendumu, 300km west of Alice Springs. The purpose of a factual 

description was to describe one particular thing while the purpose of a 

report was to describe a class or group of things generally. For example, a 

description of 'my pet dog' would be a factual description while a general 

description of 'dogs' would be a report. The specialised use of 'reports' 

differed from common usage and this needed to be made clear and 

understood by the writers. A 'report' of a school excursion or a news 

'report' was considered to be a recount within the genre theory paradigm. 

The structure of factual description and report genres was the same—a 

statement (or definition or classification) identifying the thing to be 

described followed by a description organised in some kind of logical 

order. Units of work were written during the workshop and included 

descriptions for people, places, animals, plants, flags, artefacts, food, 

shelter, transport and jobs. 

Text 4: A Factual Description 

My Pet Dog 

My pet dog is a male blue heeler. He is white with bluish-grey fur. He eats tinned 

dog food. He is a good watchdog and barks at strangers. He was given to us by a 

friend. We call him Bluey. 

(Northern Territory Department of Education 1993, poster) 

Text 5: A Report 

Dingoes 

Dingoes are dogs thought to have been in Australia for 6000 years. Dingoes are found 

in the outback areas of Australia. They are usually a tan brown colour. Dingoes 

mainly eat rats, rabbits and mice. When food is scarce they may hunt in packs 

killing larger animals like cattle. Unlike dogs, dingoes don't bark, they howl. The 

female dingo breeds once a year giving birth to three to six pups. 

(Northern Territory Department of Education 1993, poster) 
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Figure 2.4 illustrates the two posters and the covers of the teacher's book 

and the reader for factual descriptions and reports. 

FIGURE 2.4 TYPES OF MATERIALS 
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(Teacher Notes, Northern Territory Department of Education 1993, p. 11) 

Materials for argument genre were developed at Alekarenge. The 

structure of an argument was described as the statement of an opinion 

followed by reasons and evidence to justify it. It was hoped that, by 

identifying authentic social issues, teachers would see the power of 

learning English to convince others about things they would and would 

not like to happen in their community. While workshop participants 

readily identified authentic social issues, Aboriginal teachers expressed 

immense concern over these being published in curriculum materials. 
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Aboriginal teachers said that it was inappropriate for 

• non-Aboriginal teachers to be in control of classroom discussions on 

issues which they felt were 'Aboriginal business' 

• students to be put in a position where they might be encouraged to 

be critical of the behaviour of family members 

• issues to be included which might portray a negative image of 

Aboriginal society. 

After much discussion virtually all of the authentic social issues were 

dropped. It was then a challenge to identify 'safe topics' on which 

Aboriginal students could argue for a point of view. These topics 

included: what I want to be when I grow up, getting better recreation 

facilities, eat healthy food, school rules, favourite things, opinions of 

characters in stories, why a particular place is good to visit and letters to 

newspapers. Following is an example of one of the argument texts. 

Text 6: An Argument 

In my opinion, the surface of our dirt football oval should be grass. Grass stops soil 

erosion. At present, every time the wind blows, surface dirt is blown away making 

the ground uneven. Also, people will be needed to water and cut the grass. This 

means that there will be more jobs within the community for local people. Finally, 

grass is softer, smoother and more enjoyable to play on than hard dirt. For these 

reasons, I think our dirt football oval should have a grass surface. 

(Argument Genre, Northern Territory Department of Education 1993, p.  19) 

Materials for discussion genre were developed at Yuendumu. A 

discussion was described as giving and justifying two different views on 

the same subject. It was hoped that, by identifying authentic social issues 

for discussion, teachers would see the power of learning English to 

consider the advantages and disadvantages of opposing viewpoints. 

However the Aboriginal teachers did not want students to discuss 

authentic social issues which were seen as involving 'difficult dialogue' 

and creating disharmony among students. 
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Like the Alekarenge teachers, the Yuendumu teachers faced the task of 
coming up with 'safe topics' for discussion which would not only be 
acceptable for local students but also for students throughout the 
Northern Territory. The result was that units of work were written for 
discussing places to visit, food to eat, where to swim, characters in stories, 
community and town lifestyles, environmental care and community 
housing. Following is an example of a discussion text jointly negotiated by 
a group of RATE students. Though simplistic in nature, it illustrated a 
text which justified two opposing opinions. 

Text 7: A Discussion 

On the one hand, Aboriginal children should wear shoes to protect their feet. Shoes 
protect feet from prickles, broken glass and the hot ground. On the other hand, some 
people might say that Aboriginal children should not wear shoes. It is not 
traditional for Aboriginal children to wear shoes. Shoes are hot and uncomfortable 
and make feet sweat in hot weather. It is cooler and more comfortable not to wear 
shoes. 

(Discussion Genre, Northern Territory Department of Education 1993, P.  3) 

Materials for explanation genre were developed on Bathurst Island. The 
purpose of an explanation was described as explaining how or why things 
have happened or happen with relationships of cause and effect indicated 
by words and phrases such as 'because', 'as a result', 'consequently', as, 'so' 
and 'therefore'. Units of work covered explanations for the behaviour of 
characters in traditional Aboriginal and western stories, influences on life 
in Aboriginal communities, student absences from school, how 
behaviour is affected by feelings, attitudes and behaviour towards 
animals, results of science experiments and life cycles. Following is an 
Aboriginal explanation for death and the creation of the moon and the 
curlew bird. 
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Text 8: An Explanation 

An explanation of 'death, the man in the moon and the curlew' from Bathurst Island, 

as retold by Francine Tungutalum and Gerada Tipiloura in 1992 

The first Tiwi man was called Purrukuparli. One day he went to into the bush to 

hunt wallaby. As a result, his wife Bima and baby son Jirnani, were left at home by 

themselves. Purrukuparli's brother, Japarra, was in love with Bima. Consequently, 

when Japarra saw Purrukuparli leave, he lured Bima into the mangroves. Bima 

went, leaving her baby son behind. 

The hot sun beat down upon little Jirnani. He cried for drink! He cried for food! He 

cried for his mother! Poor Jirnani! Because he had no mother to look after him and no 

food or drink, he died! Purrukuparli returned from hunting. He found his dead son. 

As he wanted to know what had happened, he called loudly to his wife. Japarra 

was still in the mangroves with Bima. When he heard his brother calling, he put 

his hand over Bima's mouth so that she could not call out. 

Later, Japarra and Bima returned to the camp. Purrukuparli was very angry with 

Japarra. Consequently, he challenged Japarra to a fight. Because Japarra didn't 

want to fight, he tried to talk his brother out of it. He said that instead of fighting, 

he would try to bring Jirnani back to life. But Purrukuparli was greatly saddened by 

his son's death and very angry with his wife and brother so he said, 'no'. Because of 

his strong feelings, he took up his fighting spears and demanded a fight. As a result 

of the fight, Japarra was soon bleeding. 

Desperately seeking to escape, he changed into what is now known as the moon, and 

rose up into the sky. And this is how the story of the man in the moon began. Bima 

knew that she was responsible for her baby's death. This caused her to cry noisily. 

Purrukuparli then turned and began beating his wife. Desperately seeking to escape, 

Bima turned into the bird we now know as the curlew and flew into the sky. And this 

is how the curlew came to be. 'As my son has died, so all men after him shall also 

die', Purrukuparli said. Then he carried his son into the water and drowned. Because 

of this, all men now die. And this is the explanation for how death came into the 

world. 

(Explanation Genre, Northern Territory Department of Education 1993, pp. 11-12) 
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Hundreds of texts using subject matter which would be familiar to 

Aboriginal students were written by the workshop participants. These 

model texts served as examples of the distinguishing features of the range 

of text types students were required to compose. At least three model texts 

were included in each unit of work. 

If Getting Going with Genres was to help teachers implement the English 

BACOS, then it needed to incorporate the Geraldton teaching-learning 

model. Consequently, a decision was made to structure units of work on 

the model. The model had five stages—input, exploration, reshaping, 

presentation and reflection. 

The input stage was expected to have a shared experience to provide 

common ground from which to develop understandings and to make 

links with students' prior knowledge and experiences. 

Much use of model texts was expected in the exploration stage where 

students would deconstruct and reconstruct texts, watch the teacher 

model composing a text and help the teacher jointly compose a text. This 

was the stage for exploring the genre, trial and error, accepting mistakes as 

part of the learning process, and developing confidence and competence 

in composing texts of the type being studied. This stage could last as long 

as necessary for students to have the skills to move to the independent 

writing stage. 

At the reshaping stage, students were expected to use the knowledge and 

skills they had gained to write a text by themselves. This would be 

presented for assessment. The final stage of reflection was for students to 

explicitly reflect on their learning and its value. 

Following is an example of how the teaching- learning model was 

translated in a unit of work in Getting Going with Genres. 
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UNIT OF WORK FOR DESCRIBING PARTICULAR FLAGS 

Learning Outcomes 

Students will 

learn to use English to compose descriptions about particular flags 

• learn about the English factual description genre 

• through English descriptions, learn about flags. 

Input 

Shared experience 

Together, students and teachers have a shared experience in which a description will 

naturally occur, for example, looking at an Aboriginal flag, touching it, discussing 

situations where people have seen it used, and describing its design and what the design 

represents. Further information to find out when the flag was designed and who designed it 

can be obtained by shared reading and asking questions. 

Oral text construction 

The teacher orally constructs a description of the Aboriginal flag with sentence complexity 

appropriate to students learning levels. Teach sentence structures. Have students imitate, 

repeat and practice. 

(oral) The Aboriginal flag is a piece of cloth with a design on it. The flag is a symbol 

to represent Australian Aboriginal people. The flag is rectangular in shape. It is 

divided horizontally. The upper half is black. The lower half is red. In the centre is 

a yellow circle. The black stands for the Aboriginal people. The red stands for the 

land. The yellow stands for the sun. The Aboriginal flag was designed in 1971 by 

Harold Thomas, an Aboriginal from Central Australia. 
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Teach vocabulary 

Teach the pronunciation, meanings and spelling of words and phrases that students might 

find useful at a later time. Display on a retrieval chart. (Retrieve means to find and get 

back. A retrieval chart is useful to help sort, organise and retrieve information. Working 

out the headings is, in itself, a valuable learning time). 

What flag is it? Aboriginal 

Northern 

Territory Australian 

Define. 

What does it look like? 

What do the features 

represent? 

Who designed it? 

When was it designed? 

When is it used? 

Explore 

Deconstruct a model description 

Show and read a description about another flag, e.g. the Australian flag. Deconstruct the 

text and identify the texts purpose, structure and typical language features. Deconstruction 

of the text shows that: 

• the purpose of the text is to give a description of the Australian flag 

• the structure of the text is a definition followed by a description in some kind of 

logical order, in this case, according to what the flag looks like, what the design 

represents and how long it has been in use 

• the typical language features of a factual description are the use of present tense and 

use of paragraph headings which may be stated or implied. 
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The Australian flag is a piece of cloth with a design used as a symbol to represent 

Australian people. It is rectangular in shape with a design of stars and the Union 

Jack. The flag is red, white and blue. In the upper left corner is the Union Jack, the 

British national flag. Below the Union Jack is a large seven pointed white star 

known as the Commonwealth star. To the right are the five stars of the Southern 

Cross. The Union Jack represents Australia's historic links with Britain. The seven 

points of the Commonwealth star represent the six states of Australia and the 

Northern Territory. The Southern Cross is a major feature of the Australian night 

sky. The Australian flag has been used to represent Australia since 1909. 

Reconstruct a model description 

Cut the model text into its parts: definition, description of appearance, what the design 

represents and how long it has been in use. Jumble and reassemble in order to make a 

description that has a logical order. Further reconstruction activities could be done at 

paragraph and sentence levels. 

Teacher models writing a description 

With students watching carefully, the teacher talks about each step as he or she models 

how to write a description of another particular flag, e.g. the Northern Territory flag. 

The Northern Territory flag is a piece of cloth with a design used as a symbol to 

represent the people of the Northern Territory. It is rectangular in shape and is 

divided vertically. The smaller left side is black with the stars of the Southern 

Cross in white. The right side is a red ochre colour with the Sturt's Desert Rose. Its 

petals are white and it has a black centre. Black, red ochre and white are strong 

Territory colours. Sturt's Desert Rose is the floral emblem of the Northern Territory. 

Its seven petals with its seven pointed centre represent the six Australian States and 

the Northern Territory. It was designed by an Australian artist, Robert Ingpen. 
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Joint negotiation of a description 

Here the teacher and students jointly negotiate the writing of a text about a particular 

flag. It could be a written description of the Aboriginal flag from the shared experience. 

The joint negotiation process includes the teacher and students discussing and coming to an 

agreement about what is to be written and the teacher writing so all students can see. 

Reshape 

Independent efforts 

The task is for each student to describe a flag. The flags could be students' own designs for a 

flag or the result of research about flags of other countries. The description may be oral 

only, or oral and written. Writing may be a process of draft, conference, redraft, edit and 

publish. Brainstorm ideas. Words for this activity need to be taught and displayed. 

Models of description texts about flags should be on display. 

Present 

Students present their work to others. This work may be used for assessment. 

Reflect 

Students evaluate their learning. 

What have we learned about using English to write a description? Through descriptions 

what have we learned about flags? What use is this learning to us? 

(Northern Territory Department of Education 1993, pp.  11-17) 

As an example in a system-wide publication, each unit of work had to be 

suitable for use in the full range of Aboriginal schools throughout the 

Northern Territory. It had to be sufficiently structured to support a 

beginning teacher, yet flexible enough so that an experienced teacher 

could use it in creative and transformative ways. The level of English had 

to be accessible to Aboriginal teachers. Each unit of work had to help 

students achieve a work requirement of the English BACOS to 

demonstrate the extent to which they had achieved related learning 

outcomes. Each of the seven genre teacher books contained, on average, 

eight units of work, similar in structure to this one on 'flags'. 
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Based on the collective knowledge and experience of the writers, the 

strategies in the 'flags' unit of work were regarded as effective ones to use 

with ESL Aboriginal students. In particular these included: 

building on students' prior social and cultural knowledge and 

experiences 
working from the well known to the less familiar 

• working from oral to written 

• working from concrete to abstract 

explicit teaching of the purpose, structure and typical language 

features of English factual descriptions 

modelling and joint negotiation before independent work is 

expected 

• setting achievable but challenging goals 

• giving consideration to students' interest and enjoyment in learning 

tasks 

• purposeful learning tasks 

• imitation and repetition 

• allowing for individual differences 

• teaching the vocabulary students needed for tasks. 

The practicalities of the writing workshops were as follows. All protocols 

and negotiations had to be observed before any travel was undertaken. 

The ASCMP genre team travelled to schools for a week at a time, usually 

to be accommodated in a classroom or spare house. Teachers were 

released for short periods during the day to plan and write the materials. 

This was often the lower primary teachers until the morning tea break, 

the middle primary teachers until the lunch break, and the upper primary 

teachers in the afternoon. Their classes were taught by other teachers in 

the school. The units written each day would be typed that night on a 

Macintosh Classic computer. On returning to Darwin, the materials were 

printed on a laser printer to become the teacher's book, poster and reader 

for a particular genre. 
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In addition to developing seven genre teacher books, two other teacher 

books were developed during writing workshops. Day to Day English was 

developed during a Yuendumu workshop and covered oral genres which 

usually do not occur in written form. These included English for texts at 

the shop, at the health centre, at school, when using a telephone, and so 

on. Texts were presented as sample dialogues for lower, middle and upper 

year levels. 

Goanna Tales was a book which used goannas as its theme for a range of 

text types. At a glance, the reader could see that all the texts were about 

goannas, yet, at the same time, it was clearly obvious that the texts had 

different features because they were written for different purposes—to 

retell, to entertain, to instruct, to argue, to discuss, to describe and to 

explain. Opposite each model text was a description of the social purpose, 

schematic structure and typical language features of that particular text 

type. A unit of work was also included in the book. Inspiration to develop 

this book came from four Aboriginal ASCMP officers after their 

participation in a Batchelor College workshop on genres. 

Another important aspect of the development phase was deciding on 

methods to have working drafts evaluated; that is, formative evaluation. 

It was mandatory that they would be reviewed by two specialist groups—

the Board of Studies Aboriginal Education Standing Committee and the 

English Subject Advisory Committee. The ASCMP genre team were free 

to choose other methods and chose: 

to distribute working drafts to all Aboriginal schools as they were 

developed for trialling and feedback 

to trial units of work themselves with Aboriginal learners 

to provide working drafts to all ESL Coordinators, selected linguists, 

PEO English, PEO Teaching English as a Second Language, ASCMP 

colleagues, selected university lecturers, Batchelor College staff 

responsible for the RATE program, and the Editorial Standards 

Officer in the Department of Education. 
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As a result of this wide distribution the ASCMP genre team received an 

abundance of feedback. This was carefully considered and modifications 

made to the materials prior to gaining approval for publication. Where 

conflicting feedback was received, the arbiters of whose opinion to be 

heeded were the Principal Education Officers for English and Teaching 

English as a Second Language in the Department of Education. 

2.3 ASCMP ends 

Funding for the ASCMP activities was due to end on 31 December 1993 

and it was essential that some attention be given to the initial 

implementation of Getting Going with Genres in Aboriginal schools. 

Working with the final draft of the materials, an inservice program was 

planned and implemented in the last six months of the ASCMP. With 

time and monetary constraints these were one-off programs. Two-day 

programs were conducted in Darwin and Alice Springs and were attended 

by ESL coordinators and senior staff nominated by large Aboriginal 

schools. These participants subsequently conducted similar programs in 

their own work locations. The genre team also conducted shorter 

inservice programs in response to requests from Batchelor College, 

regional education officers and some schools. 

Participants evaluated the inservice program, modifications were 

subsequently made, and the program was published as a book entitled 

Teachers' Notes. This was included as a last minute addition to the set of 

materials in Getting Going with Genres. The purpose of the book was to 

provide a surrogate form of the inservice program. By the end of the 

ASCMP activities, 195 teachers or RATE students had participated in an 

ASCMP program concerning Getting Going with Genres (table 2.3). This 

number represented less than 30 per cent of teachers in Aboriginal 

schools. The ASCMP was not in a position to provide ongoing support 

and was to rely on others to facilitate the successful adoption and 

implementation of the resource in Aboriginal schools. 
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Table 2.3 Inservice programs for Getting Going with Genres 

Type Location Participants 

Darwin, Alice Springs 16 Aboriginal 
Two-day program and Katherine 48 non-Aboriginal 

64 total 

Travel to 11 schools in the 22 Aboriginal 

One-day program Barkly Region 21 non-Aboriginal 

43 total 

Batchelor College and 48 Aboriginal 

Two-hour program travel to 19 schools in the 1 40 non-Aboriginal 

Alice Springs region. 88 total 

86 Aboriginal 

Total 34 locations 109 non-Aboriginal 

195 total 

The published materials were presented in a black, red and yellow box 
which instantly identified it as a resource oriented towards Aboriginal 
people. The vinyl magazine-style storage box provided teachers with easy 
access to the materials. With the inclusion of Teachers' Notes, the Getting 
Going with Genres package was comprised of ten teacher manuals, seven 
readers, eight posters and one chart (table 2.4). Getting Going with Genres 
was distributed to Northern Territory schools in November 1993. 
Although specifically designed for Aboriginal schools, it was also 
distributed to urban schools as an equity issue. In addition, the resource 
could be purchased for one hundred dollars. It had taken three years to 
develop at an estimated cost of a million dollars. 

The development of Getting Going with Genres was innovative in many 
ways, but perhaps the most significant were that it was a system-wide 
English resource developed with an unprecedented level of Aboriginal 
involvement in writing workshops located in Aboriginal schools and that 
it was at the cutting edge of applied linguistics at the time in attempting to 
translate genre theory into ESL classroom practice. There was not another 
resource in Australia like it. 
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Table 2.4 Contents of Getting Going with Genres 

Teacher manuals were A4 portrait size with a range of coloured covers. 

 Goanna Tales, an introduction to some English genres 40 pages 

 Day to Day English 126 pages 

 Recount Genre 62 pages 

 Procedure Genre 64 pages 

 Factual Description and Report Genres 100 pages 

 Narrative Genre 88 pages 

 Argument Genre 72 pages 

 Discussion Genre 56 pages 

 Explanation Genre 86 pages 

 Teachers' Notes 44 pages 

Readers were A4 landscape size with a range of coloured covers 

to match the teacher manual for the same genre. 

Tiwi man captures Japanese prisoner-of-war, a recount 14 pages 

How to cook bush tomatoes, a procedure 16 pages 

Can you describe? factual descriptions and reports 22 pages 

Captain Kunwinjku on Mars, a narrative 24 pages 

Why I want to be a police officer when I grow up, an argument 20 pages 

Water Safety, a discussion 16 pages 

Meeting the plane, an explanation 12 pages 

Posters were A2 size with information on both sides. 

Tiwi man captures Japanese prisoner-of-war, a recount 

How to cook bush tomatoes, a procedure 

My Pet Dog, a factual description 

Dingoes, a report 

Captain Kunwinjku on Mars, a narrative 

Why I want to be a police officer when I grow up, an argument 

Water Safety, a discussion 

Meeting the plane, an explanation 

The programming matrix was produced as an A3 size chart: 
0 Genres Across the Years. 
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CHAPTER 3 

REVIEW OF RELEVANT LITERATURE 

In this chapter, I shall present a review of literature of relevance to the 
problem of developing appropriate curriculum materials to support the 
teaching and learning of English in Aboriginal schools. The literature review 
pursues issues raised in the previous chapters and leads into the discussion 
of methodology in Chapter four. 

The first section reviews literature relating to English curriculum theory. 
I present definitions of curriculum and curriculum materials, analyse 
disciplines which inform curriculum, and examine audiolingual, 
communicative and genre-based approaches to teaching English. I then 
establish a link between those theories in current use and critical elements of 
the Northern Territory English Board Approved Course of Study (Northern 
Territory Department of Education 1992). 

The second section reviews literature relating to cross-cultural curriculum 
development. I analyse a range of linear and cyclic models for curriculum 
development to identify factors to be considered during the organisation, 
development and application phases. Issues pertinent to the tasks of 
developers of materials intended to be used in a cross-cultural context are 
identified. 

The third section reviews literature relating to curriculum evaluation. With 
my concern being to evaluate the materials in the context for which they 
were designed, the Concerns-Based Adoption Model (CBAM) is analysed in 
some depth. This model provides concepts and instruments for assessing 
concerns teachers have about an educational innovation, observable ways in 
which an innovation is configured in use, and teachers' levels of use of an 
innovation. 
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3.1 English curriculum theory 

The purpose of the English curriculum theory section is to provide the reader 

with an understanding of the curriculum theory which underpins the 

Northern Territory English Board Approved Course of Study and consequently 

Getting Going with Genres. This part of the literature review is structured in 

the following way. Drawing on the literature, fundamental concepts of 

curriculum are presented, including the influences of philosophy, sociology 

and psychology on curriculum. Next, audiolingual, communicative and 

genre-based approaches to teaching English as a second language are 

analysed. Lastly, elements of the English BACOS related to the genre 

approach are presented. 

3.1.1 Fundamentals of curriculum 

When teachers refer to 'the curriculum' in a particular subject area, they are 

commonly referring to a syllabus document which outlines the 'intended 

curriculum' in that subject area. However, a much broader concept of 

curriculum is presented by writers in this field (Tyler 1949, Neagley & Evans 

1967, Wheeler 1967, Lawton 1978, Eisner 1979, Saylor, Alexander & Lewis 

1981, Skilbeck 1984, Glatthorn 1987, Wiles & Bondi 1989, Print 1993). The 

following two definitions typify the way in which 'curriculum' is defined in 

the literature. 

[The curriculum is] all the planned learning experiences provided by the school. 

(Northern Territory Board of Studies 1993, Section 5, p.  16) 

Curriculum is defined as all the planned learning opportunities offered to learners by 

the educational institution and the experiences learners encounter when the 

curriculum is implemented. 

(Print 1993, p.  9) 
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From the first definition we can understand that a curriculum is planned, 

consists of learning experiences and is provided by a school. The second 

definition has those understandings embedded in it and one more. The 

additional wording includes, what is commonly referred to as, the 'hidden 

curriculum'. 

the hidden curriculum refers to the outcomes of education and/or the processes 

leading to those outcomes, which are not explicitly intended by educators. These 

outcomes are not explicitly intended because they are not stated by teachers in their 

oral or written lists of objectives, nor are they included in educational statements of 

intent such as syllabuses, school policy documents or curriculum projects. 

(Seddon 1983, pp.  1-2) 

Curriculum materials are explicit representations of the intended curriculum. 

Marsh (1992, p.  52) defines curriculum materials as 'any physical object, 

representational in nature, which are used to assist the learning process. 

They can be printed matter, physical models, audiovisual items or a 

combination of all of these'. Eraut (1989, p.  445) provides a similar definition: 

a learning resource [is defined] as an identifiable physical object which carries 

information that can promote learning. This includes print, audio and pictorial 

materials and [can] include computer programs and television programs since these 

can be stored and evaluated as distinct entities. It excludes physical objects such as 

scientific apparatus, communication equipment like a telephone, human resources, 

and resource-rich locations such as a museum or learning centre. 

Curriculum materials have little intrinsic value. It is only through teachers 

and students interacting with them that they acquire value. Printed materials 

are the most widely used form of learning resources despite technological 

developments in recent years. Yet, as Dubin and Olshtain (1986, p.  180) 

claim, research into the development and evaluation of curriculum materials, 

particularly English as a Second Language (ESL) materials, is a 'relatively 

unexplored' area and literature in this field in very 'limited'. Like any 

medium, printed materials have both advantages and disadvantages. 
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Advantages of printed curriculum materials 

• They are easily portable and do not require expensive or complicated machines 

in order to be consulted. 

• They are a familiar format to teachers and students alike. 

• A reader can skim their comments and react spontaneously by making 

marginal comments and underlining. 

• Because they allow a reader to return again and again to the same point, print 

materials facilitate the study of difficult or complicated texts. 

They can be produced in multiple copies and can thus be used for independent 

study. 

Disadvantages of printed curriculum materials 

They cannot present motion materials, and, as a result, have a limited ability to 

engage all of our senses. 

They are difficult to revise and update if produced in a bound format. 

(Flannigan 1989, pp.  249-250) 

A resource such as Getting Going with Genres may be described as an 

'innovation'. Print (1993, P.  222) defines an innovation as 'either an object, 

idea or practice which is perceived to be new and the process by which that 

new object, idea or practice becomes adopted'. Innovative curriculum 

materials present ideas or practices which are perceived to be 'new'. Marsh 

(1992, p.  53) states that teachers expect textbooks to have some new content 

or rearranged content, new ideas about organising their teaching, updated 

resource lists and an up-to-date summary on a particular topic. The key issue 

is that obsolete concepts are discarded and there is always a danger of 

'throwing the baby out with the bathwater' as choices are made. Use of 

innovative materials is intended to bring about change. 

Curriculum materials range in significance from an approved course of study 

to a work sheet. The most important of all curriculum materials is the 

approved course of study: the curriculum document which is commonly 

developed by a curriculum unit within a department of education. Second in 

importance are the materials which are designed to support the 

implementation of approved courses of study. Greater specificity can apply 
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at this level as support materials can be designed to meet particular needs of 

different audiences and to cover selected aspects of the course. 

Printed curriculum materials have been shown to be a critical factor affecting 

successful learning in many less industrialised or Third World societies. 

Heyneman, Farrell and Sepulveda-Stuardo (1978) reported that fifteen 

studies in ten countries showed positive correlations between the availability 

of textbook materials and student achievement. From these studies, they 

have concluded that, (a) the availability of textbooks to students should be 

one of the central concerns of planners and administrators in such school 

systems, and (b) the provision of student textbooks should be a significant 

focus of system-wide school improvement efforts. Certainly, the lack of 

appropriate curriculum materials is cited in the Northern Territory Department 

of Education NATSIEP Strategic Plan (1991a) as one reason for lower levels of 

academic achievement by Aboriginal students. 

The educational achievement by Aborigines in the Northern Territory are very low by 

overall standards. Only 2.2 per cent of the Territory's Aboriginal population aged 15 

years or more are holders of an accredited TAFE or higher education award 

qualification, whereas more than 25 per cent of all Australians aged 15 years and over 

hold such qualifications (p. 16). 

Factors influencing the effectiveness of Aboriginal Education include: 

• shortages of curriculum materials suited to the abilities of untrained Teacher 

Assistants and semiliterate students (p. 7) 

• lack of a comprehensively staged and integrated curriculum and materials 

specifically written for use in Aboriginal schools (despite substantial 

development work) (p.  8) 

• less experienced teachers comprise the majority of teaching staff and many are 

ill-prepared to act as tutors for Aboriginal Teacher Assistants and to adapt non-

Aboriginal resource material for use in teaching students whose first language 

is not English (p. 13). 

An aspect not to be overlooked in considerations about curriculum materials 

is that they are created by people. Walker (1972) is one writer in this field 

who emphasises the influence of developers' beliefs, values, ideas, 
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preferences and points of view on the materials they produce. Print (1993, p. 

32) also stresses the importance of examining the backgrounds of writers and 

their basic understanding of education and curriculum. 

The philosophy of education, the psychology of education and the sociology 

of education are generally presented in the literature as the three disciplines 

which most influence developers' thinking about curricula (Tyler 1949, Taba 

1962, Lawton 1978, Eisner 1979, Tanner & Tanner 1980, Saylor, Alexander & 

Lewis 1981, Brady 1992, Print 1993). The nature of developers' 

conceptualisations in these areas will be reflected either explicitly or 

implicitly in the curriculum materials they develop (figure 3.1). 

FIGURE 3.1 DISCIPLINES THAT INFLUENCE CURRICULUM THEORY 

l Philosophy ogy and culture Psychology 

Curriculum developers 

I 
Conceptions of curriculum 

I 
Curriculum materials 

(Lawton 1978, in Print 1993, P.  33) 

The first discipline, philosophy of education, provides the foundations of 

developers' opinions about the nature and value of knowledge. Philosophy is 

basic to all curriculum decisions as it is 'concerned with clarification of 

concepts and propositions in which our experiences and activities are 

intelligible' (Hirst 1968, in Print 1993, p.  33). Brady (1992, pp.  56-57) claims 

that its influence impacts on developers' understandings about the nature of 

objectives, particularly the distinction between cognitive and affective 

objectives. The contribution of philosophy to curriculum has been developed 
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in depth in the literature (Hirst 1968, Hirst & Peters 1970, Habermas 1972, 

Zais 1976, Young 1989, Smith & Lovat 1991). 

In the making of curriculum decisions, Print (1993, p.  35) poses three 

philosophical questions for developers to consider: 'What is real?', 'What is 

true?' and 'What is good?'. To answer the questions, he considers the 

philosophical approaches of ontology, epistemology and axiology. Ontology 

is concerned with reality, the authentic, indisputable facts of life. Perceptions 

of reality differ between societies and between individuals within a society. 

Epistemology is concerned with the truth of knowledge. What is true and how 

do we know it is true? Ultimately it is a question of faith. Aboriginal people, 

for example, have creation stories which they 'know' to be true and which 

differ greatly from the creation beliefs of western scientists. How do we 

know whether either is true or not true? 

Axiology is that branch of philosophy that is concerned with values; 'What is 

good?'. Zais (1976, in Print 1993, p.  36) 'contends that axiological questions 

are usually divided into two main categories: ethics and aesthetics'. Ethics is 

concerned with morality and, in curriculum decisions, with educating young 

people about good and bad, right and wrong. Print (1993) stresses that no 

curriculum can be value free and developers need to be aware of their own 

ethical positions and the ethical stance they are integrating into the materials 

they develop. Curricula have been criticised for transmitting middle-class 

values, but it surely would be worse, if they did not. 

Aesthetics is concerned with beauty and enjoyment and this is very 

individualistic. Print (1993, p.  37) perceives the problem for materials writers 

is that what is beautiful or enjoyable for one person may not be beautiful or 

enjoyable for another person, particularly if they are from different cultures. 

In an English curriculum, aesthetics is particularly highlighted in literary 

choices. The question for the curriculum developer is, 'What kinds of texts 

should be included and what kinds should be excluded?'. 
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Ontology, epistemology and axiology provide a valuable paradigm whereby 

curriculum developers can examine their own philosophical stances and how 

they impact on the materials they produce. It has also been my experience 

that it is a useful paradigm for managing criticisms from people who adopt 

fundamentally different philosophical positions. 

The second discipline, sociology of education, provides the foundations of 

developers' understanding about society and culture and future societal 

needs. Sociology has an enormous influence on curriculum decisions as 

schooling is a major forum where young people are inculcated into accepting 

or questioning the social norms of the prevailing culture. Sociolinguists 

argue that the distinctive shape of a text is derived partly in relation to the 

context of culture in which the text is produced, and partly in relation to the 

context of situation in which it is generated (figure 3.2). 

FIGURE 3.2 THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TEXT AND CONTEXT 
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(Callaghan & Rothery 1988, p.  34) 

In curriculum decision making, sociology has its greatest impact on the 

selection of content. Taba (1962) argues that selected content should provide 

the most useful orientation to the students' environment and that it must be 

'consistent with the social realities'. Brady (1992, p. 116) provides six criteria 

for selecting content: 
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Validity whether the content is authentic and can achieve its stated 

objectives 

Significance whether the content is fundamental to the field of the subject; 

whether the content selected allows for breadth and depth of 

treatment; and whether its pursuit conveys the spirit and method 

of inquiry 

Interest whether the content is of interest to students 

Learnability whether the content is easily learnable 

Consistency with whether the content represents the most useful 

social realities orientation to the world 

Utility whether content is useful to students in coping with their lives. 

One aspect of the social and cultural influences on curriculum materials that 

merits special mention is that of culturally induced bias. It is argued that until 

very recently, Aboriginal students were subjected to a curriculum and 

curriculum materials with a marked bias towards western culture. Where 

Aboriginal people and cultures were represented, it was minimal and left 

much to be desired. 

The linguistic portrayal of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Australians in public 

and official documents, textbooks and the media is, and has been, mainly negative 

and stereotypical. The Australian indigenous peoples were and are often portrayed as 

primitive, ignorant people who 'cling' to ancient traditions and cultural practices 

which reinforce their inferior status. 

(Style Manual 1994, p.  137) 

There is no such thing as a culture-free curriculum as curriculum developers 

both transmit and reflect the culture of which they are a part. Since 

developers are products of the society and culture in which they live, it is 

inevitable that they carry those traits within them. Print (1993, p.  39) argues 

that the cultural backgrounds of the developers have a profound effect on the 

decisions they make and 'will become evident in the content they select, the 

methods they choose, the objectives they set and so forth'. 

The third discipline, psychology of education, provides the foundations of 

developers' concepts of learners and the learning process. Psychology 'is 
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concerned with describing, explaining and predicting human behaviour' 

(Brady 1992, P.  65). The contribution of psychology to curriculum is 

described by Print (1993, p.  58) as influencing developers' conceptions of 

'educational objectives, student characteristics, learning processes, teaching 

methods and evaluation processes'. A knowledge of the psychology of 

learners and the learning process helps the developer to choose topics which 

interest the student and methodology which allows for individual 

differences. 

Perhaps the greatest contribution of psychology to curriculum development 

is an understanding of how people learn. Psychology contributes to 

developers' understanding of the learning process by delineating levels of 

thinking. One widely used taxonomy is that of Bloom (1956). 

Bloom's Taxonomy of Thought 

Knowledge The student recalls specific facts, concepts and principles. 

Comprehension The student understands and is able to explain knowledge. 

Application The student applies knowledge to new situations. 

Analysis The student breaks down knowledge into is parts so that its 

structure can be understood. 

Synthesis The student creates something new by putting the parts together in 

a different way. 

Evaluation The student judges the value of knowledge for a specific purpose. 

(Northern Territory Board of Studies 1992, Section 4, p. 9) 

Understandings about how people learn influence developers' choice of 

learning methods. Two questions for developers are, 'To what extent should 

resources match the preferred learning style of the intended audience?' and 

'What methods can be embedded in curriculum materials which empower 

learners to learn abstract, decontextualised content?'. Research by Harris 

(1992, P.  2) highlighted the difference between cultural learning styles of 

Aboriginal people and those commonly found in western style schooling. 
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Five major Aboriginal learning processes are 

• learning by observation and imitation rather than by verbal instruction. 

• learning by personal trial and error rather than by verbal instruction with 

demonstration 

learning in real life, rather than by practice in artificial settings 

• learning context-specific skills, versus generalised principles 

• personal-orientation in learning, not information-orientation. 

Jones (1987, P.  161) claims that good methods of teaching must be grounded 

in what is known about learning, in particular, achieving a balance between 

what students bring to learning and what the content goals are. Psychology 

also influences the foundations of curriculum developers' thinking about 

procedures for assessment and evaluation. Print (1993, p.  45) identifies four 

evaluation issues of concern to be 'norm-referenced assessment or criterion-

referenced assessment, the role of formative assessment, appropriate 

instruments to measure student performance and determination of teacher 

effectiveness'. 

So philosophy, sociology and psychology may be perceived as the major 

forces that influence decisions developers make about curriculum. 

Philosophy provides the foundations of developers' opinions about the 

nature and value of knowledge. Sociology provides the foundations of 

developers' understanding about society and culture and future societal 

needs. Psychology provides the foundations of developers' concepts of 

learners and the learning process. On these foundations, developers' ideas 

about education and curriculum will be reflected either explicitly or 

implicitly in the curriculum materials they develop. 

3.1.2 Audiolingual ESL teaching 

In their book, Approaches and Methods of Language Teaching, Richards and 

Rodgers (1986) present an overview and analysis of ten approaches to 

teaching second and foreign languages. Of these, the audiolingual and 

communicative approaches were popular in Australia in recent decades. 
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During the 1960s curriculum developers favoured the audiolingual approach 

to teaching English as a second language . This approach was influenced by 

behavioural psychology which conceptualised learning as being dependent 

upon three crucial elements: a stimulus, a response and reinforcement 

(Skinner 1957). The stimulus on an organism elicited behaviour, the response 

was the behaviour elicited by the stimulus, and the nature of the 

reinforcement either approved the response (and encouraged repetition) or 

disapproved of the response (and discouraged repetition). 

Audiolingualism was primarily an oral approach. Since many traditional 

cultures had no form of written language and people in literate societies 

learned to speak before they read or wrote, it was argued that language 'is 

primarily what is spoken and secondarily what is written' (Brooks 1964, in 

Richards & Rodgers 1986, p.  49). According to Richards and Rodgers (1986, 

p. 51) a central tenet of the audiolingual approach was that 'foreign language 

learning was basically a process of mechanical habit formation'. 

Consequently, a distinctive feature of the approach was the use of dialogues 

and drills as illustrated by the following example. (It is interesting to note the 

use of 'he' as a generic term to include both female and male students, 

something which is regarded as discriminatory or sexist language in modern 

times.) 

Repetition 

The student repeats the utterance aloud. He does this without looking at the printed 

text. The utterance must be brief enough to be retained by the ear. Sound is as 

important as form and order. 

Example 

This is the seventh month. —This is the seventh month. 

After a student has repeated an utterance, he may repeat it again and add more 

words. 

Examples 
I used to know him. —I used to know him. 

I used to know him years ago. —I used to know him years ago when we were in school . 

(Brooks 1964, in Richards & Rodgers 1986, p.  54) 
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The audiolingual approach was based on structural linguistic theory which 

viewed language as a system of structurally related units (sounds, words and 

sentences) for encoding meaning. Curriculum materials containing 

sequenced day-by-day structures to be taught were produced for teachers. 

Student materials were not used as they were perceived as distracting 

students' attention from the aural input. In time Chomsky (1957), amongst 

others, criticised the approach for its structuralist view of language. Critics 

felt there was more to learning a language than mere mastery of structures. 

Richards and Rodgers (1986, p.  64) contend that Chomsky had demonstrated 

the inadequacy of a structural linguistic approach to account 'for the 

fundamental characteristic of language the creativity and uniqueness of 

individual sentences'. British linguists felt that attention should be given to 

'the functional and communicative potential of language' (Richards & 

Rodgers 1986, p.  64). 

3.1.3 Communicative ESL teaching 

Advocates for a communicative approach to teaching second and foreign 

languages included Widdowson (1972) and Candlin (1976), drawing on the 

work of functional linguists such as Firth (1957) and Halliday (1970), 

sociolinguists Gumperz and Hymes (1972), and philosophers Austin (1962) 

and Searle (1969). Rather than teach English through traditional concepts of 

vocabulary and grammatical structures, the idea was to teach it through the 

systems of meanings that underpinned communicative uses of language. 

The British linguist, Wilkins (1972), proposed a functional or communicative 

definition of language which could be used for developing an ESL 

curriculum. 'He described two types of meanings: notional categories (time, 

sequence, quantity, location, frequency) and categories of communicative 

function (requests, denials, offers, complaints)' (Richards & Rodgers 1986, p. 

65). Finocchiaro and Brumfit (1983) contrasted the distinctive features of the 

audiolingual and communicative approaches to teaching English as a second 

language (table 3.1). 
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Table 3.1 Distinctive features of two TESL approaches 

Audiolingual Approach Communicative Approach - - 

1 Attends to structure and form more than Meaning is paramount. 
an.n . . 

2 Demands memorization of structure- Dialogs, if used, center around 
based dialogs, communicative functions and are not 

..OflT1ailymemorized. 
3 Language items are not necessarily Contextualization is a basic premise. 

contextualized. 
4 Language learning is learning sentences, Language learning is learning to 

sounds or words. communicate. 
Ma...ery..or'overlearn souh.. 

PIl1n bu.peripherally. 
7 Native-speaker-like pronunciation is Comprehensible pronunciation is sought. 

8 Grammatical explanation is avoided Any device which helps the learners is 
........................................................................................ accepted.accordintoae..e... 

9 Communicative activities only come after Attempts to communicate may be 
a long process of rigid drills and encouraged from the very beginning. 
exercises. 

10 The use of the students' native language is Judicious use of the students' native 
forbidden ............................................................................... .n uae is acceptedw.here feasible.  

11 Translation is forbidden at early levels. Translation may be used where students 
need or benefit from it. 

12 Reading and writing are deferred until Reading and writing can start from the 
speech is mastered.......................................................... fir...day if desired. 

13 The target linguistic system will be The target linguistic system will be 
learned through the overt teaching of 

. 
learned best through the process of 

patterns the m. ....... •°... 
.. in to communicate. 

14 Linguistic competence is the desired goal. Communicative competence is the desired 
. 

15 
...................................................................................... 

Varieties of language are recognized but 
..................................................................................................... 

Linguistic variation is a central concept in 
not m...................................................................  .ateria1s a.ndm.th. pJp.y. ................................................. 

16 The sequence of units is determined solely Sequence is determined by any 
by principles of linguistic complexity. consideration of content, function, or 

•an... 
17 The teacher controls the learners and Teachers help students in any way that ..................

prevents them from doing anything that motivates them to work with the 
conflictswith th............................................................ an ................................................................................. 

18 'Language is habit' so errors must be Language is created by the individual 
reventedLa.......... ..... ten through trial an. ,e..... 

19 Accuracy, in terms of formal correctness, Fluency and acceptable language is the 
is a primary goal. primary goal; accuracy is judged not in 

the abstract but in context. 
20 Students are expected to interact with the Students are expected to interact with 

language system, embodied in machines other people, either in the flesh in pair 
or controlledm......... .. droup work 

21 The teacher is expected to specify the The teacher cannot know exactly what 
dents are ......... anuae the students will use. 

22 Intrinsic motivation will spring from an Intrinsic motivation will spring from an 
interest in the structure of language. interest in what is being communicated by 

the language. 
(Finocchiaro & Brumfit 1983, in Richards & Rodgers 1986, pp.  67-68) 
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Wilkins (1976) book, Notional Syllabuses, had a strong influence on the design 

of communicative language programs and curriculum materials in Europe. 

This swing in thinking about ESL teaching and learning also impacted on 

curriculum developers in Australia. This is evidenced by A Core Curriculum 

for NESB Learners which was developed by the Queensland Department of 

Education (1986). This curriculum for learners from non-English-speaking 

backgrounds (NESB) was based on a communicative approach. The 

curriculum was conceptualised as having four key components—skills, 

context, meanings and forms (figure 3.3). 

FIGURE 3.3 QUEENSLAND CURRICULUM FOR NESB LEARNERS 
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(After Queensland Department of Education 1986, P.  14) 

An example of a unit of work from the Queensland curriculum is shown in 

table 3.2. It illustrates how the communicative function of 'identifying self' 

and notions of 'name', 'possession', 'name + enquiry', and 'repetition + 

request' were presented for interpretation and implementation by teachers. 
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Table 3.2 Unit of work for NESB learners of English 

IDENTIFYING SELF 

Asking for identification of self 

Asking for repetition 

SITUATION LANGUAGE EVENT 

Giving details at school and in the classroom Dialogues 

Notions Signals Models 

Recommended 

Topics and 

Vocabulary 

(1) name capital letter (i) A: My name's John. names (people) 

What's your name? 

possession my, your B. Frederick. 

(2) name + What is your (full) (ii) Teacher: My name is Miss 

enquiry name? (intonation) Parker. What's 

your name? 

(3) repetition + Again, please. Student: My name is 

request Pardon? Carlos. 

(intonation) Teacher: What is your full 

name, Carlos? 

Student: Carlos Femadini. 

Teacher: Pardon? 

Student: Carlos Fernadini. 

Suggested Tasks/Activities Models (cont) Skills 

Teacher gives own name and asks Production: 

the names of students. Students Use of falling 

ask names of each other and intonation for Wh 

students in other classes, questions and 

upward for 

Teacher uses slides and audio Pardon? 

cassettes or magazine pictures to 

help familiarise students with Contracting is to 's. 

Australian names. 

(Queensland Department of Education 1986, pp. 44-45) 
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The focus of the Queensland curriculum was on three types of meanings—

functions, notions and cohesion—which were considered necessary for 

communicative competence. Functions were referred to as 'doing something 

with language (hence the -ing ending)'. The problem with identifying 

functions is that the list may be endless and, if each were to be explicitly 

taught, would take forever. Following is a sample of the 175 functions listed 

in the Queensland curriculum for NESB learners. 

accepting, adding, advising, agreeing, apologising, approving, asking, attracting 

attention, classifying, commanding, comparing, complaining, confirming, contrasting, 

correcting, defining, describing, dividing, expressing, fantasising, farewelling, giving 

information, greeting, identifying, introducing, inviting, listing, making analogies, 

measuring, multiplying, naming, negating, offering, passing on information, 

predicting, prohibiting, recasting, refusing, requesting, setting criteria, spelling, 

stating, subtracting, suggesting, telling, thanking, threatening, warning, wondering 

(Queensland Department of Education 1986) 

Similarly, the list of notions in the English language may be endless. Notions 

referred to the concepts that are inherent in every language function and, it 

was argued, should be 'recognised and discussed in their own right'. 

Following is a sample of the 323 notions listed in the Queensland curriculum 

for NESB learners. 

ability/inability, acceptance + politeness, age, agreement/disagreement, apology, 

appearance, approximation, birth date + enquiry, cause + effect, certainty, change, 

classification, comparison, concern, condition, confirmation, contrast, correction, 

criteria, definition, degree, direction, emotion, experience, family member, feature, 

future, generality, heading, identification, improbability, influence, location, manner, 

means, name, necessity, obligation, occupation, offer, part, past state, perception + 

proposition, prmciple, quality, ranking, ratio, reference, representation, sequence, 

similarity, size, speculation, topic, threat, understanding, volume, wants, wrongness 

(Queensland Department of Education 1986) 
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Cohesion referred to the language devices that are used to link notions. The 

Queensland curriculum explained that cohesive links included reference (to 

persons, places, things, states, actions and ideas), cause and effect, 

comparison and contrast, result, condition, addition, rank, purpose, 

alternative and time (sequence, simultaneously and association). 

The forms of language referred to grammatical structures, the rules which 

govern their usage and language conventions. The Queensland curriculum 

called them 'language signals' which included grammar, vocabulary, 

intonation and body language and their graphic counterparts (punctation 

and text layout), and pronunciation and its graphic counterparts (spelling 

and script). 

The context in which the language was produced; that is, the sociocultural 

context, was described as having three dimensions—field, tenor and mode. 

The field was the topic or language event, the tenor reflected the roles and 

relationships of the participants in the language event, and the mode referred 

to whether language was spoken or written, face to face or distant. 

Functional language skills were described as going beyond listening, 

speaking, reading and writing. The Queensland curriculum emphasised 

contextual skills, meaning skills and production skills and the need to unite 

all three for meaningful use of language. 

One disadvantage of the communicative approach was the overwhelming 

number of functions and notions which first-speakers of English use and the 

problem for curriculum developers in selecting functions and notions to be 

taught. If literacy is a goal of leaning English, another disadvantage of the 

communicative approach was that it focused on oral language more than on 

written language. Communicative competence in writing is probably the 

single most important skill by which both the education system and the 

wider community judge students' achievements in the schooling process. 

The search for a better theory led to the evolution of the genre approach to 

teaching English. 
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3.1.4 Genre-based language teaching 

A genre approach to the teaching and learning of English in Australia has 
evolved since the mid 1980s. At that time, a significant number of applied 
linguists and language educators in Australia were using functional 
linguistic theory to address a range of research questions. This group 
included Christie (1985), Painter and Martin (1985), Rothery (1986), 
Callaghan and Rothery (1988), Derewianka (1990) and Gerot and Wignell 
(1994). Their efforts had been stimulated by the scholarly leadership of 
Halliday (1985), Hasan (in Halliday & Hasan 1985) and Martin (1985). The 

, 

work of these scholars has contributed greatly to curriculum developèd for 
both first and second learners of English in Australia in the 1990s. 

The notion of 'genre' is not new, but in recent times, educational linguists 
have used the term in a particular way to refer to 'the manner in which 
different patterns of language are built up to establish different kinds of 
meaning' (Christie 1990, p.  3). The key elements of genre theory are 
summarised by Christie (1992a, p.  1) as follows: 

• when we produce language we produce a text—a meaningful stretch of 
language with which to accomplish some task 

• the nature of the text—its distinctive character—is to be explained partly in 
relation to the context of culture in which the text is produced, and partly in 
relation to the context of situation in which it is generated 

• the characteristic shape of the text is referred to as its genre, deriving from the 
context of culture, while the features of the particular instance of the genre 
deriving from the context of situation are referred to as its register 

• the three elements of register are referred to as the field (the social activity), the 
tenor (the relationship of the participants in the context) and the mode (the role 
of language in the context) 

• learning to use language, both in spoken and written modes involves learning 
to use the linguistic patterns appropriate to the context of culture and the 
context of situation 

• that teaching and learning should involve much use of models of appropriate 
language. 
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The genre approach to language teaching owes much to the work of Halliday 

(1985) and his account of functional grammar, and Martin (1985a) and his 

account of the relationship between text and context, with its particular focus 

on genre or text type. Genre theorists view language as a tool for making 

meaning. As language is used, choices are made to create different kinds of 

meaning. Genre theorists place considerable emphasis on the idea of 'choice'. 

Martin (1985a, p.  22) describes language as a large network of inter-related 

options from which speakers unconsciously select when speaking or writing. 

Fluent users of a language implicitly know how to use the language for 

different purposes. They implicitly know the register to use if they are using 

language for a sensitive or non-sensitive topic, to a friend or a stranger, in a 

written or oral mode. Genres theorists argue that they do not create genres, 

but that genres already exist in a culture and they are merely making their 

features explicit. Genre theory provides the means to make these implicit 

understandings explicit. 

Martin (1985b, p.  33) defined genres as staged, goal oriented social processes. 

They are social processes because members of a culture interact with each 

other to achieve them; goal oriented because they have evolved to get things 

done; and staged because it usually takes more than one step for participants 

to achieve their goals. Certain stages are obligatory and it is the identification 

of these obligatory stages which are referred to as the schematic or generic 

structure of a text. 

In the teaching and learning of English, there are as many genres as there are 

different purposes (or functions) for using the language. However, what the 

work of applied linguists in Australia showed, was that there was a small 

number of functions—to retell, instruct, describe, argue and explain—which 

are highly valued and important for success across school curriculum areas. 

The identification of these five functions from the full range of language 

functions was a major breakthrough. Table 3.3 shows an analysis of 

exposition (or argument) genre and a sample text. 
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Table 3.3 Exposition genre 

EXPOSITION 

Social Function: Factual text used to put 

forward a point of view or argument, e.g. 

essay, letter to the editor. Use of logical 

rather than temporal sequencing. 

Generic (Schematic) Structure 

• thesis—position, preview 

• arguments (1—n)—point, elaboration 

• reiteration (restatement of thesis) 

Language Features 

• focus on generic human or non-human 

participants 

• use of simple present tense 

• few temporal conjunctive relations 

(mostly logical relations) 

• use of material, relational and mental 

processes 

Example 

WEARING SHOES AT SCHOOL 

I You should wear shoes at school because 

you will get dirty feet and get into trouble by 

your mum and dad. 

If you don't wear shoes you can't go 

anywhere and you will get bindies in your 

feet. If you don't wear shoes when you run, 

you will get hurt. 

I want people to wear shoes. 

Tliao 
1 Year 2 Mt. Pritchard East P. S. 

(Callaghan 1989, p.  20) 

Christie (1992b) proposes that, in demonstrating how a language is used to 

build different genres, educational practice is offered a great deal of 

knowledge about the way language works to build the patterns of language 

valued and required for school learning. For each of the major text types, 

there is an explicitly stated purpose, an identifiable schematic structure and a 

description of typical linguistic features. The concept of applying genre 

theory to teaching practice has often been likened to the notion of a recipe. 

First learn the basic recipe, then apply your creative talents and experiment 

with shaping the recipe to suit your situation. 
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Once it had been accepted that genre theory could be of value to Australian 

curricula, the challenge for curriculum writers was to apply it using an 

appropriate teaching-learning model. Print (1993, p.  185) has claimed that 

there are few research-based guidelines available to assist with the 

organisation of learning activities but he suggests that the three criteria 

proposed by Tyler (1949), namely continuity, sequence and integration, are 

useful for the task. Continuity requires repetition of learning activities; 

sequencing requires activities to progress from simple to complex; and 

integration requires activities to be so related that they provide a unified 

experience for the learner. These criteria are reflected in the genre teaching-

learning model of Callaghan and Rothery (1988, p.  39) (figure 3.4). 

FIGURE 3.4 A GENRE TEACHING-LEARNING MODEL 
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The three main stages of this model are modelling, joint negotiation of text 

and independent construction of text. The model is represented in a cyclic 

rather than a linear way and, in practice, can be entered at any point. 

Strategies in the model which are particularly relevant for ESL learners 

include: 

deriving a model text from a shared experience in which the social 

function of the genre occurs naturally 

sharing information to identify the schematic structure and language 

features of this genre 

preparing for joint negotiation using techniques such as observation, 

research, note taking, discussion, rehearsing and role play 

jointly constructing a new text (by student and teacher) in the same 

genre 

independent constructing of a text by students in the same genre, 

consulting with teachers and peers about their writing, editing, 

reworking and publishing 

creatively exploiting the genre and its possibilities. 

Genre theory has had a profound effect on English curricula around 

Australia, both for mainstream and for ESL contexts. For mainstream 

contexts it represents a change from a process writing approach and for ESL 

contexts it represents a change from a communicative approach. In 

particular, awareness has been raised about the need to teach explicitly the 

composition of non-literary texts as well as literary texts. For teachers of ESL 

students, instead of the focus being on oral language and hundreds of 

functions and notions, the focus is now on literacy and the explicit teaching 

of the purpose, structure and language features which are typical of a 

handful of text types in English. 

3.1.5 Northern Territory English curriculum 

At the same time as information was being disseminated about genre theory, 

work had begun on developing a new English BACOS in the Northern 
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Territory (illustrated in figure 3.5). As Aboriginal people had made it clear 

that they did not want a different curriculum (Payne 1990, p.  3), as had 

previously been the case, it was intended that the new curriculum would 

cater for the needs of both first and second learners of English. The English 

BACOS defines literacy as the goal of the curriculum. 

FIGURE 3.5 ENGLISH BOARD APPROVED COURSE OF STUDY 

The central aim of the English curriculum is that students will be literate in English. 

Literacy is the ability to read and use English and write appropriately in a range of 

contexts. It is used to develop knowledge and understanding, to achieve personal 

growth and to function effectively in our society. Literacy also includes the 

recognition of numbers and basic mathematical signs and symbols within the text. 

Literacy involves the integration of speaking, listening and critical thinking with 

reading and writing. Effective literacy is intrinsically purposeful, flexible and dynamic 

and continues to develop through an individual's lifetime. All Australians need to 

have effective literacy in English, not only for their personal benefit and welfare but 

also for Australia to achieve its social and economic goals. 

(Northern Territory Board of Studies 1992, Section 2, p.  1) 

The literature shows that this focus on literacy was strongly supported by 

Aboriginal groups. 
Literacy and numeracy skills are crucial preconditions for achievement across all 

learning areas and a major priority for action. The Task force emphatically supports 

the following as the single most important necessity for successful leaning outcomes: 
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'We are convinced that there will be no substantial improvement in educational outcomes for 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students unless there is a concentrated effort and a major 
investment in literacy development by the Commonwealth and the education providers'. 

(Ministerial Council on Education, Employment, Training and Youth Affairs 1995, p.  57) 

The English BACOS conceptualised literacy as being achieved by students 
learning to use English, learning about English and learning through English 
texts which were composed for a range of purposes and audiences. The 
range of text types or genres is circled in figure 3.6. 

FIGURE 3.6 GENRES IN THE NORTHERN TERRITORY ENGLISH CURRICULUM 
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(After Northern Territory Board of Studies 1992, Section 2, p.  1) 

It naturally followed that assessment would focus on students being able to 
comprehend and compose this range of texts. The written work requirements 
for upper primary students were: 

a minimum of eight published individual texts, of which four are to be non-literary 
texts and four are to be literary texts 

four extended non-literary texts, e.g. letter, argument, factual report, 

explanation 

four literary texts, i.e. two narratives and two different texts (short scripted 
drama, or poetry, or literary response texts). 

(Northern Territory Board of Studies 1992, Section 2, p.  21) 
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Based on the work of functional systemic linguists in the 1980s, the Northern 

Territory English Board Approved Course of Study provides the following 

descriptions of the typical features of eight different types of texts (table 3.4). 

Table 3.4 Genre descriptions 

TYPE STRUCTURE LANGUAGE FEATURES 

A recount is an account of A recount has an orientation, A recount uses the simple past 
events in the past. followed by a series of events, tense. 

organised on a temporal basis, 
sometimes reorientation. followed by 

A procedure gives In a procedural text, materials to be A procedural text uses the 
information about how to used are stated and procedures to be imperative mood and 
do something. followed are specified. conventionally omits the 

definite article. 

A report is a description A report has a statement of the scope Reports use the simple present 
of a natural or non-natural of the report, or a general tense. 

at a high 
F

henomenon classification or definition of the item 
vel of generalisation. being discussed, followed by a 

description of the item, with an 
optional coda (or comment) at the 
end. 

A factual description Same as that of reports. Factual descriptions use past, 
gives information about present or future tenses as 
individual people, places. appropriate. 
objects or occasions. 

An explanation explains Same as that of reports. Relationships of cause and 
how or why things have effect are indicated by words 
happened or happen. such as 'because', 'so', 

'therefore', 'makes', 'enables'. 

A discussion presents two j In a discussion, one thesis, opinion or E A discussion generally uses the 
different points of view on point of view about a subject is present tense. 
the same subject, but does stated, followed by items of evidence 
not attempt to evaluate which support it; a second contrary 
these arguments. thesis and the evidence which 

supports it then follows. 

An argument forms and In an argument, the opinion to be An argument 
justifies opinions, 
The evidence presented 

justified about a subject is stated, 
followed by items of evidence to 

• uses present tense to express 
opinions 

should be comprehensive, support it • expresses obligations or 
balanced and accurate. • counter arguments, if any, are makes suggestions through 
The writer should be stated and the evidence against such modal auxiliaries as 
objective and rational. their validity stated 'must', 'should', 'needs to', 'has 

• the thesis to be proved may be to', 'might'. 
stated at the beginning or at the 
end. 

A narrative is a recount in A narrative has A narrative 
a literary register which • an orientation • uses first or third person 
describes a series of • complication narrator 
events, real or imaginary, i crisis • uses description, dialogue 
and which reflects the • resolution and narrative to create 
significance of these • suspense believable characters, a setting 
events. • plot and theme in time and place, and an 

• hero, conflict, character atmosphere 
• point of view • is long enough to allow a plot 
• setting in place and time and line to be satisfactorily 

atmosphere. developed, at least 400 words 
by Year 7 level. 

ri 
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The English BACOS (1992, Section 4, p. 7) argues that effective learning takes 
place when: 

the teaching program begins by making connections with what the 
leaner already knows and building on the concepts that students 

already have 

students engage in all levels of thinking 

students can negotiate and make judgements and decisions about their 
learning paths 

students are motivated and take an active part in their own learning 
students are given opportunities to use knowledge in new ways and to 
present their knowledge in a variety of ways to appropriate audiences. 

This learning theory is represented in the following figure. 

FIGURE 3.7 THE LEARNING PROCESS 

Every person has developed (as a result 
of their experience, observation and 

reflection) knowledge, skills and 
understandings about the world. 

As a result of reflection on this 
feedback, the knowledge, skills and 

understandings are confirmed as valid 
or modified and then further refined. 

As a result of further observation, 
experience and practice, new knowledge 
is created, new skills are developed, and 

4/
I new understandings are generated. 

The new knowledge, skills and 
understanding are tested and 

refined by presentation to others 
for evaluation and feedback. 

(Northern Territory Board of Studies 1992, Section 4, p. 8) 

Based on this understanding of the learning process, the developers of the 
English BACOS provided a teaching-learning model which is referred to as 
the Geraldton Model (table 3.5). It was derived from research by teachers in 
Western Australia about effective ways students learn. Although the model 
is presented in linear form, the process is intended to be recursive and cyclic, 
similar to the model by Callaghan and Rothery (1988). 
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Table 3.5 Geraldton teaching-learning model 

Input 

Students are presented with input which may take the form of a text, an excursion, 

an address by a guest speaker, a demonstration, a dramatic performance etc. The 

purpose of this is to focus students' attention on the concept, issue or skifi which is 

to be explored or learned. 

Exploration 

Students discuss and/or write about the input in order to explore and become 

familiar with this new information, in a manner which allows for a wide range of 

tentative responses. 

Shaping/Reshaping 

Students then operate on the material, information or ideas in a variety of 

purposeful ways. These may include the deductive processes of clarifying, ordering, 

classifying and analysing; and the inductive processes of reorganising, elaborating, 

comparing, contrasting or synthesising. These operations generally lead to an 

evaluation of the material, information or ideas. Through this process students 

develop new understandings or skills which may be practised and applied in new 

contexts. 

Presentation 

Students demonstrate what they have learned by the creation and presentation of a 

product or performance which results from the operations involved in shaping and 

reshaping. This presentation and response from a supportive yet critical audience 

further develops and refines students' learning. 

Reflection 

Students consider and evaluate their understanding of what they have learned and 

the learning process. 

(Northern Territory Board of Studies 1992, Section 4, p.  10) 

It can be disputed whether such a learning model is adequate for both 

mainstream and ESL classrooms. Gopinathan (1989, p.  482) is critical of the 

lack of research into the processes and problems inherent in the intercultural 

transfer of educational theories as represented in curriculum materials. 
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However, the Geraldton model was sufficiently general that writers of 
Getting Going with Genres were able to add appropriate ESL strategies at the 
various stages. The following lesson plan shows how strategies such as role-
playing, modelling, drills, innovation and substitution, were incorporated. 

Table 3.6 Oral English lesson plan 

Input 
Get students interest by role-playing greetings. Model body language and expressions. 
Teach any new words and sentence structures. Drill with whole class. Students listen, 
imitate, repeat. In pairs, students practise the model. 

Teacher Good morning, how are you today? 
Students Good morning, how are you today? 
Teacher Very well thank you. 

Students Very well thank you. 

Exploration 
Teachers and students substitute and innovate on the model. In pairs, students practise. 

Greeting Response 

G'day. How have you been? Fine, thanks. 
Hello, how are you? Great 
Good afternoon, how are you today? Good. How are you? 

Shaping/Reshaping 
In pairs, students make up their own version and practise. 

Graham Hi Peter, how are you keeping? 
Peter Fine thanks. How are things with you? 
Graham Great. 

Presentation 
Students present their greetings to others. It may be taped. Assessment notes can be made. 

Reflection 
What have I learned about the English language? Will this learning be useful for me? 

(Day to Day English, Northern Territory Department of Education 1993, p.  9) 
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3.2 Curriculum development 

Curriculum development is a process and the purpose of this next section is 

to explore the literature for insight to how developers can and do devise 

curriculum materials. In particular I shall be presenting references which are 

relevant to the work of developing materials for use in cross-cultural 

educational contexts. This part of the literature review is structured in the 

following way. First I analyse some of the linear and cyclic models presented 

in the literature. Then I utilise the three phases of Print's model—

organisation, development and application—to explore curriculum 

development in greater depth. 

3.2.1 Models of curriculum development 

The literature reveals that there are numerous models for curriculum 

development. Most of the scholars who have contributed to this literature 

consider that it is important for developers to be guided by a conceptual 

framework for their work to avoid inherent theoretical weaknesses that may 

occur if intuitive approaches are used. Models are useful constructs because 

they summarise efficiently and effectively the essential elements of a very 

complex phenomenon. Brady (1992, p.  82) describes a model of curriculum 

development as 'simply a convenient way of showing the relationship 

between the essential curriculum elements in the process of curriculum 

development'. Although Print (1993 p.  62) suggests that the term algorithm 

may be a more appropriate term, he agrees that most of the writers in this 

field use 'the term model to explain both the nature and the processes of 

curriculum development'. 

Many curriculum development models have been produced (Tyler 1949, 

Taba 1962, Walker 1971, Skilbeck 1976, Wheeler 1967, Nicholls & Nicholls 

1978, Print 1993) and a brief summary of some of these will now be 

considered. Tyler is often regarded as the father of the curriculum movement 

and has had a substantial influence on curriculum development theories over 
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the past fifty years. In his book, Basic Principles of Curriculum and Instruction, 

Tyler (1949) presented a model of the curriculum process which is commonly 

known as the 'objectives model'. His model is based on four stages and four 

fundamental questions (figure 3.8). 

FIGURE 3.8 TYLER'S MODEL OF CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT 

What educational purposes should the school seek to 

attain? 

What educational experiences are likely to achieve 

these objectives? 

How can these educational experiences be effectively 

organised? 

How can we determine whether these purposes are 

being attained? 

(Tyler 1949, in Print 1993, p.  65) 

Stating objectives 

Selecting learning experiences 

Organising learning 

experiences 

Evaluation 

The contribution of this model to the way writers conceptualise the task of 

developing curriculum materials is the rational and logical sequence of first 

stating the objectives, next selecting appropriate learning experiences, then 

organising the learning experiences and finally evaluating the extent to 

which outcomes have been achieved. Kliebard (1970) claims that the very 

rationality of the model is the reason for its success. Some critics (Kliebard 

1970, Skilbeck 1976, Brady 1981, Marsh 1986) of Tyler's model argue that the 

sources of the objectives are not adequately explained. Print (1993) disagrees 

with these critics, claiming that Tyler devotes half of his book to just that 

task, explaining how objectives are derived from sources such as learners, 

studies of contemporary life, academic subjects, philosophy and the 

psychology of learning. The importance of 'diagnosing needs' as a step prior 

to 'stating objectives' is reflected in the model by Taba (1962). Taba's model 

has seven steps although the third and fourth, and the fifth and sixth steps, 

could be combined to simplify the model (table 3.7). 
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Table 3.7 Taba's model of curriculum development 

Step 1: Diagnosis of needs 

Step 2: Formulation of objectives 

Step 3: Selection of content 

Step 4: Organisation of content 

Step 5: Selection of learning experiences 

Step 6: Organisation of learning experiences 

Step 7: Determination of what to evaluate and the ways and means of doing it. 

(Taba 1962, in Print 1993, p.  66) 

A 'diagnosis of needs' suggests a systematic approach to measuring a 

discrepancy between an existing situation and a desired or needed situation. 

In a cross-cultural context, this step requires a certain degree of wisdom as 

many false assumptions can easily be made. Pennington (1987, P.  338) 

identifies some problems in this process; namely, 

• the difficulty of distinguishing an 'authentic' need from a 'felt' need 

• the fact that needs are probably infinite in number and cannot all be 

identified 
the existence of conflicting needs, which means that responding to one 

may undermine another 
needs may not be apparent, but they will be real nonetheless. 

The models presented by Tyler and Taba are both linear. Some critics of these 

models (Macdonald 1965, Walker 1975, Hall 1975, Marsh 1980) argue that 

curriculum development in practice rarely follows a linear process. Wheeler 

(1967), and Nicholls and Nicholls (1978), developed models which emphasise 

the cyclical nature of curriculum development and the interdependence of 

the elements (figures 3.9 and 3.10). Cyclic models accommodate the notion 

that the curriculum development process is a continuing activity where 

change is a constant given the need to aim for continuous improvement of 

schooling outcomes. In view of the frequency of changes to curriculum, we 

could almost perceive these models to be 'spinning wheels'. 
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FIGURE 3.9 WHEELER'S MODEL OF CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT 

• Aims, goals and objectives 
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5. Evaluation 
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learning experiences and content 

(Wheeler 1967, in Print 1993, p. 71) 

FIGURE 3.10 NICHOLLS' MODEL OF CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT 

Situation analysis 
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/ Selection of objectives 

Evaluation 

Selection and organisation of content 
Selection and organisation of methods...' 

(Nicholls & Nicholls 1978, in Print 1993, p.  72) 

The model by Walker (1971) is different in that it is descriptive rather than 
prescriptive (figure 3.11). He describes his model as naturalistic 'in the sense 
that it was constructed to represent phenomena and relations observed in 
actual curriculum projects as faithfully as possible with a few terms and 
principles' (Walker 1971, in Print 1993, p.  76). From his observations, he 
contends that curriculum developers rarely follow a rational sequence of 
events and use a more dynamic and interactive process. A feature of his 
model is that it accounts for the beliefs, theories, conceptions, points of view 
and values which each developer brings to a curriculum development task. 
Print (1993, p.  76) claims that these forces 'may not be defined clearly or even 
logically, but they form the basis or platform upon which future curriculum 
decisions are made by curriculum developers'. 
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FIGURE 3.11 WALKER'S MODEL OF CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT 
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(Walker 1971, in Print 1993, p. 75) 

The final model to be presented is one by Print (1993). He defines curriculum 

development as 'the process of planning, constructing, implementing and 

evaluating learning opportunities intended to produce desired changes in 

learners' (1993, p.  23). His model extends further than the previous models 

and includes a pre-development 'organisation' phase and a post-

development 'application' phase (figure 3.12). 

FIGURE 3.12 PRINT'S MODEL OF CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT 
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(Print 1993, p. 85) 
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This model presents a more comprehensive view of the curriculum 
development process than previous models described in this chapter. In 
order to understand what happens in curriculum development, Print (1993, 
p. 83) argues that we need to understand: 

what happened as a prelude to development (presage) 
how we are to devise a curriculum document, project or materials 
(development), and 
how the document/materials may be applied and modified in practice 
(application). 

Each of these phases will now be considered from the perspective of what 
they mean for developing curriculum materials for use in a cross-cultural 
context. 

3.2.2 Organisation 

The organisation phase includes all the preparatory steps that need to be 
taken before work on the actual curriculum begins. Although such a phase is 
implied in previous models, it is made explicit in the one by Print. This 
model argues that organisational factors determine the events that follow 
and are themselves influenced by an evaluation of existing needs and 
circumstances. This was clearly evident in the circumstances which led to the 
development of Getting Going with Genres. 

FIGURE 3.13 PHASE 1: ORGANISATION 
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(After Print 1993) 
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An example of an organisational context for a public sector program is 

represented in figure 3.14. This emphasises the need for links between a 

program and political, departmental and community goals to achieve 

improved delivery of products and services and improved client outcomes. 

Writers involved in a curriculum program in a different organisational 

context would obviously be influenced by different factors. 

FIGURE 3.14 ORGANISATIONAL CONTEXT FOR A PUBLIC SECTOR PROGRAM 
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(After Halligan 1994, P.  180) 

An important component of the organisation phase in the model represented 

in the figure, is the policy derived from a careful analysis of needs. Typically 

the term 'policy' refers to 'a course of action or intended course of action, 

decided on after consideration of possible alternatives, and then 

implemented or intended to be implemented' (Baker & Associates 1996, p. 1). 

Fullan and Stiegelbauer (1991 p. 27) claim that when innovative programs 

are politically motivated they are accompanied by a greater commitment of 

leaders, the power of the new ideas and additional resources. However, they 

warn that politically motivated innovations can also produce 'unrealistic 

time-lines, simplistic solutions, misdirected efforts, inconsistencies, and 

underestimation of what it takes to bring about reform'. 
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An important aspect of organising any program is to look at the people 

responsible for the task, their backgrounds and the forces which have shaped 

their thinking. This aspect featured in Walker's model. In Print's model it is 

regarded as an essential component of curriculum presage. Print (1993, p.  83) 

argues that a formalised curriculum presage procedure is needed at the 

beginning of any curriculum project, in which answers are sought to the 

following three questions: 

Who is involved in this curriculum development, and what, if anything, 

do they represent? 

What conceptions of curriculum do they bring with them? 

What underlying forces or foundations have influenced the developers' 

thinking? 

The first question highlights the importance of recruitment practices in 

forming a team to write materials. Curriculum materials which are intended 

to be used in cross-cultural contexts may be developed by cross-cultural 

teams of writers. However, there is little in the literature which describes the 

desirable attributes of cross-cultural teams. In general terms, Dubin and 

Olshtain (1986, p.  174) argue that a successful team is one 'composed of 

personalities who have learned to compensate for individual weaknesses by 

using each other's strengths'. They describe a good team as having a balance 

of interests with at least one grammatical expert along with people who have 

strong backgrounds in language learning theory and sociolinguistics. 

The second question concerns the conceptions writers have of curriculum. 

Whether writers have similar cultural backgrounds or not, they can 

conceptualise curriculum in different ways. This will affect their whole 

approach to curriculum development and the decisions they are required to 

make. Writers in the field (Eisner & Vallance 1974, Eisner 1979, Tanner & 

Tanner 1980, McNeil 1985, Skilbeck 1984, Schubert 1986, Print 1993) describe 

a number of ways of thinking about curriculum. 
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Print (1993) contends that there are essentially five conceptions of curriculum 

represented in the literature: 

the academic disciplines conception which aims to enhance 

individuals' intellectual abilities in school subject areas 

the cognitive processes conception which aims to provide students 

with an understanding of the processes needed in learning how to learn 

the humanistic conception which aims to provide students with 

intrinsically rewarding experiences to enhance personal development 

the social reconstructionist conception which aims to effect social 

reform and make the world a better place 

the technological conception which emphasises the efficient and 

effective resolution of predetermined ends. 

To these five conceptions, Print (1993) adds a sixth—the eclectic conception 

of curriculum to account for people who align with two or more of the five 

curriculum conceptions. However, he argues that, although the practice of 

curriculum developers may be eclectic, it is probable that they have a 

stronger bias to one conception than another. The compatibility of different 

conceptions of curriculum is a major consideration where materials are 

developed by a cross-cultural team of writers. It may be reasonable to 

assume that a member of a disadvantaged group in society would favour a 

social reconstructionist conception of curriculum, which could conflict with a 

different conception of curriculum held by someone else. 

Print (1993, pp. 56-57) argues that it is important to be aware of these 

different conceptions of curriculum because 
developers who understand these conceptions are better able to 

formulate their own ideas on curriculum design 

people who are responsible for selecting staff for curriculum 

development tasks need to appreciate the difficulties that will result 

from selecting people who firmly hold different conceptions 
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curriculum implementation is more likely to be successful if the 

attributes of the conceptual approach are explained during 

dissemination activities. 

The third question posed by Print concerns the philosophical, sociological 

and psychological foundations of curriculum conceptions of individuals. As 

has already been discussed, these disciplines will have different effects on 

individuals and hence affect the types of curriculum documents they are 

likely to advocate. 

A particular aspect of curriculum presage that is frequently overlooked is the 

knowledge and skills people have about designing materials for a wide 

audience. In their seminal work, Course Design, Developing Programs and 

Materials for Language Learning, Dubin and Olshtain (1986, p.  1) argue for 

greater recognition of the craft of constructing language courses and 

materials. They claim that the planning of courses and the writing of 

materials require a specialised background which is 'commonly glossed over 

or benignly ignored', 'undervalued and relatively unexplored'. Since the 

planning of courses and writing of materials is such a sparsely documented 

area, they state that 'designers and writers have tended to work on the basis 

of their best intuitions'. 

Creating materials through which people can effectively learn new languages is a 

highly specialized craft, one that is perfected through immersion in the activity itself. 

Since the prospect of sink or swim can discourage potential talent, more attention 

needs to be paid to developing guidelines for writers. 

(Dubin & Olshtain 1986, p.  167) 

It is widely acknowledged that experience as a classroom teacher is an 

essential prerequisite for writing materials intended for use by a wide 

audience of students and/or teachers. But when teachers turn to the task of 

producing such materials, Dubin (1995, p.  15) argues that they: 
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are on their own ... [for] what they lack is access to a well-developed body of 

knowledge about materials writing. What is missing is the accumulation of the 

experiences, advice, practices, and ways of dealing with issues, or the craft knowledge, 

necessary for materials writing. 

A valuable resource for writers of curriculum materials is the Style Manual 

produced by the Australian Government Printing Service for authors, editors 

and printers. It provides guidance on a number of issues relating to the 

crafting of texts. One aspect of this craft knowledge is being aware of how 

language is used and whether it may be regarded as discriminatory. Federal, 

State and Territory governments in Australia have anti-discrimination 

legislation which makes it unlawful to discriminate on the grounds of race, 

colour, national or ethnic origin, gender, sex, marital status, and physical or 

mental impairment. The importance of non-discriminatory language in 

publications is stressed by the Style Manual (1994, p.  121): 

If individuals or groups are labelled consciously or unconsciously in demeaning, 

harmful or stereotyped ways, they often experience hurt and pain or develop hatred—

leading to a negative self-image, feelings of inferiority and possibly expressions of 

anger. Such sentiments can place a strain on relations between groups and 

individuals, especially in a multicultural society such as Australia. 

Care is needed to avoid discriminatory portrayal, not only in choices of texts 

and words but also in graphics. In reference to Aboriginal people, the Style 

Manual (1994, p.  139) states that it is not unusual for them to be portrayed as 

'lazy, primitive, backward, dirty, drunken, diseased, stupid, pitiable, and so 

on'. It argues that such descriptions are to be avoided at all costs as they are 

inaccurate and form a massive barrier to linguistic and social equality. In 

their monitoring of Getting Going with Genres, for example, the Board of 

Studies Aboriginal Education Standing Committee would examine graphics 

for flat noses, big lips, untidy hair and anything else which might portray an 

unfavourable image of Aboriginal people. 

Those who write about Australian Aboriginals need to avoid using terms 

which imply that the cultures, languages, religious activities and ways of life 
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of Aboriginal people are inferior to western cultures, languages, religious 

activities and ways of life. The Northern Territory Board of Studies (1993) 

suggests that writers should portray racial groups, male and female groups, 

religious groups, and groups of people with specific learning difficulties, in 

such a way that it builds up positive images and fosters mutual respect for 

the group and individuals within that group. 

Selection of text, words and graphics should avoid bias and stereotyping, e.g. career 

types, family roles, economic status. These two factors need to be addressed to avoid 

possible reinforcement of discriminatory attitudes that may inhibit students personal 

and professional development. 

(Northern Territory Board of Studies 1993, Section 6, p.  5) 

'Political correctness' is an ideal which is often difficult to achieve. Though 

the term 'Dreamtime stories' has frequently been used to refer to traditional 

Aboriginal stories, it has become unpopular because it has been seen to 

equate with English fairy tales. The Style Manual (1994, p. 139) suggests 

calling them 'creation stories' or 'religious stories'. Even these terms proved 

to be contentious to the Aboriginal group monitoring NATSIEP curriculum 

materials who felt that the word 'stories' implied that the texts were fictional 

whereas they considered them to be factual. 

Another politically incorrect term is the use of 'man' as in 'chairman' or 

'policeman', to refer to both males and females. A similar form of sexist 

language is the use of 'he/his/him' as generic terms referring to both males 

and females as was the case in the language drill that was presented earlier. 

The Style Manual (1994, p.  128) suggests the following strategies for replacing 

the 'he /his/him' pronouns: 

• recast the sentence in the plural 

• leave out the pronoun 

• repeat the noun 

• use 'he or she', 'she or he', or 's/he' 

• recast the sentence and use another pronoun, e.g. 'you', 'I' or 'we' 
0 recast the sentence to avoid pronouns. 
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Strategies such as using a gender neutral term or explicitly naming both 

sexes are also suggested for replacing the '-man' suffix in occupations which 

both males and females do. It is not possible to cover all contingencies and 

the point being made by the preceding examples is that writers need to be 

continually aware of how they are using language and whether it may be 

regarded as discriminatory. 

A second aspect of craft knowledge needed by writers of ESL materials is a 

clear understanding of what is meant by plain English and how to reflect 

this in their materials. The Department of Employment, Education and 

Training (1990, pp.  20-21) had this to say about the use of plain English and 

reader-friendly documents: 

Increasingly, we are recognising the value of plain language. There is little point in 

encouraging people to develop their reading skills if they are then confronted with 

public documents which are basically unreadable. Plain English is good, clear writing, 

presented in such a way that people reading it can understand it. As more importance 

is placed on communication skills, plain English needs to be emphasised as well as the 

development of literacy skills. It is time for governments and private corporations to 

take up the issue of reader-friendly' documents, not only for their greater efficiency 

and productivity, but also for greater equity in access to public information. Again, 

this is an issue of social justice as well as economic sense. 

Eagleson (1990) argues that plain English is not baby talk nor is it a 

simplified version of the English language. He describes plain English as: 

clear, straightforward expression, using only as many words as necessary. It is 

language that avoids obscurity, inflated language and convoluted sentence 

construction. .. Writers of plain English let the audience concentrate on the message 

instead of being distracted by complicated language. They make sure that their 

audience understands the message easily. This means that writers of plain English 

must vary the way they write their documents according to the composition of their 

audience. ... Writers of plain English use language their audience can understand. 

(Eagleson 1990, pp.  4-5) 
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Hartley (1985, P.  52) goes a step further in his recommendations for the use 

of succinct language. He argues for the use of short sentences because long 

sentences: 

are more difficult to read because of the number of clauses and ideas 

make it difficult for readers to remember the first part when they are 

reading the last part 

overload the memory system while short sentences do not. 

He suggests that sentences with less than 20 words are best; sentences with 

20 to 30 words are possibly satisfactory; sentences with 30 to 40 words are 

suspect; and sentences with over 40 words will almost certainly benefit from 

rewriting. In addition, he argues for the use of short familiar words where 

possible, rather than technical terms which mean the same thing. 'Reading 

and writing', for example, are shorter and more familiar words than 'the 

comprehension and composition of written texts'. 

A third aspect of the craft knowledge needed by writers of curriculum 

materials, is an understanding of the principles of good design. This 

involves not only computer skills but also typographical design skills. 

Dayton (1989, p.  223) identifies the following elements of good design: 

Clarity The purpose of the product should be obvious to the intended 

audience. 

Simplicity Simplicity fosters clarity. 

Legibility Well formed simple lettering styles, large enough to be easily read are 

necessary for legibility. 

Emphasis Labels, enlarged letters and contrasting colours are ways to achieve 

emphasis. 

Organisation The organisation of components of the resource should be obvious and 

consistent with educational practices. 

Balance Arrangement of design elements should appear in balance. 

Harmony Background elements should not draw attention to themselves and 

distract attention from the message. 

Unity The whole presentation should appear to be one meaningful unit. 

Overlapping edges, borders and arrows are ways to facilitate unity. 
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The following practical advice on typographical design was offered by 

Phillips (1991), the manager of publication services with the Northern 

Territory Department of Education. 

Following are some general principles for typography which may assist a beginning 

designer. 

Keep it short and simple (the KISS principle). 

Use one simple readable serif font (lettering) for bodies of texts. Once you have 

selected a font, stick to it. 

Use one non-serif font for headings. 

Use capitals for titles and lower case for the rest of a text. 

Use no more than two or three sizes of type. 

Three weights of type—bold, plain and italics—are sufficient for most 

publications. 

Avoid underlining as it cuts through the descenders of letters, e.g. g, g, y,  p, j. 
and increases reading difficulty. 

Keep boxes as plain as possible. 

Keep screening/shading to a minimum. Avoid if possible. 

Number pages consecutively. 

Proofread meticulously. 

Designers also need knowledge about the use of serif and non-serif fonts and 

a hierarchy of headings. A hierarchy of headings is a strategy for 

consistently applying style which facilitates text comprehensibility. Writers 

frequently establish different type styles for the main body of text and for 

chapter, section and sub-section headings. This strategy helps the reader to 

understand how the text is organised. Computer word-processing programs 

provide writers with the means to establish a style sheet for this purpose. 

Christie (1996, p.  83) agues that writers should 'never create sub-sections 

within sub-sections' as this 'will simply confuse the reader'. She contends 

that writers 'are not thinking clearly enough' if they tempted to do this. 

When typing up their documents, writers should also know when and why 

to use serif and non-serif fonts. Phillips (1991) argues that the main body of 

text in a publication should be set in a serif font type with non-serif fonts 

reserved for headings and subheadings. A serif is a smaller line used to finish 
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off a main stroke of a letter. Compare the fonts in these two words—Women, 

Women; the first uses serifs and the second does not. Serif fonts are easier to 

read than non-serif fonts because serifs give the eye a place to stop and 

recognise letters and to lead the eye horizontally from one letter to the next. 
Phillips (1991, p.  15) presents the following results from 112 readers in regard 

to the readability of serif and non-serif body text. 

Table 3.8 Reading serif and non-serif text 

Comprehension Level Good Fair Poor 

Layout with serif body type 67 19 14 

Layout with non-serif body type 12 23 65 

Comments made by readers who showed p o o r comprehension of articles s e t in non-

serif font had a common theme—the difficulty in holding concentration. An analysis 

of comments from one group who read an article of direct interest showed that of 

the 112 readers, 67 showed poor comprehension, and of these 

53 complained strongly about the difficulty of reading the type 

• 32 said the type was merely hard to read 

• 22 said they had difficulty in focussing on the type after having read a dozen or 

so lines 

• 11 said the task caused them physical discomfort (eye tiredness) 

• 10 said they found they had to backtrack continually to try and maintain 

concentration 

• 5 said that when they had to backtrack to recall points made in the article they 

gave up trying to concentrate. 

(Some readers made two or more of the above comments.) 

Yet when the same group was asked immediately afterwards to read another article 

set in serif type, they reported no physical difficulties and no necessity to 

recapitulate to maintain concentration. 

An organisation can formulate policies and provide time, money, equipment, 

materials and space, but ultimately it is people who produce curriculum 

materials. Font choice may seem a minor factor, but it is part of the much 

larger picture where departments of education expect some teachers to have 

not only teaching skills but also the ability to be curriculum writers and 
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desktop publishers. Consideration of writers' backgrounds is an important 

curriculum presage element in the organisation phase of Print's (1993) 

curriculum model. 

3.2.3 Development 

The goal of the second phase of Print's (1993) model—development—is to 

produce a working document. As shown in figure 3.15, this is influenced by 

what happens in the organisation phase and, in turn, will influence what 

happens in the application phase. The elements of this phase are situational 

analysis, objectives, content, learning activities and assessment. In the 

literature, similar elements are found in most other curriculum models. 

FIGURE 3.15 PHASE 2: DEVELOPMENT 

Aims, goals 
and objectives 

Content 
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- analysis 
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1I 
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Instructional activities 
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Phase 2 
development 

(After Print 1993) 

The first step in Print's development cycle is a situational analysis which is 

defined as 'a process of examining the context for which a curriculum is to be 

developed and the application of the analysis to curriculum planning' (Print 

1993, p.  110). Most of the literature considers the need for undertaking a 

situational analysis beyond dispute and several sets of procedures have been 

developed (Skilbeck 1976, Soliman 1981). Print (1993, p.  116) outlines a four 

step procedure for a situational analysis: identify problems in context, select 

appropriate factors, collect data and analyse, and make recommendations. A 

useful technique for collecting data within a situation analysis is known as 

needs assessment. 
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Needs assessment is the process by which one defines educational needs and decides 

what their priorities are. In the context of curriculum, a need is defined as a condition 

in which there is a discrepancy between an acceptable state of learner behaviour or 

attitude and an observed learner state. 

(McNeil 1985, in Print 1993, P. 111) 

Dubin and Olshtain (1986, P.  6) refer to this as the 'fact finding stage' and 

pose five key questions to be answered before work begins on developing an 

ESL curriculum (figure 3.16). In order to answer the questions investigations 

need to be carried out into the language setting, patterns of language use in 

society, the political and national context, and group and individual 

attitudes. 

FIGURE 3.16 FACT FINDING STAGE 

The language setting 

The answers to 
these questions 
determine policy: 

Who are the learners? 
Who are the teachers? 
Why is the piogram necessary? 
Whem will the pgram be 
implemented? 
How will it be implemented? 

Political and national context 

(Dubin & Olshtain 1986, p.  6) 

Dubin and Olshtain (1986) argue that developers working in an ESL 

curriculum project need as much understanding as possible about the 

language context for which they are designing a curriculum. Questions they 

pose for writers include: Is there strong support for learning and using 

English or is there indifference or negativity? Is English widely spoken in the 
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intended curriculum setting or is another language used? Are all curriculum 

subjects learned in English or are some subjects learned in the native 

language? To what extent do students depend on English to access the 

subject matter of other curriculum learning areas? For what purposes do 

students need English outside of the school context? What will be the extent 

of this use for the purposes of listening, viewing, reading, speaking and 

writing? What levels of proficiency and accuracy are required? 

Dubin and Olshtain (1986, pp.  13-14) claim that 'societal needs can be 

evaluated both quantitatively and qualitatively, but their effect on the actual 

success of a curriculum innovation cannot be determined without taking into 

consideration group and individual attitudes'. For ESL students this includes 

their attitudes towards English, the people who speak it and the culture it 

represents and the learning process itself, its relevance to their lives, the ways 

it is represented by the teachers, the materials and the school system as a 

whole. 

Negative attitudes towards English and/or schooling are often related to 

'historical factors, political and national trends, or social conflicts' (Dubin & 

Olshtain, 1986, p.  14). Members of the Australian Aboriginal community, for 

instance, might have negative attitudes towards learning and using English 

because it represents a diminution of their own language and culture. These 

negative attitudes can be detrimental to the success of an ESL program, 

regardless of its intrinsic qualities. While these attitudes may initially have 

had their roots in group attitudes, they can become intensified by negative 

experiences in the schooling context. Dubin and Olshtain (1995, p.  15) 

contend that 'course designers need to place special emphasis on attractive 

materials and involving tasks which gradually help change learners' 

attitudes at least towards the learning process'. 

In the development cycle of Print's model, a situational analysis is the logical 

starting point to determine what developers know about the context in 

which the curriculum is to be enacted—with particular reference to the 
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students, teachers and school environment—and why change is needed. 

However, Brady (1989) in a study involving 88 teachers, found that 'content' 

was the starting point for 86.9 per cent of the sample. The validity of this 

position is questionable and it is probable that the prior knowledge and 

experiences of the teachers had provided them with an intuitive analysis of 

the situation. Print (1993, p.  110) argues that an explicit situational analysis is 

not only a more systematic way of conducting curriculum development but 

also one likely to gain greater support from other participants in the 

curriculum development process. In the analysis, he also reasons that 

developers need to consider national curriculum initiatives that impinge on 

local curriculum development activities. 

The second step in Print's development cycle is the construction of aims, 
goals and objectives to provide clear direction for subsequent development. 
The distinction in meaning between the words 'aims', 'goals' and 'objectives' 

is unclear unless writers, who use them, define the way in which they are to 

be understood. Print (1993, pp.  121-125) defines them as follows: 
aims are broadly phrased statements of educational intent 
goals are more specifically, precisely worded statements of curriculum 
intent and are derived from aims 

objectives are specific statements of curriculum intent, that is, what 

students should learn through interaction with a curriculum. 

It is not my intent to present examples from the literature which illustrate the 

confusion which abounds over the use of the respective terms. For the 

purpose of this research study, the 'goals' of the NATSIEP guided the 

curriculum materials development process. The 'aim' of the English BACOS 

was that students be literate in English. The English BACOS uses the term 

learning 'outcomes' (and not 'objectives') to define the specific statements 

about what students should learn through interaction with this curriculum. 

Whatever terminology is used, the implication of this stage of the cycle is that 

developers understand the intent of the curriculum. 
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In a commissioned project to develop curriculum support materials, writers 

frequently have the aims, goals and objectives circumscribed for them. Their 

materials will provide the link between the learning objectives in the official 

curriculum document and the audience. However Dubin and Olshtain (1986, 

p. 175) caution writers to consider whether they are trying 'to incorporate the 

universe or only a manageable part of it. Syllabus documents usually have 

hundreds of learning objectives and the task writers face is one of selection 

according to the purpose and scope of their project. Materials writers need a 

clear definition of the scope of learning objectives to be covered as selection 

is unavoidable to keep the project to a manageable size. 

The third step in Print's development cycle is the selection of curriculum 

content. Hyman (1973, in Print 1993, p.  141) defines content as 'knowledge 

(i.e. facts, explanations, principles, definitions), skills and processes (i.e. 

reading, writing, calculating, dancing, critical thinking, decision making, 

communicating) and values (i.e. the beliefs about matters concerned with 

good and bad, right and wrong, beautiful and ugly)'. This is reflected in the 

Northern Territory English BACOS in its 'learning to use English', 'learning 

about English' and 'learning through English' domains of learning. 

Print (1993, p.  163) provides the following list of criteria as a framework for 

the selection of appropriate content: 

Significance how essential is it to the subject 

Validity how accurate or true is it 

Relevance whether it is worthwhile to society 

Utility how useful is the learning for adult functioning 

Learnability whether the student can acquire the content 

Interest whether it has intrinsic interest to learners. 

Print (1993, p. 151) contends that, 'where possible, all the criteria should be 

considered, although it appears that the criteria of significance, validity and 

utility are accorded greater priority'. Apple (1990, 1992, 1993, in Print 1993, p. 

145) argues that 'the selection of curriculum content for a curriculum, and its 
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subsequent organisation, is an ideological process, one that serves the 

interests of particular social groups and classes'. The significance for writers 

is to be aware of what they are doing as they select content. For writers of 

Getting Going with Genres, the dilemma was not the genre theory aspect of the 

curriculum, but rather the social relevance of subject matter to illustrate the 

genres and the interest it would evoke in students; choosing between content 

related to western culture or content related to Aboriginal culture. 

Damen (1987) argues that writers of ESL textbooks play perhaps 'the most 

important role' in how culture is (or is not) presented in cross-cultural 

learning contexts. Nelson (1995, p.  24) also argues that 'in making choices 

about the cultural content of a textbook, writers are in effect determining the 

cultural content of the class that uses that textbook'. In many cases, writers of 

ESL curriculum materials also determine the cultural information learned by 

the teachers, particularly those in contexts where English is not widely used. 

Scope and sequencing are considerations for determining the content for 

curriculum materials. Print (1993, p.  163) defines scope as 'the breadth and 

depth of content to be studied' which may be influenced by time constraints, 

a common core of knowledge and processes, special needs of readers and 

learners, integration requirements and the total amount of content required. 

Sequence is defined as 'the order in which content is presented to learners 

over time' and this may be influenced by principles such as oral to written, 

known to unknown, simple to complex, whole to part learning and concrete 

to abstract. 

The fourth step in Print's development cycle is the selection of learning 

activities which will enable learners to acquire the content and achieve the 

designated learning outcomes. Materials writers' understanding of the 

learning process, effective learning models and preferred learning styles of 

the audience will be reflected in their choice of learning activities. Numerous 

strategies are provided in the work of Saylor, Alexander and Lewis (1981, in 

Print 1993, p. 166), which include 'lectures, discussion—questioning, 
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viewing—listening, inquiry, instructional systems, programmed instruction, 

practice and drill, role playing, simulations, community activities, group 

investigation, jurisprudential, independent learning and synergetics'. 

The literature widely supports the use of a variety of teaching-learning 

strategies (Zais 1976; Pratt 1980; Saylor, Alexander & Lewis 1981; Stevick 

1986; Brady 1992; Joyce & Weil 1992). Print (1993, p. 166) suggests three 

reasons for this proposition: 
not all students learn equally well when the same strategies are used 

certain strategies are more appropriate than others in particular 

situations, and 
no single strategy is superior to another in all learning contexts. 

Print (1993, p.  186) argues that the selection of teaching-learning activities 

should be based upon learning objectives, the learner, resource availability 

and constraints, in that order of importance. He identifies seven categories of 

teaching-learning activities: 

Expository teaching flow of information from source to learner 

Interactive teaching incorporating interchange between source and learner 

Small group teaching emphasises group participation 

Inquiry teaching learners actively engage in resolving problems 

Individualisation completion of tasks appropriate to learner's level of ability 

Model of reality involving learners in replications of the real world 

Reality involves learners, outside educational institutions, learning 

through experience. 

Print (1993, p.  186) claims that the organisation of learning activities has few 

guidelines based on research and in the literature. However, the organisation 

of learning activities recommended by the Northern Territory English 

BACOS is reportedly based on Western Australian research into how 

students learn effectively, hence its name—the Geraldton teaching-learning 

model. An element in the Geraldton model which is not represented in the 

model of Callaghan and Rothery (1988) is the final step. This requires 
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students to consider and evaluate their understanding of what they have 

learned and the learning process. In Getting Going with Genres this was often 

represented in the form of three questions: 

What have I learned about the English language? 

Through this learning, what have I learned about society or the world 

around me? 

What use will this learning be to me? 

The fifth and final step of Print's development cycle is instructional 

evaluation. This is concerned with making judgements about how well 

students have achieved learning outcomes and using this information to 

enhance the curriculum and future performance of both students and 

teachers. In the literature, a distinction is commonly made between 

'formative evaluation' (occurring during a program) and 'summative 

evaluation' (occurring at the end of a program). To this, Print (1993, p.  192) 

adds another dimension—'d iagnos tic evaluation'. He describes this as 

referring to the type of evaluation needed to place a student properly 'at the 

outset of an instructional period ... or to discover the underlying causes of 

deficiencies in student learning as instruction unfolds'. 

Sub-processes of evaluation are measurement and assessment. Measurement 

is concerned with collecting data, usually quantitative data, of student 

performance. Assessment is concerned with interpreting the data collected. 

Print (1993, p.  215) summarises the reasons for assessing student 

performance as being to provide feedback to learners, to determine how well 

students have achieved the learning outcomes, to provide information to 

improve curricula, to assist learners with decision making, and to assist 

others making decisions about students. 

Numerous assessment devices are available and those listed by Print (1993, 

p. 215) include teacher-made tests, work samples, anecdotal records, self-

reports, journals, sociograms, interviews, checklists and rating scales, 

questionnaires, systematic observation, oral tests and standardised tests. 
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Print (1993, P.  202) observes that there is wide support for using a variety of 

measurement techniques to obtain a more comprehensive account of a 

student's performance and to give the student a greater opportunity to 

demonstrate her or his strengths. 

As a justice issue, it can be argued that the criteria by which the student's 

performance will be assessed should be made known to the student at the 

beginning of a unit or work or instructional period. Congruent with the 

explicit nature of a genre approach to teaching English is the notion that the 

criteria for assessment should also be made explicit. A framework for 

assessing an argument text is illustrated in table 3.K. 17 

On equity grounds, teachers and the schooling system have a responsibility 

to ensure comparability between the assessments made by one teacher in one 

school, by other teachers in the same school and by teachers in other schools. 

The process by which this comparability is achieved is known as moderation. 

The moderation process aims to achieve comparability of both what is 

assessed and how it is assessed. Moderation assists teachers and the system as 

a whole to have a common understanding of what is considered to be high, 

satisfactory or poor levels of achievement for students at a particular stage of 

learning. In the Northern Territory, there are publications to assist teachers in 

this process. 

Moderation assistance for teachers' assessment of students writing in the primary 

school is provided by the five publications generically titled Children's Writing in the 

Northern Territory as part of the Primary Assessment Program. These booldets contain 

samples of student writing in a range of genres at various school stages, assessed 

according to common criteria and annotated to note, in the opinion of experienced 

teachers, 'high', 'satisfactory' or 'poor' levels of attainment, and why they are judged 

to be so. 

(Northern Territory Board of Studies, 1992, Section 3, p.  9). 
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Table 3.9 Framework for assessing argument 

Low Satisfactory High 
Subject Matter 
How clearly does the title indicate the subject or theme? 

Is the subject clearly stated? 

How clearly is the theme/thesis/proposition stated? 

Is the evidence 

• sufficient 

• typical 

• accurate 

• relevant 

To what extent? 

Is the authority of the source stated? 

How well are key terms defined? 

OrganisationlGeneric Structure - 

How well does the writing follow the structure of an 

argument? 

How well does the opening paragraph state the scope of 

the argument and the theme/thesis? 

How cohesive is the material in each paragraph? 

How well used are cohesive links between paragraphs? 

How well does the final paragraph conclude the 

argument? 

Language Use/Register - 

How appropriate and effective is the vocabulary? 

How appropriate is the sentence length and structure? 

How consistent is the use of verb tense? 

Care in 1'resentation 

How accurate is the spelling? 

How well presented and legible is the handwriting? 

How well does the punctuation conform with year level 

requirements? 

How well has the writer ackrow1edged sources of 

information? 

'Satisfactory' refers to the general level of zoriting ability of a student from an English speaking 

background placed in the context of other students of the same age and the same year of schooling. 

(Northern Territory Board of Studies 1992, Section 3, p. 29) 
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3.2.4 Application 

The third phase of Print's (1993) curriculum model is that of 'application'. As 

represented in figure 3.17, the first set of activities relates to curriculum 

implementation and modification. 

FIGURE 3.17 IMPLEMENTATION AND MODIFICATION 
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- application 
(After Print 1993) 

In the context of this study, implementation and modification is understood 

to include: 

• the trialling of ideas in curriculum materials and an evaluation of their 

strengths and weaknesses as part of formative evaluation processes, 

leading to modifications before the materials are published 

• the implementation of the published materials which accommodates 

the notions of fidelity and modifications to accommodate the needs of 

different people and contexts 

• actions of change facilitators to support successful implementation. 

Formative evaluation of curriculum materials is a form of quality control. It 

can be assumed that all curriculum materials are subjected to some form of 

critical review by someone other than the writers. However, I could find 

nothing in the literature which describes recommended practices for 

formative evaluation of curriculum materials. Who should review materials? 

How much trialling is enough? Whose view is heeded when conflicting 

feedback is received? Should reviewers be guided by a list of criteria or 

should requests for critical feedback be open-ended? The lack of information 
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in the literature reflects how little attention is given by researchers to the 
materials writing process. 

As anyone who has ever published materials knows, a manuscript goes 

through many draft forms before it is published. The two-way arrows 

between 'development' and 'implementation and modification' in Print's 

model enables formative evaluation through application to be recognised as 

a component of the curriculum process. It would appear that research is 

needed to generate grounded theories about practices during this stage. 

Implementation refers to taking the curriculum materials produced during 

the development phase and putting them into practice. McLoughlin (1987) 

claims that the 'problem of implementation' was highlighted in the 1970s 

through the work of Fullan and Pomfret (1977) setting the scene for including 

implementation as an important part of the curriculum process. 

Implementation may be conceptualised as a continuum stretching from 

initial adoption, through various levels of use, until the materials become 

institutionalised. 

In the process, it would be expected that modification occurs as teachers 

adapt the materials to suit themselves, their students and the characteristics 

of local learning contexts. This change process is represented in figure 3.18. 

FIGURE 3.18 CHANGE PROCESS 
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(Print 1993, p.  228) 
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Marsh (1986) makes reference to 'fidelity' and 'mutual adaptation' as two 

major perspectives on implementation. Fidelity has been defined as 'the 

extent to which the user's current practice matches the developer's ideal' 

(Heck 1980, p.  3). Advocates of fidelity claim that unless implementation is 

congruent with developers' ideals, dilution (slippage) will reduce the 

outcome effectiveness to unacceptable levels (Roitman & Mayer 1982). 

Advocates of the alternative approach—mutual adaptation—argue that on-

site modifications necessarily occur to take account of different 

organisational contexts and teacher needs (Berman & McLaughlin 1978). 

Loucks (1983) is critical of wholesale adaptation by teachers on the basis that 

they may change the innovation so drastically that it is changed beyond 

recognition and loses its effectiveness. 

Curriculum materials are not ends in themselves and their implementation is 

intended to change existing circumstances. Fullan and Stiegelbauer (1991, p. 

40) argue that it is important for individuals to develop a sense of meaning 

about change. 'Change is multidimensional and can vary within the same 

person as well as within groups. It is possible to change on the surface by 

using new materials without specifically understanding the principles and 

rationale of the change'. 

Actions of change agents are significant in facilitating the successful 

implementation of curriculum materials. Print (1993, p.  222) defines change 

agents as 'significant individuals or groups involved in the process of 

facilitating change through establishing communication links between 

developers and clients'. Marsh (1992, p.  142) contends that change agents 

provide an essential communication link between developers and clients. 

Rogers (1983, in Marsh 1992, p. 142) argues that change agents will always be 

needed because there 'is a technical and social chasm between the change 

agency and the client system'. 

Inservice programs are typical of actions by change agents. Fullan (1982) 

suggests that inservice programs should allow for interaction with 
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developers and with colleagues who will also use the materials, learning by 
doing, practice of appropriate behaviours and the building of self-confidence. 
Print also recommends the involvement of developers in inservice programs. 
With a stake in having the materials successfully implemented, developers 
can present their most favourable characteristics and provide information on 
their intended use and benefit to teachers. 

Strategies to facilitate the change which is intended to follow the 
introduction of curriculum innovations have been proposed by writers in 
this field. The 'empirical-rational', 'normative-re-educative' and 'power-
coercive' terminology of Bennis, Benne and Chin (1976) is commonly 
accepted. It is probable that more than one of these types would be used to 
support the introduction of curriculum support materials. 

Empirical-rational strategies provide detailed knowledge about an 
innovation in the hope that teachers will 'know that their teaching is likely to 
be more effective if they adopt this particular curriculum innovation. These 
strategies may be utilised in workshops, seminars and demonstrations. Print 
(1993, p.  233) claims that the basic premise of empirical-rational strategies is 
that 'people are reasonable and will therefore act in a rational manner'. 
However, he warns that 'many teachers do not adopt innovations based on 
rational and logical grounds' and it is often necessary for 'some form of 
persuasion [to be] employed to encourage teachers to adopt and implement 
curriculum innovations'. 

Normative-re-educative strategies re-educate teachers to appreciate the 
benefits of utilising the curriculum innovation. Marsh (1992, p.  143) describes 
tactics as including biased messages and charismatic persuasive 
presentations that manipulate the thinking of teachers to see situations 
differently. While both the rational -empirical and normative-re-educative 
strategies are time consuming and costly, the resulting commitment by 
teachers is usually high and this facilitates the successful adoption of the 
innovation. 
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Power-coercive strategies are based on the control of rewards and 

punishment and do not rely on intrinsic motivation of teachers to utilise the 

innovation because of its perceived benefits. These strategies are commonly 

used where changes relate to examinations and certification. 

From the literature (Berman 1981, Fullan 1982, Loucks 1983, Hall & Hord 

1984, 1987), the attributes of the curriculum materials, local context 

characteristics and implementation strategies have been identified as the 

main factors influencing the implementation of an innovation. Attributes of 

the materials include the clarity of their purpose, complexities of applying 

them in practice, the need to use them as perceived by teachers, the extent of 

'new' knowledge and skills teachers need, as well as the quality and 

practicality of the materials. 

The literature (Fullan 1982, 1987, Huberman & Miles 1984, Miles, Saxi & 

Lieberman 1987, 1988) suggests that the following factors are present where 

innovations have been successfully implemented: 

• strong administrative commitment 

• positive pressure and support from within the school 

• support activities (inservice, local facilitators) 

• resource allocation to fund change 

• removal of competing practices 

• believable evaluation of the innovation 

• innovation is linked with current classroom practices. 

Carter and Saunders (1992, p.  57) identify significant characteristics of local 

context characteristics as the leadership style of the head-teacher, the 

characteristics of the staff, relationships amongst staff members and the 

characteristics of the school. They contend that innovations struggle to 

become institutionalised where there is high staff turnover, constant student 

mobility, inadequate leadership support, low levels of resources and poor 

support services. Many of these problems are characteristic of Aboriginal 

schools in the Northern Territory (Payne 1990). 
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3.3 Curriculum evaluation 

The second component of Print's application phase of the curriculum process 

concerns monitoring the implementation of an innovation and providing 

feedback for the purpose of evaluation (figure 3.19). 

FIGURE 3.19 MONITORING AND FEEDBACK 
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(After Print 1993) 

While all components of Print's three phases of the curriculum process are 

important, the ability of a system to evaluate a curriculum innovation 

becomes vital in this day of greater accountability. It is necessary for systems 

to ensure that innovations are being implemented and that the stated 

outcomes are being achieved. Evaluation may result in recommendations to 

revise curriculum documents, to provide additional resources to support the 

implementation process or to offer directions for future curriculum materials 

projects. 

3.3.1 Function and approach 

There are two preliminary steps in designing an evaluation—defining the 

function of the evaluation and determining the approach to be used. Once 

these are determined, other factors can be considered. Brady (1992) argues 

that the way in which a person defines the function of an evaluation will 

determine how that person approaches evaluation. 
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Five common definitions of curriculum evaluation are: 

• measuring the degree to which the performance of students meets behaviourally 

stated objectives 

• comparing the performance of students against certain standards 

• describing and judging the curriculum 

• identifying areas of decision making, and selecting and analysing information 

relevant to those decision areas 

• using professional judgement to judge the ongoing processes involved in the 

curriculum implementation. 
(Brady 1992, p.  236) 

In an evaluation centred on evaluating a package of curriculum materials, 

the focus is not on improved student achievement although this is an 

intended outcome. This is because it is virtually impossible to show a direct 

cause and effect relationship between student outcomes and curriculum 

materials because there are such a multiplicity of other factors involved. As 

Marsh (1992, p.  183) states: 

Rarely is it possible, however, for measurements to be obtained on student 

achievements so that it can be stated unequivocally that a new curriculum is superior 

to a previous one, in terms of particular dimensions. There are so many confounding 

variables which affect student scores. 

Eraut (1989) contends that the effort that goes into evaluation activities needs 

to be commensurate with the significance of the materials. More than a 

cursory evaluation is appropriate if the curriculum materials are intended to 

be used by a large number of teachers or students over a long time. 

Conversely, sophisticated evaluation techniques would be inappropriate for 

materials prepared by a teacher for a single lesson. Eraut (1989, p.  445) 

suggests four approaches to describing and judging curriculum materials but 

these may be reduced to two—evaluation by preview and evaluation in use—as 

the first three all require some form of inspection in isolation. 
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Materials can be evaluated: 

• by a panel whose viewing of the resource is followed by discussion of its 

strengths and weaknesses 

• by canvassing the opinions of users or potential users with a simple 

questionnaire 

• by informed reviewers studying the resource and then preparing reports that 

are used as a basis for further discussion; that is, an intrinsic evaluation 

• by trying the resource out in classrooms to assess its impact and effect; that 

is, through field testing. 

Teachers are constantly faced by a vast array of materials produced by 

departments of education and commercial publishing houses. Purposes for 

evaluating materials 'by preview' include for selection, purchasing, 

utilisation or advocacy. Unfortunately, few instruments for evaluating 

materials are available and teachers tend to rely on their intuition. The 

following three approaches are representative of the guidance on evaluating 

curriculum materials afforded by the literature. 

The first instrument is a list of six questions published by Montgomery 

County Schools (1968). By answering these questions, even if they are simply 

'yes' or 'no' answers, a teacher can quickly determine the value of curriculum 

materials. 

Is the material authentic? 

Is the material appropriate? 

Will the material catch and hold the attention of users? 

Is the content of this material well organised and well balanced? 

Is the technical quality of the material acceptable? 

Is the cost of the material justified? 

The second instrument is a checklist devised by Gall (1981) (table 3.10). It 

was intended to be straightforward and time-efficient. However Eraut (1989) 

criticises checklists, considering them to be inadequate as a form of 

evaluation unless accompanied by a proper analysis to reveal how evaluators 

derive their opinions. 
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Table 3.10 Gall's checklist for evaluating materials 

Analytic Dimension Bipolar Adjectives 

Publication and Cost 

Authors Expert ... Unqualified 
Cost Expensive ... Cheap 
Development history Well funded ... Poorly funded 
Edition Current ... Earlier 
Publication date Recent ... Old 
Publisher Reputable ... Unreliable 
Purchase procedures Easy ... Difficult 
Quantity Sufficient ... Insufficient 
Special requirements Easy ... Cumbersome 
Teacher training Simple ... Complex 

Physical Properties 

Aesthetic appeal Beautiful ... Ugly 
Components Few ... Many 
Consumables Few ... Many 
Durability Sturdy ... Flimsy 
Media Appropriate ... Inappropriate 
Quality Fine... Poor 
Safety Safe ... Dangerous 

Content 

Approach 
Instructional objectives 
Instructional objectives, types 
Issues orientation 
Multiculturalism 
Scope and sequence 
Sex roles 
Time-boundedness  

Sound ... Weak 
Clear ... Unclear 
Classified clearly ... Classified unclearly 
Sensitive to alternative views ... One-sided 
Multicultural ... Ethnocentric 
Appropriate ... Overly broad/narrow 
Unstereotyped ... Stereotyped 
Current ... Dated 

Instructional Properties 

Assessment devices 
Comprehensibility 
Motivational properties 
Prerequisites 
Readability 
Role of student 
Role of teacher  

Helpful ... Not helpful 
Clear ... Unclear 
Exciting ... Dull 
Clear ... Unclear 
Comprehensible ... Incomprehensible 
Active ... Passive 
Active ... Passive 

The third instrument has fifty-nine criteria and was produced by the 

Australian Education Council (1991, pp.  90-94) for evaluating Aboriginal 

materials. Although the list is long, it is reproduced here because of its 

relevance to this study and the criteria represent issues which writers of 
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curriculum materials for Aboriginal schools need to consider. If each 

criterion was considered in relation to a publication, the instrument would be 

excessively time consuming to implement. 

Table 3.11 Criteria for evaluating Aboriginal materials 

Principles: Recognition of 

• the cultural diversity of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities 

across Australia who may access the materials 

• the site specificity of some materials 

• children's limited exposure to and access to print materials in remote areas 

• the variety of English language experiences of children in remote areas 

(ESL/EFL) 

• the need for materials to be relevant to children and their community 

• the need for sequences of activities to have a clear purpose and meaning 

which is made explicit to students, tutors and teachers. 

Authenticity and ethnocentricity 

• does the content include anything that may offend local Aboriginal people 

(e.g. religious photos, names of deceased people, descriptions of ceremonies, 

etc.)? 

• has the material been endorsed by the State and Territory Aboriginal 

Education Consultative Groups and/or by any other Aboriginal 

groups / organisations /educationalists? 

• if appropriate, does text present content from an educational perspective? 

• if historical, does text deny Aboriginal perspectives or events? 

• does the text approach issues from a contemporary perspective? 

• does the text include terms that are ethnocentric (e.g. primitive, inferior, 

prehistory, Dreamtime stories, spirit, chief, Princess, Prince, King, Queen, 

evolving myths and legends, civilised, stone-age, etc.)? 

Production and presentation 

The resources meet the following criteria or can be easily amended: 

• are designed for use by teachers, tutors and students 

• are currently available in Australia or copyright can be obtained for 

reprinting 

• have been published since 1975 or can be updated 
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• maintain a quality of format and typography appropriate to student 

development 

• has adequate quality of print 

• has durable binding and covering 

• has reasonable quality of design and layout 

• has adequate reference to the source and date of publication 

• has content organised for ease of access by students 

• has quality, relevance, positioning and captioning of illustrations 

• has expendable/consumable items which are easy to replace 

• has easy to read typeface 

• has relevant illustrations adjacent to text 

• has suitable illustrations including the use of complete human figures rather 

than part figures (especially for younger children) 

• uses colour 

• emphasises key points by use of colour, framing etc. 

• has appropriate column width (127mm ideal). 

Equity and gender issues 

• is there equal representation of men and women in the material? 

• does the material present Aboriginal people still living in a traditional 

environment as opposed to contemporary lifestyles? 

• does the text give enough emphasis to the diversity of Aboriginal experience? 

Educational content 

• does the content relate to the curriculum goals of the Hobart Proclamation? 

• is the content relevant to the students backgrounds, needs and interests? 

• does the resource suit current curriculum models in terms of educational 

aims, proposed audience level of content, level of readability? 

• does the resource provide teaching/learning aids and guides? 

• is the resource relevant and appropriate to the interests and competencies of 

students both boys and girls and from different backgrounds? 

• are literary styles appropriate to the students who will be using the resource? 

• does the content fit with statements made by Aboriginal reference groups? 

• does the resource promote the views of a particular interest or lobby group? 

• does the content display sexist or racist bias? 

• does the resource cater for the differing abilities of learners? 

• does the resource encourage students to be active learners? 

• what broad orientation to the curriculum underpins this resource? 
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• does the resource integrate understandings about society and the world? 
• does the resource have national applicability? 

• does the resource ensure that student learning is enriched and broadened? 
• is the resource open-ended and flexible? 

• does the resource state objectives clearly in behavioural terms? 

• does the resource take account of transitional processes e.g. concrete to 
abstract and pictorial rather than abstract? 

are activity based responses included in text? 

6. Language 

• does the text use language that is racist (e.g. half-cast, quadroon, piccaninny, 
native, savage, full-blood, lubra, gin, etc.)? 

• does the text use language that distorts (e.g. Aboriginal witch doctors, tribal 

elders, nomads, walkabout, medicine man, tribesmen, ritual, etc.)? 

• is the language in the text divisive (e.g. half-cast, assimilated and traditional, 

mixed-blood, 'they', 'them', the Aboriginal problem, mob, tribe, tribal group, 
hordes)? 

• does any of the material generalise about ATSI people? 

• is the material biased and/or does it distort issues? 

• does the material mention sensitive issues that need clarification? 

• does the material overly emphasise the 'exotic' aspects of Aboriginal societies 
(e.g. traditional diet, ceremonies, cultural practices, etc.)? 

• does the text use simple English with a minimum of jargon? 

When used in the monitoring and feedback stage, these instruments enable 
curriculum materials to be evaluated by preview. The literature widely 
supports a multi-method approach to evaluation and, in addition to having 
teachers evaluate materials by preview, it is recommended that curriculum 
materials are evaluated in use. Coiwill (1994, p.  33) claims that evaluations of 
Australian public sector programs have previously emphasised 'inputs', 
'throughputs' and 'outputs' rather than 'outcomes'. She argues that the time 
has come for emphasis to be placed on outcomes; that is, the extent to which 
implementation has been successful (figure 3.20). 
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FIGURE 3.20 OUTCOMES FOCUS 

CONTEXT IN WHICH SYSTEMS 
feedback 

INPUTS THROUGHPUTS I OUTPUTS  ( I OUTCOMES 
policy curriculum curriculum successful 

master plan development materials implementatior 
resources processes product of innovation 

(After Coiwill 1994, p.  33). 

The intended outcome for Getting Going with Genres was that it would help 

teachers in Northern Territory Aboriginal schools to implement the genre 

approach of the English curriculum. The methodological question was how 

to evaluate whether this had occurred. Print (1993, p.  86) contends that if we 

are to seriously consider what happens after the development of curriculum 

materials, then we must take cognisance of what happens when the materials 

are used by teachers in the classroom. He presents the following algorithm of 

seven integrally related sequential steps for conceptualising a curriculum 

evaluation. 

FIGURE 3.21 CURRICULUM EVALUATION ALGORITHM 

Evaluation presage (context) 

4, 
Task specification (purpose, audience) 

Evaluation design 

Data collection 

Existing data Required data 

K,- - 
Data analysis 

Conclusions and report jo Presentation (audience) 

(Print 1993, p.  213) 
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Hord, Rutherford, Huling-Austin & Hall (1987) claim that all too often 

innovations fail after the innovation has been introduced and initial training 

completed. They contend that, instead of blaming the innovation itself, the 

evaluator should be looking for flaws in the implementation process. They 

allege that evaluations of innovations have usually focused on the 

assessment of their effectiveness without an examination of how the 

innovation was implemented and that this leads to distorted results. 

Under the scholarly leadership of Gene Hall, researchers at the University of 

Texas at Austin developed The Concerns-Based Adoption Model (CBAM) 

(Hall, Wallace & Dossett 1973). Since then the concepts and tools of the 

model have been further developed and used extensively by change agents, 

evaluators and researchers to understand innovation-related school change. 

The CBAM views curriculum evaluation as a means of understanding the 

change process in schools and identifying areas where appropriate 

interventions are needed to achieve successful implementation of an 

innovation. The components of the CBAM are shown in figure 3.22. 

FIGURE 3.22 CONCERNS-BASED ADOPTION MODEL (CBAM) 
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(After Heck, Stiegelbauer, Hall & Loucks 1981, P. 9) 
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The CBAM is based on seven assumptions. A clear understanding of what 

these fundamental assumptions are and what they mean is crucial to a full 

appreciation of the model and its uses. The assumptions about change are: 

Change is a process not an event. This process occurs over time. 

Change is made by individuals first. 

Change is a highly personal experience. 

Change involves multilevel growth. 

Change is best understood in operational terms. 

Change facilitation must suit individual needs. 

Change efforts should focus on individuals, not innovations. 

(Hord 1987, pp.  93-96) 

Three diagnostic dimensions of the CBAM have been developed and refined 

based on the perspective framed by these assumptions. They are stages of 

concern, levels of use and innovation configurations. They had been tested 

during more than 10 years of school-based research and together provide a 

comprehensive, practical approach to implementing innovations and 

evaluating their use. 

There is general agreement that research differs from evaluation in a number 

of ways. Worthen and Sanders (1973) distinguish research from evaluation 

with reference to these criteria: the motivation of the inquirer, the objective of 

the inquiry, the role of explanation, the autonomy of the inquiry, the degree 

to which the findings can be generalised, the investigative techniques and the 

criteria for judging the activity. 

While an evaluation may seek to judge the worth of curriculum materials, 

Glaser and Strauss (1967) and Corbin (Strauss and Corbin 1990) view 

research as going further than this. They consider that evaluation findings 

provide a database from which to generate a grounded theory. Strauss and 

Corbin (1990, p.  23) define grounded theory as follows: 
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Grounded theory is inductively derived from the study of the phenomenon it 

represents. That is, it is discovered, developed, and provisionally verified through 

systematic data collection and analysis of data pertaining to the phenomenon. 

Therefore, data collection, analysis and theory stand in a reciprocal relationship with 

each other. One does not begin with a theory and then prove it. Rather, one begins 

with an area of study and what is relevant to that area is allowed to emerge. 

Brady (1992) classifies approaches to curriculum evaluation as 'traditional' 

and 'new wave'. The term 'approach' refers to theories about the nature of 

evaluation that serve as the source of criteria and data gathering techniques. 

Traditional approaches determine the effectiveness of a curriculum by 

measuring whether the objectives have been achieved. In many projects, 

predetermined standards are set in the form of performance indicators and it 

is against these that success is measured. This is the role of evaluation in the 

objectives-centred curriculum model proposed by Tyler (1949). 

Many educators (Stake 1967, 176, 1978, Parlett & Hamilton 1976, Kemmis 

1974, Walberg 1970, Brady 1992) criticise this narrow view of evaluation, 

which takes no account of the various contextual factors affecting 

implementation. Stenhouse (1975, in Brady 1992, p.  239) sees the concern of 
new-wave evaluators as the answering questions: 'How good is it?' and 

'What is happening?'. In order to describe what is happening, Brady (1992, p. 
239) argues that curriculum evaluators need to be 

concerned with the situational influences on a curriculum, the opinions of those 

involved as to its strengths and weaknesses, the significant features and desirable 

elements of the curriculum, and the way the curriculum operates in the learning 

context. 

Advocates of new-wave evaluation approaches believe that studying the 

processes at work in the learning environment is crucial to understanding the 

outcomes of a curriculum innovation. Stake's (1967, in Brady 1992, p.  239) 
metaphor of a 'panoramic viewfinder' rather than a microscope captures the 

concern of new-wave approaches. Stake rejected the traditional approach, 

arguing that 'to be fully understood, the educational program must be fully 
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described and fuiiy judged' in terms of its antecedents (prior conditions), 

transactions (processes taking place during implementation) and outcomes 

(abilities, attitudes and achievements of students) that result from 

implementation of the innovation, as well as being responsive to all 

situational influences. 

Kemmis (1974) argues that many aspects of a curriculum cannot be measured 

in precise and objective ways. The function of evaluation in his surrogate-

experience model is to develop a portrayal of a curriculum—'to tell it like it 

is'—to provide the audience with a surrogate experience of the curriculum. 

Parlett and Hamilton (1976) also considered that the traditional objectives 

model had many shortcomings. The function of their model is to 'illuminate' 

the audience's understanding of a curriculum. 

Another way of classifying evaluation approaches concerns whether they 

generate quantitative or qualitative data. Bell (1987, p.  4) describes 

quantitative approaches as being concerned with collecting facts and 

studying the relationship of one set of facts to another. Their appeal rests on 

assumptions of objectivity, reliability, generality and reductionism. 

However, it is worth noting that some subjectivity is also involved in the 

design of quantitative studies and in the interpretation of quantitative 

results. Examples of quantitative approaches are studies which incorporate 

experimental, quasi-experimental and survey techniques. 

Experimental and quasi-experimental approaches involve a control group being 

denied access to a curriculum innovation while another group experiments 

with the innovation. With strict control over processes, conclusions can be 

drawn about whether the curriculum innovation caused the students to 

improve in some way. However, it seems unethical and probably illegal to 

deny a group access to curriculum materials which have been specifically 

designed for their use to meet identified needs. 
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Surveys can range from highly structured (closed questions with a set group 
of responses) to unstructured (open questions with respondents providing 
whatever responses they feel are appropriate). Surveys can be sent through 
the mail, completed in person, or used as an interview. The aim of a survey is 
'to obtain information which can be analysed and patterns extracted and 
comparisons made' (Bell 1987, p.  8). In surveys all respondents are asked the 
same questions and this enables comparisons to be made. Telephone surveys 
or questionnaires administered by an interviewer are time consuming. 
However self-completed questionnaires are a relatively cheap, convenient 
and quick way of obtaining information from a large number of individuals. 

Qualitative approaches are concerned with understanding individual 
perceptions of the world (Bell 1987, p.  4). They tend to focus on the 
subjective, experiential perceptions of people and involve descriptive data 
collection as the basis for interpretation. Although there is evidence that 

Malinowski (1922) used a qualitative approach for his research in the 1920s, 
it was not until the 1970s that advocacy increased for qualitative approaches 
to be used. Examples of qualitative approaches are ethnography and case 
study. 

Ethnography literally means 'writing about people' for the purpose of 
describing their sociocultural activities and patterns. Burns (1994, p. 246) 
argues that ethnography is a quite appropriate approach for curriculum 
evaluation 'since the school is essentially a sociocultural identity'. 
Ethnography accepts that human behaviour occurs within a learning context 
which is part of a larger social and cultural context. Eisner (1979, pp.  14-15) 
supports this position, stating that there can be 'little meaning, impact or 
quality in an event isolated from the context in which it is found'. 

Case study has been described as 'an umbrella term for a family of research 
methods having in common the decision to focus on inquiry around an 
instance' (Adelman et al. 1977). Case study is characterised by boundedness. 
It must be an entity in itself. The focus is on the idiosyncratic complexities of 
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one case, not on a group of cases. It is particularly useful when an evaluator 

wishes to investigate one aspect of an ethnographic problem in some depth. 

The following criteria for qualitative curriculum evaluation has been 

developed by the Phi Delta Kappa National Study Committee on Evaluation 

(1971, in Brady 1992, pp.  242-243). 

Table 3.12 Criteria for curriculum evaluation 

Scientific criteria illustrate the need to adhere as closely as possible to whatever is being 

represented. Scientific criteria are: 

internal validity: close correspondence between the information and the phenomenon it 

represents 

external validity: being able to apply findings from the evaluated group to other groups in 

similar situations 

reliability: consistency between the various measures 

objectivity: a high degree of agreement between all people who are considered 

competent to evaluate the curriculum. 

Practical criteria illustrate the need for utility. Practical criteria are: 

relevance: meeting the purposes for which the evaluation was conducted 

importance: collecting information that is considered more important and weeding 

out information of lesser importance 

scope: information may be relevant and important but not have scope; 

evaluation needs sufficient scope to be useful 

credibility: findings and recommendations need to be credible or the evaluation may 

well be useless 

timeliness: appropriate timing is needed or the evaluation may be of little 

usefulness; an excellent evaluation may be of little value if it is done too 

soon or too late 

pervasiveness: ensuring that the appropriate people know and use the evaluative 

information. 

Prudential criteria illustrate the need for appropriate action in relation to the curriculum. 

efficiency: evaluation may meet all the former criteria but still not result in any action; 

the criterion of efficiency should help in the adoption of appropriate 

action. 
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Research by Bax (1994) shows that problems experienced by ESL students 
often stem from teachers' problems in dealing with curriculum materials. If 
we are to analyse why materials may be difficult for readers, he argues that 
we need to consider the salient qualitative features of text. Bax (1994, p.  237) 
identifies the following text qualities which contribute to making texts easier 
or more difficult to deal with (table 3.13). Clearly only the two extremes are 
shown in the table and texts will fall somewhere in between. 

Table 3.13 Qualitative features of text 

Harder text, unfamiliar, 
Aspect Easier text, familiar, human objective 

Language Familiar vocabulary, familiar grammatical Unfamiliar vocabulary, 
aspects structures, extensive helpful unfamiliar grammatical 

metalanguage (i.e. language which structures, no helpful 

explains what other language means). metalanguage. 

Organisational Accessible visual presentation/layout, Inaccessible visual 
aspects short text, clear organisation of ideas, presentation/layout, long text, 

clarifying punctuation, organising complex organisation of ideas, 
language (i.e. the writer tells the reader no or little clarifying 
the structure of the text, what is coming punctuation, no 
next and so on). organisational language. 

Concepts Emphasis on sensory aspects (i.e. the Emphasis on conceptual, 
concepts are related to everyday life abstract aspects, no clear link 
rather than abstract things), information to reader's existing 
related to reader's existing knowledge, knowledge, unfamiliar 
concepts are familiar, few references to concepts, extensive references 
external referents (e.g. to specific people to external referents. 
and places). 

Text Familiar text type (i.e. the type or genre of Unfamiliar/uncommon text 
properties text is one which the reader is so familiar types. 

with that she/he finds it easy to deal 

with). 

Interactional The text includes specific attempts to No attempt to involve the 
aspects involve the reader (e.g. questions, reader. 

exercises). 
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Bax (1994, p. 235) claims that all these aspects are interAelated in complex 

ways. 

all the factors listed work together in a highly complex way as yet impossible to 

describe. The most that can be said is that all of them most probably play a role in 

making a text easier or more difficult, and that a text which scores highly on the left of 

the table is more likely to be understood quickly and easily than one which scores 

highly on the right of the table. 

3.32 Techniques 

Numerous techniques for data gathering and data analysis are described in 

the literature. Choice is made according to which techniques are most 

appropriate for the task to be done. Whatever techniques are chosen, they 

must be both reliable and valid. Reliability is concerned with consistency; 

that is, the extent to which a technique produces similar results under 

constant conditions on all occasions. Validity is generally regarded as being 

concerned with whether a technique measures what it is supposed to 

measure. 

Wilde and Sockey (1995, p.  151) claim that psychometricians are changing 

their views of validity and the newer view asks whether the interpretations 

based on results are appropriate. They cite guidelines produced by the Joint 

Committee of the American Educational Research Association, the American 

Psychological Association and the National Council on Measurement in 

Education, which state that 'validity ... refers to the appropriateness, 

meaningfulness, and usefulness of the specific inferences made from test 

scores or results/findings'. 

Data gathering techniques include surveys, interviews, observation, journals, 

diaries, document analysis, analysis of student work, discussion, ratings and 

checklists. Questionnaires are commonly used in surveys. One questionnaire 

is presented here (table 3.14). It was used by the Northern Territory 
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Aboriginal Education Policy Support Unit (AEPSU 1994) to gather data in 

order to appraise the Aboriginal Schools Curriculum Materials Project. 

Table 3.14 AEPSU survey form 

Part A To be completed by the Principal of Head Teacher 

Please circle the answer that best fits your response to the question. 

What are your teaching qualifications? 
3 year trained 4 year trained more than 4 year trained 

Are you 
Non-Aboriginal? Aboriginal? 

How many years teaching experience have you had in Aboriginal schools? 
less than 1 year 
between 1-3 years 
between 3-10 years 
more than 10 years 

The following questions refer to the use of the ASCMP materials. 
U = undecided or do not know 

1. Has your school received a visit from a member 
of the ASCMP to inservice teachers. 

LEAS I Genres IMaths 
Yes/U/No I Yes/U/No IYes/U/No 

2. How many teachers from your school have attended a regional or other 
professional development activity (eg in Darwin) for the purpose of 
implementing these materials? 

3. Has your school conducted any inservice activity 
on the use of these materials? 

LEAS I Genres I Maths 
Yes/U/No I Yes/U/No I Yes/U/No 

4. Please state the number of teachers in the primary section of your school. 

5. In your opinion, do these materials enhance 
student learning in the classroom? 
If YES or NO, please give an explanation. 

LEAS I Genres I Maths 
Yes/U/No I Yes/U/No IYes/U/No 

Please write any other comments you wish to make. 
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Part B To be completed by the primary classroom and assistant teachers 

Please circle the answer that best fits your response to the question. 

What are your teaching qualifications? 
4 year trained 3 year trained less than 3 year trained 

Are you 
Non-Aboriginal? Aboriginal? 

How many years teaching experience have you had in Aboriginal schools? 
less than 1 year 
between 1-3 years 
between 3-10 years 
more than 10 years 

The following questions refer to the use of the ASCMP materials. 
U = undecided or do not know 

Are you aware of these materials? 

Do you have regular and easy access to these 
materials? 

Are the materials easy to use? 

Has the use of these materials helped you 
understand the NT curriculum? 

Is the materials pack a complete package which 
does not require additional support materials? 

Are you able to teach better when using these 
materials? If YES or NO, please explain why. 

Have your lessons been more interesting and 
relevant when using these materials? 
If YES, please explain why. 

LEAS I Genres I Maths 
Yes/U/No I Yes/U/No I Yes/U/No 

LEAS I Genres I Maths 
Yes/U/No IYes/U/No I Yes/U/No 

LEAS I Genres I Maths 
Yes/U/No I Yes/U/No Yes/U/No 

LEAS I Genres I Maths 
Yes/U/No I Yes/U/No I Yes/U/No 

LEAS I Genres I Maths 
Yes/U/No I Yes/U/No I Yes/U/No 

LEAS I Genres I Maths 
Yes/U/No I Yes/U/No I Yes/U/No 

LEAS I Genres I Maths 
Yes/U/No I Yes/U/No I Yes/U/No 

8. Has/will the use of these materials improved 
student learning outcomes/attitudes? 
If YES, please give some examples? 

LEAS I  Genres I Maths 
Yes/U/No I Yes/U/No I Yes/U/No 
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9. Do the materials require inservicing? 
If YES, please explain why? 

LEAS I Genres IMaths 
Yes/U/No I Yes/U/No I Yes/U/No 

10. Is the community/school council aware of the 
materials? If YES, what is their attitude to them? 

LEAS I Genres I Maths 
Yes/U/No I Yes/U/No IYes/U/No 

Explain briefly how you have used these materials in your classroom. 

Please write any other comments you wish to make. 

(Aboriginal Education Policy Support Unit 1994) 

Hord et al. (1987, P.  30) argue that it is not the innovation itself that has the 
greatest influence on successful implementation, but rather it is the concerns 
of the intended users. They define concerns as 'the feelings, thoughts and 
reactions individuals have about an innovation that touches their lives'. The 
literature shows that many researchers have investigated the concerns of 
teachers over the past sixty years. Phillips (1932) investigated 'some 
problems of adjustment in the early years of a teacher's life'. The research of 
Travers, Rabinowitz and Nemovicher (1952) investigated the anxieties of 
student teachers and found that student teachers were most anxious about 
discipline matters and whether pupils would like them. 
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Thompson (1963) also investigated the anxieties of student teachers. He 

defined 'anxiety' as Sawrey and Telford (1959) had, as 'a mixture of fear, 

apprehension and hope related to the future'. Gabriel (1957) investigated the 

'factors causing strain in teaching and on the emotional problems which 

beset the teacher in carrying out his duties'. His findings showed that 

problems and satisfaction differed significantly between experienced and 

inexperienced teachers (table 3.15). 

Table 3.15 Gabriel's two levels of concerns 

Who is more concerned? p 

Problems: 

Criticisms from superiors Inexperienced .01 

Maintaining discipline Inexperienced .01 

Slow progress of pupils Experienced .05 

Satisfactions: 

Praise from inspectors Inexperienced .01 

Holidays Inexperienced .01 

Success of former pupils Experienced .01 

(Adapted from Gabriel 1957, pp.  197-199, by Fuller 1969, 

and cited in Hall, George & Rutherford 1986, p.  2) 

The research by Fuller (1969) provided a grounded basis for characterising 

the various concerns of teachers. In her earlier research with student 

teachers, she classed their concerns as: 'non-concern' in which teaching 

related concerns were amorphous and vague, 'concerns with self' and their 

own ability to cope in the classroom, and 'concerns with pupils' and the 

impact of their teaching on the pupils' learning. Further, her data seemed to 

indicate that the various concerns of teachers occurred in a natural sequence 

unrelated to the quality of a teacher education program. Fuller further 

pursued research into the dynamics of student teachers' concerns (Fuller, 

Parsons & Watkins 1973), and their assessment, arousal and resolution 

(Fuller & Manning 1972, Fuller & Brown 1975). This resulted in a model with 

four stages of concern: 'unrelated', 'self', 'task' and 'impact' concerns (table 

3.16). 
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Table 3.16 Fuller's four stages of concern 

Unrelated Concerns: At the beginning of their pre-service course, students were more 

concerned with their social life and personal matters than with anything related to 

teaching. 

Self Concerns: Once students were introduced to the idea of a period of teaching 

practice in schools, these concerns dramatically changed to self concerns: Will the class 

teacher like me? What will I wear? How will I get to the school? 

Task Concerns: When the student teachers had actually begun the period of teaching 

practice, the concerns shifted to logistical problems of the task: How do I make a daily 

lesson plan? When will I do the photocopying? Where are the books kept? Fuller 

found that two-thirds of the student teachers never moved beyond this point during 

the teaching practice period. 

Impact Concerns: Few student teachers moved to the point where they could focus 

their concerns on the impact of the activities they were implementing. This is a stage 

reached as teaching experience is acquired. 

(After Hord 1987, pp.  98-99) 

Fuller applied her results to the task of designing teacher education courses 

which were more relevant to the real concerns of student teachers and 

thereby more effective. But the staff at the Research and Development Centre 

for Teacher Education at The University of Texas at Austin perceived that the 

concerns-based approach had far greater possible applications embracing the 

implementation of any innovation. 

They took Fuller's work as a point of departure and developed 'stages of 

concern about an innovation' as a diagnostic dimension of what was to 

become known as the Concerns-Based Adoption Model (Hall, Wallace & 

Dossett 1973). As a result of research spanning several years, Gabriel's two 

and Fuller's four stages of concern were expanded into seven (table 3.17). 
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Table 3.17 CBAM's seven stages of concern 

0. Awareness: Little concern or involvement with the innovation is indicated. 

Informational: A general awareness of the innovation and interest in learning 

more detail about it is indicated. The person appears unworried about 

herself/himself in relation to the innovation. In a seffless manner she/he is 

interested in substantive aspects of the innovation such as general characteristics, 

effects and requirements for use. 

Personal: Individual is uncertain about the demands of the innovation, his/her 

inadequacy to meet those demands, and his/her role with the innovation. This 

includes analysis of his/her role in relation to the reward structure of the 

organisation, decision making, and consideration of potential conflicts with 

existing structures or personal commitment. 

Management: Attention is focused on the processes and tasks of using the 

innovation and the best use of information and resources. Issues relating to 

efficiency, organising, managing, scheduling and time demands are utmost. 

Consequence: Attention focuses on impact of the innovation on students in 

her/his immediate sphere of influence. The focus is on relevance of the innovation 

for students, evaluation of student outcomes, including performance and 

competencies, and changes needed to increase student outcomes. 

Collaboration: The focus is on collaboration and cooperation with others 

regarding the innovation. 

Refocusing: The focus is on exploration of more universal benefits from the 

innovation, including the possibility of major changes or replacement with a more 

powerful alternative. 

(Hall, George & Rutherford 1986, p.  7) 

The CBAM has three instruments for collecting data about an individual's 

concerns about an innovation: an open ended statement, a one-legged 

interview and a questionnaire. For the open-ended statement, teachers are 

asked to write two or three sentences summarising their concerns about a 

particular innovation (Newlove & Hall 1976). The one-legged interview is a 

brief informal meeting, frequently appearing to be spontaneous (Hord & 

Loucks 1980). Because it is so casual and short it can easily fit into a busy 

practitioner's schedule, between classes, in staff rooms or following an 

unexpected encounter in the playground. One-legged interviews typically 
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start with questions such as 'Are you aware of the innovation?, 'Are you 

using it?' and 'Are you having any problems with it?'. 

The SoC Questionnaire is a rigorous, psychometrically validated, thirty-five 

item instrument (Hall, George and Rutherford 1986, pp.  90-92). An example 

of the questionnaire is provided in Appendix 1. It has been abundantly tested 

using an extensive database, and can thus be employed with great 

confidence to identify an individual's most intense concerns about an 

innovation at a particular point in time. A decade of experience in six or 

seven countries indicates that the validity of norms appears to hold up well 

when empirically tested in other cultures, with the strongest evidence 

outside the USA coming from widespread usage in Australia and Canada. 

Hord et al. (1987) claim that a common mistake that developers make is to 

presume that once an innovation has been introduced and initial inservice 

activities are completed, the innovation will be put into practice as intended. 

Their research has shown that months after its introduction, there are people 

who do not use the innovation at all, some who choose to only use parts of it, 

and others who are struggling to use it. They argue that ongoing support is 

essential for innovations to be successfully implemented and that this can 

only occur where change facilitators know how individuals are using the 

innovation and act upon that information. 

The CBAM has techniques for gathering data about levels of use and 

innovation configurations for it is in combination with stages of concern that 

the data provide a complete, multi dimensional picture of the ongoing 

process of change. While stages of concern represent the affective dimension 

of change, levels of use focus on peoples behaviour and skills with respect to 

an innovation. Levels of use (LoU) are distinct states that represent 

observably different types of behaviour and patterns of innovation use as 

exhibited by individuals and groups. These levels characterise a users 

development in acquiring new skills and varying use of the innovation. Each 
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level encompasses a range of behaviours, but is limited by a set of 

identifiable decision points. 

On the basis of their research, Loucks, Newlove and Hall (1975) describe 

eight levels of use of an innovation: 

• non-use—teacher is taking no action in regard to the innovation 

• orientation—teacher is finding out about the innovation and 

considering possible use 

• preparation—teacher is preparing to use the innovation for the first 

time 

• mechanical—teacher is using the innovation in a step-by-step manner 

• routine—teacher has established a pattern of use and makes few 

changes 

• refinement—teacher is making changes to increase student outcomes 

• integration—teacher is coordinating use with others in order to have a 

greater impact on students in their common sphere of influence 

• renewal—teacher is seeking more effective alternatives to their use of 

the innovation. 

For descriptive purposes, each level is defined by the following seven 

categories (Loucks, Newlove & Hall 1975, pp.  8-9). 

Knowledge. That which the user knows about characteristics of the innovation, how 

to use it, and consequences of its use. This is cognitive knowledge related to using the 

innovation, not feelings or attitudes. 

Acquiring Information. Solicits information about the innovation in a variety of 

ways, including questioning resource persons, corresponding with resource agencies, 

reviewing printed materials, and making visits. 

Sharing. Discusses the innovation with others. Shares plans, ideas, resources, 

outcomes and problems related to use of the innovation. 

Assessing. Examines the potential or actual use of the innovation or some aspect of it. 

This can be a mental assessment or can involve actual collection and analysis of data. 

Planning. Designs and outlines short and/or long range steps to be taken during the 

process of innovation adoption, i.e. aligns resources, schedules activities, meets with 

others to organise and/or coordinate use of the innovation. 
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Status Reporting. Describes personal stand at the present time in relation to use of the 

innovation. 

Performing. Carries out the actions and activities entailed in operationalising the 

innovation. 

Loucks et al. (1975) suggest two procedures for collecting data about the 

levels of use of an innovation. Both are face-to-face, one-to-one interviews. 

The developers say that many people have experimented with developing a 

written instrument but it has simply not worked. The first form of the 

interview is used like a brief informal conversation. This procedure has been 

used mainly by people who seek information for the purpose of guiding the 

implementation of an innovation. The second procedure is a focused 

interview and is used by educational researchers and evaluators in 

particular. 

In the LoU interview, the interviewer poses a few predetermined questions 

but has considerable flexibility concerning follow-up questions. Hord et al. 

(1987, p.  56) claim that the LoU interview technique requires training and 

certification. Key questions to indicate levels of use are: 

Are you using the innovation? 

If 'no', 'Have you decided to use it and set a date to begin?' and 'Are you currently 

looking for information about the innovation?'. 

If 'yes', 'What kmds of changes are you making in your use of the innovation?' 'Are 

you coordinating your use of the innovation with other users, including another not in 

your original group of users' and 'Are you planning or exploring making major 

modifications or replacing the innovation?. 

(After Loucks, Newlove & Hall 1975, p.  22) 

Dane (1990, p.  129) contends that the flexibility of a focused interview is both 

an advantage and a disadvantage. 

The flexibility enables the interviewer to explore more fully the opinions and 

behaviours of respondents; thus the total data should contain more and varied detail 

than would the data from structured interviews. On the other hand, because not every 

respondent will be asked exactly the same questions, it is more difficult to interpret 
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differences when responses are compared. Thus, because some questions (and 

therefore some answers) will be unique to a given respondent, comparisons across 

respondents are best limited to the predetermined questions to which everyone 

responds. 

After the interviews, each interview is rated, the aim being to place the 

interviewee at a 'level of use' (LOU) for each category and to determine an 

overall LOU. The LOU rating sheet (figure 3.23) was developed to help the 

rater process information gathered from the taped interview. 

FIGURE 3.23 LEVELS OF USE INTERVIEW RATING SHEET 

Tape #: Site: Interviewer: 
Date: I. D. #: Rater: 

Level 'Knowledge I Information' Sharing 'Assessing 'Planning 
I I I 

IReporting' Performing' Overall LoU 

I I I 
O:Non-Use 1 0 I 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 
DPA I 

I Orientation - I I I I I I I 

2:Preparation 1 II I II I 
-------------------- ------ 

- 3:Mechanical Use' III I III I III I iii I III I III I III I III I 
I.P.li-1 I I I I I I I 
Z:ue TTT iVA TTT 
D.P.D.-2 I I I I I I I 
-----1---r1tIt1r 
4b:Refinement IVB IVB IVB IVB IVB IVB IVB IVB 
D.P.E 
-----i---r---i---t---i---r — it 
5:Integration I v V V V V I v V I 

6:Renewal VI VI VI VI 

I I I 
VI VI VI VI 

I F I 
User is not doing ND ND ND I ND ND ND ND ND 

Is the individual a past user? Yes No 

How much difficulty did you have in assigning this person a specific LoU? None I 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very much 

Comments about interviewer 

General Comments 

(Loucks, Newlove & Hall 1975, p.  42) 
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The developers recommend that a log book of interviews and ratings be kept 

to assist data processing and interpretation. Information can include the site 

number, the innovation user's identification code, the number of the field 

note or tape, and the overall ratings by the interviewer and rater (table 3.18). 

Tab'e 3.18 Interview log book 

Site No. User's ID 

Field Notes 

Tape No. 

Overall 

Rating by 

Researcher 

Overall 

Rating by 

Rater Other 

---------------------------------------------------------- 

Observation, as a data gathering technique, is often used in association with 

interviews. Dane (1990, p.  151) defines observation as a data gathering 

technique in which 'events are selected, recorded and coded into meaningful 

units, and interpreted by non-participants'. Wiersma (1980, p.  232) describes 

observation as a relatively demanding task which requires observers to 

consistently record what they observe. If observations are not measured 

consistently (reliably) then hypotheses cannot be generated or tested. 

Observations may be systematic or unstructured. Systematic observation 

involves the use of an observation checklist. Difficulty in using observation 

checklists includes the problem of achieving inter-rater reliability (Blakely 

1983, Farrar, Desanctis & Cohen 1980). Observational measures must also be 

valid and measure what is intended to be measured. Medley (1973, p.  250) 

suggest that the validity of observations depends on the fulfilment of three 

conditions: 

a representative sample of behaviours 

an accurate record of observed behaviours 

the records must be scored so as to reflect differences in behaviour. 
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The CBAM uses systematic observation as a technique for understanding 

how the innovation operates in actual practice in a classroom. In undertaking 

their research Hall and Loucks (1981) sought to answer the question, 'How 

are teachers using (x—the innovation)?.' It became obvious to them that 

another question—'What would we expect to observe if (x—the innovation) 

was operating?'—needed to be answered first. This guided their research and 

led to the development of 'innovation configurations'. 

Innovation Configurations represent the different ways individual teachers 

implement the components of an innovation in their own settings. The term 

'components' is used to refer to the parts or major operational features of an 

innovation. In some innovations, those components that are considered 

essential may be termed as 'critical', while others that are not considered 

essential but are recommended by the developers may be termed as 'related'. 

Descriptions of components are usually based on the materials, teacher 

behaviours and student activities. As an illustration, Hord et al. (1987, p.  14) 

suggest that a Maths program might have the following three components: 

Component 1: Use of instructional materials 

Component 2: Grouping of students 

Component 3: Testing and use of test results. 

Within each component, there are a number of possible 'variations' which 

may be considered ideal, acceptable and unacceptable. Variations represent 

the different ways in which a teacher can utilise a component in the 

classroom. 'Fidelity' and 'adaptation' are concepts which often arise in 

connection with innovation configurations. 

One position is to think that teachers should use the innovation exactly as the 

developers intended. Another position is to think that teachers should adapt 

the innovation to better suit the needs of their students and learning context. 

The CBAM position is that it is up to the facilitators of each change program 

to determine what is 'ideal' practice and to determine how much variation 

from that ideal is 'acceptable'. 
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Hord et al. (1987, P.  14) suggest that the components of a Maths program 

might be varied as follows: 

Component 1: Use of instructional materials 

program materials only 

program materials plus basic text 

C. text only 

d. teacher-made materials only 

Component 2: Grouping of students 

large, heterogenous group 

large, homogeneous group 

C. small groups 

d. completely individualised 

Component 3: Testing and use of test results 

testing once every six weeks but nothing done with results 

testing weekly with results fed back to students 

C. student self-testing upon completion of each objective. 

Heck, Stiegelbauer, Hall and Loucks (1981) developed an instrument—the 

Innovation Components Checklist—for use in identifying the components of 

an innovation and variations in the use of each component. They state that 

each program would need its own checklist. 

The checklist may be organised in a variety of ways and table 3.19 shows a 

left-to-right format. As well as being used by evaluators, it can be used by 

change facilitators to communicate expectations related to the use of the 

innovation during the initial implementation stage. On the checklist, a 

number can be circled that best describes the teacher's practice within each 

component. 
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Table 3.19 Innovation configuration checklist 

The Science Pmgram (TSP) Configuration Checklist 

Units taught I 
(1) I (2) (3) (4) (5) 

All units and I Most units Some units A few selected No units or 
most activities I and activities are taught. activities are activities are 
taught. I taught. taught. taught. 

Materials Use I 
(1) (2) (3) 

Students are Only the teacher and Typically, the teacher does 
constantly using selected students handle the demonstrations and 
science materials. materials most of the time, students watch. 

3. Student gups 
(1) (2) (3) 

Students work Students are kept in thee The whole class is 
individually and to five permanent gioups. taught as a gioup. 
in small gloups. 

*4 Pmcess/content emphasis 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 

Science content and Science content Science processes Memorisation of facts 
processes are is the major are the major and iading about 
emphasised equa11y emphasis. emphasis. science are emphasised. 

5. Assessment I 
(1) I (2) (3) (4) 

All TSP Some TSP assessment Teacher made Tests are not 
assessment activities are used. tests are used on regularly given 
activities are used. j a igular basis. 

Code: Variations to the right are unacceptable; variations to the left aie acceptable. 
- - - Variations to the left are ideal, as described by the developer 

* Denotes a critical component. 

(Hord, Rutherford, Huling-Austin & Hall 1987, p.  23) 

To illustrate its application, table 3.20 shows two ways of recording 

hypothetical data for ten teachers using 'The Science Program' (TSP) midway 

through the first year of its implementation. In the first example the data are 

organised 'by teacher' and in the second example the data are organised 'by 

component'. From individual teacher data an evaluator can make inferences 

about teacher behaviour and identify the types of assistance that would be 

most valuable to those persons. Exemplary practices can be identified from 

the data and the information or persons used to help others. From data 

organised 'by component', an evaluator can identify the components that are 

being used most successfully and those that require attention. 
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Table 3.20 Individual and collective records of checklist data 

Teachers Use of Each Component by Variation Numbers 

Components 

Teacher 

1. Units 

taught 

2. Use of 

materials 

3. Student 

grouping 

4. Process/ 

content 

emphasis 5. Assessment 

A 1 2 2 1 3 

B 2 3 3 1 3 

C 1 1 1 3 2 

D 1 1 1 1 1 

E 5 3 3 2 3 

F 4 2 3 4 4 

C 2 2 2 2 3 

H 2 2 2 3 3 

I 2 2 2 2 3 

J 2 2 2 3 3 

Percentage of Teachers Using Each Variation of the Component 

Component 1: 

Units taught 

1 2 3 4 5 

30% 500/. 10% 10% 

Component 2: 

Use of materials 

1 2 3 

20% 60% 20% 

Component 3: 

Student 

grouping 

1 2 3 

20% 50% 30% 

Component 4: 

Process/content 

emphasis 

1 2 3 4 

300% 30% 30% 10% 

Component 5: 

Assessment 

1 2 3 4 

100/1, 10% 70% 10% 

Left Of the auricer tine is iheal and acceptable use. J<ight of the darker line is unacceptable use. 

(Hord, Rutherford, Huling-Austin & Hall 1987, p. 24) 
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Kimpston (1983) argues that, by concentrating on predetermined criteria, 

observers may miss out on underlying, more meaningful happenings in the 

classroom. He suggests that data from unstructured observations recorded in 

a researcher's field journal can be of greater value in revealing what is 

happening with the innovation in practice, although this method may be 

criticised as being subjective and unreliable. Bell (1987, p.  97) claims that 

many research studies have made extensive use of observation as a data 

gathering technique and provided information 'which is important, 

frequently unexpected and obtainable in no other way'. 

Print (1993, p.  202) notes that that there is wide support in the literature for 

employing a variety of evaluation techniques. Using multiple techniques 

enhances the overall evaluation design because the weaknesses of one 

particular method can be off-set by the strengths of another. The use of 

different techniques allows for triangulation, which Payne (1994, p  125) 

defines as 'the combination of methodologies in the study of the same 

phenomenon'. Triangulation should result in corroborative evidence across 

sites, methods and data sources. As Miles and Huberman (1984, p.  127) point 

out, triangulation should 'support a finding by showing that independent 

measures of it agree with or, at least, don't contradict it'. Another way to look 

at the combination of quantitative and qualitative techniques is to recognise 

that quantitative data can show what is happening while qualitative data can 

show why it is happening. 

Hall and Hord (1984) stress the importance of 'actions in support of change' 

and spent several years in schools documenting actions associated with 

implementing a variety of innovations. They term the actions 'interventions' 

and define the term as 'actions or events, taken singly or in sets, that 

influence the use of an innovation'. This information can be gathered by a 

variety of techniques. As a result of their investigations, they were able to 

group interventions which supported innovation implementation (table 

3.21). 
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Table 3.21 Checklist of actions to support change 

Developing Supportive 
Organisational Arrangements 

developing innovation-related policies 
establishing global rules 
making decisions 
planning 
preparing 
scheduling 
staffing 
restructuring roles 
seeking or providing materials 
providing space 
seeking/acquiring funds 
providing equipment 

Training 

developing positive attitudes 
increasing knowledge 
teaching innovation-related skills 
reviewing information 
holding workshops 
modelling/demonstrating innovation 

use 
observing innovation use 
providing feedback on innovation use 
clarifying innovation misconceptions 

Consultation and Reinforcement 

encouraging people on a one-to-one 
basis 

promoting innovation use among small 
groups 

assisting individuals in solving problems 
coaching small groups in innovation use 
sharing tips informally 
providing personalised technical 

assistance 
holding brief conversations and 

applauding progress 
facilitating problem solving 
providing comfort and caring sessions 
reinforcing attempts to change 
providing practical assistance 
celebrating successes (large and small)  

Monitoring 

gathering information 
collecting data 
assessing innovation knowledge and 

skills informally 
assessing innovation use or concerns 

formally 
analysing/processing data 
interpreting information 
reporting / sharing data on outcomes 
providing feedback on information 

collected 
administering end-of-workshop 

questionnaires 
conferencing with teachers about 

progress in innovation use 

External Communication 

describing what the innovation is 
informing others 
reporting to the board of education and 

parent groups 
making presentations at conferences 
developing a public support campaign 
gaining the support of constituent 

groups 

Dissemination 

encouraging others (outside the 
implementing site) to adopt the 
innovation 

broadcasting innovation and materials 
mailing descriptive brochures 
providing charge-free demonstration kits 
training innovation representatives 
making regional innovation 

presentations to potential adopters 
marketing the innovation 

(Hord, Rutherford, Huling-Austin & Hall 1987, p. 75) 
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Interventions which support innovation implementation have been 

investigated by a number of CBAM researchers (Hall, Zirgami & Hord 1979, 

Hord & Loucks 1980, Hord 1981, Hall & Loucks 1981, Hall & Rutherford 

1983, Hord & Huling-Austin 1986). From this research, the 'Intervention 

Taxonomy' and 'Intervention Anatomy' have evolved. The taxonomy can be 

used to identify 'what' interventions take place, and the anatomy to describe 

'how' they occur. 

The intervention taxonomy has six levels of interventions which Hall and 

Hord (1984) describe in the following way: 

A policy is a comprehensive decision governing patterns of behaviour 

within an organisation. It is backed by some formal authority. It may be 

internally or externally made and be formal or informal. 

The master plan outlines all actions taken, or to be taken, for the 

adoption, implementation and use of an innovation in a given setting. 

The six components of the master plan are developing supportive 

organisational arrangements, training, providing consultation and 

reinforcement, monitoring and evaluation, external communication and 

dissemination. 

A strategy is a relatively long-term set of objectives for the innovation. 

Interventions within this component carry the personal philosophies 

and assumptions of individual change facilitators. 

Tactics are a subcategory of a strategy. Typical tactics may include 

meetings, newsletters and any series of small repeated actions which 

may take anything from a few hours to a few days. 

Incidents are the very short term, day-to-day interactions. They may be a 

memo, phone call or short conversation. 

The intervention anatomy has six dimensions— source, target, function, 

medium, flow and location—concerned with how interventions occur. Hall 

and Hord (1984) argue that while the dimensions may seem to be self-

evident, experience has shown that they are rarely noted and evaluations and 

research suffer from their absence. 
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Following are descriptions of the dimensions of the CBAM intervention 

anatomy. 

The source of the intervention is the person who initiated the action. 

The target of the intervention is the person at whom the action was 

directed. 

Function refers to the intended purpose of the action. The CBAM 

identifies seven functions: to develop supportive organisational 

arrangements, to train, to provide consultation and reinforcement, to 

monitor and evaluate, to communicate with individuals outside the 

user group, to disseminate and to impede or prohibit. 

The medium is the mode by which the intervention was delivered. This 

may be oral or written, face-to-face, by telephone or via the public 

media. 

The flow is whether the intervention involved a one-way flow or a two-

way flow of information. Conversations are interventions with a two 

way flow. Written mediums, with the exception of a questionnaire, 

have a one way flow. 

The location is the place where the intervention took place. 

In an Australian context, Carter and Sanders (1992, pp.  60-61) derived three 

implications in regard to interventions from their research into the impact of 

staff development activities on curriculum implementation. First, an 

individual's concerns and problems in regard to an innovation have to be 

resolved at the incidents level for successful implementation to take place. 

Incidents become the primary source of 'themes' which they define as 'sets of 

actions or behaviours occurring over time which had unplanned effects on 

the innovation per se or its implementation'. Second, the master plan of the 

change effort should be specified in advance so that the goals are clear and 

appropriate interventions can be planned. Third, how long a theme is 

allowed to build up is directly related to the skill of the change agent. 

They found that the ability of a change agent to identify and attend to themes 

was one key to successful innovation implementation. If an emergent theme 
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was counter-productive to the change effort, then the change agent needed to 

redress the situation with appropriate interventions. If an emergent theme 

was beneficial to the change effort, then the change agent could capitalise on 

it to assist the change effort. 

Data analysis is a critical step in any evaluation plan. Payne (1994) and 

Wilde and Sockey (1995) recommend that an evaluation plan includes both 

qualitative and quantitative methods of data collection and analysis. 

Computer software is now available which assists both quantitative and 

qualitative data analyses. 

Quantitative analyses produce statistics which can be categorised into two 

types: descriptive and inferential. Descriptive statistics are those used to 

describe the population—numbers, percentages and averages. Inferential 

statistics are used when the evaluator wants to make a generalised statement 

about the importance of differences or similarities among groups. Some 

quantitative researchers feel that qualitative studies cannot provide the solid, 

objective, information that numbers provide. However Wilde and Sockey 

(1995) argue that qualitative data from multi-site evaluations of a program in 

dissimilar contexts provide a great deal of generalisable information. 

Most qualitative data are in narrative form. Payne (1994) suggests that there 

are four ways of analysing qualitative data—phenomenological analysis, 

content analysis, analytic induction and constant comparative analysis. 

Phenomenological analysis is concerned with understanding the curriculum 

innovation from the teachers' viewpoint rather than from the perspective of 

the evaluator. The evaluator allows the beliefs of those involved in the 

evaluation to emerge from the data as categories which can then can be 

addressed within the evaluation. 

Content analysis is a well-known method for analysing documents about an 

innovation. 'Evaluator-generated rules for categorisation, demonstration of 

representativeness of categories, relations among categories, and definitions 
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of categories from participant perspectives are important outcomes of 
content analysis' (Payne 1994, p.  137). 

Analytic induction is utilised when the evaluator wants to test a theory (Wilde 
& Sockey 1995). Rather than beginning with observations and interviews in 
order to develop a theory, particular types of data from selected individuals 
are collected and analysed, based on the theory the evaluator already holds. 
When data are collected without new information being found, the evaluator 
stops collecting data and presents the evidence already found. 

Constant comparative analysis is almost a synonym for grounded theory 
(Glaser & Strauss 1967). Rather than collecting data and analysing it at a later 
time, constant comparative analysis suggests that data be analysed 

throughout the data collection process. 'Data collection and data analysis are 
tightly interwoven processes and must occur alternately because the analysis 
directs the sampling of data' (Strauss & Corbin 1990, p.  59). As a theory 
begins to emerge from the data collected, that theory will indicate what other 
data should be collected. If the theory holds, the 'new' data will continue to 
provide information to refine the theory. 

In a grounded theory approach, the 'making of comparisons' and the 'asking 
of questions' are two analytical procedures which are fundamental to coding 
data. Analysis is composed of three types of coding—open, axial and 
selective—which enhance theoretical sensitivity and discovery. Open coding is 
the part of the analysis that pertains specifically to the naming and 
categorising of phenomena through close examination of the data. Axial 
coding is a complex process which links subcategories to a category in a set of 
relationships 'denoting causal conditions, phenomenon, context, intervening 
conditions, action/interactional strategies and consequences' (Strauss and 
Corbin (1990, p.  96). Selective coding involves the identification of patterns in 
the data. Strauss and Corbin (1990, pp.  130-131) stress that 'it is very 
important to identify these patterns and to group the data accordingly 
because this is what gives the theory specificity'. 
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3.3.3 Issues 

Brady (1992, PP.  240-242) suggests that evaluators consider five issues prior 

to evaluating curriculum materials: 

• What are the major purposes of the evaluation? 

• Should unintended outcomes as well as intended outcomes be 

evaluated? 

Should evaluation be more concerned with the outcomes of the 

curriculum or the transactions that take place while it is being taught? 

Should evaluation involve a large sample or should it be an intensive 

investigation of a small sample? 

Which of my value judgements influence the outcomes of the 

evaluation and how do they do this? 

The first issue requires an evaluator to define the purpose of their evaluation 

as this will influence how they approach the task. The Phi Delta Kappa 

National Study Committee on Evaluation (1971) outlines three definitions of 

curriculum: equating with measurement, determining the congruence 

between performance and objectives, and equating with professional 

judgement. However, Brady (1992, p.  240) found that all of these have been 

frequently criticised and he recommends that evaluators seek their own 

definition. 

The second issue requires evaluators to consider whether they will include 

unintended as well as intended outcomes. 'This issue is sometimes referred 

to as the goal-based and goal-free argument' (Brady 1992, p.  241). Where a 

developer is evaluating materials they have developed for a particular 

purpose, a goal-free evaluation will not be possible. The issue is knowing 

how to minimise evaluator bias. 

The third issue relates to decisions evaluators make about whether to 

emphasise the processes that take place as an innovation is implemented or 

the outcomes that are achieved as a result of using the innovation. Harlen 
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(1976, in Brady 1992, P.  241) argues that it is dangerous to focus on only one. 
Brady (1992, p.  241) agrees, stating that one cannot assume that processes 
will lead to desirable outcomes if they are not measured; nor can one assume 
that a measured outcome is a reflection of effective processes. 

The fourth issue concerns decisions about the scale and scope of an 
investigation. This has implications for time and cost, the quantity and 
quality of data to be collected and analysed, and the generalisability of the 
findings. Brady (1992, p.  241) defines 'scale' as relating 'to the importance of 
measurement in evaluation' and 'scope' as relating 'to the importance of 
describing the different conditions associated with curriculum 
implementation'. In practice an evaluator may be limited by what is feasible. 
In the case of curriculum materials intended for system-wide use, the larger 
the sample, the more comprehensive the picture will be about what is 
happening with the materials in schools. 

The fifth issue raises the question of evaluator bias which is thoroughly 
discussed in the literature (e.g. Glaser & Strauss 1967; Loucks, Newlove & 
Hall 1975; Stiegelbauer, Goldstein, & Huling 1982; Ary, Jacobs & Razavik 
1985; Patton 1990; Brady 1992; Miles & Huberman 1994). The belief that an 
evaluator may be biased is 'probably the most common reason for treating a 
completed evaluation with suspicion' (Brady 1992, p.  249). Consequently, 
writers in this field argue that an evaluator must demonstrate that bias has 
been kept to a minimum. To minimise evaluator bias, Brady (1992, Pp.  249-
250) suggests the following set of principles: 
• interpret data as unique to their specific context 
• involve as many evaluators as possible 

• seek opinions from as many innovation users as possible 
• acknowledge your own values and biases 
• obtain information from as many different sources and in as many 

different ways as possible. 
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Readers will recall that the problem investigated by this study was the 

design and development of appropriate English curriculum materials for 

Aboriginal schools in the Northern Territory of Australia. As the previous 

chapters and this review of literature have shown, this is a formidable and 

complex field influenced by social and political forces, the complexity of 

linguistic theories, curriculum conceptualisations and attributes of writers. 

Dubin and Olshtain (1986, p.  180) describe the evaluation of curriculum 

materials as a formidable world in which the taking of a single step seems to 

open up multiple issues for discussion. But, they argue, the final step in a 

curriculum development process must be some form of evaluation of the 

materials produced. They pose two basic questions to be answered by an 

evaluation: 'Have the materials produced the desired results?' and 'How can 

the materials be improved?'. In the next chapter, the design of this research 

project and the selection of data gathering instruments are described to have 

Getting Going with Genres evaluated by preview and in use. The design of this 

research project is founded in the literature which has been reviewed in this 

chapter. 
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Print's (1993) curriculum model was used as the conceptual framework for 
the design of this study. This provided the scaffolding for the description and 
interpretation of events during the organisation and development phases of 
the Getting Going with Genres project as well as for the investigation of events 
during the application phase. 

'7 My concept of evaluation equated with professional judgement based on 
valid and reliable data. As part of the research study, the curriculum 
materials were evaluated by preview and in use. A questionnaire was used 
by which teachers recorded their opinions of the resource after they had 
reviewed it. The CBAM tools—the levels of use interview and an innovation 
component checklist—were used to evaluate the use of the resource in 
Northern Territory Aboriginal schools. In the data analysis process, critical 
issues, exemplary practices and future directions were identified. 

As the resource had been developed for a specific purpose—to provide 
teaching materials appropriate for delivery to Aboriginal people throughout 
the Northern Territory—the evaluation was goal-based. Although this meant 
that I evaluated the extent to which the intended outcomes had been 
achieved, the design was sufficiently flexible to incorporate the investigation 
of unintended outcomes when these emerged from the data. This was 
demonstrated through the conduct of case studies. 

Adopting a grounded theory approach to the analysis of qualitative data, the 
purpose of this research study was to seek a theory from patterns emerging 
from the data about the effective design and development of curriculum 
materials for Aboriginal schools. This approach focused my attention on 
processes as well as outcomes. The intended audience for the theory was 
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anyone involved in the organisation, development or implementation of 

curriculum materials for an Aboriginal client group. 

As a participant in the development of Getting Going with Genres, I was very 

aware of possible evaluator bias. The study was designed so that as many 

teachers in Aboriginal schools as possible could be involved in the research 

project and information could be gathered from different sources and by 

different methods. The design of the study allowed for the involvement of 

others to confirm or challenge inferences I was drawing from the data. 

The rest of this chapter is organised in five major sections: subjects, data 

gathering instruments, procedures, data analysis techniques and some 

problems associated with the research. 

4.1 Subjects 

Subjects were drawn from a total population of an estimated 410 teachers in 

approximately 84 Northern Territory Aboriginal schools (table 4.1). Subjects 

included Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal neophyte and experienced teachers 

in government and non-government schools from all operational regions of 

the Northern Territory. The rationale for this broad perspective was that they 

were the intended audience for Getting Going with Genres and seeking 

opinions from as many users as possible was one way to minimise evaluator 

bias. 

A contributing factor was that I was in a work position within the Northern 

Territory Department of Education which enabled me to travel widely. 

During the two years following the distribution of the resource, I was 

required to travel with ASCMP Aboriginal colleagues to investigate what 

was happening with Getting Going with Genres and to consult with teachers 

about further English resources they would like to be developed. 

Consequently, my visits had multiple purposes which needed to be made 

explicit to teachers before seeking their consent to be involved. 
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Table 4.1 Aboriginal schools in the Northern Territory 1993-1995 

Alcoota 

Alekarenge 

Alpurrulum 

Amanbidgi 

Amoonguna 

Ampilatwatja 

Angurugu CEC 

Areyonga 

Barunga CEC 

Beswick 

Borroloola CEC 

Brunette Downs 

Bulla Camp 

Bulman 

Canteen Creek 

Docker River 

Douglas / Daly 

Elliot 

Epenarra 

Finke 

Gapuwiyak  

Gochan Jirty-Jirra 

Gunbalanya 

Haasts Bluff 

Harts Range 

Hodgson River 

Imanpa 

Ipolera 

Jilkminggan 

Kalkaringi CEC 

Kormilda College 

Lajamanu CEC 

Lilla 

Ltyentye Apurte 

M'bunghara 

Mamaruni 

Maningrida CEC 

Milikapiti 

Milingimbi CEC 

Minyerri 

Mt Allan 

Murray Downs  

Murrupurtiyanuwu Thunder Rock 

Napperby Ti Tree 

Nauiyu Nambiyu Timber Creek 

Neutral Junction Titjikala 

Newcastle Waters Umbakumba 

Nganmarriyanga Urapunga 

Ngukurr CEC Utopia 

Nicholson River Waihallow 

Ntaria Wallace Rockhole 

Numbulwar Walungurru 

Nyirrpi Warrego 

OLSH Wadeye Warruwi 

Papunya Watiyawanu 

Peppimenarti Willowra CEC 

Pigeon Hole Woolaning 

Pularumpi Xavier CEC 

Ramingining Yarralin 

Robinson River Yirara College 

Rockhampton Downs Yirrkala CEC 

Shepherdson College Yuendumu CEC 

Stirling Yulara 

A disadvantage of this broad perspective was that the number of subjects 
and schools to be involved in this study could not be specified in advance. 
Opportunities to make face-to-face contact with subjects were inextricably 
linked with schools who asked for, or agreed to, a visit from my colleagues 
and myself. The Northern Territory covers a huge area and making contact 
with teachers in Aboriginal schools required extensive travel. A sense of the 
distances between possible destinations is indicated by the locations of the 
schools in the following map (figure 4.1). 
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FIGURE 4.1 LOCATIONS OF ABORIGINAL SCHOOLS 
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4.2 Data gathering methods 

Three data gathering instruments were used: the Getting Going with Genres 

Evaluation Questionnaire, the Levels of Use Interview and the Getting Going 

with Genres Configurations Checklist. Data were gathered over a period of 

two years. In addition, two case studies were conducted. Following is a 

description of these data gathering methods. 
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4.2.1 Questionnaire 

The Getting Going with Genres Evaluation Questionnaire was designed to be 

administered to informed subjects who had read and/or used the resource in 

some depth. The questionnaire had both open and closed types of items 

which covered criteria such as clarity, relevance, appropriate level of English, 

interest, congruence with the English BACOS, practicality and timeliness. 

The items were made as short as possible and required unambiguous 

answers. Items were grouped with regard to content, type and good 

psychological order. As some of the subjects came from non-English 

speaking backgrounds and had limited literacy skills, careful attention was 

given to the use of plain English. Terms which may not be commonly 

understood were avoided. 

The questionnaire was presented on a folded sheet of A3 paper and was 

estimated to take approximately 20 minutes to complete. A copy of the 

questionnaire is provided in Appendix 2. The first page was a letter to the 

respondent about the nature and purpose of the questionnaire. Also, the 

letter expressed my appreciation of respondents' cooperation and assured 

them of confidentiality, anonymity and the reporting of data only in an 

aggregate sense. Following the letter were 29 items. As initial questions may 

predispose answers to later ones, the first item on the questionnaire was 

carefully considered to give a holistic perspective of what was to follow. 

Overall, on a scale of 1 to 7, what is your feeling about the Getting Going with 

Genres' materials? Please circle your response. 

outstanding satisfactory poor 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

This item was followed by 24 statements seeking teachers' perceptions of the 

innovation in regard to the variables being explored. A five point Likert 

rating scale was used consistently, with 'five' indicating that the respondent 
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strongly agreed with a statement and 'one' indicating that the respondent 

strongly disagreed with a statement. 

Please read each statement and circle the number to indicate your view by selecting 

from the scale below, the number that best applies in each case. For example, if you 

disagree with a statement, you would circle a two 

Strongly Agree Agree Uncertain Disagree Strongly Disagree 

SA A U D SD 

5 4 3 2 1 

Section 1 

SA A U D SD 

 The purpose of the materials is clear. 5 4 3 2 1 

 The materials relate well to the NT English 

curriculum. 5 4 3 2 1 

 The materials are relevant to the needs of 

teachers at this time. 5 4 3 2 1 

 Materials reflect current language theory. 5 4 3 2 1 

 The magazine box container makes access to 

materials easy. 5 4 3 2 1 

 Materials are user friendly. 5 4 3 2 1 

 Materials are attractive. 5 4 3 2 1 

 The materials are easy to follow for class use. 5 4 3 2 1 

 Topics assist integrated learning across subject 

areas. 5 4 3 2 1 

 Gender inclusive language is used. 5 4 3 2 1 

 The topics are relevant to the social and cultural 

contexts of Aboriginal students. 5 4 3 2 1 

 Most of the topics can easily be adapted to 

different ability levels. 5 4 3 2 1 

 Units of work are flexible but highly structured. 5 4 3 2 1 

 The materials translate curriculum theory into 

classroom practice. 5 4 3 2 1 

 The learning model provides good support for 

ESL students. 5 4 3 2 1 

 The structure of units of work is logically 

sequenced. 5 4 3 2 1 
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Tasks, suggested for independent efforts, cater 

for a range of interests and abilities. 

The books are written in plain English. 

Assessment guidelines are useful. 

Sample programs provide helpful outlines. 

The glossary describes words simply. 

The list of useful resources is adequate. 

Trained Aboriginal teachers should be able to 

understand the level of language used. 

Students should be able to understand the 

language used in the charts and readers. 

SA A U D SD 

5 4 3 2 1 

5 4 3 2 1 

5 4 3 2 1 

5 4 3 2 1 

5 4 3 2 1 

5 4 3 2 1 

5 4 3 2 1 

5 4 3 2 1 

Section two of the questionnaire had three items seeking personal data about 

the respondents, who were asked to circle the details which applied to them. 

These items enabled me to determine whether the group of respondents 

were representative of all regions and were teachers with a range of 

experience in Northern Territory schools. The cultural background item 

enabled the comparison of responses from Aboriginal teachers with 

responses from non-Aboriginal teachers. 

Section 2 

Please circle the response that applies to you. 

In which region do you work? 

Alice Springs Barkly Katherine j Darwin 
J 

East Arnhem 

For how many years have you worked in Northern Territory schools? 

less than 5 5-10 more than 10 

Are you an Aboriginal person? 

YES NO 
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Section three had two open-ended questions asking respondents to say what 

they did and did not like about Getting Going with Genres. It was hoped that 

the responses would indicate the major criteria by which respondents judged 

the resource and reflect their concerns about the resource at that time. 

Section 3 

Please answer the following questions freely and openly. 

What did you like about the Getting Going with Genres materials? 

What didn't you like about the Getting Going with Genres materials? 

The questionnaire had the advantages of being convenient to use, practical 

and a comparatively economical means of collecting data. Data analysis was 

assisted by uniformity in the way questions were asked and by the controlled 

mode of responses. Disadvantages of the questionnaire included the 

possibility of respondents misinterpreting questions, my not being able to get 

responses elaborated on or clarified, and the possibility that the 

questionnaire created the world that I wanted to find. 

4.2.2 Levels of use interview 

The Levels of Use (LoU) Interview had a different focus from the 

questionnaire. While the questionnaire centred on the subject's evaluation of 

Getting Going with Genres by inspection, the interview focused on the 

subject's knowledge and skills in using it. For detailed information about the 

LoU interview, a useful publication was Measuring Levels of Use: A Manual for 

Trainers, Interviewers and Raters (Loucks, Newlove & Hall 1975)which I 

purchased from America)The CBAM identifies eight distinct levels of use 

and provides descriptions of seven categories of behaviour for each level. 

Each level covers a range of behaviours but is limited by a range of decision 

points (D.P.). This information is presented on a chart (table 4.2). In use, I 

enlarged this chart to A3 size. Knowledge of the chart was vital for the 

analysis of interview data. 



LEVELS OF USE CATEGORIES 

LEVEL DEFINITIONS KNOWLEDGE ACQUIRING INFORMATION SHARING ASSESSING PLANNING STATUS REPORTING PERFORMING The lecels charactrrise a usrrh That which the user knows Solt ctts infsrnscutirsn about the I/icc ursrs the innovation with Assesses the potential irr actual Design.t and outlines short Describes personal stand at Carries out the actions and development in acqairtng nra about charactrrtsoc t of the innovation in sass such as others Shares plans, idea.t, use of the innovation. This can and/or long-term steps to be the present time in relation to activities involved in std/l.r and caning ace of an innocatirsn how to tine it and workshops rscsvniing materials ress,aries and prohlent.s be a mental assessment or taken daring the process of use of the innovation. operationali.ting the innovation snnovuition ion icqaeltc e.t of it., use, and qtir.stsscntng rrsoarcr prr.rtsn.t. related to the innovation, involve ac ttial data innovation adoption. 

LEVEL 0— NON-USE Knows flcrthtng about the genre Takes little or no action to Is not communicating with Takes no action to analyse Schedales no time and specifies Reports little or no personal Takes no discernible action No action  is being taken with resource or has very little soltctt informatton escept when others ahisat the innovation the innovation, its no steps for stady or use itt the invalvemettt with the tcrwards learning about the respect to the innovation knowledge of a genre-based it happens to come to personal heycind prrssihly ackncrwledging characteristics, possible use, innovation, innovation, innovation. The innovation is not approach to teaching English. attention that the innovation esists. or conseqaences of use it, use. 
Decision Point A Pikes at tirrrr to li-cc rn snrcre deteolrd snfrcrisiariccri sc/unit s/Ic csoor'sstiursr 

LEVEL I - ORIENTATION Krscrccs general ktioaledge Seeks descnipirse material ahcccnc Discusses the innovation in Analyses and assesses Plans to gather necessary Reports presestly orienting Esplores the innovation by The mdi cidaal is seekirie ,chrict III, i500vatrrcit such as the innovation Seeks nrporieiis genera/ terre c and/or eschanges streoeths arid ci eakoes.ses of icr lirrrtiaticsn to snake a self to cc tsar the nrrnnnc ;tiion is talking to others. reviewing ml rintiatirin ahcrot the i irrin's rricnv ,rscern ch.cracierintics and and kncrwlestee r of ccitrers ilirrraeti ideas .ctsnroi the innovation and innovation /ire parperse of decisrcrn for or against use of and is not materials, attending workshirps 
mnrplementaticrn reqairenient discusstcsns, visits or wirrkshops. possible implicatisrns of its use, making a decisorn about use, the innovation, and crhserving others using it 

/Jecininn Point B tucker a di'c i its, to ace the innoc'atirin hr e.sta/s//itonç'ci iinr' is; /ucgirr 

LEVEL 2— PREPARATION Krrscss s logistical reqatrements. Seeks infcirmasirro'and resisascec Di.scavres re,snnarces needed for An;ilyses detailed reqa]remeiscs Identifies steps and procedures Reports preparing sell for Studies materials in depth, The individual is preparc op it firs initial use of the innovation, specifically related to initial use Of innovation Joins and ai arlahle ressuarce c for entailed in organising activities initial ave of the iirocrvatrcrn. crrganises resources and lcngistics use the innrrcaticsn and details Of initial esperienees preparaticrn for use of the others in pvc-use itaining, and in initial use of the inncsvatron. and es'ents for initial use of the and receives skill training in 
for clients innovation in crwn setting, planning lcrgrstics for first use. innovation. preparation for initial use. 

Decision Point C Rcginsfirit air oft/ri- inrrovation. 

LEVEL 3— MEChANICAL Kncsiss on a day-tsr-day-. Solteils management infnsrsraiiisn Discusses management and Enamines isa-n use of the Planned-for changes address Reports that lrcgisucs of the Manages innovation with vaing The individual is using the genre-by-genre basis the and ideas for reducing nirooaiit of logistical issues related to use of innovation with respect to managerial and logistical issues genre approach are the focus degrees of efficiency. The flow of ressuuree in a stepwise manses to requitenieot.s for using the time and iscrrk required of user i/re isrnovation management prcsb/ems and within a short-term perspective, of most personal efforts tic usc -actions is irften disjointed, uneven acquire skills for innovation use inncrvatiott general reactorns of clients, the rescruree and uncertain, 
Decision Point fl—I A routine pattern of use is established. 

LEVEL Ia - ROUTINE Knows birth short and long. Makes no special efforts I,, seek Limits evaluatirin activities to Describes current use of the Planning fcreases on routine use Reports that personal use of the Uses the innovation smoothly The individual is making few or term tequirements for use and information as part crfirngcring thcrse admtttistratively requimd innovation with little or no of resirueces, with little i000s'aticrs is going alrrng with minimal management no changes and has an boss to use the innovation with use of the inncsvatrcrn, for prirgeamming and reference to ways of changing protected variation in how the satisfuetcrrily with few if any problems: seer time there is little established pattern of use minimum effort and stress. assessment, use, innovation will be used, problems, variation in patterns of use. 
Decision Point 0-2 Clron,ge.t div of the innsi-ation hated on fir rrncd/ or inforarrcsl ec'crlocuriorr in srrdcr to increase client outc ome.s, 

LEVEL 41, - REFINEMENT Knows cognitive and affective Solicits informaticrn that focuses Discusses ow-n methods of Assesses use of innovation for Des'elisps intermediate and Reports vuryirtg use of the Esplores and enpertments with The individual is making wniys of using the innovation on specifically on changing use of nosdifying use of innovation to the purperte of changing long-range plans destgned to innovation in cinder to change the innovation to masimise client changes to increase client clnenLs and eats Of ineeeastng the innovation to affect clienr change client outecsmes. current practices us intprcsve enhctnce client crutcomes, client ourcirmes invc,lvement and to opttmise oatccsmes, impact on clients usutcomes client isatcomes client isntcnmes, 
Decision Prim! F Irsitiates c'/rccngv.s in rise ssf rite innovation /rasecl on in/rat it and iisrcrdinuiirsn art/s a hut colleagurs are doing. 
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The interview typically started with the question, 'Are you using Getting 

Going with Genres?'. Based on the interviewee's answer, the interview 

proceeded along various branches of questioning as represented in figure 4.2. 

These questions were important to identify decision points interviewees had 

or had not reached. 

FIGURE 4.2 BRANCHES OF THE LEVELS OF USE INTERVIEW 
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replacing the innovation? 

NO, LoU-5 

YES, LoU-6 

(Loucks, Newlove & Hall 1975, P.  22) 

Decision point A Takes action to learn more detailed information about the resource. 

Decision point B Makes a decision to begin using the resource by establishing a time to 

begin. 

Decision point C Begins first use of the resource. 

Decision point Dl A routine pattern of use is established. 

Decision point D2 Changes use of the resource based on formal or information evaluation 

in order to increase learner outcomes. 

Decision point E Initiates changes in use of the resource based on input from, and in 

coordination with, what colleagues are doing. 

Decision point F Begins exploring alternatives or major modifications of the resource. 
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The following questions were prepared in anticipation that some 
interviewees would be non-users: 

• Are you using Getting Going with Genres? (If 'No') 
Probes: Are you aware of the resource? Tell me what you know about 
the resource? What do you see as the strengths and weaknesses of the 
resource for your situation? 

• Have you any plans to use the resource? 

Probes: When? What are they? 

• Have you sought any information about the resource? 
Probes: From whom? For what purpose? What kind of questions are 
you asking? Do you ever talk to others and share information about the 
resource? What kinds of information do you share? 

The following questions were anticipated for users of the genre resource: 
• Are you using Getting Going with Genres? (If 'Yes') 

Probes: Will you describe how you most frequently use the resource? 
What do you see as its strengths and weaknesses in your situation? Are 
you looking for more information about the resource at this time? Do 
you talk to others about your use of the resource? If so, what do you tell 
them? What do you see as the effects of using the resource? How do 
you assess your use of the materials? Have you received any feedback 
from students? What have you done with the information you get? 

• Have you made any changes recently in how you use Getting Going with 
Genres? Probes: What? Why? How recently? What are your plans for the 
rest of the year? 

• Are you working with others in your use of Getting Going with Genres? 
Probes: How do you work together? How frequently? What do you 
share with others during this collaboration? What are the strengths and 
weaknesses of this collaboration? Have you made any changes as a 
result of this collaboration? What plans do you have for this 
collaboration in the future? 

• Are you currently looking for an alternative resource to replace Getting 
Going with Genres? 
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A form was designed to record the ratings for the interviewee's level of use 

of Getting Going with Genres (table 4.3). When analysing an interview, it was 

important to consider each category separately before determining an overall 

rating. During interviews, teachers invariably commented on their concerns 

or interventions which had influenced their level of use of the resource and, 

to assist interpretation, one or more of these were summarised on the bottom 

of the form as 'contributing factors'. 

Table 4.3 Interview rating sheet 

INTERVIEW RATING SHEET 
Interview Code:   Site:  

Level of 
Use Knowledge Information Sharing Assessing Plannmg Reporting Performing 

LoU-U 
Non-Use 
DY-A 

LoU-i 
Orientation 

D.P.-B 

LoU-2 
Preparation 

DR-C 

LoU-3 
Mechanical 

D.P.-Di  

LoU-4a 
Routine 
D.P.-D2  

LoU-4b 
Refinement 

D.P.-E 

LoU-5 
Integration 

D.P.-F 

LoU-6 
Renewal 

Overall LoU rating: 

Contributing factors: 

A log book was set up to assist data processing. Information to be recorded 

included the site number, the interviewee's identification code, the number 

of the field note or tape, and the overall ratings by the interviewer and, 

where it occurred, by another person (table 4.4). Other information about my 

interview guidelines is provided in Appendix 3. 
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Table 4.4 Interview log book 

Site No. User's ID 

Field Notes 

or Tape No. 

Overall 

Rating by 

Researcher 

Overall 

Rating by 

Second rater Description 

4.2.3 Innovation configurations checklist 

With the Getting Going with Genres Configurations Checklist, the focus of my 
data gathering efforts changed again. This instrument enabled me to focus on 
the resource itself and what, exactly, it looked like in operation. The checklist 
was also a method of verifying what teachers said during the interviews. 
Measuring Innovation Configurations: Procedures and Application (Heck, 
Stiegelbauer, Hall & Loucks 1981) was a useful pub1ication(ihich I 
purchased from America for detailed information about the instrument.) 

The checklist named the major components or operational features of Getting 
Going with Genres which were listed vertically. Critical components were 
indicated by an asterisk. Variations of acceptable and unacceptable use were 
described for each component and arranged from left to right. The 
descriptions were composed in consultation with others. A vertical double 
line indicated that variations to the left were acceptable and variations to the 
right were unacceptable. The first column indicated ideal use as described by 
the developers. Objectivity was assisted by clearly defining each variable in 
such a way that it indicated what behaviours should be observed and 
recorded. Each description was awarded a number to be circled to reflect 
what that component looked like in relation to the teacher's use of it. When 
completed the checklist revealed a configuration of how the teacher was 
operationalising the resource in their classroom. The checklist is shown in 
figure 4.3 and is also provided in Appendix 4. 
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FIGURE 4.3 GETTING GOING WITH GENRES CONFIGURATIONS CHECKLIST 

Getting Going with Genres Configurations Checklist 

Teacher: Site: 

1. Storage box I 

(1) (2) (3) 
Teacher has own box I  Teacher shares box Teacher accesses box 
in classroom. with another teacher. from a central store. 
* 2. Units of work 

(1) i (2) (3) (4) 
Units taught from all Units taught from Units taught from No units taught from 
seven genre books. four or more books. less than four books. any of the books. 
* 3. Methodology t 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 
All steps of i Most methods used Typically texts are Typically students 
methodology used. 'to get independent joint negotiated and do not write 

writing, copied. extended texts. 
* 4. Model texts 

(1) (2) (3) 
Students write own i Typically students Model texts are not 
texts after working , innovate on model used. 
with model texts. I texts.  
* 5. Genre terms 

(1) (2) (3) 
Teacher and students, Common words with A genre-based 
use genre terms. similar meanings are approach is not used. 

i used  
* 6. Yellow posters 

(1) 
: 

(2) (3) (4) 
Posters used and left u Posters used but Posters have been Cellophane wrap is 
on display for usually not left on read but not used unbroken on charts. 
students to read. I display. with students. 

Program chart 
(1) 

: 
(2) (3) 

Chart on display. i Chart not on display Programming chart 
Use reflected in : 

but use reflected in not used. 
teacher's program. i teacher's program.  

Readers 
(1) (2) (3) 

Students freely Typically, teacher Readers are not used. 
access and use reads reader and 
readers. students listen. 

Goanna Tales & Teachers' Notes 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 

Teacher uses books Teacher uses selected Teacher reads books No evidence that 
to inservice others. parts of books. for own personal either book has been 

understanding. used. 
Code: -----Variations to the left are ideal as described by developers. 

Variations to the left are acceptable; those to the right are not. 
* Denotes a critical component. 
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In preparing the final checklist, consideration was given to clarity and 
format. Some guidelines were as follows: 

• the number of components used to describe the innovation are rarely 
more than ten 

the number of variations for each component should be less than five 
for the sake of comprehensibility and measurability 

• the names of components should be brief and descriptive 
the language used in the checklist should capture the developers' intent 
while remaining intelligible to users 

different formats may be appropriate depending on how the data are to 
be collected. 

I chose to use the left to right format which, when completed, depicted a 
configuration of the teacher's use of Getting Going with Genres. A different 
format could have been to present the checklist like a multiple choice test 
paper. This format would have been more familiar to teachers had the intent 
been for the checklist to be scored by the teachers themselves. 

4.2.4 Case studies 

In this research project two case studies were carried out to investigate 
specific issues that arose during the data gathering processes. Miles and 
Huberman (1994, p. 25) define a case as 'a phenomenon of some sort 
occurring in a bounded context'. Figure 4.4 shows this graphically. 

FIGURE 4.4 CASE STUDY AS A UNIT FOR ANALYSIS 

- - 

/ N 
/ Focus / \ 

(.' I 
I 

jBoundary 
1 (setting, concepts, 

sampling, etc.) 

(After Miles & Huberman 1994, p. 25) 
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This conceptualises a case study as a unit for analysis which has the issue to 

be studied at its core and has a somewhat indeterminate boundary which 

defines what is not being investigated. One case study investigated a theme 

which emerged from the data in reference to the text difficulty of the 

Northern Territory English Board Approved Course of Study in comparison with 

the reader-friendliness and user-friendliness of Getting Going with Genres. The 

issue was that teachers were using Getting Going with Genres in place of the 

English BACOS and this was never its intended purpose. The comparative 

document analysis to investigate the issue provided insights which led to a 

grounded theory about how reader-friendly qualities are achieved. The 

Flesch (1948) readability formula was used for a quantitative measure of 

reading ease/difficulty and the Bax (1994) list guided the investigation into 

qualitative features of texts in the two documents. 

The second case study investigated the description and examples of 

explanation genre in Getting Going with Genres. A number of interviewees 

had argued that explanation genre was inaccurate and misrepresented in the 

resource. As evidence they quoted definitions and provided examples from 

publications by systemic linguists. This criticism had also occurred during 

the development phase and had been carefully considered. I considered that 

a case study was warranted as continuing criticism only serves to undermine 

teachers' confidence in the credibility of the resource. 

As in all research, the case studies were methodically planned, evidence was 

collected systematically and the relationship between variables was studied. 

I responded to differing opinions by observing, questioning and studying the 

issues in order to convey a balanced, multidimensional representation of the 

context, participants, factors, events and reality of the situation. The cases 

were created explicitly for discussion and sought to include sufficient detail 

and information to elicit active analysis and interpretation by readers with 

differing perspectives. The case studies should provide readers with a 

multidimensional description of the issues and illustrate relationships and 

patterns of influence in their particular contexts. 
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4.3 Procedures 

Procedures for gathering data were woven into my work activities and 

sanctioned by the Northern Territory Department of Education. Although 

this research study spanned the years 1992-1997, most of my data gathering 

activities occurred during 1994-1995. My work activities involved travelling 

to Aboriginal schools with my Aboriginal colleagues to investigate how 

teachers were implementing ASCMP English resources and to consult with 

teachers about further English resources they would like to be produced. 

This afforded me an excellent opportunity for collecting data. Sites were only 

visited once with the visit lasting from one to five days depending on the size 

of the school and the nature of activities being undertaken. 

The main advantages of interweaving my research activities with my work 

activities were time and cost efficiency in gathering data from as many users 

of Getting Going with Genres as possible. Also, a positive relationship existed 

as my visits were seen to be of mutual benefit. The main disadvantage of 

single site visits was that I was unable to track developmental growth of 

teachers as they developed confidence and competence in using the resource 

and to monitor changes in their use of it over time. At best, the data 

represented a snapshot in time of teachers' opinions and use of Getting Going 
with Genres. 

4.3.1 Validity, reliability and triangulation 

Measures were taken to ensure validity, reliability and triangulation. Validity 

was understood to be the extent to which an instrument measured what it 

was intended to measure. Reliability was understood to be the extent to 

which a finding holds in one setting and also holds in a comparable setting. 

The accumulation and crosschecking of data from different sources was 

understood to be the meaning of triangulation. 

1
/4 

-T--- 
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Ensuring validity involved minimising possible sources of bias which might 

have affected the results. Careful thought was given to teachers' concerns 

about the perceived intent of an instrument, the timing of its administration, 

the nature of the setting in which it was administered, the adequacy and 

length of the instrument and ensuring that my own reputation was 

protected. Mutual trust, verification of results by the teacher and the 

guarantee of confidentiality assisted in achieving validity. Content validity 

was achieved by sampling the resource as a whole and not a particular part 

of it. Concurrent validity provided an indication as to whether an item 

correlated well with a different type of item that was supposed to measure a 

similar thing. 

Validity cannot be proven but it was necessary to obtain evidence of validity 

nevertheless. Validity was enhanced through measures already described 

and a variety of additional actions and conditions. Pilot testing the 

instruments was one. Others measures were the involvement of independent 

people, the exhaustive review of theory and research, my prior research 

experience and preparation for the study, the educated and experienced 

nature of the subjects who were presumed to be capable of understanding 

the questions and capable of expressing themselves, the guaranteed 

anonymity, the quality of presentation, by asking for personal thoughts 

about the resource, and the promise of feedback. All contributed significantly 

to establishing validity as well as assisting reliability. 

Ensuring reliability was sought by asking equivalent questions of the same 

person, by having equivalent items in the questionnaire and the interview, 

and by having items on the checklist and in the interview which generated 

equivalent data. These reliability checks were implemented at the stage of 

wording questions and piloting of instruments. Reliability was also sought 

by having subjects verify accounts of interviews and observations, by 

collaborating with colleagues present when observations were done, and by 

having samples of interview analyses and ratings checked by a local and an 
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overseas person who had training and certification in the use of the LoU 
interview instrument. 

The robustness of the LoU interview instrument had been so widely 
confirmed by research practices that it was used with confidence. Procedures 
which facilitated validity and reliability included('knowledge of the LoU 
chart) structuring the interview, establishing the necessary rapport, defining 
the key questions required, presenting the questions in a neutrally worded 
standard manner and crosschecking ratings with independent researchers. 
The interviews were concerned with naturally occurring ordinary events in 
natural settings where the resource was being used or intended to be used. 

For the observations which led to checklist completion, much thought was 
given to the controls needed to ensure validity and reliability. It was 
important that the checklist items covered the major components of the 
resource, descriptions were representative of a range of observable 
behaviour, a number of teachers were observed and behaviour scored so as 
to faithfully reflect differences in behaviour. Accurate records of behaviour 
were obtained by observations supported by interview data, by verification 
by the teacher being observed and by collaboration with one or more 
colleagues who were travelling with me. A constant question to be answered 
was, 'Am I reporting what I see objectively?'. 

Triangulation was important as a measure to minimise evaluator bias and to 
increase confidence in the findings. Triangulation also served to give greater 
depth to the data and to give me a greater understanding of them. 
Triangulation was achieved in four ways: by data source, method, data type 
and researcher. 

Data sources included a range of persons, times, places and documents. 
Persons who were sources of data included principals, teachers, teacher 
assistants, mentors, ESL specialists, teacher linguists and RATE tutors 
working in Aboriginal schools. No attempt was made to exclude dissidents 
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or non-users; in fact it was quite the reverse. Times for collecting data 

spanned a two year period. Multiple sites in all operational regions of the 

Northern Territory were visited; the aim was to gather data from as many 

Aboriginal schools as possible. Document sources included Getting Going 

with Genres, the English BACOS, teachers' programs and, for the case study 

on explanation genre, literature in the public arena. 

Methods of collecting data included the interview, questionnaire and 

checklist, document comparison and analysis, and a review of literature in 

regard to explanation genre. These methods generated quantitative and 

qualitative data. Multiple perspectives were obtained for designing the 

instruments and interpreting the data, findings and conclusions. Persons 

involved were teachers, colleagues and local and overseas research 

specialists. 

4.3.2 Ethical procedures 

Formal approval of my proposal to do a personal research study about 

Getting Going with Genres was obtained from the Northern Territory 

Department of Education and the Faculty of Education at the Northern 

Territory University. The project was judged to be of value in that Getting 

Going with Genres was a significant system-wide publication and any 

information about effective ways to develop curriculum materials for 

Aboriginal schools was welcomed. I was considered to be a competent 

person to undertake the study because I had in-depth knowledge of the 

resource, familiarity with the complexities of Aboriginal schools and research 

knowledge and experience. Personal integrity was important in conducting 

the research, faithfully recording information and being as objective as I 

could in analysing the data. 

Ethical clearances were gained from the Human Ethics Committee of the 

Northern Territory University. Throughout the project the Committee 

monitored the integrity and quality of my research to ensure that it was 
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conducted with reference to a reasonable set of standards. This occurred 
through my submission of six-monthly reports and the receipt of feedback 
from the Committee. 

After obtaining the necessary approval and initial ethics clearance, it was my 
responsibility to approach regional superintendents and individual 
Aboriginal schools to seek their cooperation. Informed consent was obtained 
from superintendents, school principals and subjects and it was made quite 
clear that they could withhold consent if they so chose. Showing respect for 
the autonomy of persons was demonstrated through non-coercion of subjects 
to participate. Teachers who provided information were fully informed 
about the purpose of the research, the methods by which data were being 
collected and how data were to be used. 

Due concern was shown for the welfare of research subjects who were not 
deceived about how information was used, and their dignity, privacy and 
values were respected. Honesty and trust were grounded in negotiations. I 
trusted teachers to be honest in the information they supplied. They trusted 
me to report information honestly and to ensure confidentiality and 
anonymity. It was my resolve to record information faithfully and to be as 
objective as I could in analysing the data. Guarantees were given that data 
would not be attributable to its source other than in aggregate relating to the 
Northern Territory educational system. Anonymity, pseudonyms and coding 
protected the identities of schools and subjects. Guarantees were given that 
there would be controlled and secure access to research data. 

Clarification of protocols for entering each Aboriginal community was 
sought in advance. I requested each school principal to inform the 
community council president of my intended visit and its purpose and 
always made contact with a council representative as soon as possible after 
my arrival. I held the necessary 'permit to enter and remain on Aboriginal 
land or seas adjoining Aboriginal land'. 
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Sensitivity to cultural mores was essential as I was a non-Aboriginal person 

conducting research in an Aboriginal community. Names of people who had 

recently died were not spoken nor photos of them used. Aboriginal people 

have a high regard for 'relationships' and I allowed time to establish a 

relationship with subjects on an informal basis before any research activity 

began. My acceptance of invitations to join in organised activities appeared 

to be appreciated by community members. Some Aboriginal subjects 

displayed discomfort with eye contact, the asking of many questions and the 

use of a tape recorder, and I adjusted my investigations when this was 

apparent. Alcohol was prohibited in most communities and I never carried 

any. Aboriginal languages and stories were never referred to disparagingly 

nor inferiority implied. Care was taken to demonstrate good taste in my 

dress, speech and behaviour. 

Throughout the research project, reports were submitted to the Research 

Committee of the Northern Territory University every six months and to the 

Senior Research Officer of the Northern Territory Department of Education 

annually. Feedback was given to other interested persons as an issue of 

accountability and to maintain interest in the study. Care was taken in 

reporting findings so that they would not contribute to frequently held 

negative stereotypes about Aboriginal people, unless such findings were an 

unavoidable consequence of a commitment to truthfulness and good 

conscience. 

4.3.3 Interviewing procedures 

Two interviewing procedures were used. The first procedure was like a brief 

informal conversation, frequently appearing to be spontaneous. It was 

conducted orally, informally and face-to-face. Because it was so casual and 

short it could easily fit into a busy teacher's schedule, between classes, in 

staff rooms or following an unexpected encounter in the school grounds. The 

aim was to try to keep the teacher talking long enough to gain a sense of the 

individual's level of use of the resource. The length of this type of interview 
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varied from five to fifteen minutes. This procedure was less time consuming 
than the second procedure and was extremely useful when I was meeting 
many subjects as I travelled widely on a busy work schedule. A record of the 
event was made as soon as possible afterwards and shown to the interviewee 
for verification as an accurate account of the interview. 

The second procedure was more formal and involved knowing interview 
protocol. Subjects were contacted in advance. The purpose, time 
requirements and goals of the project and the interview were shared and 
informed consent sought. Interviews were scheduled at a time convenient for 
the subject, preferably not on the same day that I arrived in a community. 
The length of an interview varied from fifteen to thirty minutes. At least five 
minutes were spent orienting the interviewee to the interview's purpose and 
establishing a climate where the person felt she or he could express views 
freely. 

Permission was always sought to record an interview. After each site visit, I 
listened to the audio tapes and made transcripts of interviews. It was my 
intention to record all interviews using a micro-recorder but this was not 
always appropriate. Where an individual indicated discomfort, either 
verbally or by body language, I asked the question, 'Would you rather I turn 
the recorder off?'. If the answer was affirmative, notes were made during the 
interview, typed up as soon as possible afterwards and shown to the subject 
for verification. 

My verified records and transcripts were coded and analysed. Based on the 
analysis, an interview rating sheet was completed showing levels of use for 
each category and an overall level of use. Significant factors contributing to a 
teacher's overall level of use of Getting Going with Genres were noted at the 
bottom of the sheet. For crosschecking purposes, a random sample of the 
analyses and ratings was sent to Ms Anne Clifford, who was a CBAM trained 
and certificated Darwin-based researcher, and Dr Shirley Hord at the 
University of Texas at Austin where the LoU interview instrument was 
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developed. No statistical computations were done to establish inter-rater 

reliability but these multiple perspectives were valuable for confirming that I 

was accurately interpreting the interview data. A letter from Ms Clifford in 

regard to this collaboration is presented in Appendix 5. 

4.3.4 Checklist procedures 

A checklist was devised to record the observable ways in which the 

components of the resource were operationalised by users of Getting Going 

with Genres. The identification of major components and the descriptions of 

ideal, acceptable and unacceptable use, were determined through 

collaboration with other developers, a small number of change facilitators 

such as ESL coordinators and RATE tutors, and a small number of users. The 

procedures for developing and using the checklist are represented in the 

following figure. 

FIGURE 4.5 CHECKLIST PROCEDURES 

Ask developer Ask facilitator 
Step I for innovation for innovation 

components components 

Interview a Observe a 
Step 2 small number small number 

of users I I of users 

Construct a 
I 

Step 
checklist 

I Complete a 
Step 4 I checklist for 

I each user 

In developing the checklist the key question was, 'What should be observed 

when Getting Going with Genres was being used as intended?'. Concepts of 

fidelity and mutual adaptation were of importance in establishing variations 

in the use of components. 
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Some useful questions were: 

What do you consider to be the main components or major features of 

Getting Going with Genres? 

What would I see in a classroom where the resource was in use? How 

would you describe a typical sequence of activities over a lesson or over 

a unit? 

What would (each component) look like in the classroom? What do 

teachers do? What do students do? How do teachers and students 

interact? 

If (the component) was not going exactly like you described, what are 

some other ways it might look? Can you give me a version of (the 

component) that would be unacceptable to you? How would you like 

this component to be used in the classroom? How is it most typically 

used? 

From the responses, a checklist was constructed and shown to other 

developers to clarify which were the most important components, verify 

variations, clarify discrepancies between views of the developer and users, 

and decide what language to use when describing an activity or behaviour. 

The most important criteria was to structure the checklist in operational 

terms. The grouping or sequencing of items was not important as long as all 

the essential components were accounted for. 

The choice of subjects for whom checklists were completed was decided in 

an almost ad hoc manner. In general it was the subjects themselves who 

initiated the suggestion that my Aboriginal colleagues and I visit their 

classrooms. Offering a guarantee of anonymity, I then tested the waters to 

see whether they would agree to having a checklist completed to reflect the 

way the resource was operationalised in their particular context. Only with 

their permission was this done. The checklist was completed by myself in 

collaboration with my Aboriginal colleagues. The completed checklist was 

shown to the teacher for verification. Trust between myself and the teacher 
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was a critical factor as, in some cases, the checklist could have been seen as 

very threatening. 

Observations were supplemented by questions asked of the teacher. Where 

information was not obvious, questions like these were asked: 

• Where do you keep the box? 
e How many genre books have you used? 

• Does your use of the methodology lead to independent writing of 

extended texts by students? 

How do you use the model texts? 

• Do you use genre terms to describe the different types of texts or do 

you simplify them? 

How do you use the posters and readers? Do you leave them on display 

for students to read and, if so, do students read them? 

How have you used the Genres Across the Years chart? 

How have you used the books Goanna Tales and Teachers' Notes? 

4.3.5 Questionnaire procedures 

I designed the Getting Going with Genres Evaluation Questionnaire and had it 

reviewed by two senior officers in the Research and Accreditation Branch of 

the Northern Territory Department of Education. These were officers with 

recognised expertise in this field. Based on their feedback, the questionnaire 

was modified. The modified questionnaire was used in a pilot study with 

eleven teachers who had reviewed the resource but were not located in 

Aboriginal schools. From my evaluation of the pilot study, the questionnaire 

was further refined. 

The questionnaire was then administered to participants in the two-day 

inservice programs which were conducted to support the initial 

implementation of the genre resource. During each inservice program 

participants had the opportunity to examine the resource in some depth, 

discuss aspects of the resource with others and experiment with the ideas in 
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it. Although the participants were told that completion of the questionnaire 
was voluntary, in reality it appeared to be a natural and integral part of the 
inservice program. 

Before administering the questionnaire, participants were told that their 
responses would be used for my research study which had been sanctioned 
by the Northern Territory Department of Education, as well as to inform 
activities related to the production of further English resources for 
Aboriginal schools. Participants were not required to supply their names and 
they were assured that released data would not be attributable to its source, 
other than in aggregate relating to the Northern Territory education system. 

4.3.6 Case study procedures 

Two case studies were conducted and procedures were followed which were 
appropriate for the issues being investigated. One case study investigated 
why Getting Going with Genres was considered to be a reader-friendly 
document in comparison to the English BACOS. To obtain a quantitative 
measure of reading ease/difficulty, three texts were randomly chosen from 
each document and subjected to analysis using the Flesch (1949) Reading 
Ease and Grade Level Index. The Flesch difficulty score is reported in a range 
from 0 (very difficult) to 100 (very easy) with the following descriptions for 
each level. 

90-100 Very easy 

80-90 Easy 

70-80 Fairly easy 

60-70 Standard 

50-60 Fairly difficult 

30-50 Difficult 

0-30 Very difficult 
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Sections in the English BACOS were equated with books in Getting Going 

with Genres, as each had over fifty pages. To choose the page number from 

which text would be selected, numbers 1-50 were placed in a container. The 

randomly chosen number became the number of the page from which its first 

100 words were taken for analysis. The procedure for analysing these texts is 

described later in the section on data analysis. 

Since statistics have limitations, the two documents were also investigated 

for their qualitative text features. The procedure used was one of 

comparative document analysis, description which included illustrative 

examples, and interpretation. The basis of the investigation was the list of 

qualitative features of text by Bax (1994) which covered organisational 

aspects, language aspects, concepts, text properties and interactional aspects. 

The second case study investigated the treatment of explanation genre in 

Getting Going with Genres. The resource was developed to support the English 

BACOS so the first procedure was to examine the degree of congruence 

between the definitions and descriptions for explanations in these two 

documents. However critics of explanation genre in Getting Going with Genres 

had justified their opinions by drawing on definitions and descriptions from 

sources other than the English BACOS, so it was necessary to review relevant 

literature from wider sources. Other procedures involved discussing the 

issue with a range of specialists in the field and reviewing feedback on 

working drafts of materials relating to explanation genre. By using a range of 

procedures the case study illuminated why there were concerns over the 

accuracy of explanation genre in Getting Going with Genres. 

4.3.7 Focusing the research 

With this research project extending over five years, it was necessary to 

employ procedures to focus efforts towards being efficient and productive. A 

variety of procedures were used at various stages of the study. These 

included time-lines, Gantt charts, PERT networks and the listing of critical 
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questions which varied according to the stage of the research. Figure 4.6 
illustrates a time-line for the major stages of the study on an annual basis. 
The time-line reflects how I anticipated the activities would flow over the 
five years. 

FIGURE 4.6 TIME-LINE FOR MAJOR STAGES OF THE STUDY 

Draw 

MAke 

The most useful procedure to plan and monitor the details of my activities 
was the construction of a Gantt chart. Named after its developer, Henry 
Laurence Gantt (1861-1919), a Gantt chart is composed of a vertical axis 
where tasks are listed in sequence, and a horizontal axis which shows units 
of time. An example of how I depicted my activities by this method is 
represented in table 4.5. A line with arrows at each end indicated the time 
during which I anticipated starting and ending each task. The only 
disadvantage of this procedure was that interdependencies between one task 
and another were not obvious. Sometimes I inserted a number in brackets to 
indicate links between tasks but most times they simply remained in my 
mind. 
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Table 4.5 Part of a Gantt chart 

No. Activity J F M A M J J A S 0 N D 

 Make telephone calls to maintain contact with 0— N 

subjects who are implementing action 

research to use Getting Going with Genres. 

 Dispatch evaluation questionnaires by the N 

beginning of November to be returned by the 

end of November, plus a genre project 

update bulletin. (26) 

 As each questionnaire is returned, send a N— D 

thank you letter and Christmas card. 

Another procedure which I tried to work with but never really mastered was 

the Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT). This involved 

creating a network which graphically indicated the interrelationships 

between tasks in the order they occurred. Tasks were represented by arrows 

separated by circles which depicted times when one task would be 

completed and another begun. A simplified PERT network might look like 

figure 4.7. The twelve tasks were not arranged in a series, as they would be 

on a Gantt chart, and this allowed greater flexibility which might shorten the 

project's completion time. 

FIGURE 4.7 PART OF A SIMPLE PERT NETWORK 

Review literature on Identifij subjects Prepare Collaborate with an 'expert' and 
questionnaire design. for trialling. thank-you letters. discuss changes for improvement. 

0 0 9 OR c-> 
/ Design \ / Trial \ / Analyse \ Refine 

/questionnaire. questionnaire. 
, 

results. , questionnaire. o   ô 
Identify variables to Negotiate access Prepare Provide feedback 
be covered by items. to subjects. summary sheet. to subjects. 
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Another procedure which enabled me to focus my activities on productive 
outcomes was to formulate critical questions. Following is a sample of 
questions which I asked myself prior to a site visit: 

What is Getting Going with Genres meant to achieve? Which goals are 
most important? 

Who is supposed to benefit from the resource? Who operates the 
resource? What is it that they do? Do users differ in systematic ways 
from non-users and each other? If so, how and why? 

• How do teachers judge how well they are implementing the resource? 
If the program is successful, what would I expect to see happening? 
What support services are provided? Who provides the services? 
How large is the staff in the school? What is the organisation hierarchy? 
Are there important differences among the sites? 

44 Data analysis 

Data analysis consisted of three concurrent flows of activity—data reduction, 
data display and conclusion drawing/verification—as defined by Miles and 
Huberman (1994, pp.  10-11) and illustrated in the figure 4.8. 

FIGURE 4.8 DATA ANALYSIS COMPONENTS 

F— 

 Data flOd 

H 
DATA REDUCTION 

Anticipatory During Post 

DATA DISPLAYS 
- = ANALYSIS During Post 

CONCLUSION DRAWING / VERIFICATION 
During Post 

(Miles & Huberman 1994, p.  10) 

Data reduction was a process which involved selecting, focusing, simplifying 
and transforming data generated by the questionnaires, interviews, checklists 
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and case studies. Data display was an organised, compressed assembly of 

information that permitted conclusion drawing and action. Looking at the 

displays of data helped me to understand what was happening with Getting 

Going with Genres and to do something—either analysis or further action—

based on that understanding. 

From the start of the data analysis process, I was able to draw tentative 

conclusions by noting similar phrases, relationships between variables, 

patterns, themes, distinct differences between subgroups, possible 

configurations and causal flows. A small set of generalisations that covered 

the consistencies gradually emerged across the data. As data analysis 

continued some of the conclusions became more explicit and 'grounded', to 

use the term of Glaser and Strauss (1967). 

Conclusions were verified as the data analysis activities became saturated. 

Verification was either by comparison with data from other sources, by a 

thought crossing my mind and a short excursion back to the raw data, or by 

discussion among colleagues to develop 'intersubjective consensus'. 'If—

then' statements were formulated and I looked for negative or disconfirming 

evidence. Through this process, meanings emerging from the data were 

tested for their plausibility, their sturdiness and their confirmability; that is, 

their validity. 

4.4.1 Interview data analysis 

The main purpose for analysing interview data was to determine the 

teachers' levels of use of Getting Going with Genres. Following are examples 

which represent data analyses for seven of the eight CBAM levels of use. (No 

interviewee was found to be at the most advanced level; that is, seeking to 

replace Getting Going with Genres with something better.) For the sake of 

economy, sections of the transcripts, not affecting the overall rating, have 

been omitted. 
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The first three tables are examples of interviews with non-users either not 
using the resource (LoU 0), orienting themselves towards the resource before 
making a decision whether or not to use it (LoU 1), or preparing for their first 
use of the resource (LoU 2). In the tables, 'Q' indicates a question and 'A' 
indicates an answer. A commentary on my analysis is provided in the right-
hand column. 

Table 4.6 Interview 1 analysis - non-use 

Interview N. 117 EA. M. Analysis 

Q. Are you using Getting Going with Genres? (to determine use/non-use) 

A. No. I (non-use indicated) 

Q. Are you aware of the materials? (to determine awareness) 

A. Yes, they're on a shelf in the staff room. . (acknowledges the resource exists) 

Q. What do you know about the genre (probing for knowledge) 

materials? 

A. I know they're in colourful boxes, but 1 (has no knowledge of box contents; has 

haven't looked at them. taken no action to investigate it) 

Q. Are you currently seeking any information (probing for interest in acquiring 

about the resource from anyone? information) 

A. No I haven't. I'm not really interested in . (not seeking to acquire information) 

using it. 

Q. Have you discussed the resource with (probing for sharing) 

anyone? 

A. No. . (not sharing ideas about the resource) 

Q. Might you consider using Getting Going (probing for planning) 

with Genres some time in the future? 

A. Perhaps. Who knows? I (specifies no time to begin use) 

Q. To summarise then, is it fair to say that I seeking confirmation of user status) 
you're not using the genre resource at this 1: 
stage and that you have no plans to use it I 
in the immediate future? 

A. Yes. 
. 
(confirms being a non-user) 
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Summary comments: This interviewee was a non-Aboriginal teacher of a lower 

primary class at a large Aboriginal school in the Northern Territory. From 

the beginning, it was clear that the teacher was a non-user and had not 

reached the point of deciding to take action to learn about Getting Going with 

Genres (Decision Point A). Of interest in this interview was the need to make 

the teacher feel comfortable about being a non-user and ensuring that he was 

able to respond to my questions, even though he had little to contribute. The 

outcome was that we digressed frequently. The digressions were both 

acceptable and appropriate to facilitate a friendly atmosphere and open 

communication. Later it became obvious from his comments that there was 

no push from the head teacher for staff to use the resource which had been 

simply placed on a bookshelf in the staffroom after it had arrived in the 

school. Figure 4.9 shows the rating sheet for the interview. 

FIGURE 4.9 INTERVIEW RATING SHEET 1 

INTERVIEW RATING SHEET 
Interview Code. N. 117 EA S.  Site: 48  

Level of 
Use Knowledge Information Sharing Assessing Planning Reporting Performing 

LoU-0 
Non-Use / / / / / / / 
D.P.-A  

LoU-1 
Orientation 

D.P.-B 

LoU-2 
Preparation 

D.P.-C 

LoU-3 
Mechanical 

D.P.-D1  

LoU-4a 
Routine 
D.P.-D2  

LoU-4b 
Refinement 

D.P.-E 

LoU-5 
Integration 

D.P.-F 

LoU-6 
Renewal 

Overall LoU rating: LoU 0 Non-Use. State in which the user has little or no knowledge of the 
innovation, no involvement with the innovation and is doing nothing toward becoming involved. 

Contributing factors: Head teacher pitt resource on book shelf with nofurt her action to promote materials 
with the staff, no pressure to engage with new' curriculum materials, no request for a visit from the regional 
ESL coordinator, no personal initiative by teacher to investigate 'new' curriculum materials, teacher was 
complacent about own teaching methods and choice of resources. 
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Table 4.7 Interview 2 analysis - orientation 

Interview N. 21. B. S. Analysis 

Q. Do you use Getting Going with Genres? 

A. Not yet, but I'm reading the materials and 
talking with people to get ideas about a 

good place to start. 

Q. What you know about the resource? 

A. I was told about the resource by the ESL 

coordinator during induction. Previously I 

taught in PNG and we used the functional 

approach there. From what I've seen and 
heard and read, the genre materials use 

much the same approach. 

Q. What do you see as the strengths and 

weaknesses of the resource? 

(to determine use/non-use) 

(indicates currently a non-user but is 

orienting herself towards use) 

(probing for knowledge) 

(suggests familiarity with the ESL 

functional approach to teaching English and 

knows something about the resource) 

(probing for assessment) 

A. Its practical nature and user-friendliness, (has analysed the materials with a view to 
definitely. I've found a number of units I initial use of the resource) 
reckon I could use straight away with little 

adaptation. 

Q. Have you specified a time to start using the (probing for plans and a decision to begin 
resource? use) 

A. No. At the moment I'm still looking over (has set no definite time to begin; still at 
the materials. orientation stage) 

Q. Do you ever talk to others about the (probing for information acquisition and 
resource? If so, what kinds of things do sharing) 

you talk about? 

A. Yes. I've been talking with the teacher at (is seeking opinions and knowledge of others 
[place] and the ESL coordinator to find out through discussion; s/ia res ideas with her 
how the materials are being used in other teacher assistant specifically relating to use 
places. I also bounce ideas off my TA. in their own setting) 

Q. How would you describe your use of the (probing for status report and performance) 
resource at this time? 

A. I'm in the process of studying the materials (gives confirmation of orienting herself 
and working out a place to start. towards first use of the resource) 
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Summary comments: This non-Aboriginal interviewee was at a new recruit to 

a one teacher school working with an Aboriginal teacher assistant. She was 

'assessing' the resource and 'sharing' her ideas for initial use of it with her 

teacher assistant, the ESL coordinator and a teacher at another school. These 

categories were given LoU 2 ratings as it was indicated that these activities 

were in 'preparation' for initial use. Other categories received an LOU 1 

rating as the teacher was still 'orienting' herself towards the resource in these 

areas. She had passed Decision Point A and was taking action to learn more 

about Getting Going with Genres but had not reached Decision Point B—to 

specify a time when she would begin using the resource. She was keen to use 

the resource which she could relate to her prior experience with a functional 

approach to teaching English in Papua New Guinea. Figure 4.10 shows the 

rating sheet for this interview. 

FIGURE 4.10 INTERVIEW RATING SHEET 2 

INTERVIEW RATING SHEET 
Interview Code: N. 21. B. S.   Site: 25  

Level of 
Use Knowledge Information Sharing Assessing Planning Reporting Performing 

LoU-0 
Non-Use 
D.P.-A 

LoU-1 
Orientation / / / / / 

D.P.-B  

LoU-2 
Preparation  

D.P.-C  

LoU-3 
Mechanical 

D.P.-D1  

LoU-4a 
Routine 
D.P.-D2  

LoU-4b 
Refinement 

D.P.-E 

LoU-5 
Integration 

D.P.-F 

LoU-6 
Renewal 

Overall LoU rating: LoU I Orientation. State in which the user has acquired or is acquiring 
information about the innovation and/or has explored or is exploring its value orientation and its 
demands upon user and user system. 

Contributing factors: Previous experience in functional ESL teaching, ESL coordinator's presentation 
during the induction program, and networking with another small school head teacher who was using the 
resource. 
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Table 4.8 Interview 3 analysis - preparation 

Interview A. 31. K. M. Analysis 

Q. Are you using Getting Going with Genres? (to determine use/non-use) 
A. I'm just starting to. Next Monday I'm 

beginning a unit on healthy food and I (preparing for use, specifies time to begin, 
want the kids to write recipes. I used decision point B) 

procedure genre book to plan my lessons. 

Kids haven't done recipes before—always 

recounts. 

Q. What do you know about the resource? (probing for knowledge) 

A. I learnt about it at the small schools' (knows requirements for first use; acquired 
conference. knowledge at a workshop) 

Q. What do you see as the strengths and (probing for assessment) 

weaknesses of the materials, the good and 

bad things about them? 

A. They're good because they're easy to (assesses materials in regard to 

follow and understand. I think the topics understanding and relevance for use in own 
are suitable for Aboriginal children. Even setting) 

though some aspects are difficult, it's good 

that they are taught. 

Q. And the weaknesses or bad things? 

A. There's nothing bad. All good. 

Q. Have you talked to other teachers about (probing for sharing and acquisition of 
the resource? What did you talk about? information) 

A. Yeah. At the small schools' conference we (orientation gained through getting and 
discussed the books and what we could sharing ideas with others in general terms 
use in our schools. I got lots of ideas at a workshop) 

talking with other teachers. 

Q. I'm interested in what you've planned for (probing for planning) 

your lessons. Tell me what you've planned 

and how you'll use the genre materials. 

A. I plan to start with a practical activity, (identifies steps and procedures in using 
cooking damper. I'll get them to talk about resources and organising activities for 

what we did and write words on charts. initial use of the resource) ------------------------------- 
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Later I'll use the small book and chart on 

bush tomatoes. The kids can learn to read 

that and learn about procedures. 

Q. Have you planned to use the sample 

recipes in the teacher's book? 

A. Yes. I've photocopied them. The kids can 

cut out the parts and put together in right 

order. 

Q. Will the students do any writing by 

themselves? 

A. Yes. I'll get them to help me write the 

recipe for damper and copy that down. 

Q. What do you plan to do after that? 

A. I don't know yet. I haven't planned any 

more. 

(probing for extent to which methodology is 

used) 

(at this point is only confident of students 

copying a jointly negotiated text) 

(indicates short-term planning) 

Summary comments: This interview was with an Aboriginal teacher who had 

established a time to begin using a unit from Getting Going with Genres 

(Decision Point B), but had not yet begun his first use of it (Decision Point Q. 

It was obvious from the beginning of the interview that the teacher was 

planning his first use of the resource. An overall rating of 'LoU 2 Preparation' 

was confirmed by the responses that followed. It was found that his 

acquisition of knowledge and sharing of ideas with others had been through 

a workshop with an emphasis on description of the resource and general 

implications for use (LoU 1). As there was no indication that discussions 

specifically focused on making plans for initial use, there was insufficient 

evidence to justify giving a LoU 2 rating in these categories. Of interest in 

this interview was the occurrence that, in talking with a person who used 

English as a second language, I frequently framed questions in two different 

ways. This was an intuitive action on my part aimed at enhancing the 

listener's ability to understand the question. Ratings for this interview are 

represented in figure 4.11. 
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FIGURE 4.11 INTERVIEW RATING SHEET 3 

INTER VIEW RATING SHEET 
Interview Code: A. 31. K. M. Site: 31  Level of 

Use Knowledge Information Sharing Assessing Planning Reporting Performing LoU-0 
N on-Use 
D.P.-A 

LoU-1 
Orientation  

D.P.-B 
 

LoU-2 
Preparation 

 
D.P.-C 

LoU-3 
Mechanical 

D.P.-D1 
 

LoU-4a 
Routine 
D.P.-D2 

 

LoU-4b 
Refinement 

D.P.-E 

LoU-5 
Integration 

D.P.-F 

LoU-6 
Renewal 

Overall LoU rating: LoU 2 Preparation. State in which the user is preparing for first use of the 
innovation. 

Contributing factors: the Sum/I Sc/moo/s Conference had provided aforum for gaining information about the resource and exchanging ideas with others about possible implications for use. 

In the next section, I present analyses of interviews with users at higher 
levels of use. These higher levels are: mechanical (LOU 3), routine (LoU 4a), 
refinement (LoU 4b) and integration (LOU 5). No interviewees were at the 
point of exploring alternative resources to replace Getting Going with Genres, 
so there is no example of a transcript which received an LoU 6 rating. 

Before presenting the analyses, I would like to clarify the allocation of an 
'LOU 5 Integration' level of use. In the Northern Territory, nearly all non-
Aboriginal teachers in Aboriginal schools team-teach with Aboriginal 
teacher-assistants. This factor was never used to justify an LOU 5 rating. To 
be eligible for this rating, interviewees had to indicate that they were 
integrating their efforts with colleagues outside of the initial adopting unit, 
that is, beyond the usual teacher and teacher-assistant combination. 
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Table 4.9 Interview 4 analysis - mechanical 

Interview A. 74. K. S. Analysis 

Are you using Getting Going with Genres? 

Yes. I learn about it at Batchelor College. 

How long have you been using the genre 

materials? 

A. This is my second year now. 

Tell me about how you use the resource? 

Last lesson I did was on drawing and 

describing flags. I followed the steps in the 

book. The kids really enjoyed it. 

Q. What do you like about the genre 

materials? 

A. The ideas in the books is good for the 

children. It should be taught in the class. 

Children don't know about genres. 

Q. Is there anything you don't like about 

Getting Going with Genres? 

A. I still find some of the language very 

difficult. 

Q. Are you asking people for more 

information at this time? 

A. I'm still learning about genres. I didn't 

learn them before. 

Q. Do you ever talk to others about the 

resource? If so, what do you tell them? 

A. Yes I talk to other RATE students and the 

RATE tutor. I tell them how the lessons go, 

what was easy and what was hard. 

Q. Do you assess your use of the materials? 

A. All the time, each lesson, I evaluate how 

well the lessons go and write comments. 

Q. Have you made any changes recently in 

how you use the genre materials? 

A. No.  

(to determine use or non-use) 

(is a user) 

(past initial use of the resource) 

(probing for knowledge) 

(suggests the resource has been used in a 

stepwise manner; also suggests attempt met 

with success) 

(probing for assessment of strengths) 

(perceives the genre-based approach as a 

strength) 

(probing for assessment of weaknesses) 

(indicates uncertainty about own knowledge 

base) 

(probing for information acquisition) 

(suggests seeking guidance for each lesson 

as if it were her initial use) 

(probing for sharing) 

(discusses use with others in order to 

celebrate successes and discuss management 

problems) 

(probing for assessment of use) 

(examines own use of the resource) 

(probing for planning) 

(no changes planned) 
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Summary comments: This interview was with an Aboriginal woman doing 
Stage one of the Remote Aboriginal Teacher Education (RATE) program 
offered by Batchelor College. Her main concern lay with having sufficient 
understanding of the information to be able to implement a unit of work and 
achieve a successful outcome with the students. The admission that she was 
'following the steps in the book' was interpreted as the user making a 
stepwise attempt to master the tasks. Her assessment that some parts of 
lessons were 'easy' and some were 'hard' indicated that she was managing 
the resource with varying degrees of efficiency. Overall, the user was rated as 
using Getting Going with Genres in a mechanical way. Ratings for this 
interview are shown in figure 4.12. 

FIGURE 4.12 INTERVIEW RATING SHEET 4 

INTERVIEW RATING SHEET 
Interview Code: A. 74. K. S. Site: 36 

Level of 
Use Knowledge Information Sharing Assessing Planning Reporting Performing 

LoU-0 
Non-Use 
D.P.-A 

LoU-1 
Orientation 

D.P.-B 

LoU-2 
Preparation / 

D.P.-C 
 

LoU-3 
Mechanical  D.P.-D1 

 

LoU-4a 
Routine 
D.P.-D2 

 

LoU-4b 
Refinement 

D.P.-E 

LoU-5 
Integration 

D.P.-F 

LoU-6 
Renewal 

Overall LoU rating: LoU 3 Mechanical. State in which the user focuses most effort on the short-term, day to day use of the innovation with little time for reflection. Changes in use are made more to meet user needs than client needs. The user is primarily engaged in a stepwise attempt to master the tasks required to use the innovation often resulting in disjointed and superficial use. 

Contributing factors: RATE student;focus of efforts is learning to master the tasks to use the resource efficiently; use of the resource is strongly supported by RATE lecturers and tutors. 
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Table 4.10 Interview 5 analysis - routine 

Interview N. 7. B. S. 

Are you using Getting Going with Genres? 

Yes. I use them on a regular basis. 

Will you describe how you use them? 

There are plenty of ideas for my TA and I 

to use in programming. They improve our 

own understanding of genres. They are 

very practical for classroom use. The 

examples are easy to explain to children. 

We use the posters, readers and sample 

texts from the books with the kids. The 

Q. 
A. 

Q. 
A. 

Analysis 

(to determine use or non-use) 

(is a user) 

(probing for knowledge) 

(knowledgeable about the resource and 

appears to use it with ease) 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

resource simplifies the curriculum and is 

very relevant for Aboriginal schools. 

Are you currently looking for information (probing for information acquisition) 

about the resource? 

No. I've got enough information to be able (makes no effort to get information as part of 

to use the resource. It's very easy to follow, his ongoing use of the resource) 

Do you talk to other teachers about the . (probing for sharing of information) 

resource? If so, what do you tell them? 

I tell other teachers how easy it is to use the (interests lie with ease of use and student 

resource and about the results I'm getting . achievements) 

from the kids. 

How do you assess your use of the . (probing for assessment of use) 

resource? 

By the way the kids respond. (examines own use by reaction of students) 

Have you recently made any changes in . (probing for planning) 

how you use the resource? 

No. I've developed a system and it goes (suggests use of the resource in a routine 

smoothly. I don't have any problems. manner) 

As you look ahead to the rest of the year, (probing for long-term plans) 

what are your plans for using the resource? 

Usually, I don't plan too far ahead. I feel I (has a short-term perspective; planning 

need to wait and see how one unit goes focuses on immediate use) 

with the kids before I plan the next. 
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Summary comments: This interview was with a non-Aboriginal teacher at one 
of the schools which had been a site for the Getting Going with Genres school-
based writing workshops. It was clear from the first response that the teacher 
was a user and that it was a matter of deciding at what level he was to be 
rated. His responses about things going smoothly and that the resource was 
easy to use were indications that he was experiencing few problems. Routine 
users were frequently distinguishable by a 'flatness' in the nature of their 
responses. The teacher's knowledge of the resource enabled him to use it 
with ease. He was making no effort to seek information as part of his 
ongoing use. Although he assessed his use of the resource by the results he 
was getting from students, he made no reference to using the findings for the 
purpose of changing the way he used the resource. Ratings for this interview 
are shown in figure 4.13. 

FIGURE 4.13 INTERVIEW RATING SHEET 5 

INTERVIEW RATING SHEET 
Interview Code: A. 7. B. S. Site: 19 

Level of 
Use Knowledge Information Sharing Assessing Planning Reporting Performing 

LoU-0 
Non-Use 
D.P.-A 

 

LoU-1 
Orientation 

D.P.-B 
 

LoU-2 
Preparation 

D.P.-C 
 

LoU-3 
Mechanical / 

D.P.-D1 
 

LoU-4a 
Routine  
D.P.-D2 

 

LoU-4b 
Refinement 

D.P.-E 

LoU-5 
Integration 

D.P.-F 
 

LoU-6 
Renewal 

Overall LoU rating: LoU 4a Routine. State in which use of the innovation is stabilised. Few if any 
changes are being made in ongoing use. Little preparation or thought is being given to improving 
innovation use and its consequences. 

Contributing factors: School was a site for developing the resource; all teachers in school use the resource; 
very supportive principal; a raiige of facilitative interventions provided within the school and from outsiders. 
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Tabie 4.11 Interview 6 analysis - refinement 

Interview N. 1. AS. M. Analysis 

Are you using Getting Going with Genres? (to determine use or non-use) 

Yes, I am. (is a user) 

How would you describe your use of the (probing for more information on how the 

resource? resource is being used) 

I'm a confident user of the materials having (is a confident user) 

used them for some years now. I use them 

to plan my program to make sure it meets 

curriculum requirements. 

What do you see as the strengths and (probing for assessment) 

weaknesses of the resource? 

I really like its flexibility and practicality. (analyses resource in terms of changing use 

It's really easy to adapt. . to meet local needs) 

Can you give me an example of how you 

have adapted the materials? 

Well, I need to adapt the language to make (makes changes for student benefit) 

it simpler so the kids can understand. Also 

I put a lot more emphasis on them using 

oral English. 

What do you see as the weaknesses of the 

materials? 

A. None, other than it would be useful to have (perceives need for materials to support oral 

similar materials focusing on oral language language development) 

development. 

Q. Are you currently seeking any information (probing for information acquisition) 

about the resource? 

A. No. The materials are easy to understand. (makes no effort to seek information as part 

They're self explanatory. of his ongoing use of the resource) 

Q. Do you ever talk to others about the (probing for sharing) 

resource? If so, what do you tell them? 

A. My TA and I share ideas about ways to (discusses modifying use of the resource for 

adapt ideas in the books to improve the the benefit of students) 

writing we're getting from the kids. I talk 

to the other teacher here to compare our . (discusses students' results as a form of 

results in particular genres. . internal moderation) 

Q. 
A. 

A. 

A. 

FA 
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Q. Are you planning on making changes? If (probing for planning) 
so, what kinds and why? 

A. I'm planning on creating an oral English (plans changes to increase emphasis on oral 
assessment scheme for my next unit. It's language for student benefit) 
really hard to get students to speak in 

English. 

Q. Good luck with that. Are you working with (probing for collaboration or integrating 
others in your use of the resource? efforts with others) 

A. My TA. It's the focus of our planning for (works with teacher-assistant) 
English. 

Summary comments: This interview was with a non-Aboriginal teacher at a 
two teacher school who had been teaching in Aboriginal schools in the 
Northern Territory for eight years. He had been a recipient of the working 
draft of the resource in the years preceding the distribution of the published 
version and was very familiar with its contents. He was a confident user 
concerned with refining his use of the resource for the benefit of the students. 
He reported adapting the language to a level that could be understood by 
students and making changes to improve students' use of spoken English. 

Users of the resource at a refinement level, or higher, were perceived to be 
making changes for the students' benefit based on evaluation which may be 
formal or informal. This quality helped to distinguish them from routine and 
mechanical users who, if considering making changes, focused on improving 
the ease with which they, themselves, could use the resource. Assessing a 
teacher's motivation behind any planned change was critical in determining 
an overall level of use. The overall rating for this interview was that he was 
at a level where he was refining his use of the resource for the benefit of his 
students. Ratings for this interview are shown in figure 4.14. 
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FIGURE 4.14 INTERVIEW RATING SHEET 6 

INTERVIEW RATING SHEET 

Interview Code: N. 1. AS. M. Site: 6 

Level of 
Use Knowledge Information Sharing Assessing Planning Reporting Performing 

LoU-0 
Non-Use 
D.P.-A 

LoU-1 
Orientation 

D.P.-B 

LoU-2 
Preparation 

DY-C 

LoU-3 
Mechanical 

D.P.-D1  

LoU-4a 
Routine / 
D.P.-D2  

LoU-4b 
Refinement / / / / / / 

D.P.-E 

LoU-5 
Integration 

D.P.-F 

LoU-6 
Renewal 

Overall LoU rating: LoU 4b Refinement. State in which the user varies the use of the innovation to 
increase the impact on clients within immediate sphere of influence. Variations are based on 
knowledge of both short and long term consequences for clients. 

Contributing factors: Concern was with refining his use of the resource for the students' benefit, e.g. 
simplifying language, emphasising oral language development. 

Table 4.12 Interview 7 analysis - integration 

Interview N. 157. D. L. Analysis 

Q. Are you using Getting Going with Genres? (to determine use or non-use) 

A. Yes. I use it all the time both in my own (is a user, multiple levels of use indicated) 

teaching and in working with RATE 

students. 

Q. Will you describe how you are using it? (probing for knowledge) 

A. In my own room or with the RATE (queries at what level) 

students? 

Q. Which would you like to focus on? 

A. With the RATE students. That's where the (chose to focus on higher level of use) 

greatest challenge lies. 
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A. 

L!1 

A. 

OK. How are you using Getting Going with 

Genres with the RATE students? 

Currently, Batchelor College has given 

them science topics to teach. A lot of my 

time is spent making sure the RATE 

students understand the genres they're 

teaching and helping them plan lessons. 

Do you work closely with the Batchelor 

College lecturers? 

Yes and with the class teachers whose TAs 

(probing for knowledge) 

(discusses efforts to enable student- teachers 

to achieve goals set by Batchelor College 

staff) 

(probing for sharing) 

(collaborates with others) 
are RATE students. 

Q. In relation to your use of Getting Going with 

Genres, will you describe how you work 

together? 

A. I need to know what work Batchelor (reports spending time talking with others 
College has done with the students so I so that efforts are cohesive; solicits 
know what they're supposed to know information that focuses on effective use of 
about genres. I also work closely with class the resource by student teachers) 
teachers so that they can blend the RATE 

students' lessons into their programs. It's a 

real team effort. 

L!I What do you see as the strengths and 

weaknesses of this collaboration? 

A. No weaknesses. The strengths are that the 

RATE students are hearing the same 

message about the genre materials from a 

variety of people which should help them 

to understand them better and learn 

different ways of using them. 

Have you made changes recently in how 

you use the resource as a result of your 

collaboration with others? 

A. Yes. We're going to get them to choose 

topics which are not in the books. 

Q. Are you considering other resources to 

replace Getting Going with Genres? 

A. No. 

(probing for assessment of collaborative 

effort) 

(assesses collaborative use of the resource in 

terms of student teacher outcomes) 

(indicates making changes to improve efforts 

by student teachers) 

(has not reached a 'renewal' level of use) 
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Summary comments: This interviewee was a teacher who was also a school-

based RATE tutor and had multiple levels of use in these roles. She was 

'refining (LOU 4b)' her use of the resource in her class teacher's role but using 

the resource in an 'integrated (LOU 5)' way in her RATE tutor's role. In this 

case, the higher level of use became the focus of the interview and was the 

basis of the rating. In this interview the criteria for LOU 5 were slow to evolve 

and it took a while for the teacher to begin to talk about her work with 

people other than the RATE students. Once I became aware that she was 

coordinating her use of the resource with other educators, I was able to begin 

to ask questions more appropriate for an LOU 5 rating. Acquiring 

information was given a rating of LoU 4b as it was found that the teacher's 

concern was more for student teacher outcomes than for collaboration 

purposes. Ratings for this interview are shown in figure 4.15. 

FIGURE 4.15 INTERVIEW RATING SHEET 7 

INTERVIEW RATING SHEET 

Interview Code: N. 157. D. L. Site: 57 

Level of 
Use Knowledge Information Sharing Assessing Planning Reporting Performing 

LoU-0 
Non-Use 
D.P.-A 

LoU-1 
Orientation 

D.P.-B 

LoU-2 
Preparation 

D.P.-C 

LoU-3 
Mechanical 

D.P.-D1  

LoU-4a 
Routine 
D.P.-D2  

LoU-4b 
Refinement / 

D.P.-E  

LoU-5 
Integration / 

D.P.-F  

LoU-6 
Renewal 

Overall LoU rating: LoU 5 integration. State in which the user is combining own efforts to use the 
innovation with related efforts of colleagues to achieve a collective impact on clients within their 
common sphere of influence. 

Contributing factors: To be effective in a RATE tutor's role in a school requires ongoing collaboration with 
teachers the benefit of the RATE students; Strong support from Batchelor College lecturers and class for 

Batchelor College for the resource to be used b all its students; RATE students identified with many of the 
Aboriginal writers of Getting Going with Genres. 
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Data from the interview transcripts were also analysed using a grounded 
theory approach and NUD.IST software. In particular, the purpose was to 
search the data for strategies at the organisation, development and 
application phases of materials' development which teachers perceived had 
contributed to the appropriateness or effectiveness of Getting Going with 
Genres in Aboriginal schools. NUD • 1ST is a computer program designed to 
help researchers in the management of Non-numerical Unstructured Data 
analysis by its supporting processes of Indexing, Searching and Theorising. 

FIGURE 4.16 NUD•IST PROCESSES 

Non-numerical Unstructured Data 

Reseairh questions Interviews 
Prior theory Field notes 

Emerging ideas Open-ended msponses 
Categories of people, sites Documents 

Indexing 

Index system 
• Tree-structured index system of 
categories called nodes 

• Nodes: titles, definitions, references 
to text units in documents 

• Can be investigated in many ways, 
structure rearranged and contents 
changed at any time 

Documents 
• Can be on-line or off-line 
• Header: information about file 
• On-line documents can be divided 

into sections with sub-headers 
• Numbered text units (user-defined 

chunks) can be indexed at any node 

Searching 
Investigating _________ Investigating 
index system documents 

Search Store finds as Search 
index system new nodes text 

Theorising 
____________ 

Alteration and Further theor,  
exploration of development 
index system and testing 

Finish 
reseaith project 

(After Qualitative Solutions & Research Pty Ltd 1995, p. 5) 
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If grounded theory represents 'what' types of analyses were done, then 

NUD.IST represents 'how' it was done. Interview transcripts were typed in 

Courier 10 font with no more than 72 characters per line and the document 

was saved as 'text only'. A project was started in NUD.IST and the online 

documents introduced. Applying the three major types of coding—open, 

axial and selective—from the grounded theory approach, the document was 

coded and a tree-structured hierarchical index system was developed to 

organise the information. By open coding, I identified and named categories 

of phenomena as they emerged from the data. Nodes were created under the 

'root' of the NUD•IST tree and given the names of the categories. Through 

axial coding, sub-nodes were created as properties of categories emerged 

from the data. Texts which named the properties were linked to relevant sub-

nodes. The index system was built, explored and changed as the project 

developed (figure 4.17). 

FIGURE 4.17 NUDIST TREE DISPLAYS 
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Selective coding occurred as I used the 'Searching' and 'Intersect' functions of 
the 'Index System Search'. By the asking of questions and use of these 
functions, I was able to find relationships between the variables and to build 
and test theories. For example, a 'string text search' was done to answer the 
question, 'How many text units use the term 'user-friendly' to describe the 
resource?'. By expanding this to a 'pattern text search' 
[friendly I easy I simple] the program identified the number of text units in 
which one or more of the words occurred (figure 4.18). 

FIGURE 4.18 SCREEN DISPLAY OF A TEXT SEARCH REPORT 

File Edit Project Documents lndenSgstem Windows 

* No Header 
hASSlE, Ni, D, L, Like? - cross cultural teams of writers, clear  indexing 
explanations of genre theory, the efforts made to develop materials at ete indexing community level. Dislike' the focus on 'Space Ships' in one of the 
samples t text-unit 
JEDDA, N2, B, M, Like' - well set up; cover's Aboriginal learning etyles; 
interests children Dislike? (blank> 
lIERONICA, N3, B, II, Like? - to help nec teachers  understand the  English ect Section 

[SPACE 

curriculum, t is easy for  flee teachers to use. Dislike? (blank) 

d text 

 - 

unIt 

ect 14h01e dxc 
ALAN, N4, AS, 11, Like' - well bid out; easy to access information 
Dislike? need to work more with the materials to give a valued answer, mine indexing 
JOANNE, N5, K, S, Like? - mode genre theory clear for classroom teachers;  repeat las' 
topics are relevant for Aboriginal schools. Dislike? <blank> 651 MBwV4 iib ORAEME, N6, AS, S Like? - the practical nature of the material, keep up 
the good work. 4FJ TeHt Search Report = 
material; user f Aboriginol stories in the books; should be more; let's see more stories 
highly theoretic written by Aboriginal people; this is relevant and interesting to our 
MATILDA, RB, B, students. Dislike? (blank)  52 
genre theory, in xe-i- 42 text units out of 62, = 68% 
chalkfoce, easil 
LOUISE, A

s  
S, B, S 

ideas it writ ********************+*******************+*+*+***+**+*******++********* ***** 
clearly Dislike *4* Results of text search for Ifriendlyleasylsimplel' 

* 

(drawings), I so 
SEAN PlO, B, I-i 'friendly or 'easy' or simple; 
for teaching Eng c Total number of text Units found = 42 
texts make pregr ** Finds in I documents out of ) online documents, = 100% 
GEOFFREY, All, B ox The osl me Uxcuments with finds have a total of 52 text units, 
in easy English' so toot units found in these documents = 68%. 
stories Dislike *x The selected online documents hove a total of 62 text units 
most of the stor so text units found in these documents = 58%. 
stories printed ************ ****************+********+*+*******+*+**+**************** +******* 
AUDREY 1112 B 

11, , 
not enough central based ones 
DAISY, A13, B, S, Like? - Llhot I like about Getting Going with Genres is II 

By intersecting the 'Aboriginal' and 'non-Aboriginal' sub-nodes with each of 
the properties and comparing results, I was able to determine qualities which 
were of greater importance to each group. By the asking of questions and the 
use of the Index System Search functions of NUD.IST, the list of categories 
became theoretically saturated. Grounded in the data, a theory was built 
about designing curriculum materials to meet the needs of teachers. Methods 
of presenting results—words, tables, pie graphs, column graphs and bar 
graphs—were given due consideration and I chose the form which I felt 
presented the results most clearly. 
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4.4.2 Checklist data analysis 

Information to complete the checklist was derived from observations 

supported by interview data. From this information, it was a simple 

operation to complete the checklist by circling the number for the description 

which best matched what was happening with each component on the 

checklist in the teacher's classroom (figure 4.19). 

FIGURE 4.19 NUMBERED DESCRIPTIONS OF COMPONENTS 
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The raw scores for each component for each subject were entered on a 
recording sheet (table 4.13). 

Table 4.13 Recording sheet for checklist raw scores 

Lomponents of Getting Going with Genres 
Teacher I  Box Units Method Texts Tenns Poster Matrix I Reader Genera 

....................  .....................  C..................... ..................... ..................... ...................... ..................... 

--------------------------- 

The numbers of teachers for each variation within a component were added 
and converted to a percentage of the total number of teachers for whom 
checklists were completed. These calculations were entered on a recording 
sheet (table 4.14). When completed, a picture emerged about what the 
average teacher was doing with the resource and the extent to which each 
component, and the resource itself, had been successfully implemented. 

Table 4.14 Recording sheet for checklist aggregate scores 

Component 

Variations 

1 2 3 4 
Storage Box 

Units of Work* 

Methodology* 

Model Texts* 

Genre Terms* + 

Yellow Posters* 

Program Matrix 

Readers 

General books 

Variations to the lett of the dark line were acceptable. Variations to the right of the dark line were 

unacceptable. 
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4.4.3 Questionnaire data analysis 

The questionnaire contained both closed and open-ended items which 

required different methods of data analysis. On receipt, each questionnaire 

received a number for identification purposes and the personal data about 

the respondent was also coded. For example, a coding of '34, A, B, M' 

represents the number of the completed questionnaire, an Aboriginal person, 

from the Barkly region, with a medium length of teaching experience (5 to 10 

years). 

The number of questionnaires issued and returned were counted. The return 

rate was calculated as a percentage of the total number issued with anything 

more than a sixty per cent return being regarded as acceptable for claiming 

that opinions were representative of the total group of teachers who received 

the questionnaire. Personal information was analysed to calculate the extent 

to which respondents were representative of teachers of Aboriginal and non-

Aboriginal cultural backgrounds, with varying degrees of teaching 

experience and based in all regions of the Northern Territory. 

Codes and Likert scale responses for each questionnaire item were recorded 

on a spreadsheet using Microsoft Excel computer software. Frequencies were 

calculated and recorded. Numbers of respondents who agreed or strongly 

agreed with each statement were converted to a percentage of the total 

number of respondents. Agreement by 80 per cent or more was judged to 

reflect a 'great strength', 60-79 per cent a 'strength', 40-59 per cent a possible 

weakness and 0-39 a 'definite weakness' of the resource. Where an item 

appeared to be an issue, personal information about respondents was also 

examined to see whether it had any bearing on the outcome. 

Qualitative data from the two open-ended items were analysed using a 

grounded theory approach and NUD•IST software as previously described. 

Findings were used to confirm conclusions being formulated from the 

interview data. 
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4.4.4 Readability analyses 

Two Northern Territory curriculum resources—Getting Going with Genres and 
the English Board Approved Course of Study—were subjected to readability 
analyses and the results were compared. Qualitative features of text—
organisational aspects, language aspects, concepts, text properties and 
interactional aspects—were investigated. 

Organisational aspects was the first category to be considered in the two 
curriculum resources. Properties of this category included: 
• short or long text 
• organising language or no organising language 
• clarifying punctuation or no clarifying punctuation 
• accessible or inaccessible visual presentation / layout 
• clear or complex organisation of ideas. 

The use of 'short or long text' was the first property to be examined. At the 
macro level, the total number of pages in each curriculum resource was 
counted. By observation I was able to describe whether each resource was 
organised as one large volume or many thin volumes. At the micro-level, the 
Flesch formula (1948) was used to generate readability statistics. The Flesch 
formula measures reading ease by the average number of words per sentence 
and the number of syllables per 100 words. 

To begin the investigation, I had randomly selected three texts from each 
document. Number '11' was picked from a container of numbers and I used 
this as the page number to be investigated from three books in Getting Going 
with Genres and three sections of the English curriculum. Next I chose the 
first 100 words of prose on the page. In one case, words on the next page 
were added to obtain the 100 words. The texts for analysis were: 
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(a) From Getting Going with Genres 

[Factual Description and Report Genres, p. 111 

What flag is it. Classify the flag. What does it look like? What is its design? What is its 

shape? How is it divided? What are its colours? What do the features represent? Who 

designed it? When is it used? Using English, students should comprehend and 

compose texts about particular flags. Look at an Aboriginal flag. Discuss it. What is its 

design? Describe its meaning. Research to find out when it was designed and who 

designed it. Discuss occasions when it is used. Later, have students recall factual 

information about the Aboriginal flag. Teacher should orally construct a factual 

description 

[Recount Genre, p.  111 

Using English, students should compose recounts of personal experiences. Ask 

students what they did on the weekend. They may have gone travelling, hunting, 

swimming, dancing, seen an accident, played sport, watched television or a video, had 

visitors or seen a fight. The teacher models sentences which students repeat. Teach 

pronunciation and meanings of any words students might find useful for recounting a 

personal experience. Display lists of useful words or phrases. Deconstruct a model 

recount. Identify its purpose, structure and typical language features. The recount 

should retell a weekend experience, for example, a party. Last weekend I went to 

Marita's house 

[Goanna Tales, pp. 11 and 121 

(Page 11) Write a recipe for goanna stew. Remove guts of goanna. Put goanna in a large 

pot. Add vegetables. Cover with water. Sprinkle with salt. Cook until goanna meat is 

soft. Words to signal imperative mood are in italics. 

(Page 12) Narrative genre has the following features. 

Its purpose is 

to help people think about the meaning of life and experiences in life 

• to entertain. 

Its structure involves 

• a process of orientation (setting the scene, time, place, characters) 

• a complication (problem) 

• a crisis (the high point at which something must happen, for better or worse) 

• resolution (how the problem is solved) 

Typical language 
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(b) From English Board Approved Course of Study 

[Curriculum text, Section 2, page 11, on work requirements] 
Work requirements 

• ensure that all students have the opportunity to engage with and create the full 
range of texts deemed appropriate for their stage of learning 

• provide the building blocks upon which the teaching-learning program is 
constructed. They also are the basis upon which the teacher assesses the extent 
to which each student has attained the intended learning outcomes 

• ensure consistency of work requirements between schools across the Territory. 
Work requirements are comprehending and composing tasks, that is, the listening, 
reading, speaking and writing tasks, the students must undertake each year as part of 
the teaching-learning program. These 

[Curriculum text, Section 3, page 11, on formal assessment] 
The education system as a whole has a responsibility to ensure that as far as possible 
there is comparability of what is taught, how it is assessed and the standards which 
are applied, between schools. It also has the responsibility of ensuring that the most 
appropriate and effective educational program is provided for the needs of all 
students. System-wide assessment is an integral part of the undertaking of this 
responsibility. Formal assessment of some aspects of students' English attainment is 
made 

at the Year five and Year seven levels in urban primary schools 
at the Stage two, three, four 

[Curriculum text, Section 4, page 11, on the teaching-learning sequence] 
As the teaching-learning sequence proceeds, students are required to operate at 
increasingly higher levels of thought. It is very important that students undertake 
appropriate activities at the exploration and reshaping stages, in order to develop the 
knowledge and skills necessary to undertake the higher order tasks at the presentation 
stage which typically form the summative assessment items. Teachers should cater for 
the differing abilities of students by providing a range of different pathways through 
the teaching-learning sequence. Teachers use a wide variety of strategies to help 
students develop oral English facility, to help them read and to help them write 
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Next I calculated the average number of words in each sentence. Each bullet 

point was treated as a sentence to which the lead-in words were added each 

time. Then I calculated the number of syllables per 100 words. The Flesch 

formula was applied to these calculations to calculate a reading ease score for 

each text. The Flesch formula was as follows. 

Reading ease score = 206.835 

- (0.846 x syllables per 100 words) 

- (1.015 x words per sentence). 

The following table, based on one by Zakaluk and Samuels (1988, p.  21), was 

used to interpret the scores. From this I was able to describe the reading 

ease/difficulty of the randomly selected texts. 

Table 4.15 Interpretation of Flesch reading ease scores 

Average Average 

sentence number of 

length syllables per Reading School year Reading 

Description in words 100 words ease score level age 

Very easy 8 or less 123 or less 90 to 100 Year 5 11 years 

Easy 11 131 80 to 90 Year 6 12 years 

Fairly easy 14 139 70 to 80 Year 7 13 years 

Standard 17 147 60 to 70 Year 8-9 14-15 years 

Fairly difficult 21 155 50 to 60 Year 10-12 16-18 years 

Difficult 25 167 30 to 50 College 19-22 years 

Very difficult 29 or more 192 or more 0 to 30 Graduate 23 and over 

Statistics, such as these, have limitations. Some polysyllabic words are easy 

to understand because of their familiarity to readers. Some long sentences are 

easy to read, if, for example, they contain a series of words separated by 

commas. Some monosyllabic words and some short sentences, because of the 

complexity of the concepts, are difficult to understand. Examples to illustrate 

these points were found by searching the selected texts. 
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The use of 'organising language' was the second organisational property to 
be examined. The two curriculum publications were examined for the use of 
a table of contents, a hierarchy of headings for sections and subsections and 
an index. The third organisational property was 'clarifying punctuation'. The 
use of punctuation marks was investigated. The fourth organisational 
property was 'inaccessible or accessible visual presentation/layout'. The two 
curriculum resources were examined for techniques to enhance visual 
appeal. Possible techniques included illustrations, tables, matrixes, charts, 
columns, flow charts, time-lines, maps, story maps, diagrams, graphs, picture 
sequences, checklists, colour, packaging and the effective use of white space 
and shading. 

The fifth property of this category was 'complex or clear organisation of 
ideas'. The structure of the teacher books in Getting Going with Genres was 
compared with the structure of Chapter two of English Board Approved Course 
of Study. Structures investigated included introductory, main body and 
concluding sections at the macro level and the use of sections plus 
subsections at the micro level. A complex or confusing organisation of ideas 
was deemed to result from the creation of subsections within subsections. 

Language aspects was the second category to be considered in the two 
curriculum resources. Properties of this category were: 

familiar or unfamiliar vocabulary 
familiar or unfamiliar grammatical structures 
the use or non-use of metalanguage (language which explained what 
other language means). 

To provide a focus for comparison, I randomly chose the topic of 'factual 
description and report genres'. Typical language aspects of the two resources 
were illustrated by references to these genres. Following are descriptions of 
the grammar of these two text types. 
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From Getting Going with Genres 

Factual Description 

A factual description has the following features. 

Its purpose is to describe one particular person, animal, place, object or event. 

Its structure involves 

• introduction to the subject 

• a description organised in a sensible order, often with sub-headings, stated or 

assumed 

• personal comments, if appropriate. 

Typical language features include 

• the use of past, present or future tense as appropriate, e.g. My first pet was a cat. 

My pet, now, is a rabbit. My next pet will be a dog. 

• information that is usually only true for the one particular thing being described. 

(From Goanna Tales, Northern Territory Department of Education 1993, p.  8) 

Report Genre 

Report genre has the following features. 

Its purpose is to describe a group or class of things. 

Its structure involves 

• definition or classification 

a description organised in a sensible order, often with sub-headings, stated or 

assumed. 

Typical language features include 

• the use of present tense unless the thing being described no longer exists, e.g. 

goannas are reptiles, dinosaurs were reptiles 

• information being given is generally true for all members of the group or class of 

things. 

(From Goanna Tales, Northern Territory Department of Education 1993, p.  6) 

From English Board Approved Course of Study 

Factual description 

A factual description gives information about individual people, places, objects and 

occasions. 

(Northern Territory Board of Studies 1992, Section 2, p.  60) 

Report 

A report is a description of natural and non-natural phenomenon at a high level 

of generalisation. A description of a town is a 'factual description; information about 

'towns' is a 'report'. Both genres have the same organisational structure. 

(Northern Territory Board of Studies 1992, Section 2, p. 61) 
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Factual description and report 

Students should demonstrate the following developing knowledge 
• that a factual description or report has the following schematic structure 
- a statement of the scope of the report, or a general classification or definition of 

the item being discussed, followed by a description of the item, with an optional 
coda (or comment) at the end 

• has the following language features 
- uses the simple present tense 

(Northern Territory Board of Studies 1992, Section 2, pp.  87-88) 

Concepts was the third category of qualitative features of texts to be 
analysed in the two curriculum resources. As both resources contained 
numerous concepts, only the most salient were selected. These were 
identified as literacy, genres and a genre approach to teaching English. At 
opposite ends of the continuum of how these concepts were presented were 
texts which used: 

familiar concepts which related to the everyday life and existing 
knowledge of the reader (easy to read), or, 
unfamiliar concepts which related to abstract things and had no clear 
link to the existing knowledge of the reader (difficult to read). 

The fourth category to be considered was text properties. This referred to the 
purpose, generic structure and typical language features of texts in the two 
curriculum resources. As both Getting Going with Genres and English Board 
Approved Course of Shidil contained multigeneric texts, a holistic approach 
was adopted. The assumptions were that: 

reading ease occurred when the genre or type of text was one which the 
reader was so familiar with that she/he found it easy to deal with 
reading difficulty occurred when unfamiliar and uncommon text types 
were used. 

The final category to be investigated was interactional aspects of texts in the 
two resources. Properties of this category were attempts by the writer to 
involve the reader through the use of such strategies as questions or 
exercises. Even if the reader didn't physically do the activity, interactional 
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aspects had the potential to make the reader mentally do the activity. The 

assumption was that text becomes more reader friendly when interactional 

aspects are present. 

4.4.5 Data analysis for explanations 

Getting Going with Genres was examined for its description of the social 

purpose, schematic structure and typical language features of an explanation 

and the topics it used for explanations. This was compared with the 

description of an explanation in the Northern Territory English Board 

Approved Course of Study. An assessment was made about the level of 

agreement between the descriptions for explanations in these two curriculum 

resources. Descriptions of explanation genre from academic literature in the 

wider Australian community were located and compared with the two 

publications by the Northern Department of Education. Differences were 

identified and discussed. 

4.5 Problems 

Several problems became apparent as the study was being designed. These 

related to researcher subjectivity, uncertainty about subjects and sites for 

data gathering, using perceptions of subjects and generalisability of findings. 

As a degree of subjectivity was impossible to avoid, considerable efforts were 

made to triangulate the findings by gathering data in different ways from a 

diverse range of subjects and sites, and subsequently comparing and 

contrasting one account with another in order to produce as full and 

balanced an account as possible. Wherever possible, efforts were made to 

have the instruments, data and samples of data analyses validated by 

another person. The developers of the LoU Interview instrument had 

recommended that users should be trained and certificated. I had no way of 

obtaining this training in Darwin. However, I was most fortunate to be able 

to collaborate with a Darwin-based researcher who was trained and 

certificated in the use of the LoU instrument. 
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Uncertainty about subjects and sites for data gathering existed throughout 
the five years of this study. There was uncertainty over my ability to do 
Territory-wide research as I needed to apply for my work position three 
times during this study. Each time I faced the possibility of returning to a 
school or regional position which would have affected the subjects and sites I 
could access. Within my work situation, there was always uncertainly over 
which sites would request visits and the sites to which we would negotiate a 
visit. This uncertainty undoubtedly had an effect on the research with the 
result that I needed to be very flexible in my approach and to gather data 
whenever suitable opportunities arose. 

For the interviews and checklists, some purposive selection was possible, but 
in the main, this activity was very opportunistic. I was in a work position 
which enabled me to travel widely throughout the Northern Territory and 
had chosen this perspective for data collection. However, it was entirely at 
the discretion of regional staff and school principals whether I was invited to 
an Aboriginal school or they responded favourably to my proposal to visit a 
school. Usually I was unable to determine who would be available for 
interviewing until I arrived in a school. Always it was at the discretion of the 
subjects whether they were interviewed or had a checklist completed on how 
they had, or had not, operationalised Getting Going with Genres. Most times, 
subjects were total strangers to me and community activities could throw my 
planned activities into total disarray. 

Perceptions were the major source of data in this study. The question was, 
'Did the subjective nature of perception make it difficult to assess the true 
situation in regard to Getting Going with Genres?'. In this study, perceptions 
were accepted as a valid source of data in that people behave on the basis of 
what they perceive to be true rather than an alternative view of truth. Our 
beliefs, values, attitudes, past experience or a propensity to act in a certain 
way, impose on how we respond to curriculum innovations. Consequently, 
people's perceptions (including my own) were regarded as the reality. 
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The generalisability of findings may be a problem for two reasons. First, the 

subjects involved in this study represented less than half the total number of 

teachers in Aboriginal schools in the Territory. Therefore, generalisation may 

not be valid for all teachers in Aboriginal schools. Second, the resource was 

developed in a particular way, for a specific audience and for a specific 

purpose. Therefore, generalisation may not be possible for resources 

developed in different ways and for different purposes and audiences. 

Hopefully the findings may be relatable in a way which will enable people 

who develop curriculum materials for other audiences, to recognise 

problems and possibly see ways of solving similar problems in their work 

contexts. 

Another problem which emerged when reflecting on the interview findings 

was the treatment of Getting Going with Genres as a single innovation 

whereas, in fact, it contained numerous innovations. For example, each of the 

twenty-six items in the resource could be regarded as an innovation. When 

teachers replied 'yes' to the question, 'Are you using Getting Going with 

Genres?', it was not clear which parts of the resource their responses referred 

to. It was quite likely that many teachers would have been at different levels 

of use for the various components of the resource. For example, a teacher's 

use of procedure genre may be at a refining level, while use of discussion 

genre may be at a mechanical level. Loucks, Newlove and Hall (1975, p.  32) 

suggest that it would be most useful to conduct separate interviews for each 

innovation within an 'innovation bundle'. Given the large number of 

innovations in Getting Going with Genres, this would not have been feasible. 

Consequently, the interpretation of the findings in regard to levels of use 

reflect a holistic treatment of the resource. This possible weakness of the LoU 

instrument was compensated by the strengths of the component checklist. 
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FINDINGS 

The total population of interest in the Northern Territory during 1993-
1995 comprised an estimated 410 teachers in 84 Aboriginal schools plus an 
unknown number of Aboriginal Remote Aboriginal Teacher Education 
(RATE) students. From this population 

135 teachers (32.9 per cent) and 36 RATE students were interviewed 
in 64 Aboriginal schools (76.2 per cent) 
65 teachers (15.9 per cent) returned the questionnaire from 37 
Aboriginal schools (44 per cent) 
53 teachers (12.9 per cent) had a checklist completed concerning the 
operationalisation of Getting Going with Genres in their classrooms 
in 34 Aboriginal schools (40.5 per cent). 

In all, about 35 per cent of teachers in Aboriginal schools were connected 
with this research during the course of the study. 

The findings of this research project are presented in five sections: for the 
interview, checklist and questionnaire and the two case studies. Derived 
from the analysis of interview transcripts, section 5.1 provides 
information about the interviewees in this study, their levels of use of 
Getting Going with Genres and their perceptions of the strengths and 
weaknesses of the resource. Drawn from interview data, information is 
also presented about change facilitators and their actions and the impact 
of the resource on classroom practices. 

Based on the analysis of the checklist data, section 5.2 presents details of 
the teachers for whom checklists were completed and how the 
components of the resource were configured in operation. The findings 
indicate what the average teacher might be doing with Getting Going with 
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Genres and the extent to which implementation can be considered 

successful or unsuccessful. 

From the analysis of returned questionnaires, section 5.3 has findings 

about the respondents and their responses to the Likert scale and open-

ended items. The findings reveal respondents' opinions and concerns in 

relation to the resource. The findings indicate the potential of the 

resource for successful adoption. 

Section 5.4 provides the findings of the readability case study. Results are 

given about the reading ease or reading difficulty of organisational 

aspects, language aspects, concepts, text properties and interactional 

aspects of Getting Going with Genres in comparison with the Northern 

Territory English Board Approved Course of Study. Consequences of 

reader-friendly or difficult-to-read curriculum materials are described. 

In the final section 5.5, the findings are presented for the case study about 

whether Getting Going with Genres had misinterpreted explanation 

genre in comparison with descriptions of explanation genre from other 

sources. Findings relate to definitions of explanations, topics which give 

rise to explanations and typical language features of explanations. 

5.1 Interview findings 

5.1.1 Interviewees 

Interviews to obtain data on teachers' levels of use of Getting Going with 

Genres were conducted with 171 people in 76.2 per cent of the Aboriginal 

schools in the Northern Territory. Interviewees came from all 

operational regions, although there were considerably fewer from the East 

Arnhem region than from other regions. Table 5.1 provides data about 

the number of interviewees from each region and whether they were 

trained Aboriginal or non-Aboriginal teachers or RATE students. 
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Table 5.1 Interviewees by region, cultural background and training 

East 
Arnhem Darwin Katherine Barkly 

Alice 
Springs Total 

Non-Aboriginal 
teachers 10 19 32 27 28 116 
Aboriginal 
teachers 2 : 8 2 2 5 19 

RATE students 3 5 9 14 5 36 

Total 15 32 43 43 38 171 

5.1.2 Levels of use 

'Using the resource' was understood to occur where a person knew the 
requirements for using the resource, had planned and implemented at 
least one unit of work from the resource and had stated their intention to 
continue using the resource to cover other genres. Through the analysis 
of interview transcripts, a levels of use rating was determined for each 
interviewee. These are summarised in table 5.2. 

Table 5.2 Overall levels of use ratings 

LoU Ratings Aboriginal Non-Aboriginal Total 

LoU 0—Non-Use 0 9 9 or 5.3% 
LoU 1—Orientation 2 8 10 or 5.8% 
LoU 2—Preparation 1 4 5 or 2.9% 
LoU 3—Mechanical 25 17 42 or 24.6% 
LoU 4a—Routine 20 20 40 or 23.4% 
LoU 4b—Refinement 7 35 42 or 24.6% 
LoU 5—Integration 0 23 23 or 13.4% 

LoU 6—Renewal 0 0 0 

Total 55 116 171or100% 

All interviewees were aware of the existence of Getting Going with 
Genres and it was certainly being widely used. Key findings of the 
interviews were that 86 per cent of interviewees were using the resource 
and another 2.9 per cent were preparing for their first use of it. The non- 
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users were either ignoring the resource or reviewing the resource in order 

to make a decision whether or not to use it. 

The findings clearly indicated that teachers were using the resource with 

varying degrees of understanding and ability to adapt it to their 

circumstances, to collaborate with others and to use the resource in 

creative and transformative ways. Almost a quarter (24.6 per cent) of the 

interviewees were using the resource in a mechanical step-by-step 

manner. About a quarter (23.4 per cent) had established a routine pattern 

of use. Another quarter (24.6 per cent) were refining their pattern of use in 

order to improve student outcomes. Other users (13.4 per cent) were 

coordinating their own use of the resource with colleagues to benefit 

students in their common spheres of influence. At the time of the data 

collection, no interviewee was at the level of replacing the resource with 

something better. 

A minority (14 per cent) of the interviewees were non-users of Getting 

Going with Genres. Some (5.3 per cent) of these were taking no action in 

relation to the resource, others (5.8 per cent) were exploring what it had to 

offer in order to make a decision whether or not to use it, and a few (2.9 

per cent) were preparing for their first use of the it. Findings to illustrate 

each of the levels of use will now be presented. 

Nine (5.3 per cent) of the 171 interviewees were non-users of the resource. 

They ranged 

from less experienced teachers who were not being encouraged to 

use the resource or claimed they hadn't had time to examine it 

to very experienced teachers who, even though they had participated 

in training workshops, were not interested in using the resource. 

Examples of responses for IoU 0—non-use' were: 

I've seen the resource but I haven't had time to examine it. 

I haven't the time to take anything extra on board and I'm not really interested in 

using it, 
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I find it unsettling to be expected to change my way of teaching and no-one had ever 
heard of genres until last year. I'm not interested enough to look at the resource. 
I've got enough to do. 

I'm happy with the way I teach. I've been in Aboriginal schools a long time, you 
know. It's not like I'm just starting out. 

Ten (5.8 per cent) of the 171 interviewees were orienting themselves to 
Getting Going with Genres. They ranged 
• from the person who had recently become aware of the resource and 

was beginning to explore the implications of using it 
to the person who had explored the resource in some depth (for 
example, through participation in an inservice program or 
interaction with an ESL coordinator) and was deciding whether or 
not to use it. 

Examples of responses for IoU 1—orientation' were: 
Since I attended an inservice on the genre materials I've started to study them more 

closely. I haven't yet made a decision about using them. 
I'm reading the materials and talking with people to get ideas about a good place to 

start. 

A visit from the ESL coordinator has caused me to seriously consider using the 
resource. I'm going through the materials now. 

Five (2.9 per cent) of the 171 interviewees had specified a time to begin 
and were preparing for their first use of Getting Going with Genres. They 
ranged 

from the ill-prepared teacher who had recently arrived in the 
Northern Territory with no prior experience of teaching Aboriginal 
students and who knew little about genre theory, ESL methodology 
or the interests of Aboriginal students 

• to the well-prepared teacher with successful experience of teaching 
Aboriginal students who had participated in inservice programs for 
both the English Board Approved Course of Study and Getting Going 
with Genres. 
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Examples of responses for 'LoU 2—preparation' were: 

I've used Procedure Genre to plan my next unit of work. Next Monday I'm beginning a 

unit on healthy food and I want the kids to write recipes. I've done all the 

preparations and am ready to roll. 

I'm currently getting organised to use the unit on biographies [from Recount Genre]. 

I am working with my Aboriginal teacher assistant to choose things to teach from 

the genre books. At the moment we are planning our work for next term. 

Forty-two (24.6 per cent) of the 171 interviewees were considered to be 

making mechanical use of Getting Going with Genres. They were 

primarily engaged in learning about genres and a genre-based approach to 

teaching English. In general they were enthusiastic about the resource but 

were using it in a step-by-step, day-by-day manner. A large proportion of 

this group (52.4 per cent) were Aboriginal RATE students. They were 

being guided in their use of the resource by the teacher with whom they 

were team-teaching and/or tutors from Batchelor College. 

Mechanical users of Getting Going with Genres ranged 

from the person who was struggling to understand a genre-based 

approach to teaching English, planning a day at a time and almost 

overwhelmed by the task 

• to the more confident user, working through the materials with 

varying degrees of efficiency and making changes to be able to use 

the resource with minimal time demands and stress. 

Examples of responses for 'LoU 3—mechanical' were: 

I'm still learning to use the genre curriculum. I'm still learning about the genres. 

I didn't learn them before. Sometimes I'm finding it a bit hard. 

I seem to spend a lot of time working out what to do on a daily basis. I would like to 

see further resources that break units of work into lessons or student workbooks. 

I'm still struggling to understand the different genres. I think the materials need 

more mservlcmg. 
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Forty (23.4 per cent) of the 171 interviewees were considered to be routine 
users of Getting Going with Genres. Routine users were identified as 
those who had settled into a comfortable pattern of use with few, if any, 
changes being made as part of their ongoing use of the resource. Routine 
users ranged 

from those making virtually no change in the way they used the 
resource 

to those who made changes but only as a part of an established way 
of doing things. 

Examples of responses for 'LoU 4a—routine' were: 
I have developed a system and it goes smoothly. I don't see the need to change. 
I use them in much the same way each time. The kids and the TA know what to 

expect. Repetition is a good ESL strategy. 
I'm happy with my use of the materials now and don't feel the need to make 

changes. I don't have any problems. 

When I started out I experimented with different ideas but now I've settled into a 
routine. 

Forty-two (24.6 per cent) of the 171 interviewees were rated as refining 
their use of Getting Going with Genres. Based on formal or informal 
evaluation, their efforts were directed at making changes to increase the 
impact of the resource on students within their immediate spheres of 
influence. An aspect of the findings was that there were more non-
Aboriginal teachers (30.2 per cent) at this level than at any other level. 

Users at the refinement level ranged 
from teachers who were assessing their use of the resource for the 
purpose of making changes to achieve improved student outcomes 
to highly dynamic outcome-focused teachers who were continuously 
reflecting on the effectiveness of their use of the resource for the 
purpose of making changes to achieve improved student outcomes. 
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Examples of responses for 'LoU 4b—refinement' were: 

I schedule time with students to reflect on what they found hard and easy in a unit of 

work. Then I consider what changes I should make in future units. 

Reflection is built into every learning sequence and students are encouraged to talk 

about what was good and not so good. I try to get them to give reasons for their 

opinions. On the basis of that and my own observations, I modify what I plan 

for the next lessons. 

Most of my discussions with others focus on how to get better results from the kids. 

I'm always ready to pinch someone else's ideas if I think I can use the materials 

to better effect. 

Twenty-three (13.4 per cent) of the 171 interviewees were rated as 

integration users of Getting Going with Genres. This was the most 

advanced level revealed by the interviews. As has been pointed out 

earlier, team-teaching situations were not counted as 'integrated use' as 

this was the usual method of operation in Aboriginal schools. To be 

considered to be operating at an LoU 5 level, the 'team' in the original 

'adopting unit' needed to be collaborating with others. Many of the 

teachers in this group had adults rather than children as the learners. 

Teachers at an integration level of use and their 'learners' included: 

• mentors working with senior Aboriginal teachers 

• principals and senior teachers working with staff members 

• ESL coordinators working with staff in Aboriginal schools 

• CEC moderator and post-primary teachers working with students 

doing the Foundation Studies course 

• Batchelor College lecturers and class teachers working with RATE 

students. 

Interviewees at the integration level ranged 

• from educators who were collaborating with colleagues within a 

school to increase the impact of Getting Going with Genres on 

students within their common sphere of influence 
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• to educators who were collaborating with teachers in other schools 
and colleges, systematically initiating and implementing plans to 
integrate their use of Getting Going with Genres to increase its 
impact on their mutual clients. 

Examples of responses for 'LoU 5—integration' were: 
The ESL coordinators are a team and frequently conduct workshops together. Each of 

us works closely with head teachers in schools to know the needs of teachers 
and plan appropriate activities (ESL coordinator). 

We didn't do it last year but this year we've introduced an internal moderation 
system. In collaboration with the teachers, we assessed where we were at in 
relation to kids writing in different genres and thought we'd give school-based 
moderation a go (School principal). 

I liaise with people in the ASCMP team, the CEC moderator and with Batchelor 
College lecturers. We all have the same ultimate goal, to raise the standard of 
literacy in this school, and one way is through effective use of the genre books 
(Community Education Centre principal). 

It's very much a team effort working with class teachers and other Batchelor 
College lecturers in advising RATE students on the use of the genre series. We're 
always reviewing our practices for the purpose of developing students' 
confidence in using the materials (Batchelor College lecturer). 

From the data analysis, a picture emerged about levels of use of Getting 
Going with Genres across regions in the Northern Territory (table 5.3). 

Table 5.3 Levels of use across regions 

Levels of 

Use 

(n=15) East 

Arnhem 

(n=32) 

Darwin 

(n=43) 

Katherine 

(n=43) 

Barkly 

(n=38) Alice 

Springs 

LoUO 20.0% 3.10% 0 0 13.2% 

LoU I 20.0% 6.3% 0 2.3% 10.5% 
LoU2 6.7% 0 2.3% 2.3% 5.3% 

LoU3 26.6% 21.9% 18.6% 41.9% 15.7% 

LoU 4a 6.70% 25.0% 41.9% 16.3% 13.2% 

LoU4b 6.70% 25.0% 27.9% 23.3% 23.7% 

LoU5 13.3% 18.7% 9.3% 13.9.
......... 

18.4% 
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Within the scope of this study, the analysis revealed that Getting Going 

with Genres had been most successfully implemented in the Barkly and 

Katherine regions where there were very few interviewees (less than 5 

per cent) in the lower three non-use levels. Contributing factors included 

leadership roles of head teachers and numerous on-site supportive 

interventions by ESL specialists, mentors and RATE tutors and lecturers 

in addition to regional workshops which had focused on the resource and 

its application in Aboriginal schools. The resource appeared to be least 

effectively implemented in the East Arnhem region but these results 

could be skewed by the fact that there were only fifteen teachers 

interviewed from this region. This was less than half the number of 

interviewees from any other region. 

5.1 .3 Strengths and weaknesses of the resource 

Interviewees were asked what they perceived were the strengths and 

weaknesses of Getting Going with Genres. Using NUD•IST computer 

software, the five categories which emerged from the data were 

Cognition value in leading to understanding 

Classroom usefulness practicality or utilitarian value 

Appropriateness value for use by teachers in Aboriginal schools 

Teamwork value for working with others 

Development value in how materials were developed. 

The data were analysed to distinguish between Aboriginal and non-

Aboriginal views of strengths of the resource. The results of this analysis 

are summarised in table 5.4. The top four strengths mentioned by 40 per 

cent or more of the interviewees are shown in bold type. Clearly 'reading 

ease' was the most appreciated aspect of the resource for Aboriginal users, 

while 'practicality' was the most liked quality of the resource for non-

Aboriginal users. 
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Tab'e 5.4 Strengths of the resource 

Strengths of the resource 

Cognition 

easy to read/understand 

clear explanations of genres 

easier to read/understand than curriculum 

simplicity of examples 

Percentages 

Non-Aboriginal Aboriginal Interviewees 

35.3 70.9 50.3 

30.2 18.2 26.3 

40.5 0 23.9 

11.2 1.8 11.1 

Classroom Use 

practical, easy to use 

models of texts/familiar subject matter 

shows curriculum to teach 

useful types of materials 

easy to follow organisation of ideas 

adaptable/levels and locations 

lots of ideas 

attractive look (colour, drawings, size) 

appropriate ESL methodology 

enables integration across subject areas 

71.5 60.0 67.8 

45.7 65.4 52.0 

34.5 34.5 34.5 

29.3 21.8 26.9 

26.7 27.3 26.9 

30.2 23.6 28.1 

18.1 9.0 15.2 

6.0 16.4 9.3 

10.3 7.3 9.3 

6.9 0 4.7 

Appropriateness 

relevant to Aboriginal educational contexts 

for teachers' planning 

interesting topics and activities 

for students' learning 

representative of Territory 

Teamwork 

for collaboration with colleagues 

for collaboration with TAs 

59.5 61.8 60.2 

27.6 7.3 20.0 

15.5 27.3 19.3 

5.2 30.9 13.4 

4.3 5.4 4.7 

21.5 0 14.6 

6.0 0 4.1 

Develop in en 

by Aboriginal people 5.2 32.7 14.0 

for specific purpose and audience 9.5 5.4 8.2 

in school-based writing workshops 11.2 0 7.6 
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Weaknesses of the resource were not analysed by the cultural background 

of the interviewees. This was because most criticisms only came from 

non-Aboriginal people. The main concern of the Central Australian 

Aboriginal interviewees was that their stories were not included in 

Narrative Genre and Explanation Genre but that Top-End stories were. 

Four Aboriginal interviewees also admitted that some of the words were 

'a bit hard'. The weaknesses derived from the data are summarised in 

table 5.5. 

Table 5.5 Weaknesses of the resource 

Weaknesses of Getting Going with Genres 

Percentage of 

interviewees 

Cognition 

inaccurate interpretation of explanation genre 7.0 

some words a bit hard 2.3 

Classroom Use 

more materials needed, e.g. readers, daily lesson plans, student workbooks 6.4 

inadequate methodology, need more scaffolding to get students writing in English 5.8 

models too simplistic, need to know standard for each year level 2.3 

sub-standard look, materials need colour and gloss 2.9 

concentration on writing offers limited coverage of intended curriculum, 

greater need exists for a structured, sequential oral English program 1.7 

Appropriateness 

lack of Aboriginal stories from Central Australia 4.1 

Aboriginal orientation too restrictive, knowledge of western culture needed 2.9 

decontextualised topics do not relate to community events 0.6 

The interviewees who stated that the resource gave an inaccurate 

interpretation of explanation genre, argued that explanations of everyday 

happenings were not how genre theorists intended the term 'explanation' 

to be interpreted. The interviewees who were disappointed with the types 

of materials in the resource argued that there should have been more 

readers and detailed materials such as daily lesson plans and student 

workbooks. 
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The interviewees who were critical of the methodology argued that the 
resource had an inadequate coverage of phonics, word knowledge, 
sentence structure and the teaching of field knowledge. Some 
interviewees were concerned about the simplicity of the model texts and 
worried that teachers might see them as standards for endpoints rather 
than beginning points. Non-users had frequently not examined the 
resource so were unable to offer informed opinions. However, they made 
general criticisms which questioned the appropriateness of the English 
BACOS for Aboriginal schools (and thus materials which supported it), 
the need to change to a genre approach to teaching English, developing 
materials with an Aboriginal orientation rather than a western 
orientation and the value of centrally produced materials. 

5.1.4 Change facilitators and actions 

Interviewees were asked whether they were seeking or sharing 
information about Getting Going with Genres with others. Their 
responses indicated that there was advocacy for the resource at all levels: 
from head office, from advisory support personnel in regional offices, by 
pre-service and inservice teacher educators, by principals and senior 
teachers in schools and by individual teachers. This broad advocacy had a 
major impact on the widespread implementation of the resource. Three 
groups of people who played significant roles in facilitating change were 
identified from the data. These groups are shown in table 5.6. 

Table 5.6 Change facilitators 

Primary Head teacher or principal, RATE lecturers, 

the CEC moderator 

Secondary Senior teachers, RATE tutors, ASCMP genre team, 

class teachers in teaching teams, mentors, 

ESL coordinators, regional superintendents 

Third Peer group members 
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Primary change facilitators were in positions of power and influence to 

identify use of the resource as a priority and to sanction change. Secondary 

facilitators of change were in influential advisory positions and were both 

school and office based. The influence of the third group was widespread, 

informal and ongoing. Following are examples of change facilitators and 

their actions as identified by interviewees: 

• The principal has purchased a set of Getting Going with Genres for each 

teacher so we don't have to share copies. 

• I (principal) sent a couple of teachers to the Darwin inservice and they 

inserviced teachers here on their return. 

• We use it at Batchelor College and here for learning about genres. 

• I evaluate at the end of each lesson and write comments on my lesson plan to 

show the RATE lecturer. 

• The CEC moderator runs workshops and we submit students' written work to her. 

• I work with the RATE tutor to plan my lessons. 

• I helped to write the materials during the ASCMP workshops. ... I'm proud to 

have my name in them. 

• The ASCMP people came to Batchelor College and did a workshop with us. 

• The mentor helps me plan my program. 

• I went to an ASCMP inservice in Darwin and learned about it and told the staff 

about it when I came back here. I use it for planning my lessons. 

• Since I've been here, I've participated in a school inservice program on the 

genre materials .... It was organised by the senior teacher. 

• We were told about the genre materials by the ESL coordinator during the 

induction course. 

• I was at the small schools conference in Katherine last year organised by the 

regional superintendent and the ESL coordinator. They invited the ASCMP 

people to inservice us about the genre materials and I've been making use of 

them ever since. 

• The RATE tutors and class teacher have to help me plan. We share ideas. 

• The ESL coordinator is always interested in the students' work when he comes. I 

talk about the problems I'm having and he suggests strategies. 

• I'm seeking information about ways post-primary teachers in other CECs are 

using it. 

• I ask other teachers for advice on using the materials. 

• I talk to other RATE students and my class teacher. I tell them how the lessons 

go, what was easy and what was hard. They help me. 
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Numerous actions by change facilitators contributed to teachers' use of 
Getting Going with Genres. Supportive organisational arrangements 
included developing resource related policies, storing materials for easy 
access by teachers, purchasing additional sets, scheduling time for staff 
discussions about the resource, seeking or providing expertise in learning 
how to apply the resource in class activities, planning training activities, 
making decisions about genre tasks for moderation and managing the 
implementation process. 

It was found that a wide variety of planned activities assisted the initial 
implementation of the resource in the Aboriginal schools visited during 
this study. All 64 schools (100 per cent) had received visits from itinerant 
support personnel who encouraged teachers to use the resource; 70 
teachers from 40 schools (62.5 per cent) had participated in inservice 
programs about Getting Going with Genres in urban centres; and 29 
schools (45.3 per cent) had conducted their own inservice activities for the 
resource. While this last statistic is lower than the others, this is a 
reflection of the many small schools in the study. There was no evidence 
to suggest that activities were based on any form of formal assessment of 
teachers' knowledge and skills in relation to the resource. 

Interviewees reported that through staff development activities they 
could exchange ideas, observe strategies being modelled, experiment with 
planning units of work involving the resource and receive feedback on 
their initial attempts to apply the ideas in the resource to their classroom 
practices. While many interviewees reported participating in single 
generalised programs involving the resource, they stressed the 
importance of ongoing support. They praised the consultative and 
reinforcing actions of on-site and itinerant advocates who encouraged 
teachers on a one-to-one basis, provided practical assistance, assisted them 
to solve problems, helped them to plan lessons from ideas in the 
resource, shared tips informally, and praised and reinforced their attempts 
to use the resource. 
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Change actions were well received by teachers when school principals 

were active in planning and guiding the change process. Where principals 

did not direct much energy and activity towards change in relation to the 

use of the resource, secondary and third level change facilitators supplied 

the interventions. Incidental assistance from peers was frequently 

mentioned in relation to solving 'the problem of the moment'. Some 

teachers were very pro-active in seeking help; many were not. 

Interviewees without a supportive network were usually less confident 

about their use of the resource than those with a supportive network. 

This was particularly evident with teachers in small or isolated schools. 

5.1.5 Impac1the resource 

Interviewees were asked to describe how they were using the resource. 

From the responses of users, it was revealed that the major impacts of 

Getting Going with Genres were that the resource made it easier for 

teachers to plan teaching programs, enhanced teachers' understanding of 

the English curriculum and helped students to write in a wider range of 

text types than they had written previously. Although these findings were 

inextricably related, the last point was perhaps the most significant impact 

of the resource. 

Many interviewees reported that previously they had predominantly 

engaged students with comprehending and composing recounts but that 

this situation had changed substantially since the advent of Getting Going 

with Genres. Recipes were a common theme for writing procedural texts; 

animal life cycles were a common theme for explanations; describing 

landforms, plants and animals were common themes for factual - 

descriptions and reports; arguing for better conditions for some aspect of 

community living was a common theme for argument texts; and retelling 

traditional stories was a common theme for writing narratives. 
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A wider variety of recounts were being composed than before. Instead of 
simply recounting experiences in which students had been involved, 
biographies and historical events were emerging as common themes for 
writing about experiences in which students had not been involved. The 
text type which was rarely reported was discussion. A few teachers 
reported written texts in relation to the advantages and disadvantages of 
town and community lifestyles, but generally written discussions were 
avoided. No interviewee indicated that they had ever asked students to 
write poetry, drama scripts or original narratives. It should be noted that 
Aboriginal people regard their traditional stories as factual explanations of 
natural phenomena. Derived from the interview data analysis, table 5.7 
indicates the impact Getting Going with Genres was having on teachers 
and students in Aboriginal schools at the time the data were collected. 

Table 5.7 Impact of the resource 

Percentage of 
Getting Going with Genres was used for: interviewees 
planning teaching programs 

expecting students to write in a wider range of text types than before 71.9 
knowing the expectations of English curriculum 63.7 
talking about English programs with other staff 53.2 
developing shared understandings and planning lessons with Aboriginal 

teacher assistants, RATE students and mentees 50.9 
designing own units of work, readers and posters 47.9 
gaining personal understanding of genre theory 33.9 
planning professional development activities 25.1 
explaining work requirements of English curriculum 15.2 
formulating assessment programs 8.2 
integrating English outcomes with those of other subject areas 7.6 
helping Aboriginal teachers develop their literacy skills 5.8 
designing writing tasks for moderation 5.3 
preparing demonstration lessons 4.1 
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Interviewees reported using Getting Going with Genres to develop their 

own units of work, charts and readers. The resource was widely accepted 

as offering exemplars of work expected of teachers and students in 

Aboriginal schools. Teachers welcomed the arrival of the resource because 

it had given them a common language to talk explicitly about the kinds of 

writing being done by students both in their own schools and also by 

students in other schools. In some cases, the resource had stimulated staff 

discussions about writing tasks for internal moderation. Teachers in 

homeland schools claimed that the resource had facilitated greater and 

more effective collaboration with teachers in other homeland schools and 

their hub schools. 

The positive effect of the resource on collaborative efforts was also 

mentioned by principals, ESL coordinators, CEC moderators, mentors and 

RATE tutors and lecturers. Many reported planning and implementing a 

series of inservice programs centred on the resource with teachers and 

RATE students and, in some cases, with parents. The impact of the 

resource in post-primary classrooms was widely reported by all teachers of 

the CEC Foundation Studies course who were involved in this study. 

Independent writing in a range of genres was a course requirement and 

Getting Going with Genres was being extensively used by teachers. 

Because student work was externally moderated, teachers appreciated the 

support offered by the resource in describing the genres at a level which 

students could understand. 

Users were confident that, through the use of the resource, students 

became aware of the purpose, schematic structure and typical language 

features of each text type. Teachers reported that the resource had greatly 

enhanced their understanding of genre theory and their ability to 

implement the genre approach to teaching English in Aboriginal schools. 

However, they were less sure whether the methodology provided 

sufficient scaffolding to enable students to compose their own written 

texts. 
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5.2 Checklist findings 

5.2.1 Checklist teachers 

The Getting Going with Genres Configurations Checklist was completed 
for 53 teachers in 34 Aboriginal schools in the Northern Territory. As the 
teachers for whom the checklist was completed represented only 12.9 per 
cent of the total population of teachers in Aboriginal schools, the results 
cannot be regarded as a comprehensive account of how the resource was 
operationalised. Nevertheless, the findings indicated what the resource 
might look like in a teacher's classroom at the time data were collected. 
Teachers were based in all regions of the Northern Territory, though 
there were considerably fewer from East Arnhem and Katherine regions 
than from other regions. Approximately a fifth of the teachers were 
Aboriginal teachers. Table 5.8 shows the distribution of checklist teachers 
by region and cultural background. 

Table 5.8 Checklist teachers by region and cultural background 

Teachers 

East 

Arnhern Darwin Katherine Barkly 

Alice 

Springs Total 

Aboriginal 

Non-Aboriginal 

0 

3 

3 

10 

1 

6 

2 

12 

4 

12 

10 or 18.9% 

43or81:1% 

Total 3 13 7 14 16 53 or 100% 

No. of schools 1 9 4 10 10 34 

5.2.2 Resource configurations 

How Getting Going with Genres was operationalised by one teacher was 
often quite different to how it was operationalised by another teacher. The 
checklist enabled scores to be awarded for observable ways the various 
components of the resource were being implemented by individual 
teachers. Table 5.9 shows the variation numbers from the checklist for 
each teacher for whom a checklist was completed. 
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Table 5.9 Teachers' use of each component by variation numbers 

Components of Getting Going with Genres 

Teacher Box Units Method Texts I Terms I Poster Matrix Reader Genera1 

A 2 2 3 2 2 2 1 2 1 
1 1 1 B 2 2 2 1 2 2 

C 2 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 
D 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 
E 1 2 2 1 1 2 1 1 
F 2 2 3 2 2 1 3 2 
G 2 3 3 2 2 1 2 3 
H 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 1 2 
I 2 3 3 2 2 2 1 2 . 3 

J 1 3 3 2 2 1 3 
K 2 2 1 1 2 1 2 

2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 
vi 1 2 1 2 1 2 

1 2 1 1 1 1 
) 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 
P 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 

..

... ....................ï ....................................... 3 ... 
2 1 3 • 2 2 3 1 1 
2 2 1 1 2 1 2 

F 2 3 3 2 2 3 1 2 
i 2 2 3 2 2 3 2 3 
V 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 
W 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 
K 3 2 3 2 2 1 1 1 

3 1 3 2 2 3 1 3 
3 3 3 2 2 4 1 3 

A 2 4 4 3 3 4 3 3 
A 3 2 1 1 1 1 - 1 1 

3 3 3 2 2 2 : 2 2 
A 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 
IA 1 3 3 2 2 3 1 2 
A 2 3 3 2 2 3 1 2 
A 3 4 4 3 3 4 3 3 

[A 2: 3 3 2 2 3 2 2 

.......... 4 . 3 . ......... ......... 4 . 3 . ..........  A I ......... ......... .......... . 4 3 . . 3 
I A 

......... 
3 4 4 3 3 4 3 3 

1 

2 
4 4 3 3 4 3 3 4 
2 3 2 2 3 1 2 2 
2 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 
1 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 3 2 2 2 1 2 2 
4 3 3 3 3 1 3 4 
3 3 2 2 3 2 3 
1 2 1 2 2 1 2 
2 3 2 • 2 3 2 2 
2 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 

3 
3 
1 
2 
3 
1 
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These statistics indicated the importance of change agents being able to 
identify and attend to individual needs of teachers. They also indicated 
exemplary practices which, if capitalised on, could be of great use in 
assisting the change effort. Eight of the teachers were non-users of the 
resource, which indicated that there needed to be some concern as to 
whether or not they were implementing a genre approach as required by 
the English BACOS. The number of teachers for each variation within a 
component was tallied and converted to a percentage of the sample group. 
These data are presented in table 5.10. Variations to the left of the darker 
line represent acceptable use and those to the right represent unacceptable 
use. An asterisk represents a critical component. 

Table 5.10 Number and percentage of teachers using each variation 

Component Variations 

1 2 3 4 

15 20 18 

Storage Box 28.3% 37.7% 34% 

7 25 13 8 
Units of Work* 132% 47.2% 24.5% 15.1% 

13 i 8 26 6 
Methodology* 24.5% 15.1% 49.1% 11.30/'o 

21 24 8 

Model Texts* 39.6% 45.3% 15.10/0 

UseofGenre 11 34 8 
Terminology* 20.7% 64.2% 15.1% 

Yellow Posters* 18 10 18 7 
340% 18.8% 34% 13.20% 

Programming 34 : 14 s 
Matrix 64.2% 26.4% 9.4% 

18 20 15 

Readers 340% 37.7% 28.30% 

Goanna Tales or 14 i 24 8 7 
Teacher Notes 26.4% 1 45.3% 15.1% 13.2% 
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Based on the scores, a picture emerges of what the average teacher might 

be doing with Getting Going with Genres. The findings indicated that, at 

the time of the visits, the average teacher: 

• was sharing the resource with another teacher 

• had taught units from four of more of the genre books, but probably 

not all of them 

• was sometimes getting independent work from students, but more 

often getting students to copy texts which had been jointly negotiated 

had students reading, deconstructing, reconstructing and innovating 

on model texts 

was using simpler words than genre terms to describe features of 

different types of texts 

was using the posters with the students, but not necessarily 

displaying them 

had used the Genres Across the Years chart for programming 

purposes 

• was using the readers as a teacher-resource rather than making them 

available for students' free use 

had used Goanna Tales or Teachers' Notes. 

4.3.3 Successful or unsuccessful implementation 

By adding the percentages for acceptable and unacceptable use for each 

component, statistics emerged which provided an indication of the extent 

to which a component had successfully been implemented. Sixty per cent 

was used as a benchmark of successful use. Table 5.11 shows the 

aggregated percentages for each component and the assessment about 

whether it had been successfully or unsuccessfully implemented. 
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Table 5.11 Successful or unsuccessful implementation 

Component Acceptable Use Unacceptable Use - Success Status 
Storage box 66% 34% Successful 
* Units of work 60.4% 39.6% Successful 
* Methodology  60.4% Unsuccessful 
* Model texts 

: 
84.9% 15.1% Very successful 

* Genre term in-  ology 84.9% 15.1% Very successful 
* Yellow Post ers 52.8% 47.2% Marginal 
Programming Matrix 90.6% 9.4% Most successful 
Readers 34% 66% Unsuccessful 
Overview books 86.8% 13.2% Very successful 
Average 66.6% 33.3% Successful 
Numbers in bold type are scores greater than 60 per cent. 

The findings for the critical components of Getting Going with Genres 
were that the units of work, model texts and genre terminology had been 
successfully implemented, while the methodology had not. The posters 
were only marginally successful as only 52.8 per cent of teachers were 
making acceptable use of them. Following are details of the findings for 
each of the critical components. 

Component: Units of work (60,4% acceptable use, judged to be successfully 
implemented) 

Description: Teacher implements units of work from the genre books. 
Findings: This study found that the majority of teachers (60.4 per cent) 
were engaging students with different types of texts from four or more of 
the genre books. This was indeed a change from previous practices when 
recounts were virtually the only type of text written by Aboriginal 
students. However, it was found that some teachers (39.6 per cent) were 
expecting students to write in only three or less types of texts. These were 
usually recounts, procedures and/or factual descriptions. This does not 
meet curriculum requirements and disadvantages Aboriginal students 
from other students in the wider Northern Territory community. 
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Component: Genre Terminology (84.9% acceptable use, judged to be 

successfully implemented) 

Description: Teachers and students use appropriate terminology to 

describe the social purpose, schematic structure and typical language 

features of texts. 

Findings: It was found that a clear majority (84.9 per cent) of the teachers 

were teaching the grammar of English at a whole text level using either 

genre terminology or words of similar meaning that students would 

understand more easily. Though some teachers expressed concern in 

understanding genre theory, they were conscientiously trying to 

implement a genre-based approach to teaching English with Aboriginal 

students. However, the findings showed that a minority (15.1 per cent) of 

teachers were making no attempt to use a genre-based approach to 

teaching English. This directly conflicted with expectations of teachers by 

the Northern Territory Department of Education. 

Component: Model Texts (84.9% acceptable use, judged to be successfully 

implemented) 

Description: Students read and do exercises with the model texts. Exercises 

include reading, comprehension, deconstruction, reconstruction and 

innovation. 

Findings: A clear majority (84.9 per cent) of teachers were using the model 

texts in a variety of ways. They were read and discussed by teachers and 

students both for meaning and for understanding the purpose, structure 

and language features of a particular text type. Teachers copied them onto 

charts. They were frequently photocopied for each student to read, cut into 

parts and reform. They were used for substitution and innovation 

exercises. Work sheets were made incorporating the model texts. Teachers 

frequently spoke of students finding the model texts 'interesting', 

'enjoyable' and a 'great support for getting independent efforts'. 
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Component: Methodology (39.6% acceptable use, judged to be 
unsuccessfully implemented) 
Description: Teacher uses methodology which results in independent 
writing of extended texts in English by students. The methodology in the 
resource involves modelling, joint negotiation, independent efforts, 
presentation and reflection. 
Findings: The results show that some teachers (39.6 per cent) persisted 
with the methodology until they achieved independent writing of 
extended texts in English by students. Where teachers had an almost non-
negotiable expectation that students could write individually or 
independent writing was a system requirement for moderation, the 
methodology was successful. However, most teachers (49.1 per cent) 
curtailed the methodology and were satisfied when students contributed 
to joint negotiation of texts which they later copied. In some cases (11.3 
per cent), there was no evidence to suggest that students were ever 
expected to write extended texts. Reasons for this are complex and were 
reported to be linked to students' limited vocabulary, literacy skills and 
motivation for writing in English. 

Component: Posters (52.8% acceptable use, judged to be implemented 
with marginal success) 
Description: Teacher uses the posters with the class and then leaves them 
on display for students to read. 
Findings: Just over half (52.8 per cent) of the teachers had used the posters 
with students but only a third of these teachers had left the posters on 
display for students to read in their own time. Generally teachers 
preferred to make and display their own charts, using the resource posters 
as models. Where lack of respect for public property was a problem, there 
were few, if any, charts on display. Some teachers (13.2 per cent) had not 
even looked at the resource charts and, in some cases, the cellophane 
wrap on the charts was unbroken. 
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The findings for 'related components' were that the programming chart, 

the overview books and the location of the box of materials were 

implemented successfully and the readers were not. 

Component: Programming matrix (88.7% acceptable use, judged to be very 

successfully implemented) 

Description: Teacher programs with reference to the programming matrix 

presented on the chart—Genres Across the Years. 

Findings: It was found that the programming matrix was the most visible 

and most successfully implemented component of all. In almost all the 

schools visited, the chart was pinned or stuck to a wall or filing cabinet in 

areas where teachers did their planning. It was claimed to be 'very useful 

for busy teachers on the hop' and 'a wonderful reminder of genres which 

need to be covered in a year'. In one case, a teacher was a non-user of 

Getting Going with Genres to the extent that the cellophane wrap was still 

on the posters. However, he had taped the programming matrix to the 

side of his filing cabinet and use of it was reflected in his program. 

Component: Overview books: Goanna Tales and/or Teachers' Notes 

(86.8% acceptable use, judged to be successfully implemented) 

Description: Teacher uses the overview books—Goanna Tales or 

Teachers' Notes—in a variety of ways. 

Findings: It was found that Goanna Tales was a very popular book and 

both it and Teachers' Notes had been successfully implemented. Teachers 

widely used both these books to clarify their own understanding of genres 

and curriculum work requirements. They were often the most dog-eared 

books in the set. Goanna Tales had been used for classroom activities with 

students, in workshops with student-teachers, for school-based inservice 

programs with teachers and, in one case, to familiarise parents with the 

work expected of their children. From the book, Teachers' Notes, teachers 

commonly photocopied the work requirements pages and the 

descriptions of genres and included these in their programs, made them 

into charts which were displayed, or gave them to students. 
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Component: Storage box (66% acceptable use, judged to be successfully 
implemented) 

Description: Teacher can easily access the box of Getting Going with 
Genres materials. 

Findings: It was found that most schools had acceptable arrangements for 
teachers to access a Getting Going with Genres box of materials. Some 
teachers (28.3 per cent) had a box of the genre materials for their own use, 
but most teachers (37.7 per cent) had to share a box with one or two other 
teachers. Where the policy was for boxes to be kept in a central resource 
room, this was less convenient for teachers and resulted in the resource 
being less frequently used. In all cases where the cellophane wrap around 
the posters was unbroken and books were in pristine condition, the boxes 
were stored in a central resource room. Teachers stated their preference 
for having a box of their own but this was not the distribution policy of 
the ASCMP. A few school principals had used school funds to purchase 
additional sets so that class teachers had their own box of materials. 

Component: Readers (340% acceptable use, judged to be unsuccessfully 
implemented) 

Description of the ideal: Teacher uses the readers with the class and then 
leaves them on display for students to read. 
Findings: It was found that the readers were the most poorly 
implemented component of the resource. Although the majority (71.7 per 
cent) of teachers had used the readers with their classes, more than half of 
them had not left the readers on display for students to read in their own 
time. As the readers had been specifically developed for students' use, this 
was considered 'unacceptable' usage. Some teachers reasoned that there 
needed to be multiple copies of the readers in the resource if they were 
intended to be a students' resource. Common reasons for not giving 
students access to the readers were that 'the books would be stolen' or that 
'the readers wouldn't appeal to students because of their lack of gloss and 
colour'. Over a quarter (28.3 per cent) of the teachers had not used the 
readers with their students at all. 
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5.3 Questionnaire findings 

5.3.1 Questionnaire respondents 

The Getting Going with Genres Evaluation Questionnaire was 

administered to users and potential users to seek their opinions of the 

resource. Sixty-four questionnaires were issued and 62 (96.9 per cent) were 

returned (figure 5.1). 

FIGURE 5.1 QUESTIONNAIRE RETURN RATE 
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This extremely high return rate was a result of the questionnaire being 

administered as part of the ASCMP inservice programs which were 

conducted to support the initial implementation of the resource. No 

reason is known for the non-return of two of the questionnaires but it 

was possibly a result of non-Aboriginal teachers and their Aboriginal 

teacher-assistants collaborating to complete a questionnaire. The 

respondents represented approximately 15 per cent of the total population 

of teachers in Aboriginal schools in the Northern Territory. 

Two questions sought information about respondents' regional work 

locations and whether they were Aboriginal or non-Aboriginal persons. 

The results set out in table 5.12, show that there were Aboriginal and non- 
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Aboriginal respondents from all regions of the Northern Territory, 
though there were considerably fewer from the East Arnhem region than 
from other regions. Approximately a quarter of the respondents were 
Aboriginal teachers. 

Table 5.12 Questionnaire respondents by region 

Regional 

Locations 

Aboriginal Non-Aboriginal 

Returns Returns Total No. Returns 
East Arnhem 2 3 5 or 8.1% 

Darwin 4 9 13or21% 
Katherine 2 12 14 or 22.5% 

Barkly 5 10 15or24.2% 
Alice Springs 2 13 15 or 24.2% 

Totals 15 or 24.2% 47 or 75.8% 62 or 100% 

One question sought information on respondents' teaching experience in 
the Northern Territory. The results (table 5.13) revealed that there was a 
balance between teachers (48.4 per cent) with less than five years 
experience in the Northern Territory schools and those (51.6 per cent) 
with more than five years of experience. Some teachers (16.1 per cent) had 
taught in the Northern Territory for more than ten years. 

Table 5.13 Respondents teaching experience in the Northern Territory 

Regional Locations 

<5 

A 

Years 

NA 

5-10 

A 

Years 

NA 

>10 

A 

Years 

NA Total 
East Arnhem 2 1 0 1 0 1 5 
Darwin 2 5 2 3 0 1 13 
Katherine 2 4 0 4 0 4 14 
Barkly 2 3 3 4 0 3 15 
Alice Springs 1 : 8 1 4 0 1 15 
Total 9 21 6 16 0 10 62 

48.4 % 35.5 0/ 16.1 % 100% 

A=Aboriginal; NA=non-Aborigincil 
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5.3.2 Likert scale findings 

The first Likert scale item required teachers to give their overall opinion 

of Getting Going with Genres. A summary of the results is given in table 

5.14. 

Table 5.14 Teachers' opinions of Getting Going with Genres 

Rating scale 

outstanding 

7 6 

satisfactory poor 

5 4 3 2 1 

No. of responses 8 31 18 4 1 0 0 

r
'/--of—r—espondents 12.9 50.0 29.0 6.5 1.6 0 0 

The overwhelming majority (91.9 per cent) of respondents rated the 

resource as outstanding or highly satisfactory. Almost two-thirds (62.9 per 

cent) of the respondents were of the opinion that the resource was 

'outstanding' while most others (29 per cent) considered it to be 'highly 

satisfactory'. A few teachers (8.1 per cent) rated the resource at lower levels 

of 'satisfactory' and no-one gave it a 'poor' rating. The bulk of the 

questionnaire consisted of 24 statements about various aspects of Getting 

Going with Genres. Respondents indicated their opinion by circling a 

number on a five-point Likert rating scale, with five indicating strong 

agreement and one indicating strong disagreement. 

Strongly Agree Agree Uncertain Disagree Strongly Disagree 

SA A U D SD 

5 4 3 2 1 

Numbers of respondents circling each scale point are shown in table 5.15. 

The table also shows where teachers didn't indicate (DI) an opinion and 

the percentage of participants who strongly agreed or agreed (SA/A) with 

a statement. 
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Table 5.15 Frequency of ratings for questionnaire items 

No. 

- 

Statement 
SA 

15 
A 
4 

U 
3 

D 
2 

SD 
1 

DI 
0 

% 
GA/A 

1. The purpose of the materials is clear. 18 28 14 0 2 0 74.1 

2. The materials relate well to the NT English 
curriculum. 16 38 5 1 1 1 87.0 

3. The materials are relevant to the needs of 
teachers at this time. 

. 11 35 9 6 1 0 74.1 
4. Materials reflect current language theory. : 25 32 3 1 1 0 91.9 

5. The magazine-box container makes access to 
materials easy. 30 32 0 0 0 0 100.0 

6. Materials are user friendly. 20 29 9 3 1 0 : 79.0 

• 7. Materials are attractive. 15 31 9 4 2 1 : 74.1 

..tou... ..... lo..................... 1......................  79.0 
9. Topics assist integrated learning across subject 

areas 12 28 13 3 4 2 64.5 
10. Gender inclusive language is used. 8 28 15 8 1 2 58.0 

11. The topics are relevant to the social and 
cultural gina................. .  s.... 88.7 

12. Most of the topics can easily be adapted to 
. .... 

different . ....... ........ 1 .: 77.4 
13 Units of work are flexible but highly 

structured 13 37 11 0 1 0 80.6 
14 The materials translate curriculum theory 

.1 .l;  70.9  
15 The learning model provides good support for 

ESL students 5 28 16 8 5 0 53.2 
16 The structure of units is logically sequenced 10 37 8 6 1 0 75.8 

17. Tasks, suggested for independent efforts, cater 
for aran 7 22 ...... 2.9 

18. The books are written in plain English. 10 34 10 6 2 0 70.9 

19. Assessment guidelines are useful. 18 31 7 3 1 2 79.0 

20. Sample programs provide helpful outlines. 21 34 7 0 0 0 88.7 

21. The glossary describes words simply. 12 33 13 2 2 0 72.5 

22. The list of useful resources is adequate. 5 25 10 14 8 0 48.3 

23. Trained Aboriginal teachers should be able to 
understand the L o. language . the ...... .. 17 ..  12 3 q ..... 

24. Students should be able to understand the 
............ 

language used in the charts and readers. 16 19 12 10 5 0 56.4 
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Figure 5.2 graphically represents the percentage of respondents who 

agreed or strongly agreed with each of the 24 questionnaire statements. 

FIGURE 5.2 AGREEMENT WITH QUESTIONNAIRE STATEMENTS 
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Questionnaire items 

'Great strengths' of the resource were judged as those statements with 

which 80 per cent or more respondents agreed, 'strengths' were those with 

which 60-79 per cent of the respondents agreed, and 'possible weaknesses' 

were those with which 40-59 per cent of the respondents agreed. Based on 

these benchmarks, the findings were as follows. 

Great strengths of Getting Going with Genres were found to be that: 

• the magazine-box provided easy access to the materials (100%) 

• the materials reflected current language teaching theory (91/9%) 

• the topics were relevant to the social and cultural contexts of 

Aboriginal students (88.7%) 

• the sample programs provided helpful outlines (88.7%) 

• there was a high level of congruence between the materials and the 

Northern Territory English BACOS (87%) 

• the units of work had the capacity to be adapted to local teaching 

contexts (80.6%). 
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Lesser strengths of Getting Going with Genres were found to be that: 
• the materials were user friendly (79%) or easy to use (79%) 
• the assessment guidelines were useful (79%) 

• the units could easily be adapted to different ability levels (77.4%) 
• the structure of units was logically sequenced (75.8%) 
• the materials were attractive (74.1%) 
• the purpose of the materials was clear (74.1%) 
• the materials were timely and relevant to teachers needs (74.1%) 
• the glossary described words simply (72.5%) 
• the materials translated curriculum theory into practice (70.9%) 
• the books were written in plain English (70.9%) 
• the topics assisted integrated learning across subject areas (64.5%) 
• the tasks, suggested for independent efforts, catered for a range of 

interests and abilities (62.9%). 

Possible weaknesses of Getting Going with Genres were found to be that: 
• there was not a gender balance in the texts and pictures (58%) 
• students might not be able to understand the language used in the 

charts and readers (56.4%) 
• the Geraldton language learning model as presented in the materials 

provided insufficient support for ESL students (53.2%) 
• the list of additional useful resources was inadequate (48.3%) 
• trained Aboriginal teachers might not be able to understand the level 

of language in the books (45.1%). 

The results indicated that some teachers were concerned about the degree 
to which Aboriginal students and teachers could access the level of 
English used in the materials. The findings in table 5.16 clearly show that 
the concern did not come from Aboriginal respondents. They were 
strongly of the opinion that both they, and their students, would be able to 
understand the language used in the materials. In fact, the Aboriginal 
view was that the readability of the resource was a great strength. 
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Tab'e 5.16 Respondents' perceptions of language difficulty 

18. The books are written in plain English. 

SA A U D SD %(SA/A) 

Aboriginal Respondents (n=15) 7 7 1 0 0 93.3 

Non-Aboriginal Respondents (n=47) 3 27 9 6 2 63.8 

Total (n=62) 10 34 10 6 2 70.9 

23. Trained Aboriginal teachers should be able to understand the level of 

language in the books. 

SA A U D SD %(SA/A) 

Aboriginal Respondents (n=15) 7 8 0 0 0 100.0 

Non-Aboriginal Respondents (n=47) 4 9 19 12 3 27.6 

Total (n=62) 11 17 19 12 3 45.1 

24. Students should be able to understand the language used in the charts and 

readers. 

SA A U D SD %(SA/A) 

Aboriginal Respondents (n=15) 4 8 3 0 0 80.0 

Non-Aboriginal Respondents (n=47) 12 11 9 10 5 48.9 

Total (n=62) 16 19 12 10 5 56.4 

5.3.3 Results of open-ended items 

The last two items on the questionnaire were open-ended questions 

asking teachers to state freely what they 'did like' and what they 'did not 

like' about Getting Going with Genres. What the non-Aboriginal teachers 

most liked was the utility of the resource for classroom purposes. On the 

other hand, what the Aboriginal teachers most liked about the resource 

was the ease with which they could read the text. Other strongly liked 

features stated by a third or more of the respondents were: (a) the ease 

with which they could 'follow' the structure or organisation of the 

materials, (b) the models of genres using familiar subject matter, and, 

(c) the relevance of the resource's Aboriginal orientation for their work 

contexts. Table 5.17 summarises the features teachers liked. 
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Table 5.17 What teachers liked about Getting Going with Genres 

Most-liked qualities 

Cognition 

easy to read 

clear explanations of genres 

easy to follow 

simplicity of examples 

Percentages 

Non-Aboriginal Aboriginal Respondents 

34 66.7 41.9 

25.5 20 24.2 

17 33.3 20.9 

12.8 0 9.7 

Classroom usefulness 

practical, easy to use 

models of texts/familiar subject matter 

well structured organisation of ideas 

adaptable to different levels and locations 
shows curriculum to teach 

appropriate ESL methodology 

useful types of materials 

enables integration across subject areas 

App rop na ten es s 

relevant to Aboriginal educational contexts 
interesting topics and activities 

for teachers' planning 

how developed 

for students' learning 

for team teaching/learning situations 

68.1 40 61.3 
34.4 60 40.3 

25.5 26.7 25.8 

10.1 20 12.9 

19.1 0 14.5 

10.1 6.7 9.7 
4.3 13.3 6.5 

6.4 0 4.8 

31.9 40 33.9 

12.8 20 14.5 

17 6.7 14.5 

12.8 20 14.5 

2.1 6.7 3.2 

4.3 0 3.2 

Following is a sample of comments by respondents. A full list of 
comments is provided in Appendix 6. 

It is written in easy English. The steps were easy to follow. 

I like the topics. The children are finding learning more meaningful. I liked the 
bright colours and pictures 
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Easy to understand, clearly explained, great help for programming, easier to 

understand than the curriculum. 

The 'concept' of a resource based on the different genres i.e. a resource developed 

with a specific focus and purpose. Its relevance to Aboriginal education and bush 

schools. 

Good to see topics and writers from all over the Territory. Good to have the 

materials now as we struggle to apply genre theory to the classroom. Topics very 

relevant for bush schools. Well set Out, attractive presentation. Easy to use. 

It gives us a starting point and structure to program in an effective way and ensures by 

usage that curriculum requirements are being covered. Practical, user friendly, easy 

to follow, concepts clearly explained, great aid to programming. 

The majority (74.2 per cent) of respondents gave no criticisms in response 

to the question which asked what they did not like about Getting Going 

with Genres. They either left the space blank or wrote comments such as 

the following: 

• Need to work more with the materials to give a valued answer. 

• Not getting them a long time ago. 

• Nothing. 

• I haven't found anything yet that I don't like. I doubt that I'll find anything 

that I don't like. 

• I found the program very good; no comments against it. 

• Nothing really struck me as something which I didn't like. 

• No way. 

• Any help is appreciated. 

• It's all good. 

A quarter of the respondents (25.8 per cent) identified aspects of Getting 

Going with Genres which they did not like. Five respondents criticised 

the topics. Of these, four were Aboriginal people from Central Australia 

who were critical of the non-inclusion of Aboriginal stories from their 

region. Their comments indicated the need for recognition of the 

diversity of Aboriginal cultures and the need for materials to be inclusive 

of this diversity. The fifth person was a non-Aboriginal who questioned 
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the appropriateness of a 'space adventure' topic as it might conflict with 
Aboriginal beliefs about the universe. 

Their comments were: 
• I don't like the Top-End stories and paintings. I want to see Central paintings. 
• Only one problem is that most of the stories were Top-End. We would like to 

see more Central based stories printed for people in the Central region. 
• There are too many Top-End stories in the books, not enough Central based 

ones. 

• There are so many Top-End stories in the books, not enough Centre ones. So 
why don't you do something about it in Central based areas? 

• The focus on 'Space Ships' in one of the samples. 

A few respondents (6.4 per cent) were critical of the methodology 
presented in the resource. One respondent thought that not enough 
attention was given to building up students' field knowledge of a topic. 
Two respondents thought insufficient attention was given to teaching 
oral English. One respondent was concerned that there was insufficient 
emphasis on the purpose and audience for writing. Another comment 
was critical of the way the Geraldton model was presented in the 
materials. Their comments were: 

Sometimes it assumes children have an understanding and meaning base for reading 
and writing which they don't. 

The use of the Geraldton model appears too linear; the presentation and reflection 
stages seem to be always the same activities and questions; lack of emphasis on oral 
presentation of standard Australian English and learning to speak it. 

The materials seem to assume that teachers have a clear understanding of the 
importance of teaching oral English and how to go about it. The materials are aimed 
at middle/upper primary level and are suitable for students with a fair grasp of 
English. Many teachers/schools are asking for beginning oral English lessons and 
programs. 
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It takes genres out of context. Genres must be put in the context of both their purpose 

and their audience. If there is no purpose, the point of writing is taken away. The 

purpose and audience allow for the modification of the 'recipe' for a particular genre 

and this was not developed at all. 

Some respondents (6.4 per cent) were critical of the technical aspects of the 

resource. One respondent thought that there should have been more 

student materials. Another respondent was 'put off' by the size of the 

package. One respondent suggested that the readers would have had 

greater appeal if they had glossy paper and coloured pictures. Another 

respondent thought some of the texts lacked sufficient excitement and 

that some of the graphics were of poor quality. Their comments were: 

• Not enough student materials. 

• Very bulky, size puts me off a bit. 

• This is not a real whinge but I think that the student books could have been 

more attractive, e.g. colour pictures and glossy paper. 

Perhaps some of the model texts could have had a little more excitement in 

them. Some of the illustrations are a bit rough. 

A few respondents (4.8 per cent) referred to difficulty in understanding 

the materials. This group included Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal 

teachers and their concerns were reasonable considering the newness of 

the genre-based approach to teaching English. Their comments were: 

• It took a while to understand the materials. 

• I still find a lot of the language very difficult. 

• Still having problems with discussion and argument. 
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5.4 Findings about reader-friendliness 

A theme which emerged from interview and checklist data was the 
reader-friendliness of Getting Going with Genres. For Aboriginal teachers, 
this was the most highly acclaimed quality of the resource. For non-
Aboriginal teachers, it was amongst the top three qualities of the resource. 
Almost half of the non-Aboriginal teachers drew comparisons between 
the reader-friendliness of the resource and the text difficulty of the 
English Board Approved Course of Study (BACOS). Based on the 
assumption that reader-friendliness should be a quality of all curriculum 
materials, a case study was conducted to answer the question: 

How was 
reader-friendliness achieved in 

Getting Going with Genes? 

The findings are arranged by the five categories of text qualities identified 
by Bax (1994). These were organisational aspects, language aspects, 
concepts, text properties and interactional aspects. Comparisons were 
made between the resource and the English BACOS. Attributes which 
contributed to the reader-friendliness of Getting Going with Genres are 
highlighted in bold type throughout this section. 

5.4.1 Organisationa! Aspects 

Organisational aspects of text included: (a) short or long text, (b) 
organising language or no organising language, (c) clarifying punctuation 
or no clarifying punctuation, (d) accessible or inaccessible visual 
presentation/layout, and, (e) clear or complex organisation of ideas. 
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Short or Long Text 

Both Getting Going with Genres and the English BACOS were large 

resources. The English BACOS had approximately 500 pages of printed 

text and the genre resource had approximately 700 pages. However, while 

the English BACOS had all the pages in one, large, three-ring binder, 

Getting Going with Genres was comprised of many relatively thin books, 

ranging from an average of 16 pages for the readers to an average of 72 

pages for the teachers' books. 

As stated in the methodology chapter, three texts, 100 words in length, 

were randomly selected from each of the two publications. The texts from 

Getting Going with Genres used sentences averaging less than twenty 

words, while texts from the English BACOS had sentences averaging 

more than twenty words. The results are set out in table 5.18. 

Table 5.18 Average number of words per sentence 

English curriculum texts 

Average number 

of words per 

sentence 

Getting Going with 

Genres texts 

Average number 

words per 

sentence 

Section 2, p. 11, on work Factual Description and 

requirements 20.6 Report Genres, p.  11 6 

Section 3, p. 11, on 

formal assessment 25.2 Recount Genre, p.  11 10.4 

Section 4, p. 11, on the 

teaching-learning seq. 25.75 Goanna Tales, pp.  11-12 7.5 

Results from counting the number of syllables in each of the selected texts 

revealed that Getting Going with Genres averaged fewer polysyllabic 

words per 100 words than the English BACOS (table 5.19). 
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Table 5.19 Number of syllables per 100 words 

English curriculum texts 

Number of 

syllables per 

100 words 

Getting Going with 

Genres texts 

Number of 

syllables per 

100 words 
Section 2, p.  11, on work Factual Description and 
requirements 164 Report Genres, p.  11 151 
Section 3, p.  11, on 

formal assessment 168 Recount Genre, p.  11 173 

Section 4, p.  11, on the 

teaching-learning seq. 182 Goanna Tales, pp.  11-12 160 

Overall average 171.3 Overall average 161.3 

Further, the polysyllabic words in the genre resource were usually ones 
with which teachers and students were familiar. This was not the case for 
polysyllabic words in the English BACOS. 

They may have gone travelling, hunting, swimming, dancing, seen an accident, 
played sport, watched television or a video, had visitors or seen a fight. 

[Recount Genre, p.  11] 

It is very important that students undertake appropriate activities at the 
exploration and reshaping stages, in order to develop the knowledge and skills 
necessary to undertake the higher order tasks at the presentation stage which 
typically form the summative assessment items. 

[English BACOS, Section 4, p.  11] 

After applying the Flesch formula to the calculations for the average 
number of words per sentence and the number of syllables per 100 words, 
it came as no surprise that the selected texts from Getting Going with 
Genres had higher reading ease scores than the texts from the English 
BACOS. (The higher the score, the easier the text is to read.) The Flesch 
reading ease scores for the selected texts are presented in table 5.20. 
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Table 5.20 Reading ease scores using the Flesch formula 

English curriculum texts 

Reading ease 

score 

Getting Going with 

Genres texts 

Reading ease 

score 

Section 2, p. 11, on work Factual Description and 

requirements 47.182 Report Genres, p.  11 72.999 

Section 3, p.  11, on 

formal assessment 39.129 Recount Genre, p.  11 49.921 

Section 4, p.  11, on the 

teaching-learning seq. 26.727 Goanna Tales, pp.  11-12 . 63.863 

Average 37.679 Average 62.261 

(The higher the reading score, the easier the text is to read.) 

A summary of the findings is presented in table 5.21. 

Table 5.21 Summary of readability results using the Flesch formula 

English BACOS texts Getting Going with Genres texts 

[Section 2, p.  11] [Factual Description & Report Genres, p.  11] 

Average number of words per sentence 20.6 Average number of words per sentence 6 

Number of syllables in the 100 words = 164 Number of syllables in the 100 words = 151 

Reading ease score = 47.182 Reading ease score = 72.999 

Rating = difficult Rating = fairly easy 

19-22 years old, college student 13 years old, Year 7 

[Section 3, p.  111 [Recount Genre, p. 11] 

Average number of words per sentence 25.2 Average number of words per sentence 10.4 

Number of syllables in the 100 words = 168 Number of syllables in the 100 words = 173 

Reading ease score = 39.129 Reading ease score = 49.921 

Rating = difficult Rating = fairly difficult to difficult 

19-22 years old, college student 16-18 years old, Years 10-12 

[Section 4, p.  111 [Goanna Tales, pp.  11 and 121 

Average number of words per sentence 25.75 Average number of words per sentence 7.5 

Number of syllables in the 100 words = 182 Number of syllables in the 100 words = 160 

Reading ease score = 26.727 Reading ease score = 63.863 

Rating = very difficult Rating = standard 

Over 23 years old, college graduate 14-15 years old, Years 8-9 

Average: 37.679 = difficult Average: 62.261 = standard 
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The interpretation of the scores revealed that two texts from the English 
BACOS were described as 'difficult' and one was described as 'very 
difficult'. One text from Getting Going with Genres was described as 'fairly 
easy', one as 'standard', and the one with the 49.921 score may be regarded 
as bordering on 'fairly difficult' to 'difficult'. 

On average it was found that the texts in Getting Going with Genres were 
of standard reading ease aimed at a Year 8-9 person with English as their 
first language and with a reading age of 14-15 years. The average text in 
the English BACOS was found to be difficult and aimed at a college 
student with English as their first language and with a reading age of 

19-22 years. The Year levels merely served as a guide as it was readily 
acknowledged that a person's reading age did not necessarily equate with 
her or his Year level at school. All texts would represent a reading task of 
greater difficulty for an ESL reader with limited skills in English than they 
would for someone who had English as their first language, or an ESL 
reader who was a fluent user of English. 

Clarifying punctuation or no clarifying punctuation 

The Macquarie Dictionary (1991, p. 1428) defines punctuation as 'the 
practice, art or system of inserting marks or points in writing or printing 
in order to make the meaning clear'. Both Getting Going with Genres and 
the English BACOS used punctuation marks such as full stops, commas, 
colons, semicolons, quotation marks, parentheses and capital letters for 
this purpose. 

Accessible or inaccessible visual presentation/layout 

Following are scans of pages from Getting Going with Genres and the 
English BACOS to illustrate the visual presentation/layout of text. 
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FIGURE 5.3 VISUAL PRESENTATION OF PAGES 

Knowledge about particular genres of text 
in understand the structure and language 
restores of various genres of text 
Stutlenis should demonstrate the following 
beginning knowledge 
Recount 
• that a recount has the following schematic 

structure 
an orientation, events, re-orientation 

• has the following language features 
uses the simple past tense 

Procedural text 
that a procedural text has the following 
schematic structure 

-- materials tobe used are stated, and procedures 
us be followed are specified 
has the following language features 
uses the imperative mood. eg take. pal' 

-- often omits the definite article 

Factual description and report 
• that a factual description or report has the 

following schematic structure 
- a statement of the scope of the report, or a 

general classification or definition of the 
ttern being discussed, is followed by 
ilescription of the tent. w itli an optional coda 
or comment) at the cod 

REPORT GENRE 

finowledge about particular genres of text 
To understand the structure and language 
features of various genres of text 
Studruts shou Ii! dernomtrate the following 
developing knowledge 
Recount 

that a recount has the following schematic 
structure 
anorirnt5tioti. followed tiyaseriesofevents. 
orlz.inl ed on a temporal basis, stinictitnes 
follou ccl by re-orientation 

• has the followtnp language features 
-- uses the simple past tense 

Procedural text 
• that a procedural text has the following 

schematic strucure 
- materials tobe used are stated and procedures 

to be followed are specified 
* has the following language features 
• uses the imperative mood 

cot! ',crii!ona! h molts the defintie a -tic Ic 

Factual description and report 
that a factual ilescriptsoti or report has the 
following schematic structure 
a statement of the scope of the report, or 
general classification or definition of the 
ttetr being discussed, followed by a 
descrtptiontsl the item, with anoptional coda 
(or comittetit) at the cud 

linowledge about particular genres a/tart 
To understand the structure and language 
features of various genres of text 
Students Should demonstrate the following 
explicit knowledge 
Recount 

that a recount has the following schematic 
structure 

- anohenettioti, followed byasenesof events, 
organised on a temporal basis, sometimes 
followed by re-onentation 

• has the following language features 
- uses the simple past tense and past perfect 

tense 

Procedural tc,et 
Not applicable at this ir't'l, since it is as,summl 
that studcstta wilt be using the particular kinds 
ojproceduraltenuappropriatrforother subject 
areas, in the study of those subjec-ts.  

Factual description and report 
that a factual description or report has the 
following schematic structure 

- ii statement of the scope of the report, or a 
general classification or definition of the 
item being discussed, is followed by a 
description of the item. with an optional 
coda (or cotitment) at the end 

2-57 
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The visual impact of the pages in the English BACOS was that of 'wall-to-
wall carpeting' of words with the use of columns, shading and 
typographical techniques offering some relief. In contrast, the impact of 
pages in the genre resource was that the layout was very accessible and 
visually appealing. Key visuals in the genre resource included 
illustrations, tables, matrixes, charts, flow charts, time-lines, maps, story 
maps, diagrams, graphs, picture sequences, checklists and the effective use 
of white space. 

Organising language or no organising language 

Both Getting Going with Genres and the English BACOS used organising 
language such a table of contents and a hierarchy of section headings. An 
index for the teacher manuals in Getting Going with Genres was provided 
in Teachers' Notes; the English BACOS had no index. Both publications 
used typographical clues to indicate how text was organised. 

The English BACOS made particular use of typographical clues to indicate 
how the learning outcomes were organised: background shading 
indicated purposes for students to use English in schools; the symbol 
indicated learning outcomes; the symbol - indicated more specific 
learning outcomes; and bold type indicated work requirements related to 
outcomes. 

However, teachers considered that the explanation for these typographical 
clues was very complex (if they read it at all). Comprehension was not 
helped by the fact that the explanation was located twenty-six pages before 
the learning outcomes section began and needed to be remembered by the 
reader for the following 105 pages. The explanation for how the learning 
outcomes were organised in the English BACOS is as follows: 
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Organisation of learning outcomes 

The purpose for which students use English in schools: interpersonal, informational 

and aesthetic, are the basis of the Learning Outcomes in all three domains. 

For ease of reference, each of these purposes is highlighted in each domain of the 

Learning Outcomes by background shading. 

The actual learning outcomes related to these purposes are indicated by the symbol '. 

Frequently, these main learning outcomes are subdivided into more specific outcomes. 

The more specific outcomes are indicated by the symbol -. 

The Learning Outcomes are listed in the same order as the Work Requirements. Words 

which appear in bold type in the text of the Learning Outcomes indicate the Work 

Requirements related to this particular Outcome, e.g. 

To convey information about, or to describe procedures, people, places and events 

Students should demonstrate the beginning ability 

• to give information accurately and clearly by means of 

- an announcement e.g. at an Early Childhood assembly about a class performance 

- instructions e.g. how to play a card game 

- a recount e.g. of a series of events in the recent past such as an excursion. 

(Northern Territory Board of Studies 1992, Section 2, p.  10) 

Clear or complex organisation of ideas. 

Getting Going with Genres had a clear and elegant organisation of ideas. 

The resource was organised around the idea of genres. Each of the seven 

genre teacher books had three parts: an introductory section 

(approximately 10 pages), units of work (approximately 50 pages) and a 

concluding section (approximately 10 pages). Each book in the set had a 

similar structure so that readers could become familiar with the 

organisation of ideas. The bulk of each book contained units of work with 

information organised by the steps in the Geraldton teaching-learning 

model. The organisation of the genre teacher books is represented in 

figure 5.4. 
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FIGURE 5.4 ORGANISATION OF GENRE TEACHER BOOKS 

Introduction 
register 

nence 
nstruction 

truction 
ruction 

Units of work text composition 
ation of a text 

ng topics 
efforts 

assessment 
Conclusion programming 

additional useful resources 

In stark contrast, the English Board Approved Course of Study had a very 
complex organisation of ideas. Section two had three parts: an 
introductory overview (10 pages), the work requirements (15 pages), and 
the learning outcomes (90 pages). Each part was divided into subsections 
and some parts had numerous sub-subsections. 

First the learning outcomes were arranged as three stages of schooling: 
T-3, 4-7 and 8-10. Next each stage had three subsections: learning to use 
English, learning about English and learning through English. Then each 
of these subsections was further divided into other subsections. Figure 5.5 
represents the overall structure of section two of the English BACOS. 
Figures 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8 show the sub-subsections for the learning to use 
English, learning about English and learning through English outcomes. 
The organisation of the outcomes for learning about English was 
particularly complex with two, three or four further sub-divisions within 
each subsection. In the English BACOS, all the subsections were repeated 
three times for each of the stages of schooling. 

____________ 
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links to the English curriculum 
important ESL strategies 
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____ 
exploration text reconst 
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reflection 
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FIGURE 5.5 ORGANISATION OF SECTION TWO OF THE ENGLISH BACOS 

field of English 
Introduction definitions of work requirements and learning outcomes 

how to use work requirements and learning outcomes 

i— reading 

i— Years T-3 I listening & viewing 

I L speaking and performing 

I writing 

I reading 
Work I Years 4-7 listening & viewing 
requirements speaking and performing 

I writing 
reading 

Years 8-10 I listening & viewing 
speaking and performing 
writing 

r— learning to use English 
Stages T-3 learning about English plus further I 

learning through English 

Learning 

sub-sections 

r -  learning to use English plus further 

outcomes 
I ______ [States 47 learning about English 
I 

sub-sections 
learning through English— 

learning to use English 

Stages 8_10-J learning about English 
plus further I 

learning through English 
sub-sections 

FIGURE 5.6 SUBSECTIONS OF 'LEARNING TO USE ENGLISH' 

comprehending c— interpersonal 
written text - informational 
reading aesthetic 

i- comprehending oral interpersonal 
text - listening & informational 

Learning viewing aesthetic 
to Use 
English 

_-_ 
composing oral text interpersonal 
- speaking & informational 
performing aesthetic 

composing written interpersonal 
text - writing informational 
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FIGURE 5.7 SUBSECTIONS OF 'LEARNING THROUGH ENGLISH' 
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FIGURE 5.8 SUBSECTIONS OF 'LEARNING ABOUT ENGLISH' 
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5.4.2 Language Aspects 

The second quality of text to be analysed was the language aspects of the 

two publications. Texts about 'factual descriptions and reports' were used 

as the basis of the analysis. Language aspects of text include: (a) familiar or 

unfamiliar vocabulary, (b) familiar or unfamiliar grammatical structures, 

(c) the use or non-use of metalanguage. 

Familiar or unfamiliar vocabulary 

A central committee of people with recognised linguistic expertise 

contributed to the writing of texts in the English BACOS. It was found that 

they used vocabulary which was more academic in nature and suggested 

topics generally drawn from urban or western social and cultural contexts. 

The following text from the English BACOS illustrates the nature of its 

vocabulary. Much of it would be unfamiliar to ESL Aboriginal students 

and their teachers. 

A factual description gives information about individual people, places, objects or 

occasions. A report is a description of a natural or non-natural phenomenon at a high 

level of generalisation (Section 2, p.  61). 

Students should demonstrate the ability to compose 

a factual description which makes clear both the general classification and 

specific details about a subject, e.g. the Supreme Court, as appropriate for its 

purpose and audience (Section 2, p.  50). 

a report, arising from the teaching-learning program, which demonstrates 

some choice and balance of detail and a pattern of organisation appropriate 

for its intended purpose and audience, e.g. on 'Nineteenth century Australian 

poetry' (Section 2, p. 51). 

(Northern Territory Board of Studies 1992) 

By contrast, one hundred and three teachers working in Northern 

Territory Aboriginal schools contributed to the writing of Getting Going 

with Genres. This was undoubtedly a major factor affecting their choice of 

familiar vocabulary. Topics and model texts used vocabulary which built 
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on teachers and students' prior knowledge and experiences. The writers' 
choices allowed the reader to concentrate on the message about the 
characteristic features of texts instead of being distracted by unfamiliar and 
complicated vocabulary. 

A factual description describes one particular person place or event. 

Example 

A Special Goanna 

Introduction to subject There is a special goanna living in our classroom. 

Description: 

• where it lives It lives in a large glass fish tank. 

• appearance It has a black mark on its face. The rest of its body is 

yellowish-brown. It is about a metre in length. 

• food habits It eats bread and insects. 

• personal comment We call the goanna, Anna. 

A report describes a class or group of things. 

Example 

Goannas 
 

Classification Goannas are large Australian lizards. 

Description: 

• appearance Goannas are yellowish-brown in colour. They grow to 

about a metre in length. 

• habitat Goannas live in burrows. 

• food habits They eat insects, lizards, mice, eggs and flesh of dead 

animals. 

• breeding To breed, the female goanna lays about six eggs in a 
• interaction with termite mound. 

humans Some Aboriginal people hunt goannas for food. 

(Goanna Tales, Northern Territory Department of Education 1993, pp.  6-9) 

Familiar or unfamiliar grammatical structures 

Both publications used familiar grammatical structures which included 
headings, sub-headings, paragraphs and sentences. To avoid very long 
sentences, ideas were frequently listed and preceded by bullets (.). 
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However, while Getting Going with Genres was characterised by clear, 

straightforward expression, this was not the case with the English BACOS. 

To an ESL reader, much of the text could be considered incomprehensible 

gobbledegook. The following passage is but one example of the 

convoluted sentence constructions which characterised the English 

BACOS. This one sentence has an incredible 102 words and would be 

extremely complex to analyse. It followed a statement advising teachers to 

use the learning outcomes as their criteria for assessing students' 

performance. 

These learning outcomes are inevitably very broad, however, even when specific 

examples are given; and, within this broad framework, schools and classrooms 

should identify their own more specific outcomes for their own students and units of 

work in all three domains: Learning to use English, Learning about English and 

Learning through English, e.g. on page 2:110, in the section Learning through English 

under 'Beliefs, values and ideologies' the Stage Seven Outcomes say that students 

should demonstrate the developing ability to reflect on such topics as 'qualities of 

personality and behaviour of individuals, e.g. the personal growth of David in I am 

David'. 
(Northern Territory Board of Studies 1992, Section 3, p.  4) 

Use or non-use of metalanguage 

Metalanguage was understood as language which explains what other 

language means. Both Getting Going with Genres and the English BACOS 

used similar metalanguage to describe the purpose, structure and 

language features of the various types of texts which students were 

required to comprehend and compose. In addition, the genre resource 

provided hundreds of model texts and familiar topics to illustrate 

theoretical descriptions. The English BACOS provided a limited range of 

topics and no models of extended texts. 
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5.4.3 Concepts 

The third quality of text to be analysed was the concepts presented in the 
texts of the two publications. At opposite ends of the continuum are texts 
which use: 

familiar concepts which relate to the everyday life and existing 
knowledge of the reader (easy to read), or 

unfamiliar concepts which relate to abstract things and have no clear 
link to the existing knowledge of the reader (difficult to read). 

At the heart of both Getting Going with Genres and the English BACOS 
were the concepts of 'literacy', 'genres' and a 'genre approach to teaching 
English'. Literacy was a familiar concept concerned with the 
comprehension and composition of written or visual text. The concept of 
genres was unfamiliar to teachers and both resources made much use of 
metalanguage to describe it to their readers. The genre resource provided 
hundreds of examples relating to the everyday life of Aboriginal students. 
It is dubious whether examples such as the 'Supreme Court' or 
'Nineteenth century Australian poetry' in the English BACOS would 
have linked with existing knowledge of the average teacher in Aboriginal 
schools. 

The concept of a genre approach to teaching English was unfamiliar to 
teachers. To make clear to teachers how this could be applied, both Getting 
Going with Genres and the English BACOS defined the five steps of the 
Geraldton teaching-learning model. In addition, the genre resource 
illustrated how the model could be applied in ESL educational contexts by 
using it as the structure for numerous units of work. This greatly 
enhanced teachers' abilities to perceive the usefulness of the resource for 
their everyday work practices. 
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5.4.4 Text properties 

Properties of text in the two publications was the fourth aspect to be 

examined. Assumptions about text properties of curriculum materials are 

that: 

reading ease occurs when the genre or type of text is one with which 

readers are so familiar that they find it easy to deal with 

reading difficulty occurs when unfamiliar and uncommon text types 

are used. 

Getting Going with Genres was designed for everyday classroom use. It 

provided sample programs, dozens of units of work, lots of tips for 

teaching, ideas for extension work and assessment frameworks as well as 

posters and readers. The texts were designed to be practical or user friendly 

and suitable to be used with little or no adaptation or to serve as models 

for the types of materials that teachers would normally prepare 

themselves. They were the familiar types of texts which teachers read, 

create or use on a regular basis, day after day, week after week, year after 

year. Teachers were so familiar with the properties of these types of texts 

that they found them easy to deal with. 

The English BACOS was designed to outline a course of study and system 

requirements. By its very nature, the text of the English BACOS was more 

theoretical and required much effort on the teacher's part to be creatively 

transformed into materials such as those provided by the genre resource. 

In general, teachers do not use official curriculum documents on a daily 

basis and this less frequent use results in less familiarity with the 

properties of the texts they contain. 
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5.4.5 Interactiona! aspects 

The final aspect to be explored was the interactional aspects of the texts in 
the two publications. Interactional aspects of reader-friendly materials are 
attempts by the writer to involve the reader through the use of such 
strategies as questions or exercises. Even if the reader doesn't physically do 
the activity, the strategies have the potential to make the reader mentally 
do the activity. The English BACOS had no evidence of questions or 
exercises aimed at involving the reader. On the other hand, Getting Going 
with Genres made much use of such strategies. Five examples are 
presented as evidence. 

1. A puzzle to find the words 

Circle these words in the puzzle. 

DISCUSSION REPORT NARRATIVE ARGUMENT 

RECOUNT PROCEDURE EXPLANATION DESCRIPTION 

ENEENEWENEWN uuuuuuuuuuuu uuguuuuuuuug •uuuuuuuuui 
UUUUUUUUUUA uuuuuuuuuuuA 
NUMENNEEMBED 

Take the letters that are left over. Arrange them in the following spaces. 

(Teachers' Notes, Northern Territory Department of Education 1993, p. 25) 

Note: The remaining letters form 'Getting Going with Genres'. 
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2. A writing exercise 

Work sheet 1 Work sheet 2 

Choose a goanna. Write your story here. 

an a .nt.Hf Jar a 

( Uvl~ 

: 
Wntr a yscaunt ala hwntenq 

t,p J,an 1OM C..qht a 

Writ. a rflPt fat goonna Steal 

(Goanna Tales, Northern Territory Department of Education 1993, PP.  27-28) 

An exercise in rhyme 

Compose a rhyming couplet about likes and dislikes. 

Example: I like frogs, I don't like dogs. 

I like 

I don't like .............................................. 

(Narrative Genre, Northern Territory Department of Education 1993, p. 78) 

Evaluation questions 

What have we learned about using English to compose biographies? 

What knowledge have we gained about people through biographies? 

What use is this learning to us? 

(Recount Genre, Northern Territory Department of Education 1993, p.  37) 
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5. A cutting and sequencing exercise 

Reconstruct a news item. Cut along the dotted lines, jumble the pieces, and then 
rearrange in order. 

--------------------------------------------------- 
Police reported noticing a car exceeding the speed limit and being driven in a 

---------------------------------- 

iwi r a magistrate's court today charged With - - 
driving without a licence and being in possession of a stolen car. -------------------------------------------------- 
-------------------------------------------------- -DARWIN MAN CHARGED 
I-------------------------------------------------- 

Jjht, p ice arrested a young man driv ingastolen car on the Stuart - - 

I Highway near Berrimah. -------------------------------------------------- 
(Recount Genre, Northern Territory Department of Education 1993,p. 32) 

5.4.6 Consequences 

Consequences of reading difficulty in printed curriculum materials 
include the following: 

readers cannot access the information and, as a result, do not use the 
materials and their intent is not realised 

• the immense time, money, effort and talent that go into 

development and dissemination activities are of very limited value 
further time, money, effort and talent are needed for the 

development of additional materials which translate difficult texts 
into more useful, reader-friendly texts 

• readers become frustrated. 

Consequences of reader-friendly documents include the following: 
• reading is easier and more pleasurable 

• readers are more likely to understand the content 
• they provide greater equity in access to information which is an issue 

of social justice as well as economic sense 
0 teachers are more likely to use reader-friendly curriculum materials. 
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5.5 Explanation findings 

Some teachers criticised Getting Going with Genres for being inaccurate in 

its description of explanations. As explanation genre was a major 

component of the resource and teachers have every right to expect 

recently published materials to be accurate and up-to-date, a case study 

was conducted to investigate the following question: 

- Was 
Getting Going with Genies 

inaccurate in its description 
of explanations? 

'To explain how or why things have happened or happen' was the 

definition of the social purpose of an explanation provided in Getting 

Going with Genres. This was the same definition that was provided by the 

English Board Approved Course of Study (BACOS) (Northern Territory 

Board of Studies 1992, Section 2, p. 62). The structure of an explanation 

was described as a general statement followed by a description of a 

sequence of events showing cause and effect. Typical language features 

were identified as words and phrases which show cause and effect, for 

example, 'because', 'so', 'as', 'therefore', 'makes', 'enables', 'causes', 'as a 

result' and 'as a consequence'. The following diagram was provided to 

help teachers talk about the cause and effect of explanation genre. 

FIGURE 5.9 EXPLANATION PROCESS 

This happened and then that 
and because this happened caused this to 

of this happen. 

(Explanation Genre, Northern Territory Department of Education 1992, p.  11) 
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The materials for explanation genre in Getting Going with Genres 

provided numerous texts to illustrate the features of an explanation text. 
The following text, 'Meeting the Plane', was the one which appeared on 
the poster and in the reader for explanation genre. The question was, 'Is 
this a recount or an explanation?'. 

FIGURE 5.10 RECOUNT OR EXPLANATION? 

MEETING THE PLANE 

an explanation 

5jG , 

statement of the scope Here is an explanation of what happened when we went to meet 
of the explanation I  Betty's plane. 

description of a As it was holiday time, Betty was returning home. She was 
sequence of events coming by plane because it was quicker than by road. As the 
showing cause and airstrip was out of town, we planned to drive the truck to meet 
effect her. Because the plane showed that the tank was empty, we 

needed to buy petrol. We had no money, so we borrowed some. As a 
result of borrowing money, we were able to put petrol in the truck. 
Consequently, we drove to the airstrip to meet the plane. Guess 
what? Betty was not on the plane! She had missed the plane 
because she had slept in. That made us cross! 

(After Northern Territory Department of Education 1993, poster for an explanation) 
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'Meeting the Plane' provides an explanation about how something 

happened and uses words to show cause and effect, so why, therefore, is it 

not regarded as an explanation? My investigations focused on three key 

issues: 

• definitions of explanations 

• topics about which explanations could be composed 

• typical language features of explanations. 

5.5.1 Definitions of an explanation 

A search was made of definitions for an explanation both in Northern 

Territory publications and in literature in the public domain. 

Both Getting Going with Genres and the English BACOS defined the 

social purpose of explanations as being 'to explain how or why things 

have happened or happen'. 

A search of relevant literature revealed that other sources defined the 

social purpose of an explanation as being 'to explain how or why a 

phenomenon happened or happens'. 

Following are examples of definitions of an explanation from sources 

other than Getting Going with Genres and the English BACOS. 

An explanation is a factual text used to explain processes involved in the evolution 

of natural or sociocultural phenomena. Explanations are used to account for why 

things are as they are. 

(Literacy and Education Research Network 1990, p.  16) 

An explanation is a piece of writing that tells readers how and why things happen. 

When experts write an explanation, they call the happening or event they are 

writing about a phenomenon. When you write about more than one phenomenon, you 

say, phenomena. 
(Christie et al. 1992, p. 2) 
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An explanation tells you how and why something works. The text of an explanation 
is organised into: 

• a generalised statement of the phenomenon to be explained 
• giving details of how and why. 

Explanations are used to explain mechanical things, natural phenomena, how 
organisations operate, how technical things like computers work, how games are 
played and puzzles solved. Some language features are: generalised non-human 
participants, timeless' present tense and adverbial clauses of time. 

(Winch and Blaxcell 1994, p.  128) 

Natural explanations are typically found in the physical sciences and are used to 
explain how some natural phenomenon comes to be. They start by identifying the 
particular phenomenon and then outlining how it comes to be, step by step. Typically 
they have logical relations of time (when, as), condition (if) and cause and effect. 

Factorial explanations are typically found in the sciences, social sciences and 
humanities and typically have a structure of first identifying the phenomenon 
followed by reasons or factors to account for the phenomenon. These texts are 
typically used to explain something which is not necessarily sequential and might 
well have a number of interdependent factors each with different weightings. The 
main difference between factorial explanations and arguments is that the 
information in them is presented as if it were not controversial. 

(Wignell 1993) 

From the definitions above, it was clear that the other sources were using 
'explanations' as a term to cover texts which 'explained the evolution of 
natural and sociocultural phenomena'. The Mac quarie Dictionary (1991, p. 
1329) defines a phenomenon as: (1) 'a fact, occurrence or circumstance 
observed or observable: the phenomena of nature'; and (2) 'something 
that impresses the observer as extraordinary; a remarkable thing or 
person'. Clearly a 'phenomenon' is something more than a 'thing'. 
A 'thing' could only be considered a phenomenon, if it were something 
extraordinary or remarkable. 'Meeting the plane' would hardly be 
described as explaining something extraordinary or remarkable. 
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The question was, 'Are texts explaining phenomena the types of 

explanations that writers of the English BACOS wanted students to 

comprehend and compose?'. As definitions for other genres in Getting 

Going with Genres and the English BACOS were consistent with those of 

genre theorists, it could be assumed that the inconsistency of the 

definition for explanation was unintentional. 

5.5.2 Topics for explanations 

To delve further into the issue, topics for composing explanations were 

investigated. Topics illustrating explanations in the wider literature 

included: 

• 'speech production' and 'the end of bushranging' (Gerot & Wignell 

1994) 

• 'why it rains' and 'how an oil refinery works' (Literacy & Education 

Research Network 1990). 

The English BACOS suggested the following topics for composing 

explanations. From these, only the one about tidal movements refers to a 

phenomenon. Providing explanations for the other topics would probably 

result in recounts, narratives or arguments at a whole text level with 

explanatory cause and effect statements at a sentence level. 

Students should demonstrate the ability to explain the relationship between a 

series of events or processes related to things such as 

• why they were late for school 

• why a character in a story behaved in a particular way 

why a fight occurred 

• why Penny Pollard changed her view of old people 

• why the tide rises and falls 

• why Tom Robinson in To Kill a Mockingbird ran away from jail 

• how their taste in literature has developed over the years. 

(Northern Territory Board of Studies 1992, Section 2, p.  51) 
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The following text represents an explanation of tidal movements. This is 
a very different type of text to the 'Meeting the Plane' explanation. 
Learning to comprehend a text such as this is part of the primary Science 
curriculum and is the type of explanation with which students would 
need to engage. 

Why we have high and low tides 

Twice a day the ocean water comes in and goes out. This is known as a high tide and 
a low tide. Here is an explanation about tides. 

Tides are caused by the gravitational pull of the Sun and Moon on the Earth. As 
the bodies rotate, there is a forceful attraction between them. We notice the 
effect of the gravitational pull on the ocean water because water moves easily. 
Water in lakes and dams are also pulled in the same way but, because the mass 
of water is small, the tides are not as noticeable. 

(Norman 1993a, p.  1) 

Confusion is caused when a word with a common-sense everyday 
meaning is used as a term with a specialised meaning. 'Please explain why 
you were late for school' leads to a different type of text than 'Please 
explain why tides rise and fall'. It was the treatment of both of these types 
of texts as though they were 'explanations' which led to the claim that the 
interpretation for an explanation in Getting Going with Genres was 
'wrong'. Following are the topics for explanation units of work in Getting 
Going with Genres. 

• How or why things happened like they did in a traditional Aboriginal story 
• How or why things happened like they did in a traditional English story 
• Things that affect life in Aboriginal communities 

• Student absences 

• How behaviour is affected by feelings 

• Attitudes and behaviour towards animals 

• What happens in science experiments 

• What happens during life cycles 

(Explanation Genre, Northern Territory Department of Education 1993, p. v) 
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Only the last two units on 'life cycles' and outcomes of 'science 

experiments' would generate texts to explain phenomena. These provided 

model texts for natural phenomena such as: heat conduction, the water 

cycle, why flames need oxygen to burn, and life cycles of butterflies, emus, 

wedge-tailed eagles, budgerigars and magpie geese. Following are 

examples of two of these texts. 

Why metal handles of spoons become hot and wooden handles do not 

Because metal is a good conductor, heat quickly passes from the spoon along the 

handle. Consequently the metal handle quickly becomes too hot to hold. The handle 

of the wooden spoon does not become hot because wood is a bad conductor of heat. 

(Explanation Genre, Northern Territory Department of Education 1993, p.  46) 

Life cycle of the emu 

First the male emu prepares a nest of grass and leaves. After mating, the female emu 

lays about ten large green eggs. Then the male emu incubates the eggs by sitting on 

them. After about two months, the emu chicks hatch. The male raises the emu 

chicks. After sixteen months the young emus are independent and the male emu is 

free to breed again. 

(Explanation Genre, Northern Territory Department of Education 1993, p.  52) 

At a whole text level (which is the basis of the genre approach), the 

majority of topics for other units of work in Explanation Genre were 

illustrated by narratives, recounts or arguments with cause and effect 

statements at a sentence level. The first two units of work adopted the 

suggestion in the English BACOS that students compose explanations for 

why characters in a story behaved in a particular way. The unit of work 

which used a traditional Aboriginal story was interesting, in that, in 

Aboriginal culture, traditional creation stories are accepted to be factorial 

explanations for the evolution of phenomena. However, in western 

culture, we understand these stories to be narratives of a mythical nature. 

The cultural bias of English genres is something which needed to be 

understood by teachers and made explicit to ESL learners. 
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The text on the poster and reader, 'Meeting the Plane', could not be 
described as an explanation of a phenomenon. At the whole text level, it 
was retelling an experience in which, at sentence level, there were cause 
and effect statements. Within the scope of genre theory, it was a recount. 
Like most of the model texts for explanations in Getting Going with 
Genres, if it were to be considered an explanation, then it would be in the 
commonsense usage of the word and not in the specialised sense that 
genre theorists use the term. 

5.5.3 Language features of explanations 

The third aspect of the issue to be investigated was the typical language 
features of explanations. Getting Going with Genres and the English 
BACOS stated that explanations use words and phrases such as 'because', 
'so', 'therefore', 'makes', 'enables', 'as a result' and 'as a consequence' to 
explain the relationship between a series of events or processes. These 
statements foregrounded cause and effect to be the prominent linguistic 
feature of explanations. On reviewing the explanation texts in Getting 
Going with Genres, Wignell (1993, p.  1), had this to say: 

The writers seem to have mistaken the grammar of cause and effect for 'explaining'. 
In fact the book reads like a book on the grammar of cause and effect. ... Typically 
they [explanations] have logical relations of time (when, as), condition (if) and 
cause and effect. Cause and effect is not necessarily foregrounded as is indicated in 
the book although on a more abstract time and condition do imply some kind of cause. 

A review of relevant literature (Gerot & Wignell 1994, Winch & Blaxcell 
1994, Christie et al. 1992) revealed that explanations typically: 
• had generic, non-human participants 
• used simple present tense (unless the phenomenon no longer 

existed) with mainly material or action processes 
• made some use of passive voice 
• used temporal, conditional and causal circumstances and 

conjunctions. 
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Also, an explanation often uses a diagram or flow chart to indicate the 

evolutionary process by which a phenomenon is formed. As graphical 

representations are texts to be read, these should also be regarded as a 

language feature of written explanations. 

Most of the model texts for explanations in Getting Going with Genres did 

not meet the linguistic criteria of genre theorists as they involved human 

participants, used past tense and made little use of passive voice. These 

discrepancies were an added reason why some teachers questioned the 

accuracy of information about explanations in the genre resource. 

5.5.4 Consequences 

The findings of the case study suggest that there are consequences for 

action and inaction in regard to the explanation genre materials in 

Getting Going with Genres. If nothing is done, 

informed people will continue to criticise the interpretation of 

explanations in the English curriculum and the genre resource 

uninformed teachers will use the materials without questioning 

them and be unaware that they are there is anything amiss. This has 

obvious consequences for their students. 

The findings suggest that there is an argument for remedial action to be 

taken. Actions could include the following: 

future curriculum materials should include the word 'phenomenon' 

in the description of an explanation 

future curriculum materials should distinguish between 

explanations of natural and sociocultural phenomena, suggest 

appropriate topics and provide model texts 

through a variety of modes, teachers should be made aware of the 

mismatch between descriptions of explanations in Getting Going 

with Genres and those in the wider academic literature. 
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CHAPTER 6 

DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This chapter has three major sections: discussion, conclusions and 
recommendations. In the first section, the design of the study and the 
findings are discussed. In the second section, seventeen conclusions are 
drawn from the findings and may be regarded as principles for developing 
appropriate materials for Aboriginal schools. Derived from the weight of 
the arguments, and grounded in the data, a grounded theory is offered. In 
the third section, recommendations are made to address issues which 
emerged during the study. The thesis ends with some personal 
reflections. 

6.1 Discussion 

Any research study needs to have a clear purpose and the purpose of this 
project was to study systematically the organisation, development and 
application phases of Getting Going with Genres. One aspect of the study 
was to analyse and describe the resource development process and to have 
the teachers evaluate the final product. The second aspect of the study was 
to focus on the impact of the resource on the teacher in an Aboriginal 
classroom context. 

Maximum use was made of the viewpoints of the intended audience for 
the materials; that is, teachers in a diversity of Aboriginal schools 
throughout the Northern Territory. The rationale for the client focus was 
that the materials were only as good as teachers said they were, not as 
good as developers thought they were. This focus on the clients was an 
integral part of the organisation, development and application phases of 
Getting Going with Genres, as represented in figure 6.1. 
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FIGURE 6.1 CLIENT FOCUS FOR THE STUDY 

r Client focus -------
_ 

I A I 
I I 
I Application: advocacy, training, I 
I implementation, monitoring, evaluation I 

- Triallmg, modifymg, publishmg - 
-----------  

Client Development: school-based writing Client 
needs workshops, English curriculum, Flevant satisfaction 

content, appropriate learning activities 

Organisation: consultation, NATSIEP, + 
I ASCMP, identification of projects, I 
I cross-cultural writing team I 
I A I 
I V I 
L — — — — — —ciing  ------I 

There was a criticism, by at least two senior officers in the Northern 

Territory Department of Education, that teachers were 'non-critical 

readers', implying that teachers' evaluation of the resource was of less 

value than their 'expert' evaluation. This is debatable. Public sector 

reforms in the nineties have stressed the need for organisations to have a 

greater client focus. Ryan (1994, P.  183) stated that 'clients have the right to 

be satisfied in some sense with program outputs'. Sedgwick (1994) was 

another who argued that the effectiveness of service delivery should be 

assessed from the client's perspective. 

A problem to be resolved early in the design of the research project was to 

determine the scope and scale of the project. Would I gather data from a 

large number of subjects and sites or to have an intensive investigation of 

a small sample? The first option was feasible for me; the second option 

was not. For four of the five years of this study, I worked in a curriculum 

unit and was able to travel to a large number of Aboriginal communities 

and interact with many subjects, albeit usually for single visits only. This 

situation had both advantages and disadvantages. 
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A major advantage was that I was able to gather data from teachers in a 
diversity of locations to gain a global view of teachers' responses to the 
resource. The diverse locations included Nyrripi which was a small 
isolated school in the Western Desert region of Central Australia, 
Epenarra which was a small school in the eastern part of the Barkly 
region, Bathurst Island which had two large schools north of Darwin, 
Katherine School of the Air which was situated in an urban context but 
provided services to some Aboriginal students in remote areas, and 
Yirrkala which was a large school in the East Arnhem region. From these 
diverse locations, I was able to get a sense of what was happening with 
Getting Going with Genres in Northern Territory Aboriginal schools. 

Two disadvantages of this broad perspective were that the findings 
were more superficial in nature than if they had resulted from an 
intensive study of a single site and were mainly derived from single 
interactions with subjects. The brevity of my visits to Aboriginal schools 
made me more reliant on the teachers to provide accurate and truthful 
information about their use of the resource than if I had been able to stay 
in schools longer. Also, it meant that I was unable to monitor teachers' 
developing competence and confidence in using the resource and the 
ways in which they were adapting it to suit their preferred styles and local 
context characteristics. 

Getting Going with Genres has proved to be a popular resource, not only 
in Northern Territory Aboriginal schools but also in urban schools and 
interstate educational institutions. I was urged, and tempted, to include 
urban schools as well as Aboriginal schools in the study, but felt this 
would make the study so large and complex as to be unmanageable. 
I found that I had enough issues to contend with by focusing on the 
context in which the resource was intended to be used, without including 
other contexts. Nevertheless, it should be noted that tertiary institutions 
and primary and secondary urban schools have also found Getting Going 
with Genres to be a useful resource. 
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A problem to be resolved early in the research project was to determine 

the audience for the research as this would influence the approach I 

adopted. If this research has focused on any one audience, then it has been 

the writers of curriculum materials, particularly those writing materials 

for teachers in Aboriginal schools. The Northern Territory is leading 

Australia in this field but most writers' efforts appeared to be based on 

their intuition and personal experience because of the lack of guidance 

afforded by the literature. I agree with Dubin (1995) that there is a need for 

more research into the craft of writing curriculum materials. Although 

writers were the main audience for the findings of this research, the 

findings also have implications for policy makers, course designers, 

project managers, change facilitators, teachers and researchers. 

Another issue in this study was the depth to which events preceding the 

implementation of the resource should be investigated and/or reported. 

In response to an open-ended item on the questionnaire, many 

respondents commented that they 'most liked' the way in which the 

resource had been developed. This point was also picked up during the 

interviews. Chapter 2 provided a brief overview of pre-implementation 

events and the findings have implications for future activities during 

organisation and development phases of curriculum materials projects. 

Dubin and Olshtain (1986, p.  180) claim that an evaluation 'should be 

directed at all levels of the framework' which, in the case of Getting Going 

with Genres, included the National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 

Education Policy (NATSIEP) under which the resource was developed, 

the Aboriginal Schools Curriculum Materials Project (ASCMP) and the 

Northern Territory English Board Approved Course of Study (BACOS), in 

particular. The findings showed that teachers strongly approved of the 

NATSIEP and the ASCMP and the influence they had on the 

development of the resource. Teachers were less sure of the benefits of the 

genre approach and Geraldton teaching-learning model which needed 

time to be tried and tested. 
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The influence of these factors on Getting Going with Genres were 
evidenced in the following ways: 

• Aboriginal people were heavily involved in developing the 
materials, both in a 2:1 ratio in the ASCMP genre team and in a 3:1 
ratio in the school-based writing workshops 

• subject matter was derived from the social and cultural contexts of 
Aboriginal students 

• materials were aimed at helping Aboriginal students achieve 
mainstream curriculum outcomes and not some watered down 
version of them 

• a genre approach to teaching English provided the macro-framework 
for the materials and the means to make explicit the implicit 
understandings native speakers have of using English for different 
purposes 

• units of work provided the internal structure of the teacher manuals 
and these incorporated ESL strategies into the Geraldton teaching-
learning model. 

It was important to have a conceptual framework for the research project 
and the curriculum model of Print (1993) with its three phases—
organisation, development and application—was more helpful for my 
purposes than other curriculum models in the literature. Most models 
focused on the cyclic development phase with essential elements being: 
situational analysis, objectives, content, learning activities and 
assessment. Print's model had this and more. The findings would have 
been distorted and misrepresented had not contextual factors been taken 
into account. The findings support Print's (1993, pp.  82-83) notion that: 

we need to understand what happened as a prelude to development (presage); how 
we are to devise a curriculum document, project or materials (development; and 
finally how the document/materials may be applied and modified in practice 
(application). 
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An understanding of the organisation phase was essential to appreciate 

the significance of the research findings. Getting Going with Genres 

would never have been written had not certain organisational events 

involving the Commonwealth and Northern Territory governments 

occurred. The magnitude of these events and their effect on the provision 

of resources, the recruitment of cross-cultural teams of writers and the 

development of culturally appropriate curriculum materials for 

Aboriginal schools, were unprecedented in Australian history. The 

National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Education Policy led to the 

establishment of a curriculum materials project, which led to the 

production of the genre resource, which contributed to major changes in 

how English was taught in Northern Territory Aboriginal schools. 

In effect, the ASCMP was 'commissioned' under the NATSIEP to develop 

curriculum materials specifically for teachers in Northern Territory 

Aboriginal schools. This meant that the writers had their audience, a 

time-frame and the thrust of their work circumscribed for them. While 

they were assured of having their products published after close 

monitoring by a range of stakeholders, they probably had less opportunity 

to develop their own ideas than had their projects been self-initiated. The 

findings support Dubin and Olshtain's (1986, p.  171) notion that: 

The source of motivation may not be evident when the effort is finally completed, 

but in terms of how the work is accomplished and what the internal demands on the 

writers are, the initiating impetus for a project is of great significance. 

An issue for materials writers in the second phase of Print's model—

development—was to produce a reader-friendly, user-friendly product 

which supported the Northern Territory English BACOS. One way to 

gauge how successful writers had been in achieving this goal was by 

administering a questionnaire to users and potential users. An ideal 

opportunity to administer the questionnaire was provided by the ASCMP 

two-day inservice programs, during which participants examined the 

resource. 
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The ASCMP introductory inservice program for Getting Going with 
Genres provided a captive audience and facilitated an extremely high 
return rate (96.9 per cent). The strategy also had the advantage of ensuring 
that respondents had a reasonable understanding of the components of 
the resource and were providing informed opinions. As the group 
included Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal teachers from all educational 
regions of the Northern Territory, a diversity of opinions was obtained. 
Although the sixty-two respondents represented only fifteen per cent of 
all teachers in Aboriginal schools, the sample was(sufficientl )large 
enough to indicate what the reactions of other teachers might be. 

The questionnaire had both closed and open items. Greater objectivity 
was obtained by the impersonal nature of asking questions and the Likert 
scale mode of response. The use of a five-point rating scale eased the task 
of data analysis. A possible weakness of the closed items was that I had no 
way of knowing what issues were more or less important to the 
respondent. Teachers were possibly responding to issues which may be 
neither important to them nor ones to which they had previously given 
any thought. The closed items were carefully constructed to cover a range 
of criteria which included: clarity, relevance to teacher needs, social and 
cultural relevance for Aboriginal learners, user-friendliness, adaptability, 
ESL methodology, readability, organisation and congruence with the 
English curriculum. The closed items reflected the concerns of the 
developers of the resource. 

The major concern of the developers was to articulate the link between 
the genre approach of the new English curriculum and classroom practice 
in Aboriginal schools. Although the overwhelming majority of 
respondents (91.9 per cent) agreed that the materials reflected the current 
theory for teaching English, they were less sure that the materials 
translated genre theory into effective classroom practice (70.9 per cent). 
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As only approximately half of the respondents (53.2 per cent) agreed that 

the teaching-learning strategies incorporated into the Geraldton model 

adequately supported the learning of English by ESL Aboriginal students, 

the methodology must be viewed as a major concern of teachers. This 

suggests a need for further research into effective methodology for 

enabling Aboriginal learners to become literate in English at levels which 

are comparable with other Australian students. 

Because the resource had been developed under the NATSIEP, other 

concerns of the developers were that the subject matter for learning 

English should be of interest to Aboriginal students and the level of 

English should be able to be accessed by Aboriginal teachers. Most teachers 

(88.7 per cent) considered the topics to be relevant to the social and 

cultural contexts of Aboriginal students. This was greatly facilitated 

through the policy of having the materials written by teachers who were 

actually working in Aboriginal schools at the time. 

Although Eagleson (1990) argued that writers should vary the way they 

write their documents according to the composition of their audience, it is 

on a fairly subjective basis that such decisions can be made. All Aboriginal 

respondents (100 per cent) considered that Aboriginal teachers would be 

able to understand the level of English used in Getting Going with 

Genres. However, only 27.7 per cent of the non-Aboriginal teachers 

thought this would be so, 40.4 per cent were uncertain and 31.9 per cent 

disagreed. These perceptions of non-Aboriginal respondents highlight the 

difficulty in assessing the reading abilities of Aboriginal teachers. This is a 

sensitive area and I could find no data which represented measurements 

of reading abilities of Aboriginal teachers. Equally, I could find no data on 

the reading abilities of other teachers in the Northern Territory 

Department of Education. One can only assume that writers of 

curriculum documents are writing according to their perceptions of the 

'average' teacher's reading ability for the audience being targeted. 
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A practical issue which developers faced was how to organise the content 
of the resource in a way that would be most helpful to teachers. Most 
respondents agreed that the materials were user friendly (79 per cent), 
adaptable (77.4 per cent) and relevant to their needs (74.1 per cent). All 
respondents (100 per cent) considered that the magazine-style storage box 
was ideal for easy access to the materials. These findings reflected most 
favourably on decisions concerning the content, the types of materials to 
be produced and the way in which the resource was presented. However, 
only 48.3 per cent of respondents thought the list of 'additional useful 
resources' was adequate. This finding highlighted the limited availability 
of genre-related classroom resources at the time. Since 1993, many 
commercial publications with a genre orientation have appeared in 
bookshops. 

The two open-ended items, which asked respondents to state what they 
did, and did not, like about the resource, enabled a degree of free 
expression. Open-ended items were essential to give teachers the 
opportunity to identify issues which were important to them and may not 
have been covered by the closed items. A disadvantage of the open-ended 
items was that the varied responses were more time-consuming and 
complex to analyse. The responses to the open-ended items were 
interpreted as reflecting qualities which teachers of Aboriginal students 
looked for in curriculum materials. 

In the analysis, a comparison was made between responses of Aboriginal 
respondents (figure 6.2) and those of non-Aboriginal respondents (figure 
6.3). While there were obvious similarities between the two lists, the 
relative importance of the most critical qualities differed according to the 
respondents' cultural background. The most critical quality for Aboriginal 
respondents was whether they could read and understand the words. If 
they could not comprehend the words, then there was little point in 
looking at other qualities. This finding has implications for writers to 
produce reader-friendly curriculum materials for any ESL audience. 
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FIGURE 6.2 MOST LIKED QUALITIES BY ABORIGINAL RESPONDENTS 

Easy to read 10  

Model texts 9 

Relevant 8 

Easy to use 7 

Easy to follow 6 

Well organised 
Interesting topics 4 

Clear explanations 3 

How developed 2 

Easy to adapt 1 

Per cent of all Aboriginal respondents in the sample 

FIGURE 6.3 MOST LIKED QUALITIES BY NON-ABORIGINAL RESPONDENTS 

Easy to use 9 

Model texts 8 

Easy to read 7 

Relevant 6 

Well organised 5 

Clear explanations 4 

Interesting topics 3 

How developed 2 

Simple examples 1 
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Per cent of all non-Aboriginal respondents in the sample 

The second most important quality for Aboriginal respondents was the 

provision of model texts which enabled them to see their cultures 

reflected in the subject matter and to understand the different English 

genres. Non-Aboriginal respondents also considered the model texts to be 

important, but were less concerned with them compared with the 

practical value of the resource. 
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Clearly, the most critical quality for non-Aboriginal respondents was the 
utility value of Getting Going with Genres. The finding implied that, as 
non-Aboriginal teachers picked up a resource, their prime concern was, 
'How useful will this be to me?' or 'How easily can I use this resource?'. 
The findings showed that Aboriginal respondents also liked the perceived 
ease with which they could use the resource, but that this was of lesser 
concern that the reading-ease factor. These findings have implications for 
writers of any curriculum materials to consider how to make their 
materials user friendly. As reported in the literature, unused materials 
have minimal value; value is only realised to the extent that teachers or 
students are able to make use of the curriculum materials. 

One of the most-liked qualities which was not covered by the closed items 
but was often mentioned by teachers in their open-ended responses, 
related to the way the resource was developed. The findings showed that 
the respondents strongly approved of the resource being developed in 
school-based writing workshops involving large numbers of Aboriginal 
teachers as well as non-Aboriginal teachers in diverse locations 
throughout the Northern Territory. Undoubtedly these factors had a 
tremendous influence on the reader-friendly and user-friendly qualities 
of the resource. During my travels to schools to interview subjects, those 
teachers who had been involved in the workshops, expressed great pride 
in having been part of the materials development process. Aboriginal 
teachers, in particular, talked with pride about having their names 
acknowledged in the front of the books. 

Another aspect of the unique development of the genre resource was to 
distribute copies of the materials to all Aboriginal schools as they were 
written. Teachers thought the strategy was an excellent way to be kept 
informed of progress, to have the opportunity to trial ideas and provide 
feedback and thus be part of the materials development process, and to 
gradually develop their own understanding of a genre approach to 
teaching English. The strategy had a high cost factor but may be considered 
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to be worth it, because of the benefits it reaped for both teachers and the 

developers and ultimately Aboriginal students. 

The findings suggest that, providing developers of system-wide materials 

have the time and the resources, consideration should be given to 

developing materials in school-based workshops and distributing 

working drafts of materials as they are written. As an ethical or social 

justice issue, the names of people who have been major contributors to a 

publication should be acknowledged. In reviewing publications by the 

Northern Territory Department of Education, it was more common for 

the Department to be acknowledged and not individual contributors. 

Interview findings indicated that it was of significance to Aboriginal 

people, in particular, that they be named. 

The second open-ended question on the questionnaire asked respondents 

to state what they did not like about the resource. The majority of 

respondents (74.2 per cent) had no criticisms of the resource but, for some, 

this may have been because they had not yet had a chance to use it. The 

criticisms that were made included comments about the model texts, the 

methodology and the limited number of materials intended for student 

use. 

Aboriginal respondents from Central Australia criticised the fact that 

Aboriginal stories from the Top-End were represented but theirs were not. 

The reason for this was that the materials where these stories appeared 

were developed in Top-End schools. This finding emphasises the need for 

cultural inclusivity in materials and the misconception that there is one 

culture which is common to all Aboriginal groups. With at least 

seventeen Aboriginal languages being taught in Northern Territory 

schools with accredited bilingual programs, the ASCMP genre team could 

have sought contributions from their Literacy Production Centres. 
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The methodology was criticised for providing insufficient details about 
how to develop students' oral English skills and field knowledge. These 
are huge domains in their own right. It needs to be recognised that a 
resource cannot be all things for all people, and the writers' decision to 
focus on written genres was determined by the 'new' elements of the 
English curriculum and the need to keep the project to a manageable size. 
However, the criticism highlights some of the limitations of the resource. 

The resource was also criticised by respondents for not providing daily 
lesson plans, standards of student work expected for each level of 
schooling, student workbooks and more reading materials for students. 
The criticisms highlight the need to manage client expectations and the 
extent of support some teachers feel they need. The need to develop daily 
lesson plans and student materials for Aboriginal schools was recognised, 
and these have been the goals of materials projects that followed the 
ASCMP in the subsequent trienniums. 

Although it is probably an obvious statement to say that curriculum 
materials should be user friendly and reader friendly, one does not have 
to look very far to find curriculum materials where these qualities are 
lacking. A question which is answered by the findings is: 'Why did 
teachers consider Getting Going with Genres to be user friendly?'. The 
findings revealed that teachers considered the resource to be user friendly 
because it contained lots of tips for teaching, addressed their most pressing 
needs, was relevant to Aboriginal social and cultural contexts, and 
contained the types of materials which could be used with little or no 
adaptation and were similar to those they used on a regular basis or 
would normally prepare themselves. 

Another question which is answered by this study is: 'Why did teachers 
consider the resource to be reader friendly?'. I believe that a significant 
finding of this study has been the identification of the importance of 
reading ease in curriculum materials which are intended to be used by 
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Aboriginal teachers. Indeed the literature widely supports the notion of 

reader-friendliness as a quality of any public document. However, apart 

from stipulating the use of plain English, there is little in the literature 

which makes explicit how reader-friendliness is achieved. The issue was 

sufficiently significant to warrant the conduct of a case study. 

Conducting a readability case study was not part of the original design of 

the study but was incorporated later and can be considered an 'unintended 

outcome' of the project. No research design should be so inflexible that it 

cannot respond to issues as the project evolves. The data gathering 

method for the readability case study was a comparative document 

analysis which generated both quantitative data and qualitative data. The 

English BACOS was a suitable document to be compared with Getting 

Going with Genres as they had a common audience—teachers of English 

in Northern Territory schools. While the English BACOS was aimed at all 

teachers, the genre resource was specifically aimed at teachers in 

Aboriginal schools. However, as a social justice issue, reader-friendliness 

should have been equally a concern for developers of either document. 

The Flesch formula for determining reading ease was widely represented 

in the literature and was appropriate as one means of assessing reading 

ease. The formula is based on the average number of words in a sentence 

and the number of syllables per 100 words. The findings revealed that 

Getting Going with Genres used shorter sentences and fewer polysyllabic 

words than the English BACOS. The average text in Getting Going with 

Genres was described as 'standard'. 

The interview and questionnaire data revealed that not only Aboriginal 

teachers applauded the reader-friendly language aspects of Getting Going 

with Genres, but also the non-Aboriginal teachers. It would appear that a 

'standard reading ease score' is an appropriate one for reader-friendly 

curriculum materials. 'Standard reading ease', (Flesch 1948, Zakaluk & 

Samuels 1988) is based on an average of 17 words per sentence and 147 
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syllables per 100 words, for a person with English as their first language 
who has a reading age of 14-15 years. For a person from a non-English 
speaking background, a standard text would present considerably greater 
difficulty. 

The literature urged researchers not to rely on statistical information 
alone as text difficulty is comprised of more than polysyllabic words and 
long sentences. The list of qualitative features of text by Bax (1994) was 
very useful in analysing Getting Going with Genres and the English 
BACOS. Derived from research, Bax (1994) identified five qualitative 
dimensions of text which affect the reading ease or reading difficulty of 
texts. These were: language aspects, organisational aspects, concepts, text 
properties and interactional aspects. Working within this paradigm, it was 
possible to identify what the writers of Getting Going with Genres had 
done to make it reader friendly. 

Language aspects which contributed to the reader-friendliness of Getting 
Going with Genres were: 
• sentences averaging less than 20 words (no convoluted sentences), 

careful use of polysyllabic words (an avoidance of inflated 
vocabulary) resulting in standard reading ease (as defined by Flesch) 
vocabulary familiar to readers in Aboriginal communities 
clear, straightforward expression using only as many words as 
necessary; that is, plain succinct English 
metalanguage to explain unfamiliar vocabulary and concepts 
models of extended texts to illustrate different genres 

• familiar grammatical structures. 

While all the language aspects above were collectively important, the two 
which most distinguished the genre resource from the English 
curriculum document were its shorter sentences and familiar vocabulary. 
As the resource had been specifically developed by, and for, teachers in 
Aboriginal schools, it was natural that they would use vocabulary which 
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they and other teachers would readily understand. However, if anything, 

the resource erred on the side of having too many short sentences. In the 

three randomly chosen sample texts which were analysed, the average 

number of words per sentence was eight! The very brevity of the 

sentences prevented them from being convoluted. However, no user of 

the resource criticised the resource for this reason. It follows that it is 

probably better for a writer of curriculum materials to err on the side of 

too many short sentences, rather than on the side of too many long 

sentences. At the very least, the text has a greater chance of being reader 

friendly. 

As revealed by questionnaire and interview data, subjects highly praised 

the organisational aspects of Getting Going with Genres. This was 

reflected by numerous comments that the books were 'easy to follow', 

'well structured' and 'easy to understand'. The case study analysis revealed 

that the following organisational aspects contributed to the reader-

friendliness of the resource: 

• a clear and elegant organisation of ideas with sections and sub 

sections, and care to avoid subsections within subsections 

similar structure in materials of the same type (posters, readers, 

genre teacher books) 

• units of work using a teaching-learning model consistently 

visually appealing pages which included the following key visuals: 

illustrations, tables, matrices, charts, flow charts, time-lines, maps, 

story-maps, diagrams, graphs, picture sequences, checklists and the 

effective use of white space and shading 

• thin books averaging 72 pages 

• organising language such as a table of contents, a hierarchy of 

headings with typographical clues and an index 

• clarifying punctuation 

• colourful covers 

• packaging which made the materials easy to access. 
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While all these qualities are collectively important, three in particular 
distinguished the reader-friendliness of Getting Going with Genres from 
the reader-unfriendliness of the English curriculum document. These 
were its clear and elegant organisation of ideas, its visually appealing 
pages and overall presentation and the comparative thinness of its books. 
Holistically, the resource was organised to provide a book, poster and 
reader for each of the genres in figure 6.4. When any of the genre teacher 
books were opened, the units of work sent a clear message as to the 
purpose of the books. 

FIGURE 6.4 ORGANISATION OF THE RESOURCE 

Genres 

Purposes I 

Retell Describe Instruct Argue I I Explain 

Text types 

Recounts 

Narratives 

Factual Decriptions 
Procedures 

Reports 

Arguments 
Explanations 

Discussions 

Each unit of work had a clear and elegant structure based on the five 
stages of the Geraldton language learning model. No attempt was made to 
show the recurring nature of these stages, in order to keep the 
organisation of ideas short and simple. However, the resource was 
criticised for misrepresenting the model which was intended to be 
implemented with stages being repeated numerous times during a unit. 
Had this been done, the structure would have appeared more complex. 
Within a unit of work there were sections and subsections, but, in 
contrast to the English BACOS, subsections within subsections were rare. 
The hierarchy of headings was typographically distinguishable (table 6.1). 
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Table 6.1 

Unit title 

Section heading 

Subsection heading 

Body text 

Helvetica font, size 18, regular bold, upper case 

Palatino font, size 12, regular bold, sentence case 

Palatino font, size 12, italics bold, sentence case 

Palatino font, size 12, regular, sentence case 

Style sheet 

Aboriginal teachers, more so than non-Aboriginal teachers, commented 

on the use of colour as an attraction of Getting Going with Genres. The 

use of colour attracted people to the resource and can be considered an 

aspect which increased its friendliness. 

Attractiveness of the resource was achieved by the use of: 

• red, black and yellow colours for the storage box and the posters; eye-

catching colours, particularly for a person in Aboriginal education 

• a range of colours for book covers, with readers matching the genre 

teacher's book of the same text type, for example, a pink cover for 

books about argument genre and a lilac cover for books about 

discussion. 

The presentation of the materials was also commented upon as an aspect 

which increased its friendliness. A finding of this study was that teachers 

were very enthusiastic about the magazine-style storage box and greatly 

preferred this presentation to the very dense English BACOS document in 

a three-ring binder. 

Aspects of the friendly packaging of Getting Going with Genres were: 

• a colourful magazine-style storage box which facilitated the ease with 

which teachers could store and access the materials 

• the title being clearly marked on all sides of the storage box 

• a full list of materials being printed on the back of the storage box 

and the back of the books. 
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The three main concepts in Getting Going with Genres were literacy, 
genres and the Geraldton language learning model. 'Literacy' was a 
familiar concept. The other two were not because they did not link with 
teachers' prior knowledge or experience. The presentation of the 
unfamiliar concepts was the most difficult aspect of the resource to be 
made reader friendly. Interviewees reported finding the presentation of 
these concepts in the genre resource easier to understand than their 
presentation in the English curriculum document. 

Curriculum change invariably involves teachers in the adoption of new 
concepts. The findings suggest that the reader-friendliness of documents 
is enhanced when these concepts are illustrated in ways which relate to 
the everyday life and existing knowledge of the readers being targeted. 

A degree of reader-friendliness was achieved in Getting Going with 
Genres by the following strategies: 

the concept of genres was illustrated by numerous model texts which 
used subject matter drawn from the social and cultural contexts of 
the intended readers 

the concept of the Geraldton teaching-learning model was illustrated 
through exemplars of ESL units of work of practical relevance to the 
intended readers. 

Viewed holistically, the text properties of Getting Going with Genres were 
reader friendly because they were: 
• familiar types of texts which teachers used on a regular basis; for 

example, teacher manuals, sample programs, units of work, 
assessment frameworks, posters and readers 

• practical or user-friendly texts, with numerous ideas for teaching 
English to Aboriginal students. 
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Familiar properties of text assist reader-friendliness. In analysing this 

dimension of the resource, the whole text level advocated by the genre 

approach was utilised. At the whole text level, an outstanding feature was 

that the resource was comprised of the kinds of texts teachers worked with 

on a regular basis and frequently created themselves. In the case of the 

resource, this aspect was clearly linked to the quality of user-friendliness. 

The ease and efficiency with which teachers perceived that they could use 

the resource, enhanced its reader-friendliness. 

Reader-friendliness is also achieved when writers of curriculum 

materials attempt to involve the reader through the use of questions and 

exercises. These are referred to as interactional aspects of text. As Getting 

Going with Genres was designed to be a practical guide to classroom 

instruction, it contained an abundance of questions and exercises as 

exemplified in the numerous units of work. If the resource was less 

practical, this would not have been so. Even if the reader had not 

implemented the suggested activities, simply reading about them 

required the reader to do the activities mentally. 

Whether or not teachers in Aboriginal schools used the English BACOS 

was not a focus question in this study. However, many teachers readily 

made it clear that they were not using it because of its reading difficulty. 

This had to have had a crucial impact on students' learning. It also had to 

be considered a major factor contributing to the quick adoption of Getting 

Going with Genres when it was perceived to be a very reader-friendly 

publication. The danger was that many teachers saw it as a substitute for 

the English BACOS. This also had a crucial impact on students' learning. 

Teachers often referred to 'using the genre curriculum' in reference to the 

genre resource. However, it was never meant to replace the English 

BACOS, but was merely intended to support a particular aspect of it. 
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The preceding discussion has been concerned with events and decisions 
during the organisation and development phases of Getting Going with 
Genres as reflected in data from questionnaires and interviews. I would 
now like to consider the third phase, the application of the resource in 
Aboriginal schools. It is widely reported in the literature that educational 
innovations frequently fail, not because they are flawed, but rather 
because either too little attention is given to the implementation process 
or implementers have inadequate knowledge and skills in facilitating 
successful implementation. 

Because of time and money constraints, the ASCMP genre team had 
provided one-off programs, ranging in duration from two hours to two 
days, to introduce the resource to selected clients. In the literature, this 
was regarded as one of the least effective methods unless followed by 
ongoing actions to support school change. It was expected that officers 
who were responsible for curriculum advisory support services in the 
operational sections of the Department of Education would provide 
appropriate interventions to support successful implementation of 
Getting Going with Genres. Interview data revealed that there were 
numerous facilitative interventions provided from many sources. 

A major goal of this research project was to evaluate Getting Going with 
Genres 'in use'. In implementing the ideas in the resource, it was expected 
that some adaptation would occur to take into account the varying 
characteristics of teachers, students and learning contexts. The crucial test 
for the resource was whether teachers would apply the resource to their 
teaching practices and to what extent the desired changes would occur. 
Hord et al. (1987, p. v) claim that: 

One of the most common and serious mistakes made by both the administrators and 
leaders of a change process is to presume that once the innovation has been 
introduced and initial training has been completed, the intended users will put the 
innovation into practice. A second serious mistake is to assume that all users of the 
innovation will react in similar ways. 
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A powerful conceptual framework for understanding the change process 

was found in the Concerns-Based Adoption Model (CBAM). It was 

appropriate for my purposes because it: 

• generic in nature 

• had been proved to be effective in numerous other research studies 

involving curriculum innovations 

• was client focused 

• gave greater objectivity 

• had concepts of relevance 

• provided useful data gathering strategies 

• linked the resource system to the user system, which complemented 

Print's model and its linking of the organisation and development 

phases to the application phase. 

Three concepts from this model which were particularly useful were 

'Innovation Configurations', 'Levels of Use' and 'Interventions'. Derived 

from this model, the methods for collecting data were a 'levels of use 

interview' and a 'configurations checklist'. Developed as the result of 

extensive research the tools were used with confidence. Data gathered by 

these methods provided answers to the following questions: 

• What level of use of the resource was exhibited by the teacher's 

behaviour? 

• What did the resource look like in practice? Were components being 

used in acceptable ways? 

• What interventions had facilitated teachers use of the resource? 

• How had facilitative interventions occurred? 

In the 'levels of use interview', a number of specific questions were 

required since they have been found to be efficient and effective in 

eliciting the necessary information. However, within the framework of 

the interview guide, I had the latitude to use judgement in sequencing or 

rewording questions as well as in following up insufficient responses 

with further probing questions. 
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The most frequent criticism of interviews is their subjectivity and I had to 
rely on teachers to be truthful. From each interview, it was possible to 
determine a teacher's level of use of the resource from the scope of eight 
levels offered by the CBAM: non-use, orientation, preparation, 
mechanical, routine, refinement, integration and renewal. 

A problem in the design of the study was the treatment of the resource, 
which was comprised of multiple innovations, as though it was a single 
entity. Loucks, Newlove and Hall (1975, p.  32) refer to innovations which 
involve many independent processes and ideas as 'innovation bundles'. 
These are very common in schools today. To overcome the problem of 
evaluating a curriculum package, they suggest that separate interviews be 
conducted for each innovation within the bundle. 

I would like to draw an analogy with a computer software program such 
as Word 6. If I was asked to describe my level of use of Word 6 software, I 
would describe myself as a routine user. Yet there would be functions 
which I have never used, functions which I use in a mechanical way 
because I am less familiar with them and may need to refer to the 
manual, and functions in which I am refining my level of use. 
Nevertheless, my perception is that I am a routine user of Word 6. 
Should an interviewer wish to assess my level of use of each of the major 
functions of Word 6, this would be a task of some considerable 
magnitude. As my 'routine' usage may differ from the routine use of 
someone else, it is important that the interviewer defines what they 
accept as 'use of the software'. 

Getting Going with Genres involved so many new ideas and processes 
that it would have been a difficult task to conduct an interview for each 
one. It would have meant a separate interview for each of the items in 
Getting Going with Genres, another interview for a teacher's use of the 
Geraldton language learning model, and perhaps more interviews if one 
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wanted to distinguish between factual descriptions and reports, and 

between prose, poetry and drama units in narrative genre. 

The decision to treat Getting Going with Genres as though it were a single 

innovation has implications for how levels of use ratings are interpreted. 

The first resource-related complicating factor was the number of genres 

covered by the resource. For example, one teacher reported having 

'refined' his use of the teacher manuals for a number of genre types. From 

the interview data an independent person and I rated this particular 

interview as demonstrating a 'refinement level of use'. What was not 

apparent in the interview data was whether this applied to each genre 

within the resource, and it was probable that it did not. Consequently, the 

level reflected the teacher's perception of his use of the resource in 

holistic terms, but cannot be considered to apply to all the genres within 

the resource. 

Another resource-related complicating factor was the Geraldton teaching-

learning model which shaped the units of work in the resource. One 

'routine' user had used several of the genre books and never proceeded 

past the point of joint negotiation of texts. Another 'routine' user had 

used double the number of genre books and was usually getting 

independently written texts from students. Yet both were judged to be at a 

routine level of use as both had established a pattern of use which they 

considered to be effective and with which they were comfortable. Were 

these judgements about being at a 'routine level of use' of the resource 

warranted? 

A third resource-related complicating factor was the different types of 

materials in the resource. Because Getting Going with Genres contained 

posters, readers and teacher manuals, a user could be at one LoU for one 

type of material and a different LoU for another. How do you determine a 

person's LoU if they have established a routine pattern of use of the 
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teacher books and posters, but not the readers? One solution would be to 
treat each item separately but this may not be practicable. 

Problems also arose in determining non-user status. Typically the first 
question in the interview was, 'Are you using Getting Going with 
Genres?'. Answers reflected the interviewee's perception of 'use'. Many of 
the non-users had, in fact, used the resource; for example, by regularly 
dipping into the resource for ideas for their self-devised teaching 
program. Why were they considered to be non-users? Without prior 
discussion and decisions about what constitutes use of the resource, an 
interviewer would be at a loss to know whether to conduct a user or non-
user interview. 

This study adopted the definition that 'a user was someone who knew the 
requirements for using the resource, had planned and implemented a 
minimum of one unit of work from the resource, and had stated their 
intention to continue using the resource to cover other genres'. 
Consequently, a person who did not report this behaviour was considered 
to be a non-user. 

In practice, the concept of levels of use in relation to Getting Going with 
Genres was fairly straightforward. When asked the question, 'Are you 
using Getting Going with Genres?', teachers exhibited no hesitation in 
saying 'yes' or 'no'. In most of the interviews it quickly became apparent 
that a user perceived themselves to be at a certain level of use. Assigning 
a LoU rating was not difficult. The picture of teachers' levels of use of the 
resource, derived from what interviewees reported, showed that an 
overwhelming majority of them had used the resource. As already 
discussed, the holistic treatment of the resource as a single entity meant 
that 'use' for some teachers may have involved all twenty-six items in the 
resource, and for others it may have been considerably less. At best we can 
say that the results in figure 6.5 show that teachers reported a general use 
of the resource at these levels. 
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FIGURE 6.5 OVERALL LEVELS OF USE OF THE RESOURCE 

LoU 5—Integration 7 

LoU 4b—Refinement 6 

LoU 4a—Routine 

LoU 3—Mechanical 4 

LoU 2—Preparation 3 

LoU 1—Orientation 2 

LoU 0—Non-Use 1 

Per cent of all interviewees in the sample 

Major factors contributing to the popular use of the resource were that, 

(a) all teachers were aware that the new Northern Territory English Board 

Approved Course of Study adopted a genre-based approach to teaching 

English, (b) most teachers regarded the BACOS document as difficult to 

understand, and (c) Getting Going with Genres was the 'first cab off the 

rank' in the form of a rea der- friendly, user-friendly supporting resource. 

Even within the same school, it was clear that what one teacher was doing 

with the resource was quite different to what another teacher was doing 

with the resource. For example at one large Aboriginal school, a teacher 

who had recently arrived in the Northern Territory was 'orienting' 

herself towards what the resource was, or was not; a RATE student was 

using the resource in a 'mechanical' way as she was learning to master the 

tasks involved; an experienced teacher had settled into 'routine' use of the 

resource; while a school-based RATE tutor was concerned with 

'integrating' his use of the resource with other teachers and lecturers 

working with the same RATE students. 

The variations in how teachers used the different components of Getting 

Going with Genres are termed 'innovation configurations' within the 

Concerns-Based Adoption Model. The model recommends a checklist 
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tool for collecting this type of data. Heck et al. (1981) suggest that data can 
be collected by having users complete the checklist, or by interviewing 
users or by observing the innovation in use and then completing the 
checklist. Of the three methods, they claim that observation is usually 
used in combination with one of the other methods. 

I chose to use observations in combination with interviews because I 
wanted to observe teachers' resource-related behaviour rather than 
simply rely on how teachers reported their behaviour. An advantage of 
participant observation was that it allowed me to become immersed in 
the everyday life of the teachers and their students, albeit for a short time. 
My aim was to observe as perceptively and objectively as possible to gain 
information and to draw inferences. Inferences generated ideas which 
were checked against evidence from other sources. 

Observation enabled me to validate what teachers said they and their 
students were doing in regard to the Getting Going with Genres. I was 
absolutely delighted to see the range of texts students were composing 
which differed dramatically from my previous experiences travelling to 
Aboriginal schools. In the years 1989-1992 I had literally only seen 
students composing recounts. In the years 1993-1996 it was commonplace 
to see students composing a wider range of text types. This was obviously 
a result of the implementation effort which accompanied not only 
Getting Going with Genres but also the English BACOS. 

A disadvantage of requiring observation to be essential for completion of 
checklists was the time factor. It would have been easier to have had 
interviewees complete the checklist themselves, although this may have 
resulted in problems with the reliability of the data. Loucks, Newlove and 
Hall (1975, p.  31) stress that it is possible to conduct an LoU interview and 
arrive at an LoU for an individual without collecting data about the parts 
of the innovation which teachers are using and how they are using them 
but that it was just as easy to collect the information as not. In this study, 
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the outcome was that, while 171 interviews were conducted, only 53 

checklists were completed. Had I used interview data to complete 

checklists, I would have had more data from which to draw conclusions 

about the extent to which components were being used in acceptable or 

unacceptable ways. This may have enhanced the generalisability of the 

findings. 

However, my plan was to use observations as an essential source of 

checklist data. Inevitably, questions were needed to gain information on 

behaviour which may not be observed in a single visit to a classroom, for 

example, to find out where the storage box was kept, how posters and 

readers were typically used, to what extent the methodology was usually 

implemented, how many genres had been covered, and so on. The 

advantages of the questions were that they: 

elicited information about past events, or events when the teacher 

was alone or which might change if an observer were present 

revealed behaviour which did not occur during times when 

observations were made 

revealed relationships that could not be observed 

• were quicker and more efficient. 

Developing the checklist was a preliminary step to collecting data on how 

the components of Getting Going with Genres were operationalised. 

Objectivity was assisted by having use of the components described in 

such a way that it indicated what behaviours should be observed and 

recorded. The variations of acceptable and unacceptable use were 

adequately distinguishable so that there was no ambiguity about what was 

recorded. When completed, the checklist presented a configuration of the 

implementation of the resource in an individual teacher's classroom. It 

identified particular aspects to distinguish whether a component was 

being used in acceptable and unacceptable ways. A disadvantage of the 

checklist may be that, by concentrating on predetermined criteria, I missed 

other important classroom processes and events. 
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Much thought was given to the development of the checklist, the way 
observations were conducted and the controls needed to ensure reliability 
of the instrument. Obtaining multiple perspectives to develop the 
checklist was critical to reflect both the developers' perspectives and the 
perspectives of several users of the behaviours and activities as originally 
designed, as well as their interpretation in a school context. In 
collaboration with other developers and a small number of change 
facilitators and users, the major components Getting Going with Genres 
were identified and descriptions written for variations of acceptable and 
unacceptable use. 

Multiple perspectives were also important for interpreting the observed 
situation and these were obtained through sharing insights with the 
teachers involved and colleagues from my workplace who travelled with 
me. Validity and reliability are inextricably linked and they were 
addressed by: 

observing and measuring a representative sample of behaviours 
associated with essential and related components of the resource 
obtaining an accurate record of observed behaviours 
scoring behaviour so as to faithfully reflect differences. 

I would have liked to present a summary of the extent to which 
components of the resource had been implemented across users and sites, 
but this was problematic. Because these variations lack the properties of 
interval scales, it was not possible to aggregate across users in a statistical 
sense. The developers (Heck et al. p.  74) say that, 'at best we can use the 
experience and judgement of interviewers and observers to describe 
trends in component use and overall configurations'. Consequently, the 
findings which were derived from the aggregation of Getting Going with 
Genres' checklists only describe what the average teacher might be doing 
with the resource. 
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My Aboriginal colleagues and I were in a position to be viewed as non-

threatening by teachers as we had a common aim; that is, to improve the 

learning of English by Aboriginal students. Probably because most teachers 

found Getting Going with Genres to be reader friendly, user friendly and 

relevant, users were generally keen to show what they were doing with it 

in their classroom practice. 

Constraints on doing more observations than I did, included the purpose 

of my visits, the short time I was in a school and the need for trust 

between the teacher and myself for a checklist to be completed. I was 

fortunate to be known to many people through my work in Aboriginal 

education and, in those cases, cooperation was readily forthcoming. 

Where I was virtually unknown to a teacher, intuition and sensitivity 

were needed to judge whether the teacher would allow a checklist to be 

completed in regard to their use of the resource. 

The checklist enabled me to investigate the relationship between 

configurations of Getting Going with Genres and intended outcomes. One 

goal of the resource was to help teachers implement the genre-based 

approach of the new English curriculum. Investigating that relationship 

was vital to determining whether the goal had been achieved. 

Figure 6.6 illustrates the extent to which the components of Getting Going 

with Genres were being used in acceptable ways according to the 

descriptions on the checklist. Interpretation of the results should be 

tempered by the knowledge that they represent only 12.9 per cent of all 

teachers in Aboriginal schools at the time the data were collected. 

Nevertheless, the findings are useful in predicting that the components 

were probably being successfully implemented by other users at that time. 

The two areas of weakness appear to be the student readers and the 

methodology which was intended to lead to independent writing by 

students. 
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FIGURE 6.6 ACCEPTABLE USE OF COMPONENTS 

Overview books 
Readers 8 

Progra.m matrix 
7  

Posters 6  

Genre terms 5 
 

I\4ode1 texts 4 v.  
Methodology 3 

Units of work 2  

Storage box 1 __ ___ 

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 

Per cent of all checklists in the sample 

The overview books—Goanna Tales and Teacher's Notes—were widely 
used in acceptable ways (86.8 per cent). Goanna Tales was popular because 
it provided descriptions of the eight key genres with simple model texts 
involving goannas; for example, a narrative about a goanna in need of a 
friend, a procedure for making goanna stew or an argument to protect the 
goanna species. At a glance, teachers, students and in some cases parents 
could see that, although all the texts were about goannas, each text had a 
distinctive 'pattern'. This was because the writer had used English for 
different purposes—to entertain, to instruct, to argue and so on. 

Goanna Tales was most often used for professional development 
activities by teachers to explain or to understand 'the big picture' of the 
genre approach and how it had the metalanguage for making explicit the 
salient features of English texts. This was seen as particularly useful in an 
ESL context as it positioned the learning in an English cultural context 
without assigning any superior or inferior status to Aboriginal languages. 
A finding of significance was that Goanna Tales had been used with 
Aboriginal parents to explain the school's English curriculum. I am 
unaware of any previous experiences of this nature. 
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Teacher's Notes—which summarised the ASCMP Getting Going with 

Genres inservice program—was often used for school-based professional 

development activities also. It had proved to be useful not only for 

teachers individually but also for groups of teachers. The part of the book 

that was most frequently used by individual teachers was the 'checklist of 

work requirements' which succinctly presented information which 

teachers needed for assessment purposes. 

The score obtained for the readers suggests that they were being used in an 

unacceptable way by the majority of teachers (66 per cent). This was 

because the designers of the checklist instrument, in their collective 

wisdom, had decided that 'acceptable use' required the readers to be 

accessible for students' independent use. In fact, the majority of teachers 

(71.7 per cent) had used the readers with the students, but only about half 

of them had chosen to make them available for student use. They had 

chosen to use the readers as a teacher's resource rather than as a student's 

resource. 

An alternative for the ASCMP could have been to provide multiple 

copies of the readers as part of the set of materials in Getting Going with 

Genres. This would have clearly indicated that the readers were intended 

for student use. However, if ten copies of each reader had been provided, 

then the resource would have had seventy readers instead of seven. 

Providing multiple copies of the readers would have greatly increased the 

cost and size of the resource. 

The programming matrix was the item most used by teachers (90.6 per 

cent) and was usually on display near a teacher's desk. It was intended to 

encourage teachers to cover the required range of text types and not to 

repeat the same topics for the same type of writing year after year. In the 

past, at all levels of schooling, it was commonplace to see recounts of bush 

tucker events dominating students' writing. 
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In my observations, bush tucker themes were still an annual topic from 
one year level to another, but students had begun to write different types 
of texts. Teachers were found to be using the bush tucker theme in ways 
that were similar to how goannas had been used as a theme, to encourage 
students to compose texts for different purposes. The results were texts 
which argued for the value of bush tucker, instructed how to get and use 
bush tucker, described bush tucker and so on. In addition, the matrix 
provided lots of ideas for topics from subject areas other than English 
which encouraged integration of teaching and learning English across 
subject areas. The positive influence of the matrix was reflected in 
teachers' programs. 

About half of the teachers (52.8 per cent) had used the posters in acceptable 
ways, and half (47.2 per cent) had not. Users stated that the greatest value 
of the posters was that they served as models for charts they created 
themselves. For example, a teacher doing reports on reptiles as a science 
unit of work had used the poster on 'Dingoes' in an earlier lesson, but had 
not displayed it, preferring instead to display her own chart about 
crocodiles. Teachers doing procedures involving bush tucker, found the 
'Bush Tomatoes' poster most useful and often displayed it throughout the 
unit of work. In other words, the extent to which the posters were used 
depended on the relevance of the subject matter to what was being taught. 
At the other end of the scale were schools where the cellophane wrap 
around the posters was unbroken, indicating no interest by the teachers in 
even looking at them. 

Interviews revealed that most teachers were making a conscientious 
effort to think about texts using genre terminology. Never before had 
there been an approach which attempted to make explicit, the implicit 
knowledge that speakers of English as a first language have about 
composing texts for different purposes. Teachers needed time to adjust to 
this new way of conceptualising English texts. 
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Some teachers (20.7 per cent) used genre terminology with the students, 

but most (64.2 per cent) used other words with similar meanings. For 

example, throughout Narrative Genre the obligatory structural elements 

were described as an orientation, a complication, a crisis point and a 

resolution. Teachers perceived these words as 'difficult' since students 

were unfamiliar with them. In combination with, or instead of these 

words, teachers used words like 'setting (who, what, when, where)', 

'problem' and 'how it ended' because they were more easily understood by 

students. As comprehensible input must be a goal if learning is to occur, 

these adaptations were considered to be quite acceptable. 

With any educational innovation, it was expected that there would be 

some teachers who were not implementing Getting Going with Genres. 

The findings showed that in some classrooms (15.1 per cent), there was no 

evidence of genre terminology or words with similar meanings being 

used. Frequently the teacher concerned was an experienced teacher with a 

strong view about how English should be taught and it did not include a 

genre approach. It should be noted that, at the time the resource was 

introduced, there were a number of teachers who felt that the approach 

was simply a fad which had not been tried and tested. With continued 

advocacy for the approach, it is possible that some of these teachers have 

since altered their point of view. 

Classroom observations showed that the model texts in Getting Going 

with Genres were widely implemented in acceptable ways by most 

teachers (84.9 per cent). It was indeed a change from past practices to see 

students writing texts other than recounts. It was only those not engaging 

with the genre approach (15.1 per cent) who were not using the model 

texts. Consider a situation where a person needed to compose a type of 

text they had never composed before; for example a eulogy for a funeral. 

How valuable if would be for that person to study three or more model 

texts to get a sense of what was expected! It was the same for the teachers, 

whether they were Aboriginal or non-Aboriginal, and the students. Users 
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of the model texts spoke most highly of their value in personally gaining 
an understanding of genres and in getting students either to participate in 
joint negotiation of texts or to write their own texts. 

The Moderator of the Foundation Studies and General Studies courses for 
secondary-aged Aboriginal students in Community Education Centres 
stated that the model texts in Getting Going with Genres had had a 'major 
impact on the texts which students [were] submitting for moderation' and 
that there were 'obvious cases of innovation' (Rattigan 1995). The model 
texts had also had an impact on the English test papers for the Northern 
Territory's system-wide Multi-level Assessment Program, as evidenced by 
the developers' decision to structure some test items around model texts 
from Getting Going with Genres. 

Data from interviews and questionnaires revealed that teachers were 
concerned about the adequacy of the methodology in Getting Going with 
Genres. The checklist data showed that a minority of teachers (39.6 per 
cent) were getting independently written texts from students. However, 
observations of unsuccessful classrooms showed that students typically 
were not given the opportunity. The methodology in the resource may 
have worked if fully implemented, but interview and checklist data 
showed that many teachers (60.4 per cent) chose not to fully implement it. 

In some cases (11.3 per cent) there was no evidence in students' work 
samples that they were ever expected to write a single sentence by 
themselves. In these cases, there was much evidence of doze exercises, 
drawing lines to match words with pictures, tracing over words and lots 
of picture drawing and colouring of pictures. An excuse that 'students 
don't like writing' cannot be accepted as a valid reason for teachers not 
affording students the opportunity to write extended texts. Almost half of 
the teachers (49.1 per cent) were not expecting or not able to achieve 
independently written texts from students. 
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If this finding is indicative of behaviour in the total population, then 

there is a clear and urgent need for interventions to redress the situation. 

Students need to engage with reading and writing processes as much as 

teachers need skills in scaffolding activities which lead to Aboriginal 

students becoming literate in English. A comment that teachers 

frequently made was that it was 'difficult to get students to even say a 

complete sentence in English, let alone write one'. 

It is recognised that teachers in Aboriginal schools face a task which 

would daunt many teachers in getting ESL students to write 

independently in English. During my time in Aboriginal education, I 

have been privileged to be able to visit numerous Aboriginal schools and 

join in class activities. Without a doubt, oral language and practical 

activities predominate and writing in English is generally a low priority, 

less enjoyable activity. 

Reasons given by teachers for not focusing on writing included: 

English lessons need to focus on oral language development for 

students need mastery of oral English before they can write in 

English 

students don't like writing in English 

writing in English lacks a meaningful purpose 

few Aboriginal adults in the community ever need to write in 

English so the student activity is not reinforced by the home 

• students don't like making mistakes and won't experiment with 

spelling words 

• students lack the vocabulary needed to do the written tasks expected 

of them 

• irregular attendance by students increases the need to make school 

activities 'fun' to motivate students to attend and students don't find 

writing enjoyable. 
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A starting point to address the situation could be the sharing of ideas 
about successful practices from those teachers who are achieving 
independently written texts from students. At the time of my visits to 
schools, topics for independent written activities included: 
• recounts of excursions 

• factual descriptions written by students about themselves 
• procedures for the hunting or gathering of bush tucker 
• fictional recipes; for example, love potions 
• reports of flora and fauna, usually in the local area 
• biographies of people in the community 
• class newspapers which were either all recounts or multi-generic 
• letters to favourite AFL football heroes 
• descriptions of the school/community for the purpose of students 

taking visitors on conducted tours 
• arguments for a healthy diet 
• explanations about how we hear and how rain occurs 
• explanations of life cycles 
• reports of jobs in the community 
• discussions of the advantages and disadvantages of living in a town 

or an Aboriginal community 
• adventure narratives; for example, about Aboriginal astronauts 
• factual descriptions of plants which are used as traditional medicines 
• letters to the editor of a newspaper. 

In most cases where students were successfully writing independently, 
they had local knowledge and personal experience which they could bring 
to bear on a topic. It was unusual to come across a class which was 
engaging with a topic which did not relate to community activities. One 
exception was a one-teacher school in Central Australia where students (5 
to 15 years old) were in raptures about a unit on whales. My colleagues 
and I were bowled over by their enthusiasm as they urged the teacher to 
let them show us their work. The stimulus for maintaining their 
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motivation in this topic was a tape to which they rap-danced and chanted 

factual information about whales. 

The findings indicate an issue which requires further research. How can 

students in Northern Territory Aboriginal schools be motivated to engage 

with the task of writing extended texts in English? How can writing in 

English be made meaningful and purposeful for them? What 

methodology should teachers employ? There are teachers and students 

who are successful in this field. Why are they successful and others are 

not? What do successful teachers do that makes a difference? 

When pressed for an explanation, some teachers stated that they were 

successful because they 'expected' students to write independently and 

persisted with appropriate scaffolding activities until this was achieved. 

Generally they felt that they were 'academically demanding' of their 

students and doing no more than was expected of them. 

Significant factors which were perceived to contribute to success included: 

a personally warm relationship with students, building on students' prior 

knowledge and experience, providing as much descriptive information as 

possible to increase students' general knowledge, strenuous efforts to 

make learning enjoyable and time-tabling daily writing of both non-

extended and extended texts. Another significant factor for teachers of CEC 

courses was that it was a requirement that students submit texts in a range 

of genres for moderation. This motivated CEC teachers to ensure that 

appropriate scaffolding activities continued until independent writing in 

a range of text types by students was achieved. 

Most teachers were unconvinced about the adequacy of the methodology 

in Getting Going with Genres. Even the successful teachers stated that 

they needed to add much from their own repertoire. For example, one 

step in the learning sequence stated that a teacher needed to teach 

vocabulary, spelling, meanings and pronunciation. Another step required 
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model texts to be deconstructed to learn about texts at paragraph, sentence 
and word levels, and the conventions of spelling, punctuation and page 
layout. These steps involved implicit and complex methodology which 
teachers needed to have acquired from other sources. 

Teachers' skills and motivation, and students' preparedness to engage 
with the English writing tasks of schooling were critical for successful 
implementation of Getting Going with Genres. There was no evidence to 
suggest that the effort required for writing in English was a reason for 
student absences. Irregular attendance seemed a problem almost 
everywhere and it was far beyond the scope of this research project to 
account for it. 

On the configurations checklist, acceptable use of units of work required 
teachers to have used four or more of the genre teacher books. This item 
was based on the minimum requirement of the English BACOS for 
upper-primary students to write extended texts in four different text types. 
Data were obtained by reviewing teachers' yearly programs and asking 
them their intentions for the rest of the year, where programs were 
incomplete. The findings revealed that most teachers (60.4 per cent) had 
used four or more of the genre teacher books. 

The most popular text types evident in student work samples were 
recounts, procedures, factual descriptions and reports. These were 
followed by arguments and explanations. The ones least evident were 
narratives and discussion. While students engaged with numerous 
narratives in their reading programs, the writing of narratives was rarely 
apparent in their writing programs. At no time was it ever observed, or 
stated as a teacher's intention, that students wrote drama scripts. Most 
classes did role-play and drama activities, but these were always 
unscripted. While students were observed discussing numerous issues as 
an oral English activity, the writing of discussions was rarely apparent in 
their writing program. 
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It is recognised that change takes time and requires developmental 

growth. It has been suggested that a curriculum change of the magnitude 

of the genre approach to teaching English could take five to ten years to be 

fully implemented. With continued advocacy for both the approach and 

the resource, it could reasonably be expected that the situation, where 

some teachers (39.6 per cent) had used less than four of the genre teacher 

books, would improve over time. 

On the configurations checklist, acceptable use of the storage box required 

it to be placed in a teacher's classroom for ease of access rather than in a 

central store. As the distribution policy was on the basis of one set 

between three teachers, some teachers were forced to share a set. Most 

teachers (66 per cent) either had their own set or shared a set that was 

located in a nearby classroom. However, in some cases (34 per cent) the 

school policy was for the sets to be kept in a central store. While this 

policy gave equitable access to all teachers, it resulted in the resource being 

'out of sight, out of mind' and therefore being used less than it might 

have been otherwise. 

All users of Getting Going with Genres spoke strongly about the need for 

each teacher to have his or her own copy of the resource. A few principals 

had used school funds to ensure a copy for each teacher. With permanent 

access to the resource, a teacher was able to use the materials to teach the 

same genre as a teacher in another class if he or she so desired, and to plan 

ahead, being able to refer to the full range of materials. They were not 

frustrated by having to find out who had particular materials or by 

wanting to use materials which another teacher was using, which was 

often the case where a resource was being shared. 

The study needed to have sufficient scope to be useful. In my data 

collection activities, I was able to visit 76.2 per cent of Northern Territory 

Aboriginal schools, interviewing and/or observing approximately a third 

of the teachers in those schools. As data were not gathered from all 
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subjects and sites, it cannot be claimed that the findings represent a full 
account of teachers' opinions and use of Getting Going with Genres. It is 
claimed, however, that data were gathered from a sufficient number of 
subjects and sites to indicate trends in teachers' opinions and use of the 
resource at the time. Based on the findings derived from the data, it is 
argued that it is reasonable to draw conclusions and make 
recommendations for future curriculum materials projects. 

The aim of gathering data from as many teachers in Northern Territory 
Aboriginal schools as possible was to get a global view of teachers' 
responses to Getting Going with Genres and their use of it. In summary, 
then, the findings were: 

• 92 per cent of the 62 questionnaire respondents rated Getting Going 
with Genres as an outstanding or highly satisfactory resource with 
non-Aboriginal teachers liking it most for its user-friendliness and 
Aboriginal teachers liking it most for its reading ease 

• 86 per cent of the 171 interviewees were using the resource at 
mechanical, routine, refinement or integration levels of use and 
were finding it particularly helpful for planning their English 
programs 

• 66.6 per cent of the 53 teachers for whom checklists were completed, 
were using the components of the resource in ways described as 
'acceptable' on the checklist. 

Because I had adopted a materials writers' perspective, I ran the danger of 
ignoring the importance of the change facilitator's role. While the 
resource developers and their introductory programs may have 
contributed to change in schools, the real force behind successful 
implementation lay with those who provided ongoing support. The 
findings showed that change facilitators in a position to offer ongoing 
support included head teachers or principals, RATE tutors and lecturers, 
the CEC moderator, ESL coordinators, senior teachers in larger schools, 
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mentors, class teachers in team-teaching situations, regional 

superintendents and peer group members. 

Many facilitative interventions were reported by interviewees. In 

addition to visits and workshops by developers of the resource, facilitative 

interventions included: visits from ESL coordinators, workshops in urban 

centres, workshops in hub-schools, newsletters, a school purchasing 

additional sets, sessions at Small Schools' Conferences, sessions during 

induction programs, demonstration lessons, lesson planning under the 

guidance of RATE tutors, staff meetings, moderation requirements, work 

requirements in the English BACOS, visits to classrooms of other 

teachers, visits to other schools and school-based professional 

development programs. 

While teachers remarked on major interventions, it was clear that 

incidental interactions with others, often on a one-to-one basis, were 

extremely significant in solving a particular problem at a particular point 

in time. 'Incidents' are the very short-term, day-to-day interactions which 

are part of the routine activities of ESL coordinators, principals and 

teachers. For example, many teachers reported having problems which 

were quickly resolved by a phone call or short conversation with another 

person. Taken individually, incidental interventions had minimal effect. 

However, their numbers were so large that, taken cumulatively, they 

assumed enormous influence over the use of the resource. 

What the research showed was that consultation and reinforcement 

through incidental interventions provided timely practical assistance, 

assisted individuals to solve problems, promoted use of the resource on a 

one-to-one basis, celebrated successes, enabled people to share tips 

informally for improved use, reinforced individuals' attempts to change, 

clarified misconceptions and facilitated coaching and conferencing. 
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Though they were in the minority, it needs to be appreciated that not all 
people in positions to facilitate change were in support of Getting Going 
with Genres. Their negative attitudes had an undeniable effect on the 
extent to which they promoted the use of the resource. Some teachers in 
key positions to facilitate change had concerns about: 
• a mainstream English curriculum adequately meeting the needs of 

ESL students in Aboriginal schools 
• the genre-based approach to teaching English 
• centrally produced curriculum support materials 
• the Geraldton language learning model 
• the focus of the resource on written genres. 

Many teachers in positions of influence had been persuaded to accept the 
value of a genre approach to teaching English and Getting Going with 
Genres through normative-re-educative strategies that typified the 
professional development activities. The underlying premise of these 
strategies 'is concerned with changing people, particularly their 
perceptions and attitudes, and hence their subsequent behaviour' (Print 
1993, p.  235). In larger schools there was a link between the principal's 
attitude towards the resource and the extent to which its use was 
monitored and reinforced. The question is, 'What happens to the 
resource, and more importantly, the genre approach, if we can't persuade 
senior teachers in positions of influence to alter their behaviour?'. The 
answer may be to use power-coercive strategies. 

it would have mattered less that change facilitators were not promoting 
the resource, if they had been successfully promoting some other genre 
resource with teachers in their spheres of influence. However, this was 
found to be the case for only one of the subjects involved in this study. In 
all other cases, where a person in a position of influence was not 
advocating the use of the resource, it was found that they also were 
neither promoting the application of the English BACOS nor a genre 
approach to teaching English. 
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The literature suggests that the answer to achieving change in these cases 

lies with the use of power-coercive strategies. However success depends 

on someone having the power to force, or appear to force, the adoption of 

a genre approach and the power to decide whether they are willing and 

able to impose sanctions should compliance not be forthcoming. 

A power-coercive strategy that did work in Aboriginal schools was the 

imposition of moderation requirements for secondary-aged students 

doing the CEC English courses. To pass the courses and receive a 

certificate, these students were required to submit individual written 

work in a range of English genres. Failure to do so meant students did not 

receive a certificate. This moderation requirement was a powerful 

motivation for people in positions of influence to advocate the use of 

Getting Going with Genres. This research study found that all teachers of 

CEC English courses involved in this study were using the resource. 

The implication of the finding is that there is value in consideration 

being given to power-coercive strategies in addition to normative-re-

educative strategies where teachers are reluctant to adopt a curriculum 

change. In schools not using a genre approach, Aboriginal learners were 

being disadvantaged by not receiving access to the range of genres offered 

to other students. Their education is too important for people in positions 

of influence not to support curriculum innovations specifically designed 

to address their needs. 

An assumption about new curriculum materials is that they will be 

subjected to rigorous controls to ensure that they are factually accurate 

and consistent with current theories. Nonetheless, the data revealed that 

some teachers questioned the interpretation of explanation genre in 

Getting Going with Genres, despite the monitoring process that had been 

employed. The findings of the case study indicated why the problem 

occurred. 
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Confusion arose when a word with a common-sense everyday meaning 
was used as a term with a specialised meaning, and that was the source of 
the problem for explanations. A literature search revealed that genre 
theorists use the term 'explanations' in a specialised way to account for 
the evolution of natural and sociocultural phenomena. In a social 
education topic, this could be an explanation for a manufactured item like 
sugar or flour. In a science unit, it could be an explanation for a life cycle 
or rain. In a health unit, it could be an explanation for hearing loss or 
diarrhoea. These may all be regarded as phenomena. In the sense that 
genre theorists use the term, explanations do not account for why a fight 
occurred or why characters in a story behaved as they did. These are not 
phenomena and the text outcome is likely to be a recount of events or an 
argument for a point of view. 

Getting Going with Genres did not describe explanations in the specialised 
way that genre theorists did. However, its description matched the one in 
the English Board Approved Course of Study which it was designed to 
support. Here a text for 'how or why things have happened or happen' 
was described as an explanation. Within this definition, suggested topics 
for explanations included why a fight occurred or why characters in a 
story behaved as they did, as well as explanations for phenomena such as 
tidal movements. Obviously the text outcomes would be different and 
this was why confusion occurred and criticism was levelled at the genre 
resource. 

The choice of genres covered by Getting Going with Genres was based on 
the assumption that those were the ones which were important for 
successful achievement of outcomes across the subject areas of the 
school's curriculum. They are sometimes referred to as 'curriculum 
genres'. The question was, 'What types of explanations are more 
important for students' successful achievement of curriculum 
outcomes?'. Clearly, they were explanations which explain the evolution 
of phenomena. 
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It was of interest to note that teachers did not question the definition or 

description of explanations in the English BACOS until the genre 

resource was published. Because the texts in the English BACOS were 

described as 'difficult' (in interview data and confirmed by the Flesch 

formula), most teachers had not engaged with its description of 

explanations. However, because Getting Going with Genres was reader 

friendly, some teachers had engaged with its description of explanations. 

This illustrates the importance of reader-friendly documents if we want 

readers to access (and challenge if necessary) the information in them. 

An important element of the issue was the time at which definitions 

were devised and documents were written. At a 1992 conference which I 

attended, a speaker stated that, such was the appeal of a genre-based 

approach to teaching English, practitioners were implementing it before 

the theory was properly in place. Learning is developmental in nature 

and such was the case with our learning about explanations. Explanation 

Genre in the Getting Going with Genres resource was written in 1992 

based on the English curriculum document which was published that 

same year, but written in preceding years. It was only in subsequent years 

that more definitive statements about explanations have appeared in the 

literature. 

The following definition by Christie et al. (1992, p.  2) successfully links the 

concept of 'things' with 'phenomena'. 

An explanation is a piece of writing that tells readers how and why things happen. 

When experts write an explanation, they call the happening or event they are 

writing about a phenomenon. When you write about more than one phenomenon, you 

say, phenomena. 

The first sentence uses the word 'things' but then the definition goes on to 

point out that the 'things' we want to be explained are really 

'phenomena'. It is important that the word 'phenomenon' be part of the 

definition and that students develop an understanding of the concept. 
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The distinction between natural and factorial explanations by Wignell 
(1993) marked a further refinement of the concept of an explanation. 
Natural explanations were readily understood; for example, for rain or 
life cycles. Factorial explanations facilitated accounting for the evolution 
of historical phenomena such as World War II or the end of bushranging. 
An important understanding of a factorial explanation was that the 
information is presented as if it were not controversial; otherwise it 
would have the features of an argument. Following is an example of a 
factorial explanation. 

The End of Bushranging 

Bushranging died out for a number of reasons. The invention of the telegraph and the 
beginnings of modem police methods made bushranging less successful. Newspapers 
urged the police to rid the country of the evil bushrangers. The sympathy and help 
of the people lessened, especially as bushranging became more violent. With more 
police after the bushrangers it was only natural that there would be shootouts, and 
not only bushrangers but also police would be wounded or killed. 

(Gerot & Wignell 1994, p.  246) 

To answer the question—'Was Getting Going with Genres inaccurate in 
its description of explanations?'—it is probably fair to say that it was 
accurate at the time it was written, according to the information that was 
generally available to writers. With subsequent refinement of the 
definition of an explanation and more information becoming available in 
the professional literature, its interpretation must now be seriously 
questioned and remedial action taken. 

Another controversy over the accuracy of explanations in Getting Going 
with Genres related to its use of an Aboriginal creation story. It epitomises 
the cultural determination of genres and a problem which can occur 
when materials are written for a cross-cultural context. 
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Depending on a reader's cultural perspective, it can be debated whether an 

Aboriginal creation story is: 

an explanation with a general statement to position the reader 

followed by a sequenced explanation of why or how the phenomena 

occur, or 

• a narrative text with an orientation, complication and resolution. 

The materials for explanation genre were developed during a school-

based writing workshop in an Aboriginal community. The non-

Aboriginal participants were guided by the English Board Approved 

Course of Study that stated that students were required to give 

explanations for 'why a character in a story behaved in a particular way'. If 

we accept, with enlightenment from subsequent definitions, the 

specialised way genre theorists use the term 'explanation', we can 

discount the non-Aboriginal approach as having been misguided. From a 

western cultural perspective, the text is clearly a narrative and has no 

place in a book about explanation genre. 

However, the issue about whether to include or to exclude the text is not 

that simple. From the Aboriginal viewpoint their creation stories are 

factual explanations of natural phenomena. It is sound methodology to 

work from the known to the unknown and one could well imagine a 

teacher saying, 'In the same way as Aboriginal people have explanations 

for phenomena, so too do non-Aboriginal people, and these are what we 

will go on to learn about'. It is highly likely that, by drawing on Aboriginal 

creation stories, the teacher could more easily get Aboriginal students to 

understand the concept of 'phenomena' than if they were not used. It is 

arguable whether the use of Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal explanations 

in the same book hinders or helps Aboriginal students to understand the 

meaning of explanations. What is clear, however, is the need to make 

explicit the cultural context from which texts are drawn. 
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This research study was designed to be descriptive and interpretative. It 
described what was happening with the resource in Aboriginal schools 
and involved the interpretation of both qualitative and quantitative data, 
with an emphasis on qualitative data. In the process issues have been 
identified and investigated from the perspective of a writer of curriculum 
materials. As a developer of the resource, I was always concerned about 
my own subjectivity and bias and I have sought to report and interpret 
the findings accurately and fairly. In a way, it was a disadvantage that the 
resource had proved to be so popular, as the reporting of its popularity 
may be perceived to be a reflection of my bias. 

One advantage has been that I had expert knowledge of the organisation 
and development phases and an appreciation of how it was anticipated 
the resource would be used in Aboriginal schools. This inside knowledge 
enabled me to know the critical aspects to investigate. Another advantage 
was that, as a developer, I was most interested in how the resource would 
be applied in schools and this interest has sustained me throughout the 
five years of this research project. 

While I acknowledge that total objectivity would have been impossible, 
measures were taken to ensure as much objectivity as possible in 
gathering and analysing the data and reporting the findings. Measures to 
minimise research subjectivity included: 
• involving a diversity of subjects and sites 
• using different methods to gather data 
• presenting the clients' points of view 
• collaborating with others in the design of instruments 
• having samples of data analyses checked by people with expertise in 

the field 

• using data gathering strategies from the CBAM which have been 
tried and tested in numerous research studies 

• obtaining multiple perspectives to interpret classroom situations for 
which a checklist was completed. 
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None of the methods—questionnaire, interview, observation checklist 

and document analyses—are perfectly reliable in the statistical sense. 

There are difficulties with perception, recall, bias and distortion. 

Nonetheless, despite these qualifications, I believe that the methods used 

in this study provided valuable information about the design and 

implementation of Getting Going with Genres which should be useful to 

other writers of curriculum materials. 

6.2 Conclusions 

From the findings, it can be concluded that Getting Going with Genres 

was widely used in Aboriginal schools and had a profound effect on how 

English was taught by the people who used it. However, an evaluation of 

Getting Going with Genres would be distorted if it only considered the 

application phase of the curriculum process. If findings are to make a 

significant contribution to knowledge about effective ways of developing 

materials for Aboriginal schools, it is necessary to draw conclusions from 

an evaluation of what happened during the organisation and 

development phases, as well as during the application phase. As 

illustrated in figure 6.7, these three phases comprise a curriculum cycle. 

FIGURE 6.7 PHASES OF THE CURRICULUM CYCLE 

6.2.1 Conclusions about organisational factors 

From the study it was possible to identify seven factors which greatly 

influenced Getting Going with Genres during the organisation phase 

(figure 6.8). These were: the NATSIEP policy, adequate resources, a master 

plan for a curriculum materials project, external monitoring and 
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evaluation, cross-cultural staff recruitment, wide consultation with 
people with a vested interest in Aboriginal education, and having more 
Aboriginal officers than non-Aboriginal officers in the team responsible 
for developing the resource. Three conclusions are drawn from the 
findings which relate to effective strategies during the organisation phase 
of Getting Going with Genres. 

FIGURE 6.8 ORGANISATIONAL FACTORS INFLUENCING 
'GETTING GOING WITH GENRES' 
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Conclusion 1: Formulating a policy facilitates definite, judicious and 
expedient courses of action. 

Policy making is part of a continuous management cycle that involves 
research, analysis, consultation, negotiation and decision making. 
Formulating a formal policy facilitates the adoption of a comprehensive, 
cohesive, definite, judicious and expedient course of action. The lack of a 
formal policy may mean that important issues do not get addressed. 

The National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Education Policy 
(NATSIEP) was the single most important factor which enabled Getting 
Going with Genres to be produced. This was a formal, published policy 
which set out the goals under which projects would be funded. A critical 
goal of the policy was for Aboriginal people to be involved in decision-
making processes. The policy's endorsement by the Northern Territory 
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Government led to the provision of funds which provided the means to 

establish programs to achieve its goals. All officers involved in a 

NATSIEP program were accountable for achieving the goals of the policy 

and reporting to monitoring bodies the extent and means by which this 

was happening. 

Conclusion 2: Establishing a project facilitates the cost-effective and 

efficient implementation of plans to achieve goals within a specified 

time-frame. 

The theory behind projects is essentially one of economic rationalism. 

Projects enable resources to be mustered and used efficiently to achieve 

pre-determined goals. Evidence of a project transforming ideas into action 

was the establishment of the Aboriginal Schools Curriculum Materials 

Project (ASCMP). It had a triennium to develop appropriate curriculum 

materials for Aboriginal schools in ways designed to achieve the goals of 

the NATSIEP. Getting Going with Genres was one of four curriculum 

packages produced by this project in this period. 

In the public sector, economic rationalism needs to be balanced with a 

proper concern for community interests. The ASCMP received three 

million dollars and it needs to be asked whether this money was well 

spent. Usually, the production of instructional materials is the concern of 

commercial publishing houses. It was because the needs of teachers in 

Aboriginal schools were not being catered for from this source, that the 

government needed to enter this market. It is concluded that the 

establishment of the ASCMP reflected public values of democracy and 

social justice. It was an ethical issue that the government established a 

project to redress the disadvantaged provision of appropriate materials for 

Aboriginal schools. 

Unfortunately, the need for appropriate resources for teachers in 

Aboriginal schools is immense and the products of the ASCMP only 
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touched the tip of the iceberg. This raises the issue of ecological 
sustainability. Can the government continually afford to fund projects to 
develop appropriate curriculum materials for Aboriginal schools? It is 
suggested that it would be desirable for publishing houses to produce 
appropriate resources for Aboriginal schools. However, the issue arises as 
to who would write them. Would it be Aboriginal people? Until such 
time as publishing houses can access a pool of suitable authors, it is 
concluded that governments will need to consider providing the 
resources for curriculum materials projects for some time to come. 

Another aspect of ecological sustainability is the active marketing of 
Aboriginal curriculum materials by the Northern Territory Department 
of Education. Through conference presentations, journal articles and 
word-of-mouth, information about Getting Going with Genres spread 
beyond the borders of the Northern Territory resulting in hundreds of 
sales to interstate educational institutions. By this example, it is evident 
that the Department is in a prime position to develop Aboriginal 
resources for a wider market. If the Department is reluctant to establish 
the infrastructure needed to cope with sales of materials, consideration 
could be given to working through the Curriculum Corporation. The 
Department is in a unique position of being able to access a wealth of 
knowledge and experience of its Aboriginal teachers through projects 
such as the ASCMP was. 

r 

Conclusion 3: A diversity of strategies needed to ensure high levels of 
Aboriginal involvement in programs which affect Aboriginal people. 

Due processes and probity are important and should serve to lead to the 
achievement of community, government and organisational goals. For 
the ASCMP, a diversity of strategies were needed to achieve high levels of 
Aboriginal involvement in its operations. 
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Evidence of how the ASCMP ensured Aboriginal involvement included 

the following: 

• a curriculum reference meeting, prior to the start of any design work, 

was attended by 109 people, of whom 37 were Aboriginal people (34 

per cent) 

staff appointed to the ASCMP comprised 15 people of whom 5 were 

Aboriginal people (33.3 per cent) 

all 12 positions available on the Board of Studies Aboriginal 

Education Standing Committee, which monitored the materials, 

were filled by Aboriginal people (100 per cent) 

• the team in the ASCMP responsible for developing the genre 

resource, had 3 officers of whom two were Aboriginal people (66.6 

per cent) 

writing workshops in schools were located in predominantly 

Aboriginal communities, which, in the case of the genre resource, 

involved 103 teachers, of whom 76 were Aboriginal people (74 per 

cent). 

An assumption of social and cultural relevance is implicit if Aboriginal 

people contribute to the development of curriculum materials for 

Aboriginal schools. In the past there has been little input from articulate 

Aboriginal people to the development of curriculum materials for their 

children. This has been stated as a factor contributing to the 

inappropriateness and ineffectiveness of educational endeavours in 

Aboriginal schools. However, culturally relevant writers need not come 

from the same ethnic minority group as the students they are writing for. 

It should be acknowledged that, while some writers do not write well for a 

culturally different group of students, others do. 

Names of contributors should be acknowledged in the front of books. This 

was seen to be important, particularly for Aboriginal contributors to 

Getting Going with Genres. This strategy cannot be taken for granted as 

there is a perception by some people that, as employees of the Department 
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of Education, it is sufficient that the Department is named and not major 
contributors. Acknowledging contributors to a curriculum resource 
enhances their self esteem and make them favourably disposed to future 
involvement. In interviews with people who had been involved in 
school-based writing workshops, great pride was expressed in being 
acknowledged as a contributor. In addition, it was found that some 
teachers were favourably inclined towards the resource because it was 
stated on the acknowledgments page that the resource had been 
developed in Aboriginal schools during workshops which involved 
considerably more Aboriginal people than non-Aboriginal people. 

It is important not only to respect and value the knowledge which 
Aboriginal people can provide, but also to implement strategies by which 
their knowledge and skills of the craft of writing materials are developed. 
To avoid a feeling of exploitation, it is important that Aboriginal 
involvement in a curriculum materials project is of mutual benefit to 
both the system and the contributor. Without appropriate training, we 
can never hope for a time when Aboriginal people are sole authors of 
materials. Research studies such as this one have much to offer to the 
limited literature available on the craft of writing materials for an 
Aboriginal audience. 

Attracting and retaining Aboriginal people to work in curriculum projects 
which are located in urban centres can be problematic. A key factor to 
obtaining high levels of Aboriginal people in the Getting Going with 
Genres project was the concept of developing materials in schools located 
in large Aboriginal communities. It is concluded that this was a highly 
effective strategy. Having two Aboriginal members and only one non-
Aboriginal member of the ASCMP genre team was also an effective 
strategy in the Aboriginal voice having, or appearing to have, greater 
influence over decisions. 
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6.2.2 Conclusions about the resource's development 

From the study it was possible to identify seven factors which greatly 

influenced Getting Going with Genres during its development phase 

(figure 6.9). These were: the NATSIEP policy, a clearly defined purpose 

and audience, writing workshops in Aboriginal schools, content relevant 

to Aboriginal social and cultural contexts, knowledge of preferred 

Aboriginal learning styles and the formative evaluation strategies that 

were employed. The following conclusions are drawn from the findings 

about effective strategies during the development phase of Getting Going 

with Genres. 

FIGURE 6.9 FACTORS INFLUENCING THE DEVELOPMENT PHASE 
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Conclusion 4: Materials must have a clearly defined purpose to relieve 

teachers' most pressing needs. 

The intensive and comprehensive consultation and research which went 

into formulating the NATSIEP clearly defined ASCMP's purpose which 

was to produce curriculum materials which were suitable for delivery in 

Aboriginal schools and aimed at helping Aboriginal students achieve at 

levels equal to those attained by other Australians. Consequently, the 

major concerns of the ASCMP genre team were 'cultural appropriateness 

for an Aboriginal educational context' and 'providing practical guidance 

for implementing the English BACOS in Aboriginal schools'. 
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It would have been a sufficient challenge in itself for writers to produce 
culturally appropriate materials for teachers in Aboriginal schools to 
support an established English course of study. Their task was made all 
the more difficult because of the revolutionary changes which were 
embodied in the 'new' English BACOS which, it should be remembered, 
was only in 'draft' form at the time Getting Going with Genres was being 
written. At the time the resource was produced, the most pressing needs 
of teachers in Aboriginal schools were for curriculum materials which 
• were oriented towards Aboriginal society and culture, both 

traditional and modern 

clearly described genres and a genre approach to teaching English 
illustrated how the Geraldton teaching-learning model could be 
applied in an Aboriginal ESL classroom. 

Conclusion 5: Writers need to write to a clearly defined audience. 

The Northern Territory Department of Education was responsible for 
proposing the Aboriginal Schools Curriculum Materials Project. The 
project brief clearly defined the audience as teachers and students in 
Aboriginal Schools. However, both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal 
teachers work in Aboriginal schools. Non-Aboriginal teachers, in general, 
are fluent speakers of English and highly literate. Aboriginal teachers, in 
general, are not. A problem writers needed to address was whether to 
write to a non-Aboriginal audience or an Aboriginal one. 

At the ASCMP Curriculum Reference Meeting, participants strongly 
urged ASCMP writers to use English at a level which Aboriginal teachers 
could access. From the contents of Getting Going with Genres, it is 
evident that the writers were writing to a clearly defined audience of 
teachers in Northern Territory Aboriginal schools, and that the level of 
English was one which should be easy to access for Aboriginal teachers in 
this audience. This does not mean to imply that other audiences would 
not find the resource useful. 
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Conclusion 6: User-friendly materials are those which are similar to the 

types of materials teachers would normally prepare for themselves. 

Consultation with clients and stakeholders was an effective strategy in 

determining the types of materials to be incorporated into Getting Going 

with Genres. Teacher manuals containing units of work, sample 

programs and assessment guidelines, as well as readers and posters, are so 

familiar to teachers that they find them easy to deal with. There was 

widespread agreement amongst subjects involved in this research project 

that user-friendliness was an outstanding feature of the resource. 

From the findings, it is concluded that the quality of user-friendliness in 

Getting Going with Genres was achieved because the materials 

• were types which were so familiar to teachers that they found them 

easy to deal with 

could be used with little or no adaptation 

served as models for teachers to prepare their own materials 

could be easily adaptable to accommodate local needs and 

circumstances. 

Conclusion 7: Reading ease is critical where the targeted audience is 

known to have limited literacy skills in English. 

From the findings it is concluded that reading ease of text is the most 

critical issue for writers of English materials which are intended to be read 

by people from non-English-speaking backgrounds. While short sentences 

of less than 20 words and familiar vocabulary were important in 

facilitating reading ease, the findings revealed other aspects which made 

the resource reader friendly. These included: thinness of books (less than 

100 pages), abundant illustrations, familiar text types, interactional aspects, 

repeated structural elements, the magazine box for easy access and storage 

of materials, colourful book covers, interesting topics with which readers 

could readily identify, and the use of metalanguage for unfamiliar 
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vocabulary and concepts. These represent essential elements of crafting a 
reader-friendly text. 

Writers of curriculum materials for system-wide use need instructional 
design knowledge and skills to be able to produce reader-friendly 
documents. It is a need which is often not addressed when teachers are 
recruited to be writers of curriculum materials. Skills are usually 
developed by immersion in the task itself and writers base their efforts on 
their intuition and personal experience. With much research in the field 
of instructional design, it would be helpful if formal training sessions 
were implemented for workers in this field. Trial-and-error methods are 
uneconomic and inefficient. Producing reader-friendly documents is an 
issue of social justice as well as economic sense and it provides greater 
equity in access to information. 

Conclusion 8: Unfamiliar concepts are more easily understood if they are 
illustrated through subject matter which is familiar to the intended 
audience. 

At the time Getting Going with Genres was developed, the concept of 
genres and a genre approach to teaching English were unfamiliar to the 
overwhelming majority of teachers in the Northern Territory. While 
teachers in urban schools enjoyed high levels of ongoing, on-site support 
to develop their knowledge and skills in these areas, teachers in most 
Aboriginal schools were not so fortunate. 

The resource made a major contribution to the ability of teachers to 
comprehend the distinguishing features of the different genres and the 
application of the genre approach to their classroom practices. The strategy 
by which this was achieved was by incorporating model texts using 
familiar subject matter into exemplars of units of work. These model texts 
were written by participants in writing workshops in Aboriginal schools. 
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The choice of socially and culturally appropriate subject matter was 

determined by these participants. The following table of topics is by no 

means exhaustive, but, derived from the resource, it provides 

enlightenment as to topics which teachers considered to be relevant and 

of interest to Aboriginal students. 

Table 6.2 Topics for language development 

animals good health people I know 

art health centres places we visit 

birds health problems plants 

buildings historical events shopping 

characters in stories home and shelter songs 

community events how things move stories 

community improvement insects stories from long ago 

cooking landforms television 

drinks letter writing things I like 

environment life cycles things we make 

equipment local industries transport 

food my family trees 

football myself water 

games children play occupations weather 

Some critics claimed that the model texts were not 'authentic'; that is, 

derived from existing literature. This concept of authenticity is debatable. 

As there were no published texts in the range of genres required by the 

English curriculum which built on the prior knowledge and experiences 

of Aboriginal students, it would have been reinforcing students' 

disadvantaged position to have used existing texts. 

Culturally relevant content fosters students' natal cultural identity and 

empowers them with knowledge and skills to operate successfully in 

mainstream society. The Aboriginal orientation of the subject matter not 

only reflected the natal culture of students, but also it reflected student 

activities in modern society. For example, not only did the resource use 

traditional Aboriginal stories, but also it used modern adventure, mystery 
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and science fiction stories. Not only did the resource use bush tucker 
topics, but it also incorporated topics on food available from shops. 

The writing of the texts in particular genres was a powerful professional 
development activity for teachers participating in writing workshops as 
they struggled to do the tasks they would ultimately expect from their 
students. The findings showed that the model texts were widely and well 
used by teachers. They were empowering in enabling students to learn 
about the features of different text types and ultimately to write their own 
or to contribute to joint negotiated texts. Many teachers reported that 
students found learning English more interesting and meaningful 
through engaging with the familiar subject matter of the model texts. 

Conclusion 9: School-based writing workshops draw out teachers' 
knowledge of effective teaching and learning strategies. 

The NATSIEP had defined the purpose of the ASCMP materials as being 
to assist students to achieve at levels equal to other Australian students. 
Consequently, the inclusion of effective teaching and learning strategies 
into Getting Going with Genres was a major concern. Appropriate 
methodology for Aboriginal students must cater for their needs in 
learning English as a Second Language (ESL) with consideration of 
students' preferred learning styles. 

School-based writing workshops were incredibly valuable to elicit 
teachers' knowledge of effective teaching and learning strategies. The 
following table of strategies is by no means exhaustive, but, derived from 
the resource, provides enlightenment of those strategies which teachers 
considered to be effective in Aboriginal schools. However, given the 
limited extent to which Aboriginal students were able to compose texts 
individually, further research is needed to identify a sequence of critical 
strategies which Aboriginal students need to become literate in English. 
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Table 6.3 Effective strategies for teaching and learning English 

Aboriginal subject matter joint negotiation of texts scaffolding 

acquiring field knowledge planning with Aboriginal sentence makers 

art and craft teacher assistant shared experience 

assessment known to unknown short texts to longer 

brainstorming learning vocabulary simple to complex 

class-made big books listening singing 

concrete to abstract modelling of texts speaking 

contextualisation observation spelling 

cooking oral to written traditional stories 

drama picture sequencing text deconstruction 

drawing posters text reconstruction 

excursions reading use of Aboriginal 

explicit teaching real-life objects and language 

games community situations viewing videos, TV 

involvement of repetition wall displays 

community adults retrieval charts whole to detailed 

imitation role play writing 

Structuring units of work around the Geraldton teaching-learning model 

was an effective strategy. Because of this, teachers found Getting Going 

with Genres easy to work with as the model was repeated and they 

became more familiar with it. Strategies suggested by workshop 

participants were incorporated into the input, exploration, reshaping, 

presentation and reflection stages as deemed appropriate. 

Conclusion 10: Formative evaluation is effective where teachers as well as 

non-school-based experts review working drafts. 

A resource benefits by being critically reviewed and having its ideas 

trialled before it is published. The questions are: by whom? how widely? 

and, where opinions are in conflict, whose opinion should be heeded? 

Effective formative evaluation of working drafts of Getting Going with 

Genres was achieved by being widely distributed to both school-based and 

office-based personnel. 
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The resource was reviewed by a range of non-school-based experts in the 
field, which included university lecturers, curriculum specialists, ESL 
specialists, the English Subject Advisory Committee, the Board of Studies 
Aboriginal Education Standing Committee, linguists and members of the 
ASCMP. In addition, copies of working drafts were sent to all Aboriginal 
schools for trialling and the opportunity to provide feedback. The final 
decision about changes, where there were conflicting opinions, was made 
by the Principal Education Officers for English and for Teaching English as 
a Second Language. 

Another effective formative evaluation strategy for Getting Going with 
Genres was that working drafts were distributed as they were written. 
Advantages of this strategy were that early problems were detected and 
not repeated in other materials; clients and interested stakeholders were 
kept informed about work-in-progress; and it facilitated developmental 
growth in teachers' understanding of the genre approach. 

6.2.3 Conclusions about the application of the resource 

The data gathering process provided the opportunity to study how Getting 
Going with Genres was being applied by teachers in Aboriginal schools. 
Approximately 40 per cent of teachers in these schools were interviewed 
or observed during this study. The findings provided a sense of how 
teachers were applying, or not applying, the resource to their classroom 
practices. However, evaluating a teacher's application of the resource was 
not an easy task. 

Conclusion 11: Evaluating the application of curriculum materials is a 
complex and difficult task. 

Evaluating the application of Getting Going with Genres was a difficult 
task, concerned with making judgements and, in the process, attributing 
value or worth to various kinds of behaviour. Decisions needed to be 
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made about whether to focus on the materials, the teachers or the 

students. Difficult tasks included selecting criteria and finding suitable 

data gathering instruments. It was reasonable to exclude student 

behaviour from this study as the resource was designed for teacher use 

and it would be virtually impossible to show a direct link between the 

resource and student behaviour that was not influenced by other factors. 

The 'levels of use' and 'innovation configurations' diagnostic dimensions 

of the CBAM were extremely valuable in facilitating the selection of 

criteria for the evaluation and the way it was to be collected. The foci of 

these instruments were to describe and measure the extent to which 

anticipated changes in behaviour were achieved. The tasks were 

complicated by the complexity of the genre approach to teaching English, 

the diverse levels of support services available to teachers, teachers' 

attitudes towards change, the numerous items in the resource, principals' 

enthusiasm or apathy towards the resource, and macro-sociopolitical 

characteristics of Aboriginal education. Other difficulties associated with 

evaluating the application of Getting Going with Genres are reflected in 

the assumptions on which the CBAM was based. These assumptions were 

verified by the findings of this study. 

Change is a process not an event. 

Change is accomplished by individuals. 

Change is a highly personal experience. 

Change involves developmental growth. 

Change is best understood in operational terms. 

The focus of facilitation should be on individuals, innovations and the context. 

(Hord, Rutherford, Huling-Austin & Hall 1987, pp. 5-6) 

The findings of this research study represent a snapshot in time. Teachers' 

use of Getting Going with Genres would invariably have changed since 

the data were collected. Definitive statements about the use of the 

resource in the Northern Territory are difficult and, at best, indicate 

trends by individuals at the time of data collection. 
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Conclusion 12: A teacher's decision to adopt a curriculum innovation is 
influenced by a range of factors. 

The CBAM's detailed description of eight levels of use and the LoU 
interview instrument were highly appropriate and proved to be most 
useful techniques for investigating the extent to which teachers in 
Aboriginal schools had adopted Getting Going with Genres. 'Adoption' 
refers to a deliberate decision by an individual to use something. A clear 
majority of interviewees (88.9 per cent) in this study had made the 
decision to adopt Getting Going with Genres. 

Factors contributing to teachers' decisions to use the resource included: 
the need to implement a genre approach to teaching English as 
outlined in the English BACOS, which was perceived to be a 
'difficult' document 

the reader-friendliness, user-friendliness and Aboriginal orientation 
of the resource 

advocacy from multiple sources such as central administrators, 
principals, ESL coordinators, RATE lecturers and tutors and peers 
moderation requirements for students to submit work in a range of 
genres 

the lack of competing resources to support a genre approach to 
teaching English 

• access to information and training through professional 
development activities. 

Non-users ranged from those who were not aware of the existence of the 
resource to experienced teachers who were aware of the resource, had 
participated in inservice programs about the resource, yet, for a range of 
reasons, had not yet made a definite decision to use it. In all cases, except 
one, these non-users of Getting Going with Genres had also not adopted a 
genre approach to teaching English. 
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It was not critical that teachers used Getting Going with Genres if they 

were successfully implementing the approach by some other means. The 

resource was only ever intended to be a supporting resource. However, it 

was a critical issue if the non-users were school principals as their non-

use affected the provision of resource-related leadership and supportive 

arrangements for other teachers in the school. 

Conclusion 13: Implementation is a continuum which ranges from non-

use through various levels of use to the point where the user is looking 

to replace the innovation with something better. 

Change involves developmental growth and this was clearly evident in 

the range of levels of use ascribed to teachers. Some (5.3 per cent) were 

non-users; some (5.8 per cent) were orienting themselves to what the 

resource was or was not; some (2.9 per cent) were preparing for their first 

use of the resource; almost a quarter (24.6 per cent) were using it in a step-

by-step mechanical way; others (23.4 per cent) had established a routine 

pattern of use and may never progress beyond this level; others (24.6 per 

cent) were refining their use to have a greater impact on their students; 

while the remainder (13.4 per cent) were integrating their use with 

colleagues to make efforts more effective with learners in their common 

spheres of influence. No teacher in this study was at the renewal level 

because of the lack of competing resources available at the time. 

Determining where a teacher was on the implementation continuum was 

complicated, not because of any difficulty in applying the LoU concept, but 

by the characteristics of the resource itself. With a separate book for each 

of the eight genres covered by the resource, a user could conceivably be at 

a different level of use for each book. It is an unresolved problem how to 

treat 'an innovation bundle' other than to treat each item separately, and 

this would have been a mammoth task in this research project. 
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Recognition that change is a process which may take many years to 
achieve, depending on the complexity of a curriculum innovation, is a 
prerequisite to successful implementation. It does not happen with the 
receipt of a resource or by participation in an inservice program. 
Implementation of Getting Going with Genres required time for 
individuals not only to understand its content, but also to experiment 
with the ideas and develop their confidence and competence. The 
resource may take years before it is fully and successfully implemented. 

Figure 6.10 represents a teacher who is trying to incorporate explicit 
teaching about reports and the Geraldton model into her or his usual 
practices, while the other major innovations in Getting Going with 
Genres compete for the teacher's attention. How long it takes an 
individual to cover the range of innovations will vary considerably from 
individual to individual. 

FIGURE 6.10 INNOVATIONS COMPETING FOR THE TEACHER'S ATTENTION 

One purpose of the resource was to help teachers in Aboriginal schools 
implement the intentions of the English BACOS. The findings clearly 
showed that most teachers (86 per cent) in this study had implemented 
one or more units of work from Getting Going with Genres and intended 
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to continue using the resource. As a result of this finding it is concluded 

that the intended purpose of the resource was being achieved and that it 

was influencing the teaching of English in Northern Territory Aboriginal 

schools. 

Conclusion 14: A teacher's stage of concern about an innovation needs to 

be relieved before that teacher can progress to a higher level of use. 

As the SoC Questionnaire was not used in this study, information about 

teachers' concerns from this source is not available. However, concerns 

were revealed in the data gathered by the Levels of Use Interview and the 

following conclusions are derived from this source. 

Although all teachers in this study were aware of the resource, non-users 

indicated little concern or involvement with the resource. Teachers who 

were orienting themselves towards the resource were concerned about 

gaining sufficient information about the resource and how others were 

using it, in order to make a decision whether to use it or not. Teachers 

who were preparing for their first use of the resource often had personal 

concerns about having an adequate understanding of the genre approach 

and about the changes to their teaching practices which would be incurred 

if they adopted it. 

Teachers who were using the resource at a mechanical level of use were 

concerned about managing time, information and resources. Teachers 

who were using the resource in a routine way had an air of complacency 

and were concerned with continuing to use the resource with ease. 

Teachers who were refining their use of the resource were concerned with 

evaluating student outcomes and the consequences of making changes to 

their use of the resource to increase student outcomes. Teachers at an 

integration level of use were concerned with collaborating with others for 

the benefit of students in their common sphere of influence. 
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It is concluded that concerns of individuals need to identified and 
relieved in order for them to progress to the next level of use. In this, 
there is a clear message for advisory staff and change facilitators. It is 
critical that change is not thought of in ambiguous, impersonal terms. 
Change involves people and concerns of individuals must be the focus of 
attention in providing ongoing support for the successful 
implementation of a curriculum innovation. In considering teachers' 
stages of concern in regard to Getting Going with Genres, the situation 
was complicated by the range of genres covered by the resource. A teacher 
could have been at a different stage of concern for one genre than she or 
he was for another genre. Some genres were perceived to be 'more 
difficult' than others. 

Conclusion 15: Teachers operationalise innovations in a variety of 
acceptable and unacceptable ways. 

The CBAM concept of innovation configurations and its description of 
how to develop an innovation specific checklist were effective in 
evaluating what Getting Going with Genres looked like as it was put into 
operation in classrooms. While 'levels of use' provided a teacher focus, 
'innovation configurations' provided an innovation focus. Each 
completed checklist provided a configuration of what was happening 
with the components of the resource in a particular classroom. From the 
individual checklists it was obvious that some teachers used components 
in ways described as 'acceptable' while other teachers used components in 
ways described as 'unacceptable'. This information would be useful for 
change agents able to provide on-site or on-going support. However, the 
purpose of this research study was to present a system-wide view of 
Getting Going with Genres. Consequently, the checklist findings were 
aggregated to supply a picture of what Getting Going with Genres might 
look like in operation in the average teacher's classroom. 
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From the aggregated checklist findings, the following conclusions were 

drawn about what an observer could expect to see at the time the data 

were collected. 

• Getting Going with Genres was located in a classroom, not a central 

store, for either an individual teacher's use, or to be shared between 

two or three teachers. 

• Units of work from at least four of the teacher books had been 

implemented, resulting in students learning about the features of 

these types of texts. 

• Independent writing by students was omitted from the teaching- 

learning sequence with the teacher being satisfied if the students 

contributed to the joint negotiation of a text of the type being studied. 

• Genre terms or words with similar meanings were used to describe 

the purpose, structure and typical language features of types of text. 

• If the subject matter was pertinent to the genre being taught, the 

yellow posters were used. Otherwise, the yellow posters were used as 

models for charts the teacher created. 

• The Genres Across the Years chart was used to plan teaching 

programs. 

• Readers were used with students, but not left on display for students 

to access freely. 

• Information and ideas from Goanna Tales and Teacher Notes were 

used in a variety of ways for a range of purposes. 

From these conclusions, one gets a sense that there are three issues which 

need to be addressed at a system level. First, further investigation is 

needed into why Aboriginal students are not writing independently and 

the types of measures which are needed to address the issue. Second, there 

is a need for appropriate reading materials in a range of genres which 

students can freely access. Third, ongoing support is needed to encourage 

teachers to teach the full range of genres required by the English BACOS. 
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Conclusion 16: Change agents need skills in using appropriate diagnostic 
tools to be able to support the implementation of an educational 
innovation effectively. 

In the field of Aboriginal education there is a plethora of failed 
curriculum innovations. Consequently, it is vital that careful attention is 
given to the implementation process and the empowerment of change 
facilitators to be effective in the work that they do. The education of 
Aboriginal youth is too important to be left to the chance that change 
agents may stumble across effective ways for supporting planned change. 

The interview findings revealed that there were a range of interventions 
by numerous people which facilitated the adoption and implementation 
of Getting Going with Genres. The most obvious form of intervention 
was the inservice program. However, these programs were usually 
general in nature and treated participants as though they had similar 
needs and concerns. As the data gained through use of the CBAM 
concepts clearly show, this is a false basis on which to plan facilitative 
interventions. 

Research should inform practice and there is much research available 
which provides insight and understanding about school change. Derived 
from the methodology used in this research study, I propose that the 
concepts of the Concerns-Based Adoption Model carry a powerful message 
for all success-oriented facilitators of change. Knowing how to use the 
tools of CBAM empowers change facilitators to plan and implement 
timely and appropriate interventions to meet individual needs. The 
training of change facilitators in the use of these tools is an issue which 
could be addressed at system level. 
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Conclusion 17: The final step of a curriculum materials project must be 

some form of evaluation of the materials themselves and the extent of 

successful implementation. 

It is important to stress than an evaluation effort should be 

commensurate with the significance of a curriculum package. Getting 

Going with Genres was a curriculum package of significance and, in itself, 

acted as a change agent influencing the work of hundreds of teachers and 

the students they taught. When the Northern Territory Department of 

Education signed the Aboriginal Education Strategic Initiatives Program 

agreement with the Commonwealth Department of Employment, 

Education and Training, they undertook to evaluate the materials 

produced by the ASCMP. A questionnaire was used to survey teachers in 

Aboriginal schools and the conclusion in the report—An Appraisal of 

AEP Initiative #6—was: 

Generally teachers were positive and supportive of materials produced by AEP 

curriculum development teams. The main issue to emerge from the survey was the 

need for continued implementation support of these materials. 

(Aboriginal Education Policy Support Unit 1994, p.  9) 

[and, about Getting Going with Genres specifically] 

Genre Series was being used extensively to provide a model on which to base lessons 

and then provide activities and examples on which students may experiment. By 

using the Genre Series, students become aware of the structural features of each type 

of writing. Teachers also commented on the wide variety of topics with prepared 

ideas, tips and lists of requirements which made the materials easy to use. This 

series was being used extensively to support Foundation Studies courses in CECs. 

All teachers surveyed were aware of the Genre Series and generally considered that 

the series was easy to use. This was the case for Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal 

teachers. Comments reflected that the materials were 'user friendly' and provided 

teachers with the confidence to experiment with new genres. 
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Teachers were generally confident that the use of the Genre Series had enhanced 
their understanding of curriculum and their teaching by making lessons more 
interesting and relevant. However, not all teachers considered these improvements 
contributed or would contribute to an increase in students' academic outcomes. 

(Aboriginal Education Policy Support Unit 1994, p.  19) 

While these conclusions are corroborated by this research study, they 
reflect a narrower focus and the use of one instrument, in comparison to 
the broader focus of this study and its multi-method approach. This was 
influenced by conducting an evaluation for different purposes and 
audiences. This research study has incorporated an evaluation of the 
curriculum materials which comprise Getting Going with Genres and the 
findings make it possible to propose a grounded theory for developing 
curriculum materials for Aboriginal schools. 

62.4A grounded theory 

The conclusions, deriving from the weight of the arguments in the 
preceding section, give rise to a grounded theory for designing and 
delivering appropriate ESL curriculum materials to teachers in Aboriginal 
schools. The theory is structured around the organisation, development 
and application phases of the curriculum process. 

First, during the organisation phase, there should be: (a) a formal policy 
defining goals for materials' development and the involvement of 
Aboriginal people, (b) the establishment of supportive arrangements to 
achieve policy goals, (c) consultation with clients prior to the Start of any 
design work, (d) management of clients' expectations, (e) identification of 
projects to address community and clients' needs, government priorities 
and organisation objectives, (f) a dominance of Aboriginal people in cross-
cultural writing teams, and (g) acceptable decisions made about where and 
by whom materials will be developed. 
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Second, during the development phase, the goal should be to develop 

materials that: (a) are easy for Aboriginal teachers to read, (b) provide 

models of new concepts which are illustrated by using familiar subject 

matter, (c) are relevant and adaptable to the needs and circumstances of 

users, (d) are user friendly, (e) have involved Aboriginal teachers in their 

development, preferably in teachers' work locations, (f) have a simple and 

clear structure and organisation of ideas, and (g) have interesting content, 

building on the knowledge and experiences Aboriginal people have of 

their natal cultures and of modern society. 

Special attention needs to be given to producing materials which are 

reader friendly and user friendly. Reader-friendliness is greatly enhanced 

by producing relatively thin books which use topics from the natal 

cultures of Aboriginal people, visually appealing techniques, sentences 

averaging less than twenty words, plain English and metalanguage to 

explain unfamiliar vocabulary and concepts, and which avoid wordiness, 

inflated vocabulary and convoluted sentence structures. User-friendliness 

is greatly enhanced by developing materials which can be easily adapted 

or used directly in classroom contexts with little or no modification, or 

serve as models for the types of materials teachers would normally 

prepare themselves. 

Third, during the application phase, it is important that: (a) the 

developers receive feedback on working drafts from as wide an audience 

as possible, (b) teachers can readily access published materials, (c) there is 

systemic advocacy at all levels, (d) change agents receive training in 

implementing, monitoring and providing appropriate interventions to 

support planned change, (e) teachers have ongoing support to develop 

confidence and competence in the use of innovative materials, and (f) an 

evaluation is made of the extent to which materials achieve their 

intended outcomes and where improvements could be made. 
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6.3 Recommendations 

Following are eleven recommendations related to the development of 
appropriate curriculum materials for Aboriginal schools. 

Recommendation 1: That a policy be formulated to facilitate ecologically 
sustainable development of appropriate curriculum materials for 
Aboriginal audiences and this may involve outsourcing or seeking 
private sector providers. 

With respect to the provision of appropriate curriculum materials for 
Aboriginal schools, sustainable efforts are needed to achieve levels of 
quality and quantity that are comparable to those that are available to 
mainstream schools. Aboriginal people have a unique place in our society 
as Australia's indigenous population, so it is cause for some concern if 
students in Aboriginal schools are disadvantaged by not having the same 
quality and quantity of glossy and colourful appropriate resources which 
are available in mainstream schools. 

Recommendation 2: That more attention be given to pub licising 
curriculum materials developed in the Northern Territory for Aboriginal 
educational contexts and that this may involve establishing a shop front 
or providing the materials to a commercial outlet. 

Aboriginal people live in urban and rural areas of all the States and 
Territories of Australia and it makes no economic sense for efforts to be 
duplicated. For two decades, strenuous efforts have been made by the 
Northern Territory Department of Education to develop appropriate 
resources for Aboriginal schools. Widely acclaimed curriculum materials 
include titles such as School of the Bush, Tracks Series, Back of Beyond 
Series, Puka-Puka Wita-Wita Series, Learning English in Aboriginal 
Schools and Getting Going with Genres. These are mainly English 
resources, but there are also resources for other subject areas at both 
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primary and secondary levels of schooling. A system needs to be 

established whereby information about Aboriginal publications flows 

more freely between interested parties in the various States and 

Territories, and these publications are available to interested persons and 

institutions in the public or private sector. 

Recommendation 3: That strenuous efforts be made to attract and retain 

Aboriginal officers to positions relating to the design and delivery of 

curriculum materials for Aboriginal schools. 

The findings of this study support the proposition that Aboriginal people 

need to be involved in all phases of the process to develop curriculum 

materials intended for use in Aboriginal schools. They are the experts for 

identifying appropriate outcomes, content, and teaching and learning 

activities. In the Northern Territory, experience has shown that 

Aboriginal people from remote communities are often reluctant to live in 

urban centres. Consideration is needed into ways Aboriginal people can be 

in curriculum-writing positions without jeopardising their strong links to 

their homelands. 

Recommendation 4: That more Aboriginal than non-Aboriginal people 

be appointed to positions in cross-cultural teams developing materials for 

Aboriginal schools. 

A power relationship is perceived to exist when there are more 

Aboriginal than non-Aboriginal members in a writing team. The 

dominance of greater numbers enhances the control by Aboriginal people 

over processes and outcomes. The findings of this study support the 

views expressed in the literature that the choice of people to write 

curriculum materials has the greatest influence over the nature and type 

of materials to be produced. However, it is not only the choice of writers 

that is important but also the perceived power relationship between the 

writers. 
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Recommendation 5: That strategies be investigated into ways to develop 
materials writers' skills in evaluation and research and that reports 
receive a higher profile to disseminate information on best practices and 
to promote ongoing continuous improvement. 

Curriculum materials support and surround all aspects of teaching, yet 
the literature reveals little evidence of research into effective 
development practices or guidelines for writers. Given the enormous 
amounts of time, talent, money and effort that go into producing 
materials, there is a critical need for practice to be informed by theories 
which are grounded in best practices. Departments of education have a 
vested interest and need to be more pro-active in encouraging research 
into the actual craft of materials writing. Research and evaluation reports 
are of limifed value if findings are reported to funding bodies but are not 
disseminated to writers. Therefore, not only should evaluation and 
research be conducted, but also the findings need to reach the people who 
write the materials. 

Recommendation 6: That a training program in instructional design and 
desktop publishing be provided for teachers who are recruited to be 
writers of curriculum materials for wide circulation. 

It is a fallacy to think that because a person is an excellent teacher she or 
he will also be a good writer of systemic curriculum materials. As 
reported in the literature, the craft of writing curriculum materials for a 
wider audience than a single class is frequently glossed over or benignly 
ignored. Recognising that materials writing is an important activity that 
requires the development of specialised skills can go a long way to 
counteract the notion that demonstrated expertise as a teacher is sufficient 
for the task. There is a growing body of knowledge about effective 
instructional design and desktop publishing skills, hence this 
recommendation that a professional development program be offered to 
teachers who are recruited to write curriculum materials. Thoughtful, 
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professional attention to developing the knowledge and skills of the 

people involved can only enhance the overall quality of the curriculum 

materials they produce. 

Recommendation 7: That more attention be given to the process of 

implementing curriculum innovations and that this may involve 

training change facilitators in the use of the Concerns-Based Adoption 

Model (CBAM). 

A basic assumption is that implementation is a continuum which goes 

from initial adoption, through various stages of implementation as 

teachers gain confidence and competence, until an innovation becomes 

institutionalised. While inservice programs have received much 

attention in the literature, they represent a very small part of the process 

whereby an innovation becomes successfully implemented. The genre 

approach to teaching English in Northern Territory schools represented a 

major change which required significant levels of developmental growth 

and ongoing support. Individual concerns and problems need to be 

resolved for implementation to be successful. The ability of a change 

facilitator to identify and attend to these is one key to success. 

The CBAM provides a powerful message for people in roles which 

facilitate change. The Innovation Configurations checklist provides the 

means to introduce an innovation and to monitor the variations in 

implementation of its components. The Stages of Concern questionnaire 

enables a change facilitator to identify a teacher's concerns as the basis for 

planning appropriate interventions to alleviate them. The Levels of Use 

interview is useful to identify an individual's level of use of an 

innovation and to have an informed basis for providing appropriate 

interventions to move the person towards a higher level of use. 

Collectively, the tools are useful for evaluating the progress of an 

innovation implementation effort. Guesswork and intuition need not be 

the basis of supporting change when the CBAM is available. 
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Recommendation 8: That school-based writing workshops be used to 
design and develop systemic curriculum materials for Aboriginal schools. 

Conducting writing workshops in schools located in remote Aboriginal 
communities is a highly effective way of involving large numbers of 
Aboriginal people. School-based writing workshops recognise the 
importance many Aboriginal people place on their relationship with the 
land by not requiring them to move away from it to participate in a 
writing workshop in an urban centre. 

The relationship between land and people is often likened to a mother/child 
relationship. I see it as much more. Aboriginal people see themselves as land. Not in 
the sense that they are immovable land structures but that they are land 
personified. They are a walking, talking version of the land or its spirit. ... Land is 
the major determinant of culture for Aboriginal people. 

(Stephensen 1997, P. 1) 

The social and cultural relevance of Aboriginal curriculum materials is 
enhanced when they are developed in the context in which they are 
intended to be used. The strategy of developing materials in school-based 
writing workshops has mutual benefits for both centrally located writers 
and writers in schools in addition to the teachers who will use the 
materials and the students they teach. 

Recommendation 9: That curriculum support materials for Aboriginal 
teachers be easy to read, have exemplars of work expected of teachers and 
students, be socially and culturally relevant and be practical. 

Based on the findings of this study, the four major criteria for appropriate 
curriculum materials for teachers in Aboriginal schools are that they be 
reader friendly, be user friendly, have an Aboriginal orientation and have 
exemplars of work expected of teachers and students. 
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Recommendation 10: That working drafts of curriculum materials be sent 

to as wide a range of potential users and recognised experts as possible for 

feedback and, if possible, for trialling. 

Within time and monetary constraints, wide distribution of working 

drafts for the trialling of ideas and the provision of critical feedback 

benefits the accuracy and usefulness of the resource. The strategy also 

serves to keep interested parties informed and for them to feel a sense of 

participation in the process and ownership over the products. It would be 

helpful for a list of criteria to be devised to guide formative evaluation by 

critical friends. This group should include people with theoretical 

expertise and people working in the context in which the materials are 

intended to be used. 

Recommendation 11: That research be commissioned to investigate 

specific issues in Aboriginal education. 

Findings of this study indicate the need for research into ways: 

• to attract and retain Aboriginal people in curriculum-related work 

• to improve attendance rates of Aboriginal students 

• to make writing in English a purposeful and enjoyable experience for 

Aboriginal students 

to encourage and support teachers' efforts to direct and guide 

Aboriginal students towards independent writing of extended texts 

in English 

• to develop curriculum materials for Aboriginal educational contexts 

• to support the successful implementation of curriculum 

innovations in Aboriginal schools 

• to develop the skills and craft knowledge of materials writers 

• to evaluate curriculum materials by inspection and in use. 
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6.4 Personal reflections 

I conclude this study with some personal reflections. First, the research 
made me appreciate Print's (1993) model of the curriculum process as a 
suitable conceptual framework for this study. From personal experience I 
knew that events which occurred as a prelude to development had a 
critical effect on events which followed and that the real value of 
curriculum materials lay in the extent to which teachers applied them in 
practice; yet these pre-development and post-development phases were 
not made explicit in other curriculum models to be found in the 
literature. 

Also, the cyclic nature of Print's model made explicit the need for 
curriculum evaluation to inform future practices and I feel that there is 
an onus on myself to disseminate information from this research study 
for this purpose. Consequently, I have had articles published in journals 
(Norman 1993b, 1993c) and newsletters (Norman 1995a, 1995b), and have 
presented papers at conferences and seminars (e.g. Norman 1993d, 1993e, 
1993f, 1994). Several other articles have been submitted to editors of 
referred journals in recent times. From local and interstate feedback, it 
seems that ideas which have already been disseminated have been 
welcomed by others. I hope that they will continue to be of value to 
organisers of curriculum materials projects, writers of curriculum 
materials, teachers, evaluators and researchers. Ultimately it is the 
students who will reap the rewards. 

Second, this project made me aware that all researchers need a little 'luck' 
in finding the data-gathering instruments which best meet their needs. It 
was quite by chance that I read an article by Carter and Sanders (1992) in 
which the Concerns-Based Adoption Model was described. Its appeal was 
instantaneous and, although my research was already underway, I felt the 
design of the study could be adapted to incorporate its concepts and, apart 
from the SoC Questionnaire, its tools. As I had already administered a 
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questionnaire, it did not seem appropriate to incorporate another, but I 

would certainly consider using the questionnaire in future projects. I wish 

I had known about the CBAM when I was in an advisory position as I 

believe it has much to offer those involved in supporting the successful 

implementation of curriculum innovations. 

Third, this research made me realise more fully the complexity of factors 

which are involved in developing system-wide materials, particularly for 

an audience from a non-English-speaking background. As a result of 

undertaking this research I feel that I am able to make explicit critical 

issues to be addressed in producing such materials. The research has 

reinforced my belief in maximising the degree of involvement of the ESL 

audience being targeted. As a result of this study, I perceive reader-

friendliness, user-friendliness and cultural relevance to be critical 

qualities of curriculum materials for an ESL audience. Reader-friendliness 

is far more than the use of plain English and, from the findings of this 

research, I am able to discern practical and explicit information about 

multiple approaches to achieving this quality in curriculum materials. 

Finally, the research reinforced my belief that improvements in 

Aboriginal education can only come about when Aboriginal people are 

involved in decision making processes. Under the enlightened leadership 

of Peter Jones, the ASCMP was most successful in planning and 

implementing a variety of strategies which enabled consultation with, 

and involvement of, unprecedented numbers of Aboriginal people. It is 

critical that this effort be sustained in future projects which develop 

materials for Aboriginal schools. The cultural backgrounds of writers may 

not be evident when the materials are eventually published, but in terms 

of how the materials are developed and content is chosen and written, the 

cultural backgrounds of writers is of great significance. It is my hope that a 

well-developed body of knowledge about materials writing for ESL 

audiences will continue to accumulate. 
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Appendix 1: Stages of concern questionnaire 

Sample introductory page 

Name (optional) ............................................... 

The purpose of this questionnaire is to determine what people who are using or thinking 
about using various programs are concerned about at various times during the innovations 
implementation process. The items were developed from typical responses of school 
teachers who ranged from no knowledge at all about various programs to many years 
experience in using them. Therefore, a good part of the terms on this questionnaire may 
appear to be of little relevance or irrelevant to you at this time. For the completely 
irrelevant items, please circle 0 on the scale. Other items will represent those concerns 
you do have, in varying degrees of intensity, and should be marked higher on the scale. 

For example: 

This statement is very true for me at this time. o 1 2 3 4 5 6  0 
This statement is somewhat true of me now o 12 3 5 67 

This statement is not at all true of me at this time 02 3 4 5 67 

This statement seems irrelevant to me. 0  12 3 4 5 67 

Please respond to the items in terms of your present concerns, or how you feel about your 
involvement or potential involvement with Getting Going with Genres. We do not hold to 
any one definition of this innovation, so please think in terms of your own perception of 
what it involves. Since this questionnaire is used for a variety of innovations, the name 
Getting Going with Genres never appears. However, phrases such as the innovation, this 
approach' and 'the program' all refer to Getting Going with Genres. Remember to respond 
to each item in terms of your present concerns about your involvement or potential 
involvement with Getting Going with Genres. 

Thank you for taking time to complete this task. 
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SoC questionnaire items 

o i 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Irrelevant Not true of me now Somewhat true of me now Very true of me now 

I am concerned about students attitudes toward this 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

innovation. 

I now know of some other approaches that might work 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
better. 

I don't even know what the innovation is. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

I am concerned about not having enough time to organize 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
myself each day. 

I would like to help other staff in their use of the 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

innovation. 

I have a very limited knowledge about the innovation. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

I would like to know the effect of reorganization on my 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
professional status. 

I am concerned about conflict between my interests and my 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
responsibilities. 

I am concerned about revising my use of the innovation. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

I would like to develop working relationships with both 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

our school and other schools using this innovation. 

I am concerned about how the innovation affects students. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

I am not concerned about this innovation. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

I would like to know who will make the decisions in the 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
new system. 

I would like to discuss the possibility of using the 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
innovation. 

I would like to know what resources are available if we 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
decide to adopt this innovation. 

I am concerned about my inability to manage all the 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
innovation requires. 

I would like to know how my teaching or administration 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

is supposed to change. 

I would like to familiarize other departments or persons 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
with the progress of this new approach. 
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Irrelevant Not true of me now Somewhat true of me now Very true of me 

I am concerned about evaluating my impact on students. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

I would like to revise the innovations instructional 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
approaches 

I am completely occupied with other things. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

I would like to modify our use of the innovation based on 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
the experiences of our students. 

Although I dont know about this innovation, I am 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
concerned about things in the area. 

I would like to excite my students about their part in this 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
approach. 

I am concerned about time spent working with non- 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
academic problems related to this innovation. 

I would like to know what the use of this resource will 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
require in the immediate future. 

I would like to coordinate my efforts with others to 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
maximise the innovations effects. 

I would like to have more information on time and energy 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
commitments required by this innovation. 

I would like to know what other schools are doing in this 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
area. 

At this time, I am not interested in learning about this 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
innovation. 

I would like to know how to supplement, enhance or 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
replace the innovation. 

I would like to use feedback from students to change the 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
program. 

I would like to know how my role will change when I am 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
using the innovation. 

Coordination of tasks and people is taking too much of my 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
time. 

I would like to know how this innovation is better than 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
what we had. 
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A sample demographic page 

Please complete the following: 

What percent of your time is: 

teaching .............% administration .............% other (specify) 

Do you work: full time part time 

Female Male ............ 

Age: 20-29 ............30-39 ............40-49 ............50-59 ............60-69 

Highest qualification earned: 

Diploma ...........Bachelor............Graduate Diploma ............Masters ............ 

Year highest qualification earned ............ 

Total years teaching ............ 

Number of years at present school ............ 

In how many schools have you held full-time employment? 

one ............two ............three ............four ............five or more ............ 

How long have you known about genre approach, not counting this year? 

never .......1 year .........2 years ........3 years ........4 years ........over 5 years 

In your use of the genre approach, do you consider yourself to be a: 

non-user ........novice.........intermediate ..........old hand ............past user 

Have you participated in any professional development activity in regard to using 

the genre approach (personal studies, workshop)? 

yes no......... 

Are you currently in the process of using a major innovation or program other than the 

genre approach? 

yes no......... 

If yes, please describe briefly. 

Thank you for your help. 
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Appendix 2: Getting Going with Genres 
evaluation questionnaire 

Dear 

Thank you very much for looking at this questionnaire. It constitutes an important part of 
my research to formally evaluate the Getting Going with Genres set of ESL resources. This 
research has been approved by the Research and Accreditation Branch of the Department 
of Education. 

The aim of the questionnaire is to gain your perceptions of the genre materials after having 
time to read them and use some part of them. I do hope you will be able to assist me by 
completing all items. You can be assured of my deep appreciation. A summary of findings 
will be available when the study is completed. If you wish to have a copy please write 
your name and address on a sheet of paper and hand it to me separately. 

Please answer each question freely and openly. Some space is provided for additional 
comments, but if it is insufficient, please annotate or add additional pages as needed, in 
order to ensure you express your views to your own satisfaction. 

Anonymity of responses is guaranteed. In no way will released data be attributable to its 
source, other than in aggregate relating to a school system. Individuals, schools and areas 
will not be identifiable. You will notice that the questionnaire is coded. The code is 
necessary in order to allot responses to categories for comparative purposes; to allow for 
any pattern in non-response which might introduce bias into the study; and to assist in 
effective sampling for some follow-up activities. 

Thank you for your assistance. 
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GETTING GOING WITH GENRES 

EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE 

Section 1 

The following questions seek to explore your perceptions of the usefulness of Getting Going 
with Genres in supporting the implementation of the Northern Territory English 
curriculum in classrooms with Aboriginal students. 

Overall, on a scale of 1 to 7, what is your feeling about the Getting Going 
with Genres materials? Please circle your response. 

outstanding satisfactory poor 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

Please read each statement and circle the number to indicate your view by 
selecting from the scale below, the number that best applies in each case. 
For example, if you disagree with a statement, you would circle a 'two' 

Strongly Agree Agree Uncertain Disagree Strongly 
Disagree 

5 4 3 2 1 

SA A U D SD 

SA A 

The purpose of the materials is clear. 5 4 

The materials relate well to the NT English 
curriculum. 5 4 

The materials are relevant to the needs of 
teachers at this time. 5 4 

Materials reflect current language theory. 5 4 

The magazine-box container makes access to 
materials easy. 5 4 

Materials are user-friendly. 5 4 

Materials are attractive. 5 4 

The materials are easy to follow for class use. 
5 4 

Topics assist integrated learning across subject 
areas. 5 4 

10 Gender inclusive language is used. 5 4 

U D SD 

3 2 1  

3 2 1  

3 2 1  

3 2 1  

3 2 1  

3 2 1  

3 2 1  

3 2 1  

3 2 1  

3 2 1  
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Strongly Agree Agree Uncertain Disagree Strongly 
Disagree 

5 4 3 2 1 
SA A U D SD 

SA A U D SD 

11. The topics are relevant to the social and 
cultural contexts of Aboriginal students. 5 4 3 2 1 (12) 

12. Most of the topics can easily be adapted to 
different ability levels. 5 4 3 2 1 (13) 

13. Units of work are flexible but highly 
structured. 5 4 3 2 1 (14) 

14. The materials translate curriculum theory into 
classroom practice. 5 4 3 2 1 (15) 

15. The learning model provides good support for 
ESL students. 5 4 3 2 1 (16) 

16. The structure of units is logically 
sequenced. 5 4 3 2 1 (17) 

17. Tasks, suggested for independent efforts, cater 
for a range of interests and abilities. 5 4 3 2 1 (18) 

18. The books are written in plain English. 5 4 3 2 1 (19) 

19. Assessment guidelines are useful. 5 4 3 2 1 (20) 

20. Sample programs provide helpful outlines. 5 4 3 2 1 (21) 

21. The glossary describes words simply. 5 4 3 2 1 (22) 

22. The list of useful resources is adequate. 5 4 3 2 1 (23) 

23. Trained Aboriginal teachers should be able to 
understand the level of language used in the 
books. 5 4 3 2 1 (24) 

24. Students should be able to understand the 
language used in the charts and readers. 5 4 3 2 1 (25) 
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Section 2 

Please circle the response that applies to you. 

In which region do you work? 

Alice Springs I Barkly I Katherine I Darwin J East Arnhem J (26) 

For how many years have you worked in Northern Territory educational contexts? 

less than 5 5-10 more than 10 (27 

Are you an Aboriginal person? 

I YES I NO (28) 

Section 3 

Please answer the following questions freely and openly. 

What did you like about the Getting Going with Genres materials? (29) 

What didn't you like about the Getting Going with Genres materials? (30) 

Please return the questionnaire to: 
Pam Norman, ASCMP, Northern Territory Department of Education, 

GPO Box 4821, Darwin, NT 0810. 
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Appendix 3: Interview guidelines 

Submit the required information to the appropriate authorities and gain clearances for 
interviewing teachers. Obtain informed consent from the teacher before conducting the 
interview. Make every effort to arrange a convenient time and a comfortable, 
nondistractive place for the interview. Plan to use a voice-activated micro cassette to 
record the interview. Have spare batteries and tapes. Begin the interview with casual 
conversation about everyday matters to put interviewees at their ease, to establish a 
relaxed atmosphere and a relationship which facilitates frank and open discussion. 
Explain the purpose of the interview and respond to any questions which the teacher may 
have. An introduction to the interview may be as follows: 

Thank you very much for agreeing to this interview. It constitutes an important part 
of my research to evaluate 'Getting Going with Genres'. This research has been 
approved by the Research and Accreditation Branch of the Department of 
Education. The main aim of the interview is to gain information about your use of 
'Getting Going with Genres'. I am interested in finding out how it is, or is not, being 
used. Please talk freely and openly. You can be assured of my deep appreciation. 
Later, I will show you a copy of the transcript for verification. At any time during 
the interview please feel free to say if you are uncomfortable with the questioning, 
if you want me to stop the tape, or i f you do not want to comment on a particular 
topic. You have my assurance that your comments will be regarded as confidential. In 
presenting my findings, individuals and schools will not be identifiable. Information 
will be released in an aggregate way relating to the education system as a whole. 
The tapes and transcripts will be stored securely in my home where only I have 
access to them. Have you any questions before we begin? 

In the conduct of the interview, use open-ended questions whenever possible. Allow a wait 
time after each question. Concentrate on what the teacher is doing with Getting Going 
with Genres at the present time. Beware of the teacher using 'we' as the focus of the 
interview is on what the interviewee is doing with the resource, not on what she or he and 
others are doing. Use the branching technique. Probe for information from the levels of use 
categories. Ask about change in the teacher's use of the resource and why changes were 
made or may be made. If the interviewee begins to digress, say words like, 'I'd be 
interested to hear about that later', and keep the focus on the information being sought. 
Conclude the interview by asking the interviewee to summarise where she or he is in 
relation to Getting Going with Genres. 
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Following are typical questions: 

For non-users 

Are you currently using Getting Going with Genres? (If 'No') 

Probes: Are you aware of the resource? Tell me what you know about the resource? 

What do you see as the strengths and weaknesses of the resource for your situation? 

Have you any plans to use the resource? When? What are they? Have you sought 

any information about the resource? With whom? For what purpose? What kind of 

questions are you asking? Do you ever talk to others and share information about the 

resource? What kinds of information do you share? 

For users 

Are you using Getting Going with Genres? (If 'Yes) 

Probe for use of components: Where do you keep the box? How many genre books 

have you used? Does your use of the methodology lead to independent writing of 

extended texts by students? How do you use the model texts? Do you use genre terms to 

describe the different types of texts or do you simplify them? How do you use the 

posters and readers? Do you leave them on display for students to read and, if so, do 

students read them? How have you used the Genres Across the Years chart? How 

have you used the books: Goanna Tales and Teachers' Notes? With whom? For what 

purpose? 

Probe for levels of use: Will you describe how you most frequently use the resource? 

What do you see as the strengths and weaknesses in your situation? Have you done 

anything to address the weaknesses? Are you looking for more information about the 

resource at this time? Do you talk to others about your use of the resource? If so, what 

do you tell them? What do you see as the effects of using the resource? How do you 

assess your use of the materials? Have you received any feedback from students? 

What have you done with the information you get? Have you made any changes 

recently in how you use Getting Going with Genres? What? Why? How recently? 

What are your plans for the rest of the year? 

Integration (LoU 5) probes: Are you working with others in your use of Getting Going 

with Genres? How do you work together? How frequently? What do you share with 

others during this collaboration? What are the strengths and weaknesses of this 

collaboration? Have you made any changes as a result of this collaboration? What 

plans do you have for this collaboration in the future? Are you currently looking for 

an alternative resource to replace Getting Going with Genres? 



Genre terminology 
(1) 1 (2) 

Teacher and students Common words with 
use genre similar meanings are 
terminology. used. 

Yellow charts 
(I) (2) 

Teacher explains and Typically, charts 
displays charts. used with class but 
Students read fronts. not displayed. 
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Appendix 4: Configurations checklist 

'Getting Going with Genies' Configuration Checklist 

Teacher: 
1. Storage box I 

(1) I (2) 
Teacher has own box I Teacher shares box 
in classroom. with another teacher  

School: 

(3) 
Teacher accesses box 
from a central store. 

* 2. Units of work 
(1) 

Units taught from all 
seven genre books. 

* 4. Model texts 
(1) 

Students write own 
texts after studying 
models. 

(2) 
Units taught from at 

I least four genre 
I books. 

(2) 
Teacher and students 
innovate on model 
texts. 

(3) 
Units taught from 
three or less genre 
books. 

(3) 
Typically texts are 
jointly negotiated 
and copied. 

(3) 
Model texts are not 
used. 

(3) 
Whole text grammar 
is not taught. 

(3) 
Typically, teacher 
reads charts but does 
not use with class. 

(4) 
Teacher does not focus 
on genres in units of 
work. 

(4) 
Methodology does not 
lead to writing of 
extended texts. 

(4) 
Teacher has not read 
charts. Cellophane 
wrap may be unbroken 

* 3. Methodology 
(1) I (2) 

Methods used lead to Modelling & joint 
independent writing I negotiation lead to 
and reflection. I independent writing. 

Programming chart: Genres Across the Years 
(1) J (2) (3) 

Chart on display in Chart not on display Chart not used. 
teacher's planning but topics in program 
area; used to program. are drawn from it. 

Readers 
(1) (2) (3) 

Typically, students Typically, the teacher Readers are not used. 
can freely access and reads the readers and 
read the readers. students listen. 

Goanna Tales or Teacher Notes 
(1) 1 (2) (3) (4) 

Teacher uses books to I Teacher uses selected Teacher reads books No evidence that 
inservice others. J parts of books, for personal teacher has read or 

understanding. used books. 
Code: - - - Variations to the left are ideal, as described by the developer. 

Variations to the right are unacceptable; variations 10 the left are acceptable. 
* Denotes critical components. 
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Appendix 5: Letter from a CBAM trained person 

Cunlculum and Assessment 

Dr Brian Devlln 
Dean of the Faculty of Education 
Northern Territory University 
DARWIN NT 0909 

GPO Box4821 iY.irwin NT 0801 
Telephone: 089) 995511 
Facmilo: (089) 996976 

ERAC: (089)99 6010 
Equal Qppviunity: (089)996363 

Dear Brian, 

I am writing in regard to Pam Norman's current research in which she 
has incorporated the Levels of Use (LoU) interview technique. 

I am a certified LoU Interviewer and Pam approached me some time ago 
to discuss the methodology. As training in Lou was not available to 
Pam, and she considered LoU the most appropriate technique for that 
part of her research, we spent a lot of time going though the materials 
published by Louks and discussing the technique. Pam collaborated 
with the LoU developers in America to gain up-to-date information and 
she trailed the interview with range of people before incorporating the 
technique Into her study. I reviewed some of Pain's analyses of 
interview transcripts and was impressed with her work. 

Pam Is a very professional and thorough operator and I have no 
hesitation in confirming that she has an excellent understanding of 
LoU, and has probably gained more knowledge of the technique though 
her personal research and in-the-field interviews than she would need 
to complete the requirements of the training course. 

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you require further information 
concerning this matter. 

Regards 

Anne L CLIFFORD 
Senior Education Officer, Evaluation 
Evaluation, Research & Assessment 
Northern Territory Department of Education 
22July 1997 

cc Pam Norman 

Northern 1emwry Gov,,rnmcm 
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Appendix 6 Open-ended questionnaire responses 

1 Agnes, N, D, L, Like? cross-cultural teams of writers; clear explanations of genre theory; 
the efforts made to develop materials at community level. Dislike? the focus on 'Space 
Ships' in one of the samples. 

2 Andrew, N, B, M, Like? well set up; covers Aboriginal learning styles; interests children. 
Dislike? (blank) 

3 Barbara, N, B, M, Like? to help new teachers understand the English curriculum; it is 
easy for new teachers to use. Dislike? (blank) 

4 Bill, N, AS, M, Like? well laid out; easy to access information. Dislike? need to work 
more with the materials to give a valued answer. 

5 Clara, N, K, 5, Like? made genre theory clear for classroom teachers; topics are relevant 
for Aboriginal schools. Dislike? (blank) 

6 Cohn, N, AS, S, Like? the practical nature of the material; keep up the good work. 
Dislike? not getting them a long time ago. 

7 Daisy, N, AS, 5, Like? clear; simple; easily adaptable; interesting material; user 
friendly; not just a whole lot of irrelevant material or highly theoretical stuff. Dislike? 
nothing. 

8 Donald, A, B, M, Like? easy to follow especially for someone new to genre theory; 
interesting material; a great resource for those on the chalkface; easily adapted; flexible. 
Dislike? nothing. 

9 Elaine, A, B, 5, Like? liked reading the models because it gives us ideas; it's written in 
easy to understand English and set out very clearly. Dislike? I don't like the top-end 
stories and paintings (drawings); I want to see Central paintings (drawings). 

10 Ed, N, B, M, Like? well structured; easy to follow; relevant topics for teaching English 
in Aboriginal schools; clear explanations; sample texts make programming easier. Dislike? 
(blank) 

11 Fiona, A, B, 5, Like? the steps were easy to follow; it is written in easy English; 
colourful; the books look really good; I like the stories. Dislike? The books are really good. 
Only one problem is that most of the stories were top end. We would like to see more 
Central based stories printed for people in the Central region. 

12 Frederick, A, B, M, Like? How the books was made easy for people to understand it. 
Dislike? There are too many top end stories in the books, not enough central based ones. 

13 Gladys, A, B, S, Like? What I like about Getting Going with Genres is the way the 
charts show us the structure of genres and examples; I understand clearly. Dislike? There 
are so many top end stories in the books, not enough Centre ones; so why don't you do 
something about it in central based areas? 

14 Greg, N, B, S, Like? clear layout; useful for quick reference; content readily grasped; 
very useful for busy teachers on the hop. Dislike? Perhaps some of the model texts could 
have had a little more excitement in them. Some of the illustrations are a bit rough. 

15 Heather, N, B, S, Like? the clear explanations of the genres; the A3 planning chart; the 
posters; emphasis of a learning model; practicality of resources. Dislike? (blank) 
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16 Henry, N, K, S, Like? they fulfil a need of teachers to know how to teach genres; they 
are readily useable in the classroom. Dislike? It took a while to understand the materials. 

17 Isobel, N, AS, S, Like? they are user friendly; don't need to wade through pages of 
waffle; it's straight down to business ... practical application immediately to the 
classroom situation. Dislike? (blank) 

18 Ian, N, EA, S, Like? relevance; simplicity; organisation; format; types of materials... 
teacher books supported with charts and readers. Dislike? (blank) 

19 Jenny, N, B, M, Like? examples of work with Aboriginal emphasis; practical way it was 
produced. Dislike? (blank) 

20 Jeff, N, AS, M, Like? simple; easy to understand models for teaching about genres. 
Dislike? the use of the Geraldton model appears too linear; the presentation and reflection 
stages seem to be always the same activities and questions; lack of emphasis on oral 
presentation of standard Australian English and learning to speak it. 

21 Kathy, N, D, S, Like? I like the fact that they appear so practical and easy to use; I 
lent them to a student who went 'out bush' she found them extremely useful. Dislike? I 
haven't found anything yet that I don't like. I doubt that I'll find anything that I don't 

like. 

22 Kevin, N, B, 5, Like? very good examples used; it shows how it can easily be 
programmed into the curriculum. Dislike? that such a great resource wasn't developed 
earlier. 

23 Leanne, N, AS, 5, Like? (blank) Dislike? It takes genres out of context. Genres must be 
put in the context of both their purpose and their audience. If there is no purpose, the point 
of writing is taken away. The purpose and audience allow for the modification of the 
'recipe' for a particular genre and this was not developed at all. 

24 Lionel, N, D, M, Like? it made the NT English curriculum accessible; user friendly; the 
presentation attracts Aboriginal people; it's very specific for both the support person (ESL 
role or mentor) and for the graduate teacher; they are excellent materials for new non-
Aboriginal teacher and would help to build up confidence; they are actually providing 
students with excellent practice and necessary skills development and would result in 
progression to mastery of various skills; the materials are excellent for non-Aboriginal 
teachers teaching Aboriginal students; they will be excellent for a mentor working with 
Aboriginal graduates; it remains to be seen whether, after sufficient time and exposure, 
Aboriginal teachers will use them of their own accord. Dislike? (blank) 

25 Maureen, N, K, M, Like? it's easy to work with; gives good examples of each genre. 
Dislike? (blank) 

26 Michael, N, B, L, Like? the 'concept' of a resource based on the different genres i.e. a 
resource developed with a specific focus and purpose; its relevance to Aboriginal education 
and bush schools. Dislike? that it was not published earlier. 

27 Nancy, A, D, S, Like? I liked the bright colours and pictures; I like the topics; it is easy 
to follow; the children are finding learning more meaningful. Dislike? I still find a lot of 
the language very difficult. 
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28 Nevile, N, AS, L, Like? the simple format; standard presentation of units; A3 genres 
across the curriculum chart will be very useful for programming an integrated curriculum. 
Dislike? The materials seem to assume that teachers have a clear understanding of the 
importance of teaching oral English and how to go about it. The materials are aimed at 
middle/upper primary level and are suitable for students with a fair grasp of English. 
Many teachers/schools are asking for beginning oral English lessons and programs. 

29 Oprah, N, B, 5, Like? contained great ideas that are practical across an integrated 
curriculum; clear and easy to follow; the materials are clearly set out and provide many 
useful ideas. Dislike? (blank) 

30 Owen, N, B, L, Like? really useful; sample texts a great resource for planning lessons; 
units well thought out and flexible; easy to adapt to different ability levels. Dislike? 
(blank) 

31 Paula, A, B, M, Like? the genres program are the best; the structure of system is very 
easy and simple for students to follow, read and understand the content. Dislike? I found 
the program very good; no comments against it. 

32 Peter, N, K, L, Like? examples of topics, texts and units of work; because they give ideas 
for use of the genres for communities. Dislike? not enough student materials. 

33 Rose, N, B, L, Like? their relevance in terms of teaching English to Aboriginal students. 
Dislike? (blank) 

34 Roderick, N, EA, L, Like? I find them much more user-friendly compared to the ITEC 
document. Dislike?(blank) 

35 Sandra, A, D, M, Like? the clear user-friendly presentation and text; with useful 
examples; a great support for Aboriginal and non Aboriginal teachers. Dislike? Nothing 
really struck me as something which I didn't like. 

36 Simon, N, AS, M, Like? very hands on and practical; very clearly set out; relevant 
topics. Dislike? Too early to say. My evaluation will be greatly influenced by how our 
'coal-face' colleagues assess their usefulness. 

37 Teresa, N, K, L, Like? materials allow across-the-curriculum teaching; very 
comprehensive; meet curriculum requirements; easy to use. Dislike? This is not a real 
whinge - but I think that the student books could have been more attractive, e.g. colour 
pictures and glossy paper. 

38 Timothy, N, D, M, Like? able to relate activities to own community; stimulating 
activities are suggested; culturally appropriate; lots of good hands on activities; materials 
are well set out; plain English makes the language accessible for Aboriginal teachers; 
much more user-friendly the curriculum. Dislike? (blank) 

39 Ursula, N, AS, S, Like? very clear guidelines; interesting format; easy to use. Dislike? 
very bulky, size puts me off a bit. 

40 Veronica, N, D, S, Like? good to use as a springboard for teacher's ideas; flexible; easily 
adaptable; clearly set out; easy to use; gives me a checklist of what I should be covering in 
my language program. Dislike? until applied through trial and error, I can't comment. 

41 Wendy, N, D, S, Like? clear and easy to follow; sample units of work are well structured 
and easy to adapt to local conditions; assessment checklists are valuable; overall I was 
very impressed; a great resource; lots of ideas; relevant to Aboriginal students; makes genre 
theory explicit. Dislike? (blank) 
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42 William, A, D, M, Like? is easy to follow; the books and charts are very good; I like the 
Aboriginal stories, they are relevant; I liked the way the materials were set out; sample 
texts will be most useful; easy to understand. Dislike? (blank) 

43 Audrey, N, D, M, Like? well presented; attractive; makes genres easy to understand; 
practical; especially useful for teachers new to Aboriginal schools; relevant topics and 
methodology for Aboriginal schools. Dislike? still having problems with discussion and 
argument. 

44 Alexander, A, K, S, Like? well organised; books not too large; easy to get to in the 
storage box; sample texts can be photocopied (practical); A3 chart excellent for 
programming; curriculum concepts clearly explained. Dislike? (blank) 

45 Beth, A, K, S, Like? provides me with clear guidance; good model of different genres 
both oral and written; interesting and appropriate for Aboriginal students. Dislike? 
(blank) 

46 Brian, A, EA, S, Like? user-friendly; easy to use; materials are clearly set out; easy to 
understand; clear explanations; adaptable to different ability levels and locations; sample 

texts are very relevant to our kids. Dislike? (blank) 

47 Christine, N, K, L, Like? makes teaching genres easy to understand; meets curriculum 
requirements; very practical; really like sample texts and programs. Dislike? sometimes it 
assumes children have an understanding and meaning base for reading and writing which 
they don't. 

48 Charles, N, K, L, Like? - easy to follow; user friendly; great having ideas from different 
parts of the Territory; relevant texts for students to study. Dislike? (blank) 

49 Donna, N, K, S, Like? very interesting work units; well thought out; covers curriculum 
comprehensively; excellent help for programming; use of plain English is much 
appreciated. Dislike? (blank) 

50 David, N, AS, S, Like? simply put; in Goanna Tales, because all the genres are written 
on one subject, kids find it easy to see exactly what the differences are; well set out; topics 
of interest to students. Dislike? (blank) 

51 Eunice, N, AS, S, Like? it gives us a starting point and structure to program in an 
effective way and ensures by usage that curriculum requirements are being covered; 
practical; friendly; easy to follow, concepts clearly explained; great aid to programming. 
Dislike? No way. 

52 Eileen, N, K, S, Like? good structure; easy to access information; sample texts will be 
well used; practical; to help yearly planning to ensure all curriculum is covered. Dislike? I 
cannot think of any way that GGG would not help. 

53 Faye, N, K, M, Like? explains genre theory clearly; lots of interesting relevant ideas; 
appropriate methodology; it will help me to get going with genres. Dislike? any help is 
appreciated. 

54 Gerry, N, AS, M, Like? practical; reader friendly; lots of ideas for covering the range of 
text types required. Dislike? (blank) 

55 Gordon, N, AS, M, Like? simply set out; easy to follow; great for team teaching 
situations; sample texts relevant for Aboriginal contexts. Dislike? (blank) 

56 Helen, N, EA, M, Like? easy to understand; clearly explained; great help for 
programming; easier to understand than the curriculum. Dislike? (blank) 
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57 Harold, N, D, 5, Like? model texts are interesting; units are particularly helpful for 
new teachers; books are easy to read and understand. Dislike? nothing. 

58 Juliet, N, K, M, Like? clear explanations of different genres; relevant model texts from 
different Aboriginal communities; easy to adapt. Dislike? nothing. 

59 Joseph, N, K, M, Like? good to see topics and writers from all over the Territory; good to 
have the materials now as we struggle to apply genre theory to the classroom; topics very 
relevant for bush schools; well set out; attractive presentation; easy to use. Dislike? 
(blank) 

60 Kylie, A, EA, 5, Like? easy to follow; written in easy English; lessons relevant for 
Aboriginal students. Dislike? It's all good. 

61 Keith, A, AS, S, Like? programming English lesson will be easier; model texts, sample 
units and assessment guides will be helpful; sample programs are excellent. Dislike? 
(blank) 

62 Louise, A, AS, M, Like? very good examples of genres; adaptable; easy to understand; 
interesting for Aboriginal kids. I really like the Aboriginal stories in the books; should be 
more; let's see more stories written by Aboriginal people; this is relevant and interesting to 
our students. Dislike? (blank) 
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